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Lewis lack On His Octoer 11th how At New York’s 92Y, Doing roadwa & What’s Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Lewis lack has een one of the countr’s most successful stand-up comics for around 2 decades. While he has
een active as a stand-up comic since the 1980s, one thing that people do not realize aout Lewis lack is that his genius extends eond
performing. For example, he holds an MFA from the Yale chool Of Drama. eond full-length theatrical works that were produced — and
starring in his own sit-down roadwa show several times — lack has written hundreds of one-act plas.
AOUT 12 HOUR AGO







 Open in Who hared
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A look at some of the fun prop ets related to Conor McGregor's fight at UFC 229
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Yesterda, MMA Champion -- and one of the world’s most iconic athletes -- Conor McGregor announced the launch
of Proper No. Twelve Irish Whiske. McGregor is the founder, chairman and majorit owner of ire orn pirits, the parent compan of Proper
No. Twelve, which is launching in Ireland and the United tates; international expansion is planned for 2019 and onward via gloal distriutor
Proximo. ut that is not the onl newsworth-item related to the UFC's Conor McGregor this week.
AOUT 21 HOUR AGO
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MO Footwear’s Alex enaim On The New “Grid Phase TR,” Comfortale hoes & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Founded  Alexandre “Alex” enaim, the shoes produced  MO Footwear manage to e simultaneousl chic,
fashionale, affordale and functional. MO has een tagged as eing ased on “moilit, optimism, eaut and soul,” ut just as interesting
to this writer is that MO Footwear’s current collection of shoes is full unisex. MO makes slip-on stles, in addition to oots, low treads
and high tops of various materials. In turn, there is something for everone from MO.
A DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Hershe Compan’s John aker On The Past, Present & Future Of Hershe’s Chocolate
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — tatisticall speaking, Americans are estimated to consume more than 2.8 illion pounds of chocolate...
2 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

9 rands For Optimal kincare While Traveling
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — As fun as it can e to travel, fling is known to dehdrate our od. It ma not onl cause indigestion, ut the reccled
air at a higher altitude can also e lamed for the drness of our skin. And no one likes to feel dr on their face or scalp. elow are 9 rands
which ought to e considered to make our upcoming air-travel experience more comfortale.
3 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“I’m Ding Up Here” & “cream” tar RJ Cler On His Upcoming Projects & His Long-Term Goals
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — At onl 23 ears of age, RJ Cler has een working steadil since landing his reakthrough role in 2015’s Me And
arl And The Ding Girl. He was seen in Power Rangers, in which he plaed ill Cranston the lue Ranger, then War Machine and verthing,
verthing. In addition to the forthcoming movies ierra urgess Is A Loser — as produced for Netflix — and White o Rick, 2018 has also
een a ig ear for Cler, who was one of the stars of the acclaimed howtime series I’m Ding Up Here.
3 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Have ou heard aout Conor McGregor's new Irish Whiske?
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — arlier toda, ire orn pirits toda announces the launch of Proper No. Twelve Irish Whiske. MMA Champion -- and one
of the world’s most iconic athletes -- Conor McGregor is the founder, chairman and majorit owner of the compan. Initiall launching in Ireland
and the United tates, Proper No. Twelve has further international expansion planned for 2019 and onward via gloal distriutor Proximo.
3 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How ou can help WW Hall Of Famer "Mr. Wonderful" Paul Orndorff
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A major staple of WW during its initial 1980s oom, "Mr. Wonderful" Paul Orndorff was part of an unforgettale feud with
Hulk Hogan that led to a ke match as the main event of the first WrestleMania. ut Orndorff was also an important part of other wrestling
companies eond WW over the ears, including World Championship Wrestling, Mid-outh Wrestling, Georgia Championship Wrestling, and
outheast Championship Wrestling.
5 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Monster Truck's Jerem Widerman on hocke, Don Cherr and his favorite NHL team
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — The Hamilton, Ontario-ased and Monster Truck is one of the iggest groundswell stories in Canadian rock in the past
decade. With numerous Top 10 Canadian Rock radio hits, a 2013 Juno Award for “reakthrough Artist Of The Year”, a 2014 Juno nomination
for “Rock Alum Of The Year” and countless tours (e.g.
5 DAY AGO
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5 Things That Impressed Me Aout M Visit To Niagara Falls
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Visited  an estimated 30 million people each ear, Niagara Falls is a major international destination. Comprised of
3 giant waterfalls, Niagara Falls is split etween United tates and Canadian territories. oth eautiful and an ee-graing wonder of the
world, Niagara Falls is simpl one of those must-visit destinations for people of all ages and ackgrounds, like the iffel Tower or mpire tate
uilding.
6 DAY AGO
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CardFool’s Tim McCae’s 5 teps To A Great Holida Card Photo
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In the coming weeks (and months), holida cards are going to e on everone’s minds. The onl funn online
personalized greeting card service, CardFool is a popular wesite for creating great holida cards. In turn, CardFool.com ma e where ou
need to point our we-rowser sometime soon. Tim McCae is the creative director and co-founder of CardFool, as launched in 2015.
6 DAY AGO
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How Aviation Gin Has Partnered With AMC Theaters & The New Movie “A imple Favor”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — arlier toda the new lake Livel and Anna Kendrick movie A imple Favor, as ased on the 2017 novel of the
same name  Darce ell, opened nationwide. Directed  Paul Feig from a screenpla  Jessica harzer, lake Livel’s msterious
character mil is a ig fan of Ran Renolds’ Aviation Gin, just like Livel herself is. mil/Livel drinks Aviation throughout the movie.
6 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Jonathan Antoine On eing The #1 Worldwide est-elling Tenor, Listening To Heav Metal & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A classicall-trained nglish tenor, Jonathan Antoine first rose to fame after appearing on the 6th season of ritain’s
Got Talent. Initiall performing as part of the classical duo Jonathan and Charlotte, Antoine ultimatel went solo after releasing the gold-selling
2012 alum Together. 2014’s Tenore and 2016’s elieve — oth released  on Classical — also charted high internationall, the latter
reaching the #1 spot on the U.K. Classical chart and #10 on the U.. Classical chart.
7 DAY AGO
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5 Reasons To ta At The DouleTree  Hilton Hotel Niagara Falls
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Visited  an estimated 30 million people each ears, Niagara Falls is a major international destination. Comprised of 3
giant waterfalls, Niagara Falls is split etween United tates and Canadian territories. oth eautiful and an ee-graing wonder of the world,
Niagara Falls is simpl one of those must-visit destinations for people of all ages and ackgrounds.
7 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

120/Life Founder Ira Antelis On His “Two Week Challenge” To Comat High lood Pressure
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Over 100 million American adults are attling high lood pressure, et onl half of those people have their condition
under control. With no smptoms, high lood pressure is known as a silent killer and can lead to heart attacks, strokes, chronic heart failure,
and man other health concerns. 120/Life is a relativel-new product on the market, as created from a tast lend of six ingredients: eetroot,
hiiscus, pomegranate, tart cherr, cranerr and magnesium.
8 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

TH ACH OY’ RUC JOHNTON Discusses the New ‘each os With The Roal Philharmonic
Orchestra’ Alum, Writing for Other Artists and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How long was our alum with the Roal Philharmonic in the works for? Do ou have a favorite song on the alum?
When it comes to the greatest American recording artists of all time, few groups can top whathave done. It has een over 55 ears since The
each os first charted with the hit song "urfin," and the California-ased and remains snonmous with surf, each and general West
Coast culture.
9 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Rud arzo On Joining The Guess Who, Plaing With Ozz Osourne, Keeping Up On Music & More
 lack aath, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — One of the most prolific assists in hard rock histor, ou have undoutedl heard Rud arzo pla ass. In addition
to eing a founding memer of Quiet Riot, arzo’s credits as a ass plaer include Ozz Osourne, Whitesnake, lue Öster Cult, Dio,
Queensrche, and Yngwie Malmsteen’s Rising Force.
9 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

How To kip The Lines & nter Lounges In 500+ Airports
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — As of last month, chauffeur provider lacklane has launched lacklane PA — which stands for “Premium Airport
ervices & olutions” — to help ou make the most out of our travel time without annual memership clus or frequent fler status. In turn,
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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with lacklane’s help, travelers can now skip securit and immigration lines for $100 and access lounges for $50 in more than 500 airports
around the world.
10 DAY AGO
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6 Great Gift Ideas For A Music Fan
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — etween holidas, irthdas, anniversaries and general “just ecause” surprises, there is alwas a need to have a
few gift ideas in the ack of our mind. In turn, no matter our preferred genre or form of gift-giving, elow are 6 suggestions for relativelinexpensive gifts for a music fan in our life.
10 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The latest information on Chris Jericho’s Rock ‘N’ Wrestling Rager At ea cruise
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Thanks to his current run in the New Japan Pro-Wrestling, his recent appearance at Chicago's ALL IN, his regular touring
with rock and Fozz, his popular Talk Is Jericho podcast and his recent release of a fourth memoir, there is no shortage of people regularl
talking aout Chris Jericho.
12 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: "Commissioner Of Tailgating" Joe Cahn talks to portskeeda
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As the self-proclaimed "Commissioner Of Tailgating," Joe Cahn ma have the est jo in the United tates Of America.
Cahn is argual the world's onl professional tailgater. During his Tailgating America Tours, Cahn has traveled to all 31 current NFL
stadiums, over 120 college stadiums, and ever current NACAR track. Cahn has driven the "JoeMoile" over 1 million miles and has eaten his
wa through hundreds of cities, enjoing the part with countless parking lot loalists.
12 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

10 Child-Friendl Gift Ideas That Also Work For A Traveler
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — etween holidas, irthdas, anniversaries and the general “just ecause” surprises that come with knowing people
for a long time, there is alwas a need to have a few gift ideas in the ack of our mind, especiall when ou have children in and/or around
our life. In turn, elow are 10 suggestions for relativel-inexpensive, child-friendl gifts.
13 DAY AGO
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Otto Flores On The Past, Present & Future Of Ron arceló Rum .R.L.
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Produced  Ron arceló .R.L. in an Pedro de Macorís, the rum of Ron arceló first came onto the market almost
90 ears ago. Ron arceló egan to grow internationall in the 1990s when exporting rights were granted. Nowadas, Ron arceló .R.L. still
onl produces Ron arceló rum — as sold in 70+ countries — and is the world’s #1 exporter of dark rum (and 4th overall largest exporter of
rum).
13 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

ehr’s rika Woelfel & The Home Depot’s arah Fishurne On ehr Paint’s 2019 Colors & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With Laor Da Weekend 2018 now ehind us, it is time to start planning out those long-weekend projects. If
painting is on our to-do list, then ou are in luck, ecause ehr Paint is here help with what man people feel to e the hardest part of a
renovation project: picking a paint color.
14 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

MUDHONY’s MARK ARM on New Alum ‘Digital Garage,’ Working in eattle, and the “Judgment Night”
oundtrack
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — What was the creative process like for the track ou did with ir Mix-A-Lot? o, ou gus were ahead of the curve in
terms of home recording... When ou were working on the soundtrack, did ou have an idea that it was an innovative concept? Or was it
more of a “here’s some mone to record music for a soundtrack” scenario? Formed thirt ears ago in eattle after the reakup ofwas one of
the first ands to sign to.
15 DAY AGO
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Wes orland On Limp izkit, Painting, Cats, Moogfest & Detroit
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Wes orland first experienced success on an international level as the founding guitarist of Limp izkit. With Fred
Durst, DJ Lethal, am Rivers and John Otto, orland would sell an estimated 50 million alums worldwide. orland first took time off from
Limp izkit in 2001 and eventuall returned to the fold in 2009, although Limp izkit has onl een one facet of orland’s career as an artist.
15 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared
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Art Of The Meal: GWAR’s löthar on GWARar, ating on the Road, and Where to at in Richmond, Virginia
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou are in the studio, what sort of food and/or drinks do ou keep around? Is that the same sort of stuff ou keep
around when plaing a gig? How important is food in our everda life? Where does it rank in terms of hoies? Depending on the source of
our information,is a and from Richmond, Virginia that formed in the mid-1980s, or a collection of warriors from the ancient outer space
collective known as the.
16 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

12 ooks You hould e Adding To Your Fall 2018 Reading List
 Martin Popoff, lack aath, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With the ummer of 2018 almost ehind us, the weather is getting colder and more time is ound to e spent
indoors. In turn, man readers of The Hpe Magazine will have more time for reading. In turn, here are 12 recent and/or upcoming titles which
are recommended for our reading pleasure.
16 DAY AGO
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5 people ou ma not have realized were doing DDP YOGA
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A complete fitness sstem that is free of running, jumping and lifting, DDP YOGA provides workouts that anone can do,
no matter their age, athletic ackground, or current level of health. The Resurrection Of Jake The nake documentar -- as starring wrestlers
Diamond Dallas Page, Jake "The nake" Roerts and cott Hall -- was proof of how DDP YOGA changes lives, and how work ethic and
commitment to changing one's mindset can help just aout anone get to where the want to e.
16 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ett Moon on eing a fan of the Los Angeles Lakers, Leron James & what's ahead for her
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As a composer, singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, filmmaker and entrepreneur, ett Moon has recorded 8 alums.
Her latest full-length was 2017's studio alum Chrome, of which 4 singles were released, including the ver catch track "Parachute." What's
more interesting aout the Toronto-orn, Los Angeles-ased former major lael artist is that she has also uilt up her own record lael and
production compan, releasing all her own music with much success.
17 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Judas Priest In Concert: 3 Things That Amazed Me & 3 Things That Can Use ome Improvement
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 50 million alums sold in close to 50 ears as a and, few artists have had the longevit or success of
ritish metal pioneers Judas Priest. With rock classics like “reaking The Law,” “Living After Midnight” and “You’ve Got Another Thing Coming”
in its repertoire, Judas Priest has managed to e one of the few groups of its genre that pumped out radio-friendl gems. And still all these
ears later, the Priest is plaing arena-sized venues and headlining major festivals around the world.
18 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A look at Lann Poffo's new podcast "The Genius Cast" podcast, launching this Monda
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A second-generation professional wrestler who got his start in the earl 1970s, Lann Poffo is est known to wrestling
fans as The Genius. mploed  the WWF for nearl a decade -- initiall as Leaping Lann Poffo -- he was popular for his pre-match poetr,
which often skewered audiences and wrestlers alike. After leaving the WWF, Poffo signed with WCW, where he was under contract for a few
ears. Post-WCW, he made independent appearances, which Poffo continues to do on a part-time asis.
19 DAY AGO
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inger/songwriter Lucinda elle on her love of the Golden tate Warriors and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
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sportskeeda.com — Pop-noir singer-songwriter and harpist Lucinda elle made a lot of people take notice when she received a 2015 Oscar
nomination for "est ong" for her contriution to the Johnn Depp film For No Good Reason. ut that Oscar nod was onl one of man highprofile credits for elle, whose list of collaorators includes Annie Lennox, Jamiroquai, Roie Williams, eal, Raphael aadiq, and Jarvis
Cocker.
19 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

POOKY COOL Vocalist ZAC HRYCIAK on the and’s Deut P ‘ver Thing ver’, Opening for Deerhoof,
and Richmond’s cene
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Your new P was released on August 3rd. How long did ou spend working on it? Was it ever the plan to release a fulllength instead of an P? Do ou have a favorite song on the P? Promoting the P aside, what is coming up for pook Cool? ma onl e a
three-ear-old and, ut the Richmond, Virginia-ased five-piece has alread garnered a lot of attention. Touring has een done alongside the
likes ofand; Walston has een supportive along the wa, stating “I love pook Cool!
20 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

A Look At Astral Tequila’s New “Charlie ird” Cocktail
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Astral Tequila is a lanco tequila founded  Master ommelier Richard etts. Astral has een awarded the New
York Times’ highest rating, a Doule Gold Medal from the an Francisco World pirits Competition. In addition, Astral has een named as one
of the “Top 10 lanco Tequilas”  Food & Wine Magazine.
20 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

NHL legend Grant "Coco" Fuhr is the star of a new movie
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Featuring Wane Gretzk, Mark Messier, Martin rodeur, rett Hull, Chris Pronger and man more of the NHL’s roalt,
Making Coco: The Grant Fuhr tor is a forthcoming documentar aout legendar NHL goalie Grant "Coco" Fuhr.
20 DAY AGO
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Kirrilee erger On The New C All Access how “One Dollar,” Her Musical Goals & hoshana ean
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Actress Kirrilee erger started her career in the roadwa national tour of Mar Poppins in which she ecame the
oungest actress to ever pla the role of Jane anks. he continued to shine in the roadwa National Tour of ill lliot, plaing the role of
usan Parks. erger then moved onto television, ooking 2 concurrent recurring roles on Amazon’s Just Add Magic and Disne’s K.C.
Undercover. This would lead to portraing numerous characters in Netflix’s The Who Was?
21 DAY AGO
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5 Great, Useful & tlish Items For Your Kitchen
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — In this da and age of Internet-ased meal-kit companies like Plated and lue Apron, it has ecome apparent that
preparing gourmet food is not as complicated as it once was. Or at least that it has ecome easier to educate the everda person on how to
make a gourmet meal  wa of reaking everthing down into smaller steps. Furthermore, a lot of cookware and utensils once exclusive to
restaurants are now availale trough everda stores and e-commerce sites.
22 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Adam Amruso On The New Film “utterfl Caught,” His Upcoming Projects & His Free Time In L.A.
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Helping to spotlight Hollwood’s reckoning in the wake of the #MeToo movement, actor, producer and entrepreneur
Adam Amruso stars and holds a producer credit in the on Pictures award-winning film, utterfl Caught. After making its deut and
winning “est nsemle Film” at the 2017 an Diego International Film Festival, utterfl Caught made its theatrical deut this summer.
22 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Crowd Cow’s Joe Heitzeerg On His New ook “Craft eef,” Qualit Meat & Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — You’ve proal heard of “craft eer,” ut have ou ever heard of “craft eef?” If not, two techies from eattle are
working to change that  helping families ring artisanal meat to their dinner tale. When ou u that hamurger at our local grocer store,
it could have come from dozens of different sources. And have ou ought steaks onl to wonder where the actuall come from and wh
the are so costl?
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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 Open in Who hared
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TH OFFPRING Frontman DXTR HOLLAND Discusses His Gringo andito Hot auce!
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Gringo andito grew from a passion project into a real compan. When did ou start it in relation to moving on from
Nitro Records? Who started Gringo andito with ou? Or at least, who did ou work with initiall to make our idea into a finished product? For
almost 25 ears, as the frontman ofhas een one of the most successful punk rock musicians out there. The Offspring is currentl plaing
amphitheaters alongsideas part of the Never-nding ummer Tour.
24 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

4 Great New Celerit Chef Items That Are Now Availale From HN
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A leading interactive entertainment and lifestle retailer, HN, Inc. offers a curated assortment of exclusive products
and top rand names to its customers. HN incorporates entertainment, inspiration, personalities and industr experts to provide an entirelunique shopping experience. The channel roadcasts reach approximatel 90 million households — with live programming 364 das per ear
— while its HN.com wesite features more than 50,000 full-produced product videos.
24 DAY AGO
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ric “T” Tecosk On Working With Jack Daniel’s & Its New 100-Proof ottled-In-ond Whiske
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Officiall registered  the United tates government in 1866 and ased in Lnchurg, Tennessee, the Jack Daniel
Distiller is the oldest registered distiller in the tates. The Jack Daniel’s distiller — maker of the world-famous Jack Daniel’s Old No.
27 DAY AGO
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Paltrocast with Darren Paltrowitz: pisode #005 featuring MIK LOV of TH ACH OY
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — - In Jul 2018, New York-ased writer and editorlaunched thein partnership with. The i-weekl podcast features
exclusive interviews with top entertainers, entrepreneurs and other influencers. More info on the Paltrocast can e found at
www.puregrainaudio.com/paltrocast and www.paltrowitz.com co-foundedover 55 ears ago alongsideand. Last ear, Love released a doule
alum throughtitled Unleash The Love, his first solo alum in decades.
27 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

A look at legendar metal singer Ronnie James Dio's histor as a sports fan
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As the frontman of Dio, lack aath and Rainow, few artists within the hard rock world have accomplished as much as
Ronnie James Dio did. An undeniale influence on memers of Guns N' Roses, Metallica, lipknot, laer, Fozz, Halestorm, Korn, Hatereed
and man other popular ands, Dio's legac continues to live on eond classic rock radio.
27 DAY AGO
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Wrong line?

Michael McKeegan Of Therap? On The “Judgment Night” oundtrack & Upcoming Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An alternative metal and from Northern Ireland, the roots of Therap? go ack to almost 30 ears ago.  1992,
Therap? had a major lael record deal with A&M Records. Consistent as ever, on eptemer 21, 2018 Therap? — which includes lead
vocalist and guitarist And Cairns, assist Michael McKeegan and drummer Neil Cooper — will e releasing its 15th studio alum, Cleave. I had
the pleasure of doing Q&A with McKeegan, the group’s founding assist, aout Therap?’s past, present and future.
28 DAY AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How fans of the New York Mets can get some free hake hack this summer
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As located in Queens, New York, Citi Field is est known as the home of Major League aseall's New York Mets. The
replacement to the long-standing hea tadium, Citi Field not onl offers ML action and top-tier concerts -- performers have included
eonce, Lad Gaga, Foo Fighters, Paul McCartne, Dead & Compan, The agles, Journe, and the Zac rown and -- ut also top-tier
cuisine of all ackgrounds and price-points.
28 DAY AGO
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ALIC IN CHAIN - “190 Proof” Artist of the Month (August 2018)
 Darren Paltrowitz
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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puregrainaudio.com — ver now and then, a and comes along and stops us cold in our tracks. It’s alwas a singular moment, defined either
 a recent live performance, where we were enchanted from their vantage point on stage or after their record starts spinning.
29 DAY AGO
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25 Health ummer 2018 Food & Drink Discoveries
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — There is never a time of ear when it does not pa to e eating with health haits in mind. However, health foods can
also have a great taste to them. In turn, there is no shortage of interesting new food and everage options that manage to e nutritious and
delicious. On ehalf of A Gloal Lifestle, elow are 25 ummer 2018 food and drink discoveries of mine.
29 DAY AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

Living Colour’s Vernon Reid On The “Judgment Night” oundtrack & Working With Run-DMC
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — impl put, few artists can hard rock and funk like Living Colour. ongs like “Cult Of Personalit,” “Love Rears Its
Ugl Head,” “Open Letter (To A Landlord)” and “Glamour os” show a and that can pla an genre to virtuosic levels. The New York-ased,
Gramm Award-winning quartet remains full active all these ears later, most recentl releasing a studio alum last ear, 2017’s hade.
29 DAY AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

The New York Jets announce additional 2018 partnerships with WW and Marvel
 Darren Paltrowitz
gossipela.com — arlier toda, it was announced that NFL mainstas known as the New York Jets have entered a partnership with legendar
record lael Def Jam Recordings. In addition, the Jets have also announced plans to work with the WW and Marvel ntertainment.
29 DAY AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

The New York Jets announce additional 2018 partnerships with WW and Marvel
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — arlier toda, it was announced that NFL mainstas known as the New York Jets have entered a partnership with
legendar record lael Def Jam Recordings. In addition, the Jets have also announced plans to work with the WW and Marvel ntertainment.
On unda, Octoer 7th, WW will e taking part in "NY Jets Kids Da."
30 DAY AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

ottled McCafé Frappés, Va$htie & potif Get Together For A Fun & Refreshing New York Cit vent
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Last week, potif’s New York Cit office hosted a special “pre-summ-ahh Frida part” to celerate the launch of
the new ottled McCafé Frappés. The rooftop event featured musical entertainment from celerit DJ, artist and designer Va$htie Kola, who
spun some of ummer 2018’s hottest feel-good songs from ottled McCafé Frappés’ new potif Plalist as guests danced far into the
evening.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

New York Jets announce partnership with Def Jam Recordings
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — arlier toda, NFL mainstas the New York Jets announced a new partnership with Def Jam Recordings. One of the most
influential record laels in music industr histor, Def Jam was the launching ground of countless hip-hop icons, including LL Cool J, The
eastie os and Pulic nem.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Gre Goose Is Helping To Make New York Cit ven etter
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Named the world’s est-tasting vodka within two ears of its founding, Gre Goose was created  the idne Frank
Importing Compan. In 2004, the French rand not onl ecame the est-selling premium vodka in the United tates — going to sell more
than 1.5 million cases in that ear alone — ut it was also acquired  acardi. These das in 2018, Gre Goose remains popular as ever, the
rare sort of vodka that manages to e upscale et looked at favoral  the general pulic.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

tar athletes partner with Williams onoma and No Kid Hungr for a great cause
 Darren Paltrowitz
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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sportskeeda.com — Launched  non-profit organization hare Our trength in 2010, the No Kid Hungr campaign works to solve the
prolem of childhood hunger in the United tate and all around the world. No Kid Hungr regularl partners with major rands, restaurants
and celerities to accomplish its goals. For several ears, No Kid Hungr and Williams onoma have collaorated directl to have celerities
design a limited-edition spatulas, as sold at Williams onoma stores, which enefit No Kid Hungr.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paltrocast with Darren Paltrowitz: pisode #004 featuring CHRI JRICHO
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — - In Jul 2018, New York-ased writer and editorlaunched thein partnership with. The i-weekl podcast features
exclusive interviews with top entertainers, entrepreneurs and other influencers. More info on the Paltrocast can e found at
www.puregrainaudio.com/paltrocast and www.paltrowitz.com has millions of fans around the world for a variet of reasons. Within the world of
professional wrestling, he has een a world champion and is almost certainl a futureHall Of Famer.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

occer star Carlos Vela on Heineken Rivalr Week, moving to Los Angeles, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A professional footaller -- or soccer plaer, if ou are an American fan -- currentl plaing for the ML' Los Angeles FC,
Carlos Vela started his professional career with the Mexican clu Guadalajara. He joined the Premier League clu Arsenal in 2005, which he
remained affiliated with through 2012. Vela next moved over to Real ociedad, which was his home clu until last ear. To sa the least, 2018
has een a ig ear for Carlos Vela.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

WILON Interview with Vocalist CHAD NICFILD on Microdosing and New Alum ‘Tast Nast’
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Do ou feel that there are an misconceptions aout microdosing? How did ou first learn aout microdosing? efore
getting into microdosing, where were ou at in terms of soriet and chemical enhancement? Formed in Detroit, Michigan in 2010, several of
the memers ofmet as students at. The group has released two full-length alums over the past eight ears, 2013’s Full last Fucker and
2015’s Right To Rise, in addition to the 2010 P tanding On The Reel.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Williams onoma & No Kid Hungr Partner With Top Celerities To Help nd Childhood Hunger
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As part of an annual collaoration etween No Kid Hungr and Williams onoma, each ear celerities design a
limited-edition spatulas — as sold at Williams onoma stores — to enefit No Kid Hungr. Williams onoma donates 30 percent of the retail
price from each spatula purchase, in addition to a onus on ehalf of the designer whose spatula sells out first.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

LIPKNOT’s ID WILON Discusses His New ‘∫∑x©∆p∆D∑∫ øƒ †h3 høP∑£3∫∫ ®øø†¡¢’ Alum, Transformers
and Motorccles
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When did ou realize the importance of having a space like Moonase tudio for working? Did ou make our whole
new alum at Moonase? I've onl had the pleasure of hearing our first single so far. Is everthing on the alum voiced and performed 
ou? How long did ou spend making the alum? Did ou know aout the time-space continuum efore seeing 'ack To The Future?' Or was
that something that hit ou later in life? You've een tring to spread "the cure" for a long time.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

anta Teresa Rum’s Josh Campell On National Rum Da & The Life Of A pirit rand Amassador
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — One of the Cariean’s first rum producers, Ron anta Teresa is a famil compan with over 200 ears of heritage.
The rand is present in more than 30 countries. As known for its qualit, the compan’s anta Teresa 1796 rum results from a careful lend of
finel-aged spirits that are further aged in a stle orrowed from the panish sherr producers. impl put, it is the first premium añejo rum in
the world to e aged in the olera method, which is unique to the entire rum world.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Flip Gordon On Working With Ring Of Honor & His Other Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz

https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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thehpemagazine.com — The past 12 months have een a meteoric rise within the career of professional wrestler Flip Gordon. After plent of
high-profile matches around Japan, Mexico, urope and his native United tates, Gordon recentl signed a full-time contract with one of the
world’s leaders in the wrestling world, Ring Of Honor.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Long each International Film Festival's Craig Weintrau On This & Next Year's LIFF
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Were there an highlights for with this ear's festival? An ig surprises? Craig Weintrau: There were man
highlights this ear, ut m favorite was showing films in the rand new, state of the art Regal Lnrook theater. Filmmakers fl here from
around the world and to e ale to show their work at such a eautiful venue means a lot. This ear the Taste On The each event was held
indoors at the Allegria Hotel. hould that e expected next ear as well?
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

KAT FLANNRY Discusses THY MIGHT  GIANT, “The Office” and Upcoming Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Music has een a ig part of our career and I know that ou had sung on an alum  Mono Puff, the The Might e
Giants side project. How did that happen? Did the Flanner-Flansurgh connection have anthing to do with it? Did ou perform in an other
ands esides that? Were there ever musical aspirations for ou in terms of eing a singer/songwriter? At what point did ou feel with our
career that it was a career and not just a series of one-offs? That raises a reall good point.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Del The Funk Homosapien On The “Gate 13” Alum, His Recover, & Hip-Hop In 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Active in the hip-hop world since the late 1980s, Del The Funk Homosapien released his first major alum in 1991.
Del next made waves as part of the hip-hop collective known as Hieroglphics, which last released a studio full-length in 2013. While Del has
remained popular as a solo artist over the ears, a lot of his success has come as a collaorator with other artists. This includes high-profile
work with Gorillaz, Dinosaur Jr., MF DOOM, The Dirt Heads, Dan The Automator, and the Wu Tang Clan.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Living Colour's Vernon Reid talks CM Punk, John Mcnroe, Prince and photograph
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — If ou are a long-time fan of hard rock, then ou ought to e ver familiar with the New York Cit and Living Colour. Hit
singles like "Cult Of Personalit," "Love Rears Its Ugl Head," "Time's Up" and "Leave It Alone" continue to live on with radio airpla. Yet Living
Colour is far from living in the past, as the quartet released a new studio alum last ear, 2017's hade.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Flip Gordon on Ring Of Honor's U.K. tour, selling out Madison quare Garden & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — One of the hottest recent signings of Ring Of Honor, Flip Gordon has een one of the world's most talked-aout wrestlers
over the past 12 months. Onl 3 ears into his professional wrestling career, Gordon also held the distinction of eing on active dut for the
United tates militar while wrestling full-time. Flip Gordon is scheduled to e part of ROH's Honor Re-United tour of ngland and cotland,
which kicks off in dinurgh on August 16th.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

inger/songwriter Vincent Poag talks Rafael Nadal, John Mcnroe and the New York Giants
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Native New Yorker Vincent Poag started his career as a singer/songwriter efore attending college. However, it would e
decades efore he released his deut alum Circling ack. That first full-length reached #5 on the FMQ/ACQ chart, alongside artists like
One Repulic, Kell Clarkson, Adele, and Coldpla. Poag's third alum is Heroes And Demons, as released ack in June.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lifestle xpert Kia Malone On Upcoming Projects & Frito-La’s “Tastes Of America” Campaign
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The American rand most snonmous with potato chips, La’s has een making some of our favorite chips since
the 1930s. Close to 90 ears later, the people at Frito-La continue to dominate savor snack-food market of the tates, making just aout an
sort of chip-ased snack that ou can hope for. In fact, the annual “Tastes Of America” campaign from La’s finds the rand producing
interesting flavors that can onl e found in stores for a limited amount of time.
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

New Japan Pro-Wrestling & Ring Of Honor's Madison quare Garden show sold out in minutes
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Nicknamed "The World's Most Famous Arena," Madison quare Garden as we know it opened in 1968. The last of the
NA and NHL arenas to not e named after a corporate sponsor, the uilding often known as "MG" and "The Garden" has een considered
professional wrestling's most important venue for decades. WW has een the onl major wrestling compan to hold an event at Madison
quare Garden over the past 4 decades, something that WCW, CW, TNA and other major promotions have not een ale to do.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Drink Like A Local On Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
offmetro.com — Long Island’s eaches, parks, historical attractions and culinar options draw visitors ear-round. When it comes time to enjo
our favorite everage, the entire island is a hoted of reweries while the ast nd’s vineards are producing some ver respected wines.
The LIRR is a comprehensive pulic transportation network making car-free travel as smooth as fine whiske. Cocktail culture is well
developed on Long Island with enough ars to keep locals more than satisfied.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chef Khanh Hoang & Chef Wesle Young on 2018’s “Music Tastes Good” Festival & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Taking place in Long each, California’s Marina Green Park on eptemer 29th and 30th, the Music Tastes Good
festival is a weekend-long celeration of music, food, and arts. On-site this ear will e a Taste Tent carring the theme of “Port Cities of the
West Coast,” as offering all attendees a chance to sample offerings from the chefs as south as the aja California del ur all the wa up to
Vancouver, ritish Columia.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At Deadl Apples’ Opening et For Ro Zomie & Mariln Manson At Jones each Theater
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As formed  Alex Martel in 2002, Deadl Apples is a respected metal and from Canada. The group went on
hiatus in 2011 after releasing — and touring heavil ehind — two studio alums. Deadl Apples reunited in 2017 and recorded a new P,
Pett, in Nashville. ince reforming, the group — which also includes drummer/composer Antoine Lamothe, keoardist/sampler Raul
Campued and guitarist Dan Pelletier — has plaed shows alongside Rammstein, The Deftones, lipknot, and Korn.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

DoorDash Announces 2 New xciting, Cost-ffective Features
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Founded in 2013  tanford students And Fang, tanle Tang, Ton Xu and van Moore, DoorDash is an ondemand restaurant deliver service. The compan currentl has well over 800 emploees and a valuation over $1 illion. arlier this ear,
DoorDash struck partnerships with Walmart and Chipotle Mexican Grill, showing its ailit to work with corporations and independent vendors
alike. Toda, August 8th, DoorDash announced its first suscription offering, DashPass.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

DJ duo Niros & Holt on working with the Grand Hatt Plaa del Carmen & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Located in the heart of the Mexican Riviera, Grand Hatt Plaa del Carmen is a popular oceanfront resort in Mexico. For
the first time in the resort’s 3-ear histor, music has ecome a focus for the Grand Hatt Plaa del Carmen as the Plaa unset essions
marks the resort’s first parla into cultural programming.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Kate Flanner On Her New Film “How To Get Girls,” Working On “The Office” & Life As An xtra
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Man people first discovered Kate Flanner when she was cast as Meredith Palmer on the legendar American
sitcom The Office. ut there was plent more to Flanner’s career efore she landed a role on the NC hit, while the Philadelphia native
continues to work regularl on a variet of television and film projects. Prior to working on The Office, Flanner was a memer of comed
troupe econd Cit’s touring compan and had worked as the musical director of the Los Angeles Drama Clu.
AOUT A MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?
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How a Non-Gamler Can Plan a Luxur ta in Las Vegas
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Las Vegas is a world-class cit renowned for its luxur offerings. There is never a shortage of interesting hotels,
restaurants, or spas to check out. ut man people have the false assumption that one must e a gamler to enjo what Vegas has to offer.
Whether ou seek a weekend getawa or a far longer sta, Las Vegas has plent to offer to the discerning traveler.
AOUT A MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Don-A-Matrix On Working With The Kardashians, ODYARMOR & Fitness uccess
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An in-demand personal trainer, Don-A-Matrix has trained a lot of notale celerities — including Josh Duhamel,
Fergie, Will.I.Am and memers of the Kardashian famil — and professional athletes. The man known as Don rooks spoke with me on ehalf
of The Hpe aout how he wound up ecoming a trainer-to-the-stars, his work with the ODYARMOR ports Drink rand, and things
someone looking to get into etter shape ought to keep in mind when making lifestle changes.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

DDI TRUNK Discusses His New how “TrunkFest”, the Future of “That Metal how” and Life as a
Freelancer
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — That Metal how ran for 14 seasons. Is there anthing ou didn’t get to do as part of the show that ou wish ou had?
Do ou view TrunkFest as a continuation of That Metal how? Is an of the That Metal how staff also onoard for TrunkFest? For anone in
our age range that’s seriousl into rock music, festivals were few and far etween as ou grew up, as generall ands toured and people
went to shows in rick and mortar venues.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Year-Round scape
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — The luxurious two-tower hotel at Mohegan un allows guests the flexiilit to sta for a quick escape or
indulge in a weekend getawa. The k Tower and arth Tower comined oast 1,563 spacious and elegantl appointed guest rooms and 175
suites, Mohegan un offers guests the opportunit to leisurel experience a wide variet of fine dining and entertainment.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

An Island For All Reasons
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — Hiking, iking, mountain climing horseack riding, nature watching…ou name it, and aint Lucia’s got it.
(Alright, so skiing is somewhat limited on an island that averages 80 degrees ear-round, ut who cares!) There are enough adventures to
keep ou us for a week—or a lifetime. Trek through the lush rainforest, keeping an ee peeled for orioles, lack finches, and rare parrots.
Gaze out on to sea as majestic frigate irds soar overhead.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ric Flair announces endorsement deal with TickPick; Reactions from fans and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Ric Flair is considered  man wrestling fans to e the greatest in-ring performer of all time. The 16-time world champion
wrestled longer than almost an wrestler ou can think of, and his legendar promos continue to e quoted  other athletes and celerities
on a regular asis. impl put, Ric Flair has transcended the idea of eing "a wrestler," as he is trul a pop culture icon. Follow portskeeda for
the latest WW news, rumors and all other wrestling news.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Don-A-Matrix on training NFL & ML plaers and what he has coming up
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — An in-demand Los Angeles-ased trainer, man people first learned aout Don rooks -- etter known worldwide as DonA-Matrix -- when he egan training memers of the Kardashian famil. Don-A-Matrix has also een responsile for training other celerities,
including The lack ed Peas' Fergie, and a variet of popular athletes.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Geared Up: TON OUR Drummer ROY MAYORGA Talks Drums, Rehearsing, Film coring and More
 Darren Paltrowitz

https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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puregrainaudio.com — What one piece of gear do ou use to otain our signature sound in the studio? Does that differ from our tour setup?
Do ou use a click-track when plaing live? When ou are plaing live, what is our usual monitor mix like? Do ou have the vocals wa up?
How man drum kits do ou currentl have? What was our first endorsement as a drummer? When ou aren’t on the road, how much do ou
practice? Do ou have a rehearsal space?
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

10 Items That Are Making ummer Fun, Health & Productive For Me
 lack aath, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Whether our ideal free time in the summer is spent on the each,  the pool, on a road trip, at a festival and/or
somewhere air-conditioned and indoors, the summer season is when millions of people plan to kick ack. To maximize the fun of the summer,
it is essential to sta health and relaxed. ometimes all of that can e achieved easil  making a few small purchases.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paltrocast with Darren Paltrowitz: pisode #003 featuring RO GRAD
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — - In Jul 2018, New York-ased writer and editorlaunched thein partnership with. The i-weekl podcast features
exclusive interviews with top entertainers, entrepreneurs and other influencers. More info on the Paltrocast can e found at
www.puregrainaudio.com/paltrocast and www.paltrowitz.com is an in-demand visual artist ased in Los Angeles. ut efore his art career took
off, he plaed ass in the and, which inked a record deal efore Grad’s 21st irthda.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Lincoln First Listen” and Ne-Yo Turned Up the Heat in Detroit
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — “Lincoln First Listen,” an acclaimed music series that pairs recording artists with a luxurious Lincoln vehicle, came to
Detroit this summer. This ear’s featured recording artist—singer, songwriter and producer Ne-Yo—gave a concert performance in the Motor
Cit’s Chene Park Amphitheatre on Jul 20, which spotlighted the all-new 2018 Lincoln Navigator. Over the past decade or so, singer,
songwriter and producer Ne-Yo has een responsile for dozens of hit songs.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xecutive Chef Manuel Trevino Talks With The Hpe Aout Working With CHLO. & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As quared Hospitalit’s first quick service restaurant, CHLO. is renowned for its chef-driven vegan menu. Cofounded  amantha Wasser, CHLO. has opened up 8 locations — now in New York Cit, Los Angeles, oston, Providence and London — in
less than 4 ears of existence. The growing restaurant concept not onl offers a creative, seasonall-aware and vegan-centric menu, ut is
also sustainale as a compan, utilizing mindful ingredient sourcing and eco-friendl packaging.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

PIC MAL TIM’s HARLY MORNTIN on “Pizza In A ag,” Action ronson, The eastie os &
Productivit
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — I have had the pleasure of consuming at least 5 servings of Pizza In A ag. How long did that take from coming up with
the idea to actuall having it in stores? Is the plan to do even more flavors? I ask ecause there are so man varieties of pizza out there. In
spite of collaorating with Walmart and ou gus eing randing gurus, there’s definitel a punk rock vie to what ou do. What sort of role
did independent music pla within our development of pic Meal Time and uper nack Time?
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

XCLUIV: Ja Portal & DLCR Premiere The New “east o” Video Via The Hpe Magazine
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Hailing from Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, Ja Portal’s music has een descried as “emo rap meets pop punk.” In
turn, Ja Portal is a eacon of hope for a hardl-existing hip-hop scene in Hamilton. Deciding to take heed and help the cit of Hamilton find
what man are seeking, two of the cit’s most sought after talents have joined together to make it happen, and that’s Ja Portal and DLCR.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Countr icon John err on the Georgia ulldogs, "eautifull roken" & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — John err is a GRAMMY Award-winning countr star, has een an active recording artist since the late 1970s. He has
placed 20 singles on the countr charts over the ears, earning numerous gold and platinum records. He has also served as the host of the
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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TV show ongs & tories With John err, which airs weekl on Heartland Television, The Famil Channel, The Countr Network, Roku, AMG
TV, New Zealand's Countr TV, and the UK's Keep It Countr TV.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At The Groundreaking “Revolution 3” ummer 2018 Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Imagine a summer tour where ou can watch 3 classic ands pla 3 hours of rock radio classics. That amazing
concept was conceived with this summer’s Revolution 3 tour. tone Temple Pilots, The Cult, and ush are co-headlining a run of dates this
summer, which included a stop at Long Island, New York’s Northwell Health at Jones each Theater on Frida, Jul 27th. The “revolution”
within the tour’s name helped to explain how the order of the ands changes from night to night.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

7 New Items For Your Home ar This ummer
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Within the warmer months of the calendar ear, ou are likel to find wine and spirits a recurring part of our social
calendar. Whether ou are at the each, a arecue, a part or on vacation at a resort, odds are that alcohol will e a part of that equation.
With craft spirits and specialized vineards eing more popular than ever these das, it is not alwas eas to keep up with the latest and
greatest rands out there on the market.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Tempaper’s Jennifer Matthews & Julia iancella Au On Creating tlish Yet Affordale Wallpaper
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Temporar wallpaper is ecoming increasingl popular among millennials, oung design professionals and shortterm apartment-renters alike. Aimed to cover walls while providing stle and good vies, Tempaper is a leading designer within the temporar
wallpaper world, having een featured  Martha tewart Living, Architectural Digest, and Vogue.com alike.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Candice Romo on life with NFL legend Ton Romo & celerating National Waterpark Da
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — These das Candice Crawford Romo is primaril known as an entrepreneur and a mother of 3. ut prior to finding love
with legendar Dallas Cowos quarterack Ton Romo, Candice was a prominent sports reporter in Texas. After retiring from the NFL, Ton
Romo moved into the roadcasting ooth for C ports.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

cott Waldman On Lido each, His Multi-Faceted Career & What He Misses Aout Living On Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Your long-time and is named Lido each. Was there ever an feedack from town officials aout that? cott
Waldman: Nope, ut there is a lot of feedack from those in the 11561/516 on the weekl regarding the name. ometimes good, sometimes
ad. You can’t please everone. orr? Lido each recentl released its first new single in a long time. Was an of that written or recorded on
Long Island? How often do ou get ack to the Island? Is there a must-go restaurant or two when ou ack on the Island?
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

I LOV NW YORK’s “Fall Harvest & Foodie Fest” hows The Greatness Of New York tate & Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When people talk aout “going to New York,” odds are that the are referring to New York Cit, or Manhattan more
specificall. As a person who has lived in New York for most of his life, I will admit to doing that plent.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paltrocast with Darren Paltrowitz: pisode #002 featuring ANDY UMMR
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — - In Jul 2018, New York-ased writer and editorlaunched thein partnership with. The i-weekl podcast features
exclusive interviews with top entertainers, entrepreneurs and other influencers. More info on the Paltrocast can e found at
www.puregrainaudio.com/paltrocast or www.paltrowitz.com first achieved worldwide fame as one-third of the legendar rock and. However,
The Police was onl one chapter of ummers’ successful career as he was a prolific sideman efore joining the-fronted power trio.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Realit ased Pils”  Mikkeller rewing & The National [eer Review]
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 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Formed almost 20 ears ago in Cincinnati, Ohio,is a major rock and with seven full-length studio alums to its credit.
The quintet’s sixth alum Troule Will Find Me was nominated for “est Alternative Music Alum” at the 56th Annual, while its 2017 collection
leep Well east was named “est Alternative Music Alum” at the 60th Annual Gramm Awards.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Carl Craig & Chelsea Frei On The Jul 25th Premiere Of YouTue Premium’s “ideswiped” & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Premiering on Jul 25th via YouTue Premium, ideswiped is a multi-generational comed aout relationships, oth
romantic and familial. ased on a true stor from Carl Craig, this eight-episode comed series focuses on dating in the digital age. Craig’s
character Olivia egins ideswiped as a successful workaholic who is oth single and miserale on her 35th irthda.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Casamigos Recipe In Celeration Of National Tequila Da 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Toda, Jul 24th, is National Tequila Da. The ultra-premium tequila known as Casamigos — a name ou likel
recognize thanks to founders George Cloone and Rande Gerer — is of course a ig proponent of National Tequila Da. In the spirit of this
joful holida, Casamigos Master Mixologist Kristen Clark has offered up a wonderful recipe to the Hpe, the Casamigos Añejo New
Fashioned. What ou will need to get started: – 2 oz. Casamigos Añejo Tequila – .25 oz.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

NFL star Richard herman on FleetWit, Harr Potter, trivia, hoies & plaing for the 49ers
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A 4-time NFL Pro owler, cornerack Richard herman was a ke part of the eattle eahawks' uper owl XLVIII victor.
herman has also held the distinction of leading the NFL in interceptions, and in turn he is often viewed as one of the league's top defensive
plaers. arlier this ear, herman signed with the an Francisco 49ers, and the upcoming 2018 season will e herman's first NFL season
awa from eattle.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

LIK A TORM - “190 Proof” Artist of the Month (Jul 2018)
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — ver now and then, a and comes along and stops us cold in our tracks. It's alwas a singular moment, defined either
 a recent live performance, where we were enchanted from their vantage point on stage or after their record starts spinning. ither wa,
there are moments when we fall in love with artists, and it's exactl this tpe of admiration that's inspired us to startThis showcases musical
acts that have trul done something special and are picked  several memers of thestaff.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Holden Ching On Herradura Ultra, National Tequila Da 2018 & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As one of Mexico’s most historic and renowned tequila producers, Herradura — translated to mean “Horseshoe” in
panish — has een harvesting, crafting and estate-ottling 100% agave tequilas in the small town of Amatitian, Jalisco since 1870.
Herradura’s deep heritage and dedication to the spirit provides a unique, credile perspective to tequila in toda’s culture. For example, the
rand invented the Reposado categor, and now making oak-aged tequila is commonplace within that world.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Writer and director David Micke vans on aseall and the legac of "The andlot"
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Released in 1993, The andlot was a relativel low udget film, reportedl produced for $7 million. The aseall-themed,
coming-of-age movie quickl earned multiples of that udget ack at the ox office, and then plent more on home video with millions of VH
and DVD copies sold in the ears since. 2018 marks the 25th anniversar of the initial release of The andlot and Fathom vents is rereleasing the film to American theatres for two nights onl, Jul 22nd and Jul 24th.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Astral Tequila Has A pecial “Interesting” Offering For National Tequila Da On Jul 24th
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Astral Tequila is a lanco tequila founded  Master ommelier Richard etts. Astral has een awarded the New
York Times’ highest rating, a Doule Gold Medal from the an Francisco World pirits Competition. In addition, Astral has een named as one
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of the “Top 10 lanco Tequilas”  Food & Wine Magazine.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“The Paper Airplane Gu” John Collins on F sports & going for a new world record
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — John Collins holds the distinction of not onl eing nicknamed "The Paper Airplane Gu," ut also holding a world record
related to paper airplanes. As accredited  the Guinness ook Of World Records, Collins set the record for "farthest flight  a paper aircraft"
in 2012. Keeping to the rules, et eing just creative enough, Collins made this record happen thanks to a ver specialized “throwing arm,"
that of a former college footall star, former California Golden ears quarterack Joe Aoo.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jake “The nake” Roerts On Love, Gratitude, Travel, Hoies, Diamond Dallas Page & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou spent a lot of time watching professional wrestling in the 1980s and/or 1990s, odds are that Jake “The nake”
Roerts was one of our favorite wrestlers. A WW Hall Of Famer that worked with just aout ever wrestling compan that ever matter in his
30-plus ears as an in-ring competitor, Roerts was the rare sort of performer that could main event a wrestling show without eing a
champion.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Daron Malakian and cars on roadwa - “Dictator” [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There are few trul original ands within modern-da metal andis one of them. The creative minds ehind stem Of A
Down were undoutedl vocalistand guitarist. Given that Tankian often trades off vocals in stem Of A Down, and that his work withtends to
sound more like stem than Tankian’s solo efforts, it has never een clear who the true creative force ehind stem Of A Down is.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Neuro’s Diana Jenkins On The uccess Of Neuro As A Celerit-ndorsed, Health oft Drink
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Looking for a low-calorie everage that also manages to e sweet and full of nutrients? Then Neuro Drinks is a
compan worth looking into, as some of its popular offerings are its Watermelon Mint and Cherr Vanilla offerings.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

13 Health Products To Look Into For Your Kitchen
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — There is no time of the ear to not e thinking aout living a health lifestle. ometimes it seems like the easiest thing
to do is just eat or drink what ou are given, ut nowadas it is ecoming the normal for specialt products to e oth nutritious and delicious.
In turn, for A Gloal Lifestle, here are 13 items to help keep ou health and satisfied in the near-future.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Interview: Jake "The nake" Roerts on PCW Ultra, Diamond Dallas Page & what's ahead for him
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A recognized WW Hall Of Famer, Jake "The nake" Roerts worked for almost ever wrestling compan that ou can
think of etween 1975 and 2008. Roerts was a top competitor within the WWF, having feuded with the likes of "Macho Man" Rand avage,
The Ultimate Warrior and The Undertaker. He also managed to ecome one of the few wrestlers that non-wrestling fans would recognize,
having acted and appeared within a variet of mainstream projects.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Legendar Pop Artist Peter Max On His Hard Rock Wentworth Galler howing & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Having een commissioned  the GRAMMY, the Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame, Woodstock ’99, the uper owl and
the 1994 World Cup alike for original art, few artists are more “pop” than Peter Max. Yet in spite of his high-profile collaorations over the past
50-plus ears, the German-orn Max has alwas done things his wa. His colorful paintings are distinct et alwas honest to the suject at
hand.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Interview: Flip Gordon On Working With PCW Ultra, Cod Rhodes & What's Coming Up For Him
 Darren Paltrowitz
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sportskeeda.com — As seen wrestling over the last 12 months for Ring Of Honor, New Japan Pro-Wrestling and the Mexico-ased CMLL, Flip
Gordon is one of the most talked-aout independent wrestlers in the world. Just 3 ears into his career, Gordon also holds the distinction of
eing on active dut for the United tates militar while wrestling full-time. Notal, Gordon has held championships with several promotions,
including Chaotic Wrestling, Northeast Wrestling and the Xtreme Wrestling Alliance.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Live Nation Offers An xclusive “Frida The 13th” Ticket Offer For Top Tours
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Toda is Frida, Jul 13, 2018 — a “Frida the 13th” indeed — and leading concert promoter Live Nation launched an
exclusive “Frida the 13th” ticket offer toda at 10:00 AM local time. For toda onl, fans are ale to purchase tickets to some of their favorite
rock shows for onl $20!
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Regenc ar & Grill’s Catherine Medrano talks “urgers & ordeaux” in New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The Regenc ar & Grill at the Loews Regenc New York Hotel on Manhattan’s famed Upper ast ide is known as
home to the iconic “Power reakfast.” However, that reakfast is onl one of the concepts for which the Regenc ar & Grill is popular for. For
starters, there is the Regenc Dining eries — as part of the legendar hotel’s Flavor New York program — which launched on June 21st with a
three-course Gin Dinner helmed in partnership with rookln Gin.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Carmine Appice Talks Long Island, Upcoming Projects & Drumming For The Rascals
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — In the late 1960s, Vanilla Fudge lived in Long each. How exactl did that happen?Carmine Appice: Our
manager Phil asile owned a ig successful clu called The Action House. It was in Island Park, the next town over from Long each. o after
some success with the and, we all moved to Long each and the vicinit to e near the management.Long each has een oth eautiful
and scar at various points in histor. How was it when ou lived here?Carmine Appice: It was fine.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Legendar drummer Carmine Appice on New York, Los Angeles, sports & The Rascals
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — An inductee into man music-related halls of fame, Carmine Appice is one of rock's true pioneering drummers. A founding
memer of Vanilla Fudge -- which took Led Zeppelin out on its first American tour -- Appice was a noted influence on man other legendar
drummers including Iron Maiden's Nicko Mcrain, Aerosmith's Joe Kramer, Queen's Roger Talor, Rush's Neil Peart, Rush's Neil Peart, and
Mötle Crüe's Tomm Lee.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Kle usch on working with Toota, Adam tevens & his upcoming NACAR races
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Kle "Rowd" usch is a full-time competitor within the Monster nerg NACAR Cup eries and a part-time driver within
the NACAR Xfinit eries. He holds several records within NACAR competition and is one of onl five drivers to have won a championship
in oth NACAR's Cup eries and Xfinit eries. Notal, he is the all-time wins leader within the Xfinit eries and recentl won the 2018
Coca-Cola 600. eond winning, Kle usch is also snonmous with Toota cars.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jacques Torres On Christmas 2018, eing Called “Mr. Chocolate” & Working On Netflix’s “Nailed It”
 Just Ja, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — impl put, Jacques Torres is one of the world’s most famous pastr chefs and chocolatiers. Torres got his start as a
chef in his native France, working under two-start Michelin chef Jacques Maximin in the earl 1980s. He went on to earn a Master Pastr Chef
degree, and in 1986 Torres ecame the oungest person to ever win the Meilleur Ouvrier Patissier De France competition.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: Jerr Cameron on working with Diamond Dallas Page and how DDP YOGA has changed his life
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As a reader of portskeeda, ou undoutedl know that Diamond Dallas Page is a WW Hall Of Fame inductee with
multiple reigns as a World Heavweight Champion. Odds are that ou also know DDP to have found success not onl as an actor and author,
ut as the founder of DDP YOGA.
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

12 Items To Make ummer 2018 As Great As Possile
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — After months of colder weather and earlier sunsets, the ummer of 2018 is finall underwa. While there are now plent
of opportunities to enjo the sun, ou also have to rememer to take care of ourself to avoid sunurns and other unpleasant skin damage. In
addition, ou will want to e dressed and hdrated optimall. In turn, for A Gloal Lifestle, here are 12 items to consider for the sake of
making this summer season as great as possile.
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

TH Politico Post
 Darren Paltrowitz
politicopost.com — Citi Field, the Mets’ stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the Chicago
Cus, we visited the stadium’s senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight […]
2 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

rookln-ased rocker Dru Cutler on wh he follows the Tampa a Lightning
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — ased in the ushwick section of rookln, New York, Dru Cutler is more than just a rising singer/songwriter. For starters,
he and his roommates converted a giant warehouse into a live/work space called Unit J ushwick, which now hosts live music events, film
screenings and recording sessions. Prior to eing ased in New York, Cutler grew up in Tampa, Florida, studing musical composition at the
Universit Of outh Florida efore going to more schooling at oston's erklee College Of Music.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paltrocast with Darren Paltrowitz: pisode #001 featuring FRD TOLLR
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — - In Jul 2018, New York-ased writer and editorlaunched thein partnership with. The i-weekl podcast features
exclusive interviews with top entertainers, entrepreneurs and other influencers. More info on the Paltrocast can e found at
www.puregrainaudio.com/paltrocast or www.paltrowitz.com is an acclaimed comedian, actor, and writer.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ear Walker On Making Top-Notch kateoards, eing An ntrepreneur & Gulf Coast Living
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ased on the Gulf Coast, ear Walker Industries is known for making top-qualit handcrafted skateoards known as
ear Walker oards. At the helm of the compan is its namesake ear Walker, who interestingl onl egan doing skateoard design as a
ho. Reportedl, Walker and team are currentl working on a “one-wheel” model, as scheduled to launch in earl August 2018.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

10 est Things To Do On Long Island This ummer
 Darren Paltrowitz
offmetro.com — If ou think Long Island is just a place where wealth people spend their summers, we’ve got news for ou. Long Island is full
of world-class options for entertainment and dining ear-round. It is also an ideal destination for people seeking outdoor activities. It is not a
question of finding something to do on Long Island, it’s aout spending our time wisel so ou can do all the great things that this 120-mile
long island offers. Man are easil accessile via pulic transportation.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lann Poffo On “350 Das,” Life After Wrestling, hel ilverstein & How To Live To e 100 Years Old
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Lann Poffo made his professional wrestling deut in the earl 1970s, working alongside father Angelo Poffo and
rother Rand, who would later e known as “Macho Man” Rand avage. Poffo made it to the WWF in the mid-1980s, which he staed for
almost a decade. As The Genius, Poffo was one of the more distinct heels, reading poems efore his matches to generate heat as a true
intellectual.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"350 Das" star Lann Poffo on watching aseall, meeting Damien andow, his WCW run & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
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sportskeeda.com — A second-generation professional wrestler who got his start in the earl 1970s, Lann Poffo is est known to wrestling
fans as The Genius. mploed  the WWF for nearl a decade -- initiall as Leaping Lann Poffo -- he was popular for his pre-match poetr,
which often skewered audiences and wrestlers alike. After leaving the WWF, Poffo signed with WCW, where he was under contract for a few
ears. Post-WCW, he made independent appearances, which he continues to do on a part-time asis.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

teven Wolf On Drumming On ome Of The Most Popular Alums Of The Last 15 Years & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — No matter our age, ackground or musical preferences, it is guaranteed that ou have heard teven Wolf — more
commonl-known  the single moniker of “Wolf” — pla and/or program drums. His discograph includes top-selling alums  eonce,
Kat Perr, Alicia Kes, Mile Crus, P!nk, Kell Clarkson, ritne pears, Celine Dion, Aretha Franklin, The ee Gees and Cher.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Greg “The Hammer” Valentine” & “350 Das” Producer van Ginzurg On Jul 12th & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Tens of millions of people watch professional wrestling on television each week, et man of those viewers do not
think much aout the people portraing those characters on-screen. 350 Das addresses that in interviewing dozens of prominent wrestlers
and giving a ehind the scenes look at these performers. Naturall, some of these wrestlers wound up with happier endings than others, and
not all of the people profiled came awa like Rand “The Ram” Roinson did in the film The Wrestler.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Aver*unshine On Her New Alum, Philosoph & More From The aint Lucia Jazz Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A singer/songwriter who smartl melds together soul, gospel, R&, pop and jazz, Aver*unshine is the rare sort of
artist that can effortlessl perform at a presidential inauguration, a jazz clu, a festival and a theater. Her deut alum in 2010 — which came
after ears of touring and recording alongside other artists — featured guest appearances  Ro Aers and Christian Mcride, while 2014’s
The un Room hit numer three on the Heatseekers chart of illoard.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Multi-platinum Atlanta rapper Rich Homie Quan on his love for the ML's raves, NFL's Falcons, NA's
Hawks and ML' United
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Rich Homie Quan first made music fans take notice with his 2013 mixtape till Goin' In: Reloaded, which Rolling tone
named the 10th est mixtape of the ear. One of its singles, "Tpe of Wa" charted high in the illoard Hot 100. hortl after that, Quan was
part of hit collaorations alongside YG, Young Jeez and 2 Chainz.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Life of Agon's Alan Roert & Joe Z. on golf, oxing, coloring ooks, Tiger Woods & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Initiall formed in 1989  singer Mina Caputo, assist Alan Roert and guitarist Joe Z., Life Of Agon is an influential
alternative metal and. Caputo departed from the rookln group after 1997's oul earching un, onl to rejoin for a reunion of LOA's original
lineup in 2003. That lineup staed intact for close to a decade, completing touring alongside Megadeth and Dream Theater. Notal, the
2005 Life Of Agon alum roken Valle charted at numer 5 on illoard's Heatseekers chart.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

PHOTO: Poison, Cheap Trick & Pop vil On The “Nothin’ ut A Good Time 2018” ummer Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A true classic rock package, the “Nothin’ ut A Good Time 2018” tour kicked off on Ma 18th in Irvine, California. et
to run through earl Jul, the show — which includes headliner Poison, Rock & Roll Hall Of Famers Cheap Trick and up-and-comers Pop vil —
is full of radio classics. I had the pleasure of attending the tour’s Jones each stop in New York and photographic highlights from the pit are
elow. More info on “Nothing’ ut A Good Time 2018” can e found online at www.poisonofficial.com.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

2017 TC New York Cit Marathon Winner halane Flanagan On eer, Diet & Fun
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — impl put, halane Flanagan is an American long-distance runner. eond winning the 2017's New York Cit Marathon
for women -- the first American woman to do it since 1977 -- Flanagan is an Olmpic medalist and holds several national records.
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Darren Paltrowitz | A GLOAL LIFTYL
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Running aturda, June 30th to Monda, Jul 2nd at New York Cit’s Jaco Javits Center, the ummer Fanc Food
how promises 6 footall fields worth...More
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

A ROCK & ROLL TOURIT' GUID TO LO ANGL
 Darren Paltrowitz
pleasekillme.com — As the cit with the second largest metro population in the United tates, it is not particularl surprising that Los Angeles
is at the center of the music industr. In turn, L.A. happens to e where a lot of our favorite artists cut their teeth, musicall speaking. On
ehalf of PleaseKillMe.com, here are 11 metal-related landmarks for a heav metal tourist to check out when next in Los Angeles:A ar and
restaurant on the unset trip of West Hollwood, the Rainow ar & Grill opened in 1972.
3 MONTH AGO
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David chwartz On Writing Music For “Arrested Development” & What lse Is Coming Up For Him
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A “semi-original” series that origiall aired three seasons on FOX, Arrested Development is one of the shows that
helped popularize Netflix as a producer of original content. One of the things that makes Arrested Development stand out from other
comedies is its multi-genred score. For all five seasons of Arrested Development, the series’ music has een overseen  award-winning
composer David chwartz, who first earned acclaim for his work on the C hit Northern xposure.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

15 Must-Tr rands From The ummer Fanc Food how
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Running aturda, June 30th to Monda, Jul 2nd at New York Cit’s Jaco Javits Center, the ummer Fanc Food
how promises 6 footall fields worth of specialt foods, including chocolate, cheese, olive oil and snacks. The largest special food industr
event in North America, the Fanc Food how is known to showcase its field’s est products and newest innovations.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Henness’s Jordan ushell On The New Henness V..O.P Privilège Limited-dition Carafe & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The largest cognac producer in the world, the roots of Jas Henness & Co. — etter known as Henness — go ack
to 1765. Known to sell around 50 million ottles per ear, Henness is appreciated  adults of all ages, as immortalized in songs  Tupac
hakur, noop Dogg, Drake, Kane West, usta Rhmes, Mo Deep, Dej Loaf and Tech N9ne.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Greg "The Hammer" Valentine & filmmaker van Ginzurg on the new film "350 Das"
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — American pro wrestling fans have a “must-see” one-night event coming this summer as 350 Das hits movie theatres
nationwide on Thursda, Jul 12, 2018. tarring former world champions ret Hart and “uperstar” ill Graham, the documentar provides a
ehind-the-scenes look at the gruelling life that man professional wrestlers led on the road and the susequent effect that this lifestle had
on their marriages, famil, phsical and mental health.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

What Happens When Kansas Cit’s Finest Visits New York Cit?
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The largest cit in the state of Missouri, Kansas Cit has a metro population close to a half-million people. In recent
ears, the Kansas Cit area has undergone extensive redevelopment with over $6 illion committed to capital improvements within the cit’s
downtown area. In turn, Kansas Cit has plent more going on than the NA’s Chiefs, the ML’s Roals and the ML’ porting Kansas Cit.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Hocke Great Kevin Lowe on 40 ears with the NHL & wh he calls Mexico Home Part-Time
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Drafted to the NHL's dmonton Oilers as part of the team's 1979 NHL ntr Draft, Kevin Lowe plaed 13 full seasons with
the Oilers efore moving on to the New York Rangers. Regarded as one of the three kings of the Oilers 1980s dnast, alongside Wane
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Gretzk and Mark Messier, Lowe won 6 tanle Cups within his plaing career. He also managed to e a seven-time NHL All-tar eond
eing the recipient of 1990's King Clanc Memorial Troph.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Oituar: In Honor of PANTRA and HLLYAH Drummer VINNI PAUL (1964 - 2018)
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — On aturda, June 23, 2018,helped reak the news thatdrummerhad passed awa. Within hours, social media was full
of condolences and other well-wishes to the famil and friends of Aott. The passing of Aott seemed to come from nowhere, as there
were no previous reports of the acclaimed drummer eing in poor health.eond Vinnie Paul Aott eing a son, rother and ofriend to the
people closest to him, he happened to e one of the most important drummers within the histor of heav metal.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

xclusive: New Japan Pro Wrestling's Ja White on accomplishments and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — New Japan Pro Wrestling is the second largest pro wrestling organization in the world, and it is consistentl growing on
an international asis. New Japan will e holding its iggest event in the United tates et on Jul 7th, the G1 pecial In an Francisco.
American fans who are not ale to e on-site at the Cow Palace in an Francisco will e ale to watch the event on television via AX TV, on
which the G1 pecial will e roadcasted live.
3 MONTH AGO
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3 ottles To Add To Your ar This ummer
 Just Ja, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Within the warmer months of the calendar ear, ou are likel to find wine and spirits part of our social calendar.
Whether ou are at the each, a arecue, a part or on vacation at a resort, odds are that alcohol will e a part of that equation. With craft
spirits and specialized vineards eing more popular than ever these das, it is not alwas eas to keep up with the latest and greatest rands
out there.
3 MONTH AGO
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Kenn Omega on how to approach him & what more people should know aout him
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — While WW can e touted as the world's iggest wrestling compan, New Japan Pro Wrestling is the second largest pro
wrestling organization in the world and consistentl growing. On Jul 7th, New Japan will e holding its iggest event in the United tates et,
the G1 pecial In an Francisco. American fans not ale to on-site at an Francisco's Cow Palace will e ale to watch the event on television
as it will e roadcast live on AX TV.
3 MONTH AGO
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Tim Goldsmid On Jack Link’s Protein nacks’ Long-Term Partnership With Team Ruicon
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Jack Link’s Protein nacks is an American snack compan founded over 30 ears ago in Minong, Wisconsin. Initiall
ased upon the eef jerk recipe of founder John “Jack” Link’s great-grandfather, Jack Link’s has expanded in recent ears to also produce
acon jerk. ut unlike other manufacturers of jerk, Jack Link’s is oth for its interesting partnerships — the eattle Mariners and NA plaer
Karl-Anthon Towns are among its celerit endorsers — and funn commercials.
3 MONTH AGO
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A Flock Of eagulls' Mike core On upporting Tottenham Hotspur And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Formed in 1980 in Liverpool, ngland, A Flock Of eagulls first found international success in 1982 with a handful of hit
singles. This included "I Ran (o Far Awa)," "pace Age Love ong" and "Wishing (If I Had A Photograph Of You)." 1983 rought the group a
Gramm Award for the song "D.N.A." and the release of Listen, which ielded more charting songs via "Nightmares," "Transfer Affection" and
"The More You Live, The More You Love."
3 MONTH AGO
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15 Things I Learned From Touring onic's Headquarters
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Known as "America's Drive-In," onic has well over 3,500 locations in the United tates. The roots of onic go ack to the
earl 1950s after founder Tro mith -- a former milkman -- had opened up a few restaurants in hawnee, Oklahoma. mith's third restaurant,
The Log House, had an accompaning stand known as the Top Hat, which focused on hot dogs and root eer.
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15 Things I Learned From Touring onic's Headquarters
 Darren Paltrowitz
politicopost.com — Known as “America’s Drive-In,” onic has well over 3,500 locations in the United tates. The roots of onic go ack to the
earl 1950s after founder Tro mith — a former milkman — had opened up a few restaurants in hawnee, Oklahoma. mith’s third restaurant,
The Log House, had an accompaning stand known as the Top Hat, which focused on hot dogs and root eer.
3 MONTH AGO
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Terr Crews On Panera, Positivit, inging & His Upcoming Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — It has een a little over two decades since Terr Crews left the NFL, and he has created a career that is not onl
hugel-successful ut unique. While millions of people regularl watch Crews on rookln Nine-Nine — which moves to NC this fall — he
also seems to have at least two movies in the pipeline. He also pops up regularl as a pitchman for major rands, as his likailit makes
viewers want to watch these ad campaigns, unlike most commercials.
3 MONTH AGO
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eaches Where You’re Likel to pot Celerities
 Darren Paltrowitz
msn.com — It ma not e true that stars reall are just like us, ut one of the things the do have in common with the general populace is their
love for the each. No matter who ou are or where ou come from, going to the each is the ultimate wa to relax — stretching out with a
good ook or a great eer on a towel or a chair as ou take in the salt sea air and nice reeze. eaches can offer great food, sweet waves,
or even just a romantic getawa.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

eaches Where You’re Likel to pot Celerities
 Darren Paltrowitz
msn.com — It ma not e true that stars reall are just like us, ut one of the things the do have in common with the general populace is their
love for the each. No matter who ou are or where ou come from, going to the each is the ultimate wa to relax — stretching out with a
good ook or a great eer on a towel or a chair as ou take in the salt sea air and nice reeze. eaches can offer great food, sweet waves,
or even just a romantic getawa.
3 MONTH AGO
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eaches Where You’re Likel to pot Celerities Galler
 Darren Paltrowitz
msn.com — It ma not e true that stars reall are just like us, ut one of the things the do have in common with the general populace is their
love for the each. No matter who ou are or where ou come from, going to the each is the ultimate wa to relax — stretching out with a
good ook or a great eer on a towel or a chair as ou take in the salt sea air and nice reeze. eaches can offer great food, sweet waves,
or even just a romantic getawa.
3 MONTH AGO
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eaches Where You’re Likel to pot Celerities Galler
 Darren Paltrowitz
msn.com — It ma not e true that stars reall are just like us, ut one of the things the do have in common with the general populace is their
love for the each. No matter who ou are or where ou come from, going to the each is the ultimate wa to relax — stretching out with a
good ook or a great eer on a towel or a chair as ou take in the salt sea air and nice reeze. eaches can offer great food, sweet waves,
or even just a romantic getawa.
3 MONTH AGO
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CO Derek Ting On How TextNow Changes Moile Communication
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When traveling aroad, one of the decisions ou most likel find ourself making is what to do with our cell phone.
Do ou opt into a roaming plan with our carrier? Do ou rent a cell phone upon arriving? Do ou turn off our phone’s data and onl use it
when in a wi-fi zone? When pondering those questions, ou are ound to find ourself considering the pros and cons of each option. A great
solution to that common situation comes from the app known as TextNow.
3 MONTH AGO
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5 Things We Learned from eeing POION, CHAP TRICK & POP VIL at Jones each Theater
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou are going to see a and likeorin concert, ou know to expect a performance full of rock radio hits. In the
case of oth Poison and Cheap Trick, eond the hits ou ought to anticipate groups that are still in top-form, also giving ou lots to look at
production-wise.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

xclusive: Cod Rhodes on his to-do list & what he wants more people to know
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — New Japan Pro Wrestling -- the second largest (and one of the fastest-growing) pro wrestling organizations in the world -will hold its iggest U.. event ever, the G1 pecial In an Francisco, at the Cow Palace on aturda, Jul 7th. Luckil for fans outside of the
an Francisco, the historic event will also e roadcast nationall live on AX TV.
3 MONTH AGO
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INANUM’s Frédéric Leclercq on WW, Japan, Dragonforce and the New ‘Repulsion For Humanit’ Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Rumor has it that ou are a ig fan of WW. When did ou first get into wrestling? What do ou think of WW
nowadas? Is it as entertaining to ou nowadas as it was when ou started eing a fan? Do ou have a favorite wrestler on the roster? The
death metal rainchild of, formerl of) and),will release its sophomore alum Repulsion For Humanit on August 10th via. An “all-star” group of
sorts, the lineup of insaenum is rounded out  vocalist), guitarist), assist) and vocalist).
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

eastö lancö’s Calico Cooper On The New “Live From erlin” Alum, Upcoming Projects & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Initiall formed  Chuck Garric (Alice Cooper, Dio, L.A. Guns) and rother Latham in 2012, eastö lancö is a
theatrical and forward-thinking hard rock and. Vocalist Calico Cooper — who has worked with her father Alice as a choreographer and onstage performer — joined the group shortl after. Prior to the first West Coast tour of the tates  eastö lancö in March 2015, the and
alread had three successful tours under its elt in addition to plent of international radio airpla.
3 MONTH AGO
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Terr Crews' trict Diet Is Onl uccessful ecause of Cheat Das
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — impl put, Terr Crews is one of the most likale (and hardest-working) actors out there toda. Yet acting is onl one of
the trades Crews is known for, as his first rush with celerit was as a defensive end and lineacker for the Los Angeles Rams, an Diego
Chargers and Washington Redskins within the NFL.
3 MONTH AGO
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Terr Crews' trict Diet Is Onl uccessful ecause of Cheat Das
 Darren Paltrowitz
ca.stle.ahoo.com — impl put, Terr Crews is one of the most likale (and hardest-working) actors out there toda. Yet acting is onl one of
the trades Crews is known for, as his first rush with celerit was as a defensive end and lineacker for the Los Angeles Rams, an Diego
Chargers and Washington Redskins within the NFL.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Terr Crews' trict Diet Is Onl uccessful ecause of Cheat Das
 Darren Paltrowitz
politicopost.com — impl put, Terr Crews is one of the most likale (and hardest-working) actors out there toda. Yet acting is onl one of
the trades Crews is known for, as his first rush with celerit was as a defensive end and lineacker for the Los Angeles Rams, an Diego
Chargers and Washington Redskins within the NFL.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

eastö lancö's Calico Cooper On Phoenix ports, Dodgers Fans & Tring To Golf
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Led  Chuck Garric (Alice Cooper, Dio, L.A. Guns), rother Latham and Calico Cooper, eastö lancö is a hard rock and
that has a lot of people talking. Formed in 2012, the group has a huge communit of "Loal easts" all over the world. As related to such,
eastö lancö heads ack onto the road for U.. and uropean dates -- in support of 2018's Live From erlin alum -- on June 22nd with an
appearance at German's Matapaloz Festival in Leipzig.
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LUMMOX Interview Aout the molism and Imager in Their Music and New “o Dangerous” Video
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How did ou come up with the concept for the “o Dangerous” video? How long did it take from conceiving the video
to having it finished? How would ou descrie the video to someone who hasn't seen it et? Do ou have a favorite part within the video? Is
there a meaning or takeawa ou want people to come awa after seeing the video for the first time? We’re proud to e partnering with the
rand new, melodic alt-rock andto premiere the music video of their newest single, “o Dangerous”.
3 MONTH AGO
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cream For Me arajevo (agle Rock ntertainment) [DVD Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — is one of those people who makes ou feel laz. If ou have seen the movie, ou know that thesinger was not plaing
to tens or hundreds of thousands of people ever night on tour, ut also fling the and’s airplane. As if that were not enough, Dickinson is
also an accomplished roadcaster, fencer, entrepreneur, author and rewer.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Goodie Girl Cookies Founder on Her Journe From Model, to Music usiness, to Cookies
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Offering seven delicious et gluten-free flavors, Goodie Girl Cookies makes sweets that are oth delicious and made with
health ingredients. Goodie Girl was launched  hira erk, a former music marketing executive -- favorite ands of hers include Helmet,
Fugazi and Rise Against -- on a dare of sorts. While running the cafe inside her kid’s preschool, a fellow parent had challenged erk to create
a gluten-free cookie modeled after the cookies aked at said cafe.
3 MONTH AGO
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Dale Moss on the NFL, KI, Michelo ULTRA & Father's Da
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Following success as a two-sport athlete in college, Dale Moss first made it to the NFL ranks in 2012. He spent the next
few ears shuffling etween the squads of the Green a Packers, Tampa a uccaneers, Chicago ears and Carolina Panthers. Moss' next
stop within professional footall was the Los Angeles KI, an Arena Footall League franchise co-owned  KI memers Gene immons
and Paul tanle.
3 MONTH AGO
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Paul Reiser Can't ta Awa From Chocolate on et
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn’t reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix’s tranger Things 2, Hulu’s
There’s… Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon’s Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Paul Reiser Can't ta Awa From Chocolate on et
 Darren Paltrowitz
ca.stle.ahoo.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn’t reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix’s tranger Things 2, Hulu’s
There’s… Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon’s Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

eth Rogen & van Golderg On Producing The AMC Hit “Preacher” & A “Game Over, Man!” equel
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — et to return for its third season on June 24th, Preacher is a criticall-acclaimed hit series on AMC. A dramatic thrill
ride that follows West Texas preacher Jesse Custer (plaed  Dominic Cooper), his adass girlfriend Tulip (as portraed  Academ Award
nominee Ruth Negga) and an Irish vampire named Cassid (a role handled  Joseph Gilgun) as the emark on a road trip to find God and
are thrust into a twisted attle spanning Heaven, Hell and everwhere in etween.
3 MONTH AGO
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'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
chicagotriune.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time, Paul
Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's There's...
Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production compan
Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
orlandosentinel.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time,
Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
mcall.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time, Paul
Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's There's...
Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production compan
Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO
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'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
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 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time, Paul
Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's There's...
Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production compan
Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
ctnow.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time, Paul
Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's There's...
Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production compan
Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms
of all-time, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2,
Hulu 's There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his
production compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
capitalgazette.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of alltime, Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'tranger Things 2' star Paul Reiser on food, diners & Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
dailpress.com — A est-selling author, headlining stand-up comic, and star and co-creator of one of the most successful sitcoms of all-time,
Paul Reiser doesn't reall have to work ver hard. ut in 2017 alone, Reiser was part of three shows, Netflix's tranger Things 2, Hulu 's
There's... Johnn! (which he co-created), and Amazon's Red Oaks. Apparentl, Reiser has plent more in the works through his production
compan Nuance Productions. While interviewing Reiser  phone, I threw in a few food-related questions.
3 MONTH AGO
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How lake Anderson, Funn Or Die & Dos quis Created An “Interesante” Campaign
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Last month, actor, writer and comedian lake Anderson — est known as the co-creator and one of the stars the
Comed Central hit Workaholics, — partnered with popular eer rand Dos quis on its “Keep It Interesante” campaign. Tied in with Cinco De
Mao, this led to the launch of the limited-edition Cinco quis. While cans of Cinco quis include the same eer found in a can of Dos quis,
the Anderson-approved Cinco quis of course has three more X’s on the can.
3 MONTH AGO
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A Look At The Grand irenis Matlali Hills Resort & pa In Riviera Naarit, Mexico
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou are seeking an eco-friendl getawa for Father’s Da or Jul 4th, the Grand irenis Matlali Hills Resort & pa in
Mexico’s Rivera Naarit ma e worth looking into. Grand irenis recentl launched a new special, offering 48 percent off on its “Adults Onl”
Tropical View Junior uites. Valid on stas through Jul 14th, travelers can take advantage of this deal on reservations placed  June 15th.
3 MONTH AGO
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Wh We hould All e Cooking in Cooking in Mugs
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thedailmeal.com — With more than 1.6 million YouTue suscriers – and over 115 million views -- Gemma tafford helms of the world's
largest online aking communit at Gemma's igger older aking. As the creator of the viral "Mug Meals" craze, tafford has helped
everda people make great pizza, rownie, cupcake, and mac & cheese recipes come alive in a mug. Naturall, some of these recipes can
e found in the chef’s new e-ook, Gemma's Mug Meals.
3 MONTH AGO
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How a Chef-Favorite acon ecame Availale to the Pulic
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — The Montere, California-ased aker's acon has een popular with chefs since it first ecame availale in 2011.
Helmed  Chef Ton aker of Montere's Montrio istro, aker's acon was recentl added to the Allen rothers catalog, now making it
otainale  the general pulic for the first time.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

rookln Crafted’s Terr Tang on rookln, his rand's expansion, and his new xtra pic everages
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — A rookln-ased craft everage maker specializing in ginger ales and ginger eers, Terr Tang co-founded the CGA
Concept Corp. in 2010. The compan's first consumer-sold everage was ruce Cost Ginger Ale, an unfiltered ginger ale made with real
ginger, as sweetened with pure cane sugar. That first drink was produced in Tang's ast Williamsurg noodle and dumpling factor in
Chinatown.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

nake River Farms’ Dave Yasuda on Prime Meat and Where to Go in oise
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — impl put, the name “nake River Farms” is snonmous with top-tier meat. Founded in 1968  Roert Reholtz r.,
nake Rivers' parent compan Agri eef Co. remains a famil owned and operated usiness. eond its availailit to everda consumers,
the oise compan’s meat has een a staple of the restaurants of chefs like Wolfgang Puck, Thomas Keller, Nanc Oakes, Masaharu
Morimoto, Jamie issonnette, Hugh Acheson, and Philip Tessier.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

RIVAL Discuss Mental Health Awareness, New Alum ‘Damned oul’ & Video Games
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When did Mental Health Awareness ecome important to ou? A dark pop-rock and hailing from Los Angeles,is a
quartet made up of vocalist, assist, guitarist, and drummer. The group’s deut studio effort was 2015’s Haunted/Hunted P, although prior to
its release RIVAL had found its wa onto the 2014. Gigs have seen een done alongside, and.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Music Festivals & pirits: A Look At The mart Collaoration etween Deep dd & Noise Pop
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Handcrafted in small atches, Deep dd Vodka is a popular spirit from Austin, Texas. Column-distilled 10 times and
charcoal filtered, Deep dd definitel takes its vodka seriousl. ut Deep dd is also known for its involvement within the music world. Deep
dd’s signature 1950s partan Trailer — also known as the “Dive In Trailer” — is a mainsta at man music events, including Firefl,
Panorama, FYF, Noise Pop, Lollapalooza and the illoard 100 Festival, as is its award-winning vodka itself.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mike Ness - “Under The Influences” [Vinl Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — With a distinct singing voice, truthful lrics and shout-along choruses,has stood out from all of its punk rock peers for
decades. As the and formed literall 40 ears ago in 1978, and its last studio effort is 2011’s Hard Times & Nurser Rhmes, “ocial D” is
unargual overdue for a collection of new songs.While he has toured extensivel over the ears as a solo artist, ocial Distortion
frontmanhas onl released two solo alums.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

11 Last-Minute Gift Ideas For Father’s Da
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Father’s Da 2018 is a little under one week awa, coming up on unda, June 10th. Not everone has gifts for their
father(s) chosen far in advance, so elow are 11 A Gloal Lifestle-approved gift ideas for our loal readers:Designed in collaoration with
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ritish chef Heston lumenthal, Williams onoma has a new grill ideal for grilling on the go. Portale et powered on charcoal, the CU is
suitale for cooked meats, seafood and vegetales.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

J The Chicago Kid on the Chicago ulls and wh the White ox are Chicago's true ML team
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — The rare artist that can collaorate with Mar J lige, Kendrick Lamar, Kane West, tevie Wonder, Dr. Dre and Chance the
Rapper, J the Chicago Kid has amassed over 100 million streams. eond those aforementioned streaming numers andartist
endorsements, J also stands out in having received rave reviews from the likes of the New York Times, NPR, Rolling tone, Noise, Vie,
Vice and on alike.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

instök Ölgerð's Gudjon Gudmondsson on wh ou should support Iceland's World Cup team
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — After suffering a disappointing loss to Trinidad and Toago in the qualifing round, the United tates men's national team
was eliminated from 2018 FIFA World Cup competition. Rather than eing shocked, famed Icelandic rewer instök Ölgerð -- also known as
the instök eer Compan -- is telling Americans to look at things differentl.
3 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

WW Presents Its First ver MMY “For Your Consideration” vent With Top WW uperstars In L.A.
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — WW is not onl known as the gloal leader within the world of sports entertainment, ut for producing profitale
films and eing one of the world’s leading rands on social media. The tamford, Connecticut-ased roke another arrier this week 
holding its first-ever MMY “For Your Consideration” event on Wednesda night at the TV Academ aan Media Center in Los Angeles.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jerse Girls Food Tours’ Janis orroto on Jerse Cit and how to run a food tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Jerse Girls Food Tours was founded  New Jerse natives Janis orroto and Alessia Aron. Throughout the calendar
ear, no matter the weather, orroto and Aron take groups around Garden tate hus like Jerse Cit, Red ank, Hamilton Park, and
Rutherford; more tours are currentl in development. Attendees can expect a light-heartened approach to food as orroto and Aron aim to
offer a fast-paced et fun environment when leading visitors around.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

GRNADA pice, eaut & Great Vies
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — With rainforest-clad mountains rising ehind its white- and lack-sand eaches, it’s no wonder eco-tourism
is hot on Grenada. This lush, tranquil island is light-ears awa from glitz resorts and casinos. In Grenada, glittering nightlife means counting
stars overhead as waves dance over our toes. No high-rise hotels are towering aove the palm trees here.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dan ilerstein On The 2018 New York eer Fest At Citi Field & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — On Jul 21st, the inaugural New York eer Fest will take over Citi Field, the home of Major League aseall’s New
York Mets. pread over two sessions, the event will ring together over 80 craft reweries and 200 eers, as spread throughout the allpark.
The New York eer Fest will also feature games, food and entertainment. General admission is $50, and for that fee festival-goers are entitled
to unlimited eer tastings.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock Legend ddie Mone hares His 'Peanut utter tew' Recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie
Mone. Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin',"
and "a Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: The each os' ruce Johnston on surfing, asketall and Kevin Love
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 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — When it comes to the greatest recording artists of all time, few groups can top what The each os have done. It has
een over 55 ears since The each os first charted with "urfin'" in 1961, et the California-ased and remains snonmous with surf
culture.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie Mone.
Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin'," and "a
Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie
Mone. Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin',"
and "a Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie Mone.
Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin'," and "a
Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie
Mone. Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin',"
and "a Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
capitalgazette.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie
Mone. Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin',"
and "a Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone shares his 'peanut utter stew' recipe
 Darren Paltrowitz
dailpress.com — With over 28 million alums sold over the last 40-something ears, few rock singers have achieved success like ddie
Mone. Man of Mone's 24 charting singles remain radio staples -- including "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin',"
and "a Hold On" -- and The Mone Man continues to pla ig stages all over the world.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

mile Hirsch On The New Hsterical Kindness Alum “imple Things” & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A studio collaoration etween mile Hirsch, Chris are and rian Cohen, Hsterical Kindness released its deut
alum on June 1st. A full-length studio effort featuring 13 songs, promotion of imple Things kicked off with the earl Ma release of the first
single “You.” While the three memers of Hsterical Kindness had met on the set of the film All Nighter, are and Cohen had prior musical
success as producers, with credits that include multi-platinum artists like Ciara and Flo Rida.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Petra Haden on eing a Lakers fan, Jack lack and her new musical projects
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 John Zorn, Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Petra Haden is one of those musicians that five people ma know from five different musical projects. Weezer diehards
ma rememer her work as a memer of The Rentals and That Dog. Jazz aficionados ma recall her collaorations with virtuosos like John
Zorn and ill Frisell. People who read liner notes ma know the name "Petra Haden" from her contriutions to the Foo Fighters, Green Da,
and The Decemerists, to name a few of the artists she has done sessions with.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rock legend ddie Mone on following the L.A. Dodgers & the Oakland Raiders
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — "Two Tickets To Paradise," "Take Me Home Tonight," "hakin'," "a Hold On," "Walk On Water," "Think I'm In Love," "No
Control"... ddie Mone had a lot of hit songs, and those aforementioned tunes are just a few of the ddie Mone songs still eing plaed on
the radio these das. Although The Mone Man never stopped touring or recording, 2018 has een a reinvigorating ear for the New York
native's career.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Mets' Citi Field Prepares to Feed Thousands of Guests
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Citi Field, the Mets' stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the Chicago
Cus, we visited the stadium’s senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight into its food operations. A shocking volume
of food is prepared and served at Citi Field’s restaurants, kiosks and private clus each game.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Mets' Citi Field prepares to feed thousands of guests
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — Citi Field , the Mets ' stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the
Chicago Cus , we visited the stadium's senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight into its food operations. A shocking
volume of food is prepared and served at Citi Field's restaurants, kiosks and private clus each game.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Mets' Citi Field prepares to feed thousands of guests
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Citi Field , the Mets ' stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the Chicago Cus ,
we visited the stadium's senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight into its food operations. A shocking volume of food
is prepared and served at Citi Field's restaurants, kiosks and private clus each game.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Mets' Citi Field prepares to feed thousands of guests
 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — Citi Field , the Mets ' stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the Chicago Cus ,
we visited the stadium's senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight into its food operations. A shocking volume of food
is prepared and served at Citi Field's restaurants, kiosks and private clus each game.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How Mets' Citi Field prepares to feed thousands of guests
 Darren Paltrowitz
orlandosentinel.com — Citi Field , the Mets ' stadium, is as well-known for its foods as its home team. During a homestand against the Chicago
Cus , we visited the stadium's senior executive chef, Patrick chaeffer, for some exclusive insight into its food operations. A shocking volume
of food is prepared and served at Citi Field's restaurants, kiosks and private clus each game.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Campari’s Dave Karraker On Negroni Week 2018 & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An annual celeration launched in 2013 to celerate one of the world’s great cocktails — the Negroni — and also
raise mone for charities, Negroni Week takes place from June 4 to 10, 2018. Negroni Week started off with around 120 participating venues
and now has over 7,700 partnering estalishments. To date, the cause has raised close to $1.5 million for a variet of charitale causes. One of
the major participants in Negroni Week is Campari.
4 MONTH AGO
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Olmpic Gold Medalist Laurie Hernandez On her ook, "Dancing With The tars" & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — At just 17 ears of age -- her 18th irthda is coming up later this month -- Laurie Hernandez has alread accomplished
more in her life than most people ever will. In the 2016 ummer Olmpics, Hernandez was a memer of the U.. women's gmnastics team,
winning a gold medal in the team event and a silver medal on the alance eam. Later that ear, Hernandez competed on season 23 of
Dancing With The tars, ecoming the show's oungest-ever winner.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Comedian JUDAH FRIDLANDR on Netflix, ‘30 Rock’, Comedic Influences & Doing tand-Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou started writing material for what ecame our Netflix special, did ou know that it was going to e for a
special? Or even a Netflix special? Did Netflix come to ou? Or ou pitched to networks and the happened to e the winner? I’ve read that
John Mulroone was one of our first influences as a comic. Does that mean that ou grew up watching a lot of Comic trip Live? I’ve also
read that ou also started doing stand-up when ou were in college.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The est reweries on Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
offmetro.com — During the warmer weather months, even the most loal New York Cit residents are likel to e seeking a near escape.
Fortunatel, Long Island offers great hiking trails and plent of of sea, sand and sun, just a quick train ride awa. Those seeking even more
relaxation ma also e craving some eer – an ideal summer adult everage – and Long Island is full of fun, eer-related destinations.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chef Adam Dule On AVOR 2018, The rewers Association & How He Pairs Food With Craft eer
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The rewers Association is a United tates-ased trade group whose memership includes 7,200 rewers,
reweries, suppliers, distriutors, craft eer retailers, and individuals related to the promotion of craft eer and homerewing. impl put, the
organization works to promote and protect small and independent American rewers, eers and eer-related enthusiasts. ut the rewers
Association also manages to plan fun culinar events and release interesting eer-themed ooks.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Acclaimed inger/ongwriter Greg Holden On Wh He upports lackpool F.C.
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — One of MG's latest signings, Greg Holden is a ritish singer/songwriter ased in the United tates. Previousl signed to
Warner rothers, Holden notal co-wrote the song "Home," which was used  American Idol winner Phillip Phillips as the season 11
coronation song; "Home" went on to e the est-selling song  an American Idol alum. Holden also achieved success as a co-writer for A
Great ig World, contriuting to three songs on the group's When The Morning Comes alum.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

DF LPPARD Drummer RICK ALLN on Touring the World, Painting and Recording with MUTT LANG
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — peaking of recording, there’s lots of rumors aout how ou got our sounds on the Promania and Hsteria alums
with Mutt Lange. Is it true that our drums were recorded last? Another rumour I heard related to that is that ou sampled our snare drum
sound from the live show into the studio sound. Is that true? How long did ou spend getting drums sounds on those alums? Did ou have
the initial sounds coming into it?
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Midge Ure On His U.. Tour With Paul Young, His “Orchestrated” Alum & Wh Music Is Important
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — inger, songwriter and producer Midge Ure ma e est known as the leader of Ultravox, which had ig hits in the
earl 1980s with “No Regrets” and “If I Was. ut Ure’s success as a musician came long efore Ultravox, as he had a U.K. numer one single
with lik in 1976, as followed  time spent with punk pioneers Rich Kids.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Chrisette Michele On Her Long Island Roots & Upcoming Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
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noplacelikelongisland.com — Is the eventual goal to have locations all over the place? Or do ou not think that far ahead? Chrisette Michele: I
definitel do. I definitel feel like it’s so needed. The voice and the voices in oga lend themselves to some expansion. I think that oga is a
ver welcoming space for culture. We can find some camaraderie and ground ourselves together. What or who was it that got ou into oga in
the first place?
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“eond The eats” Author Jake rown On His New ook, Drumming & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Nashville-ased author Jake rown has created a niche for himself, to sa the least. He has written dozens of
pulished ooks, oth in collaoration with multi-platinum musicians and aout people ehind seminal recordings. The gu alwas has
multiple projects — often releasing several ooks in a calendar ear — often leading people to wonder when he finds time to sleep or do
laundr. eond The eats is the latest ook from rown, as focused on rock drumming.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A look at former WW uperstar nzo Amore's last week
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Love him or hate him, nzo Amore created a ig stir within his five ears of eing affiliated with the WW. He did this
without appearing in main event matches. According to numerous reports, he did this without having a lot of friends in the locker room. He
simpl accomplished all of this  creating a distinct character, having an arsenal of memorale catch phrases, and maintaining that character
everwhere he went.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Creedence Clearwater Revisited's Doug Clifford On Wh He Likes The New ngland Patriots
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — When it comes to the greatest American rock & roll ands of all time, Creedence Clearwater Revival ought to come to
mind. Having sold more than 30 million alums and singles in the United tates alone -- even though the group was onl active for four ears - the California-ased quartet charted nearl two dozen singles in the tates. In other words, Creedence had man more hits than ou ma
realize.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: Chrisette Michele On Her New Alum “Out Of Control” & What Is Coming Up For Her
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — New York native Chrisette Michele first ecame nationall-known in 2007 with the release of her deut alum I Am.
Recorded for Def Jam, I Am spawned four charting singles, including “If I Have M Wa” and “est Of Me.” Michele’s full-length follow-up,
2009’s piphan, deuted in the numer one spot of the illoard 200, while 2010’s Let Freedom Reign ielded more hit singles and
illoard charting. Michele also had notale collaorations with Drake, Rick Ross, Kane West, Nas, Ja-Z and The Roots.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

MLW tar arrington Hughes On Fashion, Training & His Upcoming New York Appearance
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Major League Wrestling -- or MLW for short -- was a notale independent wrestling promotion of the earl 2000s. Among
the high-profile talent that came through MLW were CM Punk, Daniel ran, amoa Joe, Raven, Dust Rhodes, Terr Funk, and Tedd Hart.
After the compan went awa, its founder Court auer went to the WW, where he served as one of its chief writers for Raw and mackdown.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Def Leppard’s Rick Allen On His On-Going Wentworth Galler xhiition In Pennslvania
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — One of the ands most snonmous with the term “arena rock,” the music of Def Leppard has een heard in arenas
and stadiums all over the world for the past 30-something ears. The ackone of Def Leppard for all those ears has een drummer Rick
Allen. Currentl, Allen and Def Leppard are on the road as part of a major North American co-headlining tour alongside Journe, which
includes stops at Chicago’s Wrigle Field, Los Angeles’ The Forum, and New York’s Madison quare Garden.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

10 Recommended Items To Help You Get Read For ummer 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With Memorial Da Weekend now underwa for Americans, it is time for man of us to start thinking aout how to
cope most effectivel with the warmer weather. Regardless of whether or not ou spend a lot of time at (or near) a each, everone should
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aim to sta health and comfortale when dealing with what the sun rings. In turn, here are 10 tested and recommended products to help
ou get read for the heat and/or fun that most likel lies ahead for ou in the summer of 2018.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Dollrots' Kell Ogden On Loving The Los Angeles Dodgers & What's Coming oon
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A pop-punk and founded  assist/vocalist Kell Ogden and guitarist Luis Caezas, The Dollrots formed in 2000. The
group has plaed over 1,000 live shows, and have recorded for the likes of Lookout! Records sulael Panic utton, -treet and guitarist
Little teven Van Zandt's Wicked Cool Records, and Joan Jett's lael lackheart Records.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Meiko On Her New “Plaing Favorites” Alum, Wh he Is Loal To Gison Guitars & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Although she was performing throughout her childhood in her native Georgia efore her teen ears, 2007 was a
reakout ear for singer/songwriter Meiko. For starters, it was when she performed at the undance Film Festival, was featured on the KCRW
staple Morning ecomes clectic, and hit the road with rett Dennen and Mat Kearne.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ue Parsons Zipa and Lois Youngen On The Legac Of The AAGPL, ML & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — On Ma 30, 2018, the All-American Girls Professional aseall League will e celerating its 75th anniversar as the date
of the league's first game in 1943. To celerate this anniversar, original plaers of the AAGPL will e participating in a multitude of upcoming
events, including the ML All-tar FanFest. Furthermore, the stor of the AAGPL is currentl in talks to ecome the suject of an upcoming
Amazon Original series.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mullan Road Cellars Founder Dennis Cakeread On Wine, Washington & The Warriors
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A relativel-new project from estalished California vintner Dennis Cakeread, Mullan Road Cellars is part of the
charming wine region of Walla Walla, Washington. The near area has een producing wine for decades, although it is onl just starting to e
recognized as world-renowned. More than just an award-winning producer of great wines, Mullan Road Cellars is also availale to the pulic
for on-site tastings  appointment, as the ver-green vineard has a tasting room of its own.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chef Carlo ernaglia On The New “Margaritaville” Cookook & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Few American rands are more eloved than Margaritaville. eond its association with the music of Jimm uffett,
when ou hear the name “Margaritaville,” ou know to expect good times with friends and famil. In turn, it is not surprising that Margaritaville
has thrived in a variet of areas, including resorts, restaurants, food products, and outdoor furniture.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

10 Great Recent-Released ooks For Your ummer 2018 Reading
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With Memorial Da Weekend just right around the corner, the ummer of 2018 is getting closer  the moment. In
turn, man readers of The Hpe Magazine will have more time for relaxation. In turn, here are 10 recent titles which are recommended for our
reading pleasure. Greg Prato is a prolific Long Island, New York-ased writer and author with nearl two dozen ooks to his credit.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Joseph Panetta On The uccess Of The ohoWrapsod & Marketing Female-Centric Retail Products
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As the head of Left Of Center Consulting, Joseph Panetta is in a ver unique position. Not onl does he work with
top rands, successfull marketing them to larger audiences, ut man of these projects are for (and ) women. In turn, Panetta’s 30 ears of
work includes partnering on the Wonderra, eond projects related to color cosmetics, hair care and coloring, fashion accessories,
fragrances, menopause supplements, feminine hgiene products, and pregnanc tests.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

3 Memorial Da Weekend Destinations Within Driving Distance Of New York Cit
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 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Less than a month from now, man New Yorkers will have the opportunit to get out of town for a long weekend. Not
everone wants to get on a plane and deal with the madness found in airports on holida weekends. In turn, the idea of getting in a car (or
train) for a few hours and winding up in a new cit and state for Memorial Da Weekend is appealing to man New Yorkers.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Roal Wedding Has een A Hot Topic Among WW uperstars And Fans
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Taking place toda, Ma 19th, in the United Kingdom, the world has its ees on the roal wedding of Prince Harr and
Meghan Markle. The couple has een pulic aout their relationship since Novemer 2016 -- and rumored to e together since June 2016 -with its engagement announcement following one ear in Novemer 2017. Ultimatel, this marriage means the former uits actress to e the
second American (and first person of mixed race heritage) to ecome part of the ritish roal famil.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chef Ra Garcia On His Popular L.A. ater roken panish & Working With Williams onoma
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Chef Ra Garcia first made people take notice while working at FIG, which the Los Angeles Times had honored as
one of the “101 est Restaurants” in 2013.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Highlights From A Visit To Hocking Hills, Ohio
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Aout one hour outside of Columus, Ohio, the Hocking Hills region is located in outheastern Ohio. Logan,
Rockridge, Athens and Nelsonville are among the towns considered to e part of Hocking Hills. While much of Hocking Hills is rural — when
visiting, do not expect to have cell phone reception everwhere ou go, nor to e ale to find late-night food — it is full of eaut. Visitors can
expect plent of opportunities to hike and enjo other outdoor activities.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Highlights From A Visit To aint Lucia During The 2018 t. Lucia Jazz Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — A eautiful countr located in the eastern Cariean ea, aint Lucia has a population well under 200,000. speciall
known for its tropical climate, there is lots more to t. Lucia than its sun, sand and sea. For starters, there is the OLIL, also known as the
aint Lucia ummer Festival. Argual the iggest summer festival in the Cariean, OLIL consists of the annual t. Lucia Jazz Festival, the
Roots & oul Festival, aint Lucia Carnival, and the Arts & Heritage Festival.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Adam ansiveri & Jaddan Comerford On ernstein’s New Podcast eries & Other Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ernstein Private Wealth Management is a mone management firm with $554 illion in assets currentl under
management. A unit of Allianceernstein L.P., ernstein Private Wealth Management recentl announced the launch of a new sports and
entertainment-focused podcast series. The leader of this podcast series is one of the firm’s oungest directors, Adam ansiveri. ansiveri, the
show’s first host, joined the firm ack in 2011 with a heav ackground in oth sports and entertainment.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Alexandre enaim On How MO Footwear Makes hoes That Are Functional, tlish & Unisex
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Founded  Alexandre enaim, the shoes produced  MO Footwear aim to e simultaneousl chic, fashionale,
affordale and functional. MO has een tagged as eing ased on “moilit, optimism, eaut and soul,” ut just as interesting to this writer
is that MO Footwear’s current collection of shoes is full unisex. MO makes slip-on stles, in addition to oots, low treads and high tops
of various materials (e.g. leather), trul ensuring that there is something for everone.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Have You een the Aviator? Lincoln Motor Compan’s New UV
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The Lincoln Motor Compan, the luxur automotive rand of Ford Motor Compan, is committed to creating compelling
vehicles with an exceptional ownership experience to match. The Aviator, a distinctive, three-row UV, is the Lincoln Motor Compan’s newest
vehicle and its production model was recentl unveiled to industr insiders in New York.
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A Look At The New Collaoration etween Umami urger & Cholula
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — arlier this month, Umami urger launched a “secret” menu item in collaoration with Cholula Hot auce: the
“weet Haanero” Chick-Me-Out urger. As helmed  Umami’s Chief Culinar Officer Chef Martin Heierling, the limited-time item marks
Umami’s first-ever grilled chicken sandwich. The product kicked off on Cinco De Mao, as exclusivel availale at select Umami urger
locations in New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Deep Purple’s Don Aire On His “One Of A Kind” olo Alum & Working With Man Rock Greats
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou listen to classic rock radio, odds are that ou have heard a lot of Don Aire’s work. Prior to joining Deep
Purple as Jon Lord’s replacement, Aire had plaed keoards for likes of Ozz Osourne, Rainow, Whitesnake, Judas Priest, Gar Moore,
Jethro Tull, lack aath, and Queen’s rian Ma. While Aire has een a full-time memer of Deep Purple for over 15 ears, he has not
halted his solo career, and is aout to release another full-length alum on Ma 25th.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

WA Featherweight World Champion Aner Mares on his next fight, training, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Aner Mares is the current WA Featherweight World Champion and a four-division World oxing champion and
Olmpian. In the ring, he is known to e a tenacious fighter who emplos strateg, execution, calculated power and a wicked inside punch.
Furthermore, Mares is the second oungest fighter to e a three-time World Champion, carring 15 knockouts within his 31 wins. Mares was
orn in Mexico and raised in oth Mexico and the United tates. He egan training professionall at 12 ears of age.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The 24th Annual Taste Of Trieca To ring Top Chefs & Restaurants Together On aturda 5/19
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Giving New York locals the chance to sample the est dishes in town, the annual Taste Of Trieca festival rings
together more than 60 of Trieca’s top chefs and restaurants. enefiting arts and enrichment programs of New York pulic schools P 150
and P 234, the 24th edition of Taste Of Trieca will e taking place on aturda, Ma 19.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Roert Glasper On The Houston Rockets And Hakeem Olajuwon Almost eing His tepdad
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — With three Gramm Awards to his credit, New York-ased pianist and record producer Roert Glasper has collaorated
with the who's who of modern performers. His credits include Kendrick Lamar, Kane West, Ja-Z, rkah adu, Maxwell, and speranza
palding.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Underøath's Grant randell on the NHL's Tampa a Lightning and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Hailing from Tampa, Florida, Underøath has released seven full-length alums over the last two decades. Two of those
alums have een gold-sellers in the tates -- especiall impressive when considering that the were recorded for indie laels -- while the
most recent alum, 2018's rase Me, deuted in the illoard Top 20. One of the more popular metalcore ands working toda, Underøath
seems to e on the road more often than not these das.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

XCLUIV: A Post-Concert Interview With Lalah Hathawa At The 2018 t. Lucia Jazz Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Lalah Hathawa is in rare compan as a vocalist for a variet of reasons. First, Hathawa has een singing
professionall for almost 30 ears, having inked her first record deal in the earl 1990s. econd, she is a five-time Gramm Award winner, most
recent in 2016 for est Traditional R& Performance. Third, she is an in-demand collaorator no matter the genre, having worked with Mar J.
lige, Pharrell Williams, Meshell Ndegeocello, nark Pupp, and Roert Glasper.
4 MONTH AGO
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George Grimm On The New York Rangers, mile Francis & The “We Did verthing ut Win” ook
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ome sports franchises are much easier to e a fan of than others. In the case of the NHL’s New York Rangers, there
have not een man tanle Cup victories; zero of them to e exact etween 1941 and 1993. In We Did verthing ut Win: Former New York
Rangers Rememer The mile Francis ra, author George Grimm chronicles each season of the Francis era when “The Cat” transformed them
from perennial league doormats to a team that made it to the tanle Cup plaoffs for nine consecutive seasons.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Westworld" Actor Louis Herthum On New Orleans ports, oxing and Upcoming Project
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Now a cast memer on the HO hit Westworld, Louis Herthum started his acting career in the late 1970s. He has een
active in various television, film and theatrical projects over the ears, and recent credits include reaking ad, CI, True lood, True
Detective, and The Mentalist. eond acting, Herthum has also een worked extensivel as a producer as part of the aton Rouge-ased
production compan Ransack Films. When doing Q&A with Herthum, I learned that he was a major sports fan.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Amarula Liqueur Makes a ooz Creamsicle and Wants to ave lephants
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Amarula, a cream liqueur from outh Africa, is made with sugar, cream and the fruit of the African Marula tree. Although
the liqueur is high in alcohol, its sweet taste is acclaimed, as evidenced  a gold medal earned at the 2006 an Francisco World pirits
Competition. Although launched in 1983, Amarula has een slow to expand in the United tates, ut its elephant-adorned ottle is getting
more recognizale.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Amarula liqueur makes a ooz Creamsicle and wants to save elephants
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Amarula, a cream liqueur from outh Africa, is made with sugar, cream and the fruit of the African Marula tree. Although the
liqueur is high in alcohol, its sweet taste is acclaimed, as evidenced  a gold medal earned at the 2006 an Francisco World pirits
Competition. Although launched in 1983, Amarula has een slow to expand in the United tates, ut its elephant-adorned ottle is getting
more recognizale.
4 MONTH AGO
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Amarula liqueur makes a ooz Creamsicle and wants to save elephants
 Darren Paltrowitz
chicagotriune.com — Amarula, a cream liqueur from outh Africa, is made with sugar, cream and the fruit of the African Marula tree. Although
the liqueur is high in alcohol, its sweet taste is acclaimed, as evidenced  a gold medal earned at the 2006 an Francisco World pirits
Competition. Although launched in 1983, Amarula has een slow to expand in the United tates, ut its elephant-adorned ottle is getting
more recognizale.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Chris tills On His Long-Awaited New Alum “Don’t e Afraid” & Working With Ran Adams
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Over the ears, Chris tills has worked with a wide arra of major artists, including Ran Adams, mashing
Pumpkins, Lucinda Williams, The Verve’s Richard Ashcroft, and LeAnn Rimes. He has done the major lael thing, he has had his music used in
various television and film productions, and he has toured all over the world. Yet until releasing Don’t e Afraid earlier this ear, it had een
more than a decade since tills — as seen on the series hameless — had released a full-length solo alum.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Marshall lonstein On Rock ‘N’ Rolla Turntales & His Compan’s New Rechargeale “UFO” Model
 Kush os, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ince launching a ear ago, the Rock ‘N’ Rolla rand is known for making incredile portale riefcase turnales.
Nickname “vinl’s new est friend,” Rock ‘N’ Rolla unveiled a series of UFO-shaped record plaers, as availale in red, lack and white. elling
for well under $150, the UFO model not onl plas vinl records, ut it is connectale to luetooth and U-enaled, allowing users to also
utilize it for digital purposes.
4 MONTH AGO
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The Rolls-Roce Wraith Luminar Collection
 Darren Paltrowitz
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agloallifestle.com — On the heels of the New York International Auto how, Rolls-Roce has unveiled the Wraith Luminar Collection. A
limited collection of just 55 Wraiths, these cars join the highl exclusive ranks of collectile, espoke masterpieces. “Wraith Luminar is a
stunning collection car,” egan Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Chief xecutive Officer of Rolls-Roce Motor Cars. “It speaks directl of our
contemporar Rolls-Roce rand — progressive and traillazing, the pinnacle in hand-crafted luxur.
4 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

12 Last-Minute Gift Ideas For Mother’s Da 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Mother’s Da 2018 is around the corner, coming up on unda, Ma 13th. Not everone has gifts for their mother(s)
chosen far in advance, so for those something elow are 12 A Gloal Lifestle-approved gift ideas for our loal readers:When it comes to
cooking, nothing intensifies flavors like fire. The ernzomatic T4000 High Heat Torch is a recommended kitchen tool for the foodie mom.
4 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

“ill Murra xperience” Filmmaker adie Katz On Her Appreciation Of ill Murra
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — impl put, ill Murra is one of the most eloved actors of our time. verthing that Murra does seems to e done
on his own terms. This includes his legendar pulic appearances and social interactions among everda people, which generall conclude
with him telling the person that “no one will ever elieve ou.” In turn, the Golden Gloe-winning actor often comes across as an enigma. ill
Murra’s storied past is the suject of the new documentar ill Murra xperience.
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Tom aldinger on the Yankees, Giants, Rangers and his new movie "Who's Jenna...?"
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Written and directed  Thomas aldinger, Who's Jenna...? is a newl-released, independentl-produced comed. The
film stars Trace irdsall, ill orvino, Garr Pastore, Vincent Pastore, Vic Diitetto, Jerem Gilert, dwin Guerrero, and Jill Christ Reiss;
some of those folks ought to e ver familiar faces for fans of The opranos. As a New Jerse native, Tom aldinger is no stranger to the
sports world. The New York Yankees is his team of choice, ut the creative force ehind Who's Jenna...?
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Reggae legend now on "Informer 2018" and following the Toronto Maple Leafs
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — One of the most memorale songs of the earl 1990s, "Inferior" was an award-winning track that sold over eight million
copies worldwide. Furthermore, "Inferior" holds the distinction of eing the est selling reggae single in U.. histor, according to the
Guinness ook Of World Records.
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Taking ack unda's Adam Lazzara & John Nolan On Long Island & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Your and was considered at the top of the heap of the Long Island emo scene of the earl 2000s, et ou
certainl outgrew the "emo" tag. When did it feel like ou graduated into eing a ig and, not just a ig "emo" and? Adam Lazzara: I think it
depends on who ou talk to. We'll talk to someod and the'll e like, "You've een categorized as this, so is that what ou gus are?" You'll
e so nice to sa that we've outgrown it.
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Purit Vodka’s Thomas Kuuttanen On Distilling & Producing “The est Tasting Vodka” In The World
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Most leading vodkas are distilled etween three and five times, et wedish rand Purit Vodka is distilled 34 times.
Aside from the numer of times that its vodka is distilled, Purit also stands out through eing related to Master lender Thomas Kuuttanen.
With more than 200 international spirit awards to his name, Kuuttanen is a respected veteran of the spirits usiness. Meanwhile, Purit itself
now has over 150 gold meals from a variet of international lind tasting competitions.
5 MONTH AGO
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What 15 of Your Favorite Musicians at While on the Road
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around
the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation, and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
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summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation’s nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO
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What 15 of Your Favorite Musicians at While on the Road
 Darren Paltrowitz
politicopost.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around
the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation, and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation’s nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

“The Crossing” Actor Marcuis W. Harris On Inspiration, Working teadil & His “Chopped” kills
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Premiering after American Idol last month, there has een a lot of uzz around the new AC series The Crossing.
Actor Marcuis W. Harris is a series regular on The Crossing, which ma look to man to e Harris’ ig reak. However, Harris was working
steadil prior to landing The Crossing, having appeared on a variet of shows including HO’s Vice Principals, FX’s The hield and It’s Alwas
unn In Philadelphia, and AC staples candal and Gre’s Anatom.
5 MONTH AGO
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A TAT OF AVARIA ON TH L
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — Opened last month, Grünhaus is argual the onl traditional eer hall ou will find on the Lower ast ide.
Much like its sister ar, rookln’s pritzenhaus, Grünhaus is spacious and full of oth greener, and communal tales. When the weather is
cooperative, Grünhaus’s garage-stle windows open up, transitioning it into a reez eer garden.
5 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Tequila Avión’s President Jenna Fagnan On Making A Gloall-Respected ingle Original Tequila
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Voted the “World’s est Tasting Tequila” and “World’s est White pirit” at 2012’s an Francisco World pirits
Competition, Tequila Avión is a world-renowned spirit. Man people first learned aout Tequila Avión from its multi-season stor arc in the
HO hit ntourage. Yet onl eight ears into its existence, Tequila Avión continues to grow on a gloal asis ear after ear; Pernod Ricard is
rumored to have paid more than $100 million for control of the spirit in 2014.
5 MONTH AGO
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XCLUIV: lake Anderson On Cinco De Mao, Working With Dos quis & njoing “Workaholics”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As one of the stars and creators of the Comed Central hit Workaholics, California native lake Anderson is one of
the more recognizale comedic actors out there. Yet Workaholics — which ran for seven seasons — is onl one of the things which Anderson
is known for. eond working on some of the most acclaimed comedies of the modern da (e.g.
5 MONTH AGO
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TH DAMND’s CAPTAIN NIL on New ‘vil pirits’ Alum, TH OFFPRING, CGs & Recording in
New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — vil pirits is our new alum. When did ou start writing material for it? Which song on vil pirits was written first? Do
ou have a favourite song on vil pirits? What inspired ou to record vil pirits in rookln? and time aside, do ou spend much time in
New York? The Damned is often recognized as one of the most influential punk rock ands of all time. Do ou rememer the first time ou had
heard our and cited as an influenced? Or the first time ou had heard our and’s music covered?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared
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Old Forester’s Jackie Zkan On ouron, Louisville & This Year’s Kentuck Der Cocktails
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The Kentuck Der is widel-known as “the greatest two minutes in sports,” and Old Forester is one of the rands
that is snonmous with the world-famous horse race. The 2018 Kentuck Der takes place this aturda, Ma 5th at Louisville’s Churchill
Downs, and there is a purse of $2 million at stake for those racing. Those on-site at Churchill Downs are likel to enjo an adult everage or
two, and one of the more popular cocktails among locals and visitors alike is the Old Forester Mint Julep.
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tance’s Alie Rosario On ocks, Katz’s Deli & Kendrick Lamar
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — tance ma e less than five ears old as a compan, ut tance has managed to turn socks into one of the world’s
most exciting accessories. tance socks are now found in over 40 countries, and rave reviews of its products have come from outlets as
varied as uzzfeed, Men’s Journal, Complex, Vogue, and Golf Magazine. tance has also managed to sta fresh  collaorating with unlikel
partners on limited-edition offerings, and one was done ack in March with famed New York eater Katz’s Deli.
5 MONTH AGO
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How 10 Major Touring Musicians Feel Aout ports
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — While music is often referred to as the universal language, sports are also known to e a unifing concept. Man artists
are major fans of sports, just as man athletes are ver passionate aout music. Live Nation is a leading promoter of concert events, and this
summer it has dozens of major tours going around North America.
5 MONTH AGO
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4 Things I Learned from ric ischoff's New Podcast With Conrad Thompson
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Few people have worked with as man professional wrestling legends as ric ischoff. Going a step further, few people
have as much experience as ischoff when it comes to working at the top level of the wrestling usiness. eond his work as a roadcaster
for AWA and an on-screen authorit figure for WW, ischoff ran the show at WCW and TNA at different points, ultimatel eing responsile
for man of the top wrestling storlines and signings in histor.
5 MONTH AGO
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ACCPT Guitarist WOLF HOFFMANN on 2017’s ‘The Rise Of Chaos’ Alum, Photograph, Nashville and
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Around how man songs were written for our new alum, The Rise Of Chaos? Do ou have a favorite song on the
alum? The Rise Of Chaos is et another alum recorded with And neap. Man ands like to work with a different producer each alum, so
what inspires ou to keep working with And? For ou, is there anthing that Accept has not et accomplished ut ou are still working
towards?
5 MONTH AGO
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Roie Dupree On Re-Issuing His First Two Alums, “Yacht Rock” & Recording Music For The WWF
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Roie Dupree’s musical career took off international in 1980 with the release of the Roie Dupree alum. The
New York singer/songwriter’s alum ielded two Top 20 singles “teal Awa” — which went to #6 on the illoard Hot 100 — and “Hot Rod
Hearts” and led to a Gramm nomination for est New Artist.
5 MONTH AGO
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Interview: The Melvins' Dale Crover on life as a L.A. Dodgers fan
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Formed 35 ears ago in Washington, the rock and known as The Melvins predates grunge and most indie-rock
sugenres. ven if The Melvins have never scored a Top 40, that does not matter on an level, given how The Melvins influenced Nirvana,
oundgarden, Helmet and Faith No More's Mike Patton. Ps, singles and live recordings aside, The Melvins have released more than two
dozen studio alums, and the latest full-length in 2018's Pinkus Aortion Technician.
5 MONTH AGO
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George Thorogood On His New Vinl Records & Recording For The Rounder Lael
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 15 million alums sold among their 20+ alums, George Thorogood & The Destroers have over 40 ears
of touring experience to them. ongs like “ad To The one” and “I Drink Alone” remain classics that ou hear regularl, while Thorogood
covers of “Move It On Over,” “Who Do You Love?” and “One ouron, One cotch, One eer” have argual ecome the definitive versions
of these songs.
5 MONTH AGO
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Interview: The tooges' James Williamson On eing A Fan Of The Golden tate Warriors & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As a ke memer of The tooges alongside "Godfather Of Punk" Igg Pop, James Williamson is a legendar guitarist. His
songwriting and guitar plaing on the 1973 alum Raw Power have proven influential, as Def Leppard, Guns N' Roses and the Red Hot Chili
Peppers are among the artists who have covered songs from the alum. Furthermore, Nirvana's Kurt Coain had said that Raw Power was his
favorite alum of all time.
5 MONTH AGO
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Dann Trejo ats at His Restaurants ver Other Week
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — With more than 300 film and television roles to his credit, Dann Trejo is not onl one of Hollwood’s most prolific actors
ut also one of the most recognizale. From lockusters like Desperado and From Dusk Till Dawn to p Kids, Trejo is still working and last
ear’s credits include Rick and Mort, Famil Gu, and Hell’s Kitchen. In fact, how man other actors have appeared in music videos  laer,
nrique Iglesias, Train, and the Jonas rothers?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around the
corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right
around the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for
major U.. summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison,
vanescence, Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around
the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around the
corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right
around the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for
major U.. summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison,
vanescence, Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
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 Darren Paltrowitz
orlandosentinel.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right
around the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for
major U.. summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison,
vanescence, Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right around
the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for major U..
summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison, vanescence,
Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What 15 of our favorite musicians eat while on the road
 Darren Paltrowitz
chicagotriune.com — One of the most exciting parts aout the weather getting warmer is that season of amphitheater concerts is right
around the corner. vent promoter and venue operator ased in everl Hills, Live Nation , and its susidiaries have een responsile for
major U.. summer concerts for decades. 2018 is no different; Live Nation's nationwide tours include Paramore, Kevin Hart, Poison,
vanescence, Pentatonix, Judas Priest, and Taking ack unda.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How I pent 72 Hours In eautiful Ohio’s Hocking Hills Region
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — I consider mself a well-traveled person, having lived aroad and een to over a dozen countries. ut m travel
within the United tates has not een as extensive as I have hoped. Prior to April 2018, I had never set foot within the state of Ohio, so when
invited  the Hocking Hills Tourism Association to visit the cit of Columus and its surrounding areas, I jumped at the generous opportunit.
The first surprising thing to me aout Columus, Ohio was the ease of getting there.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

CYPR HILL’s N DOG on the POWRFLO Alum, ‘Judgment Night’ oundtrack, Musical Friends & More!
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How would ou descrie Powerflo to someone who hasn’t heard the and efore? When the and was coming
together, was it the plan to e an “all-star and?” Or did that happen coincidentall? Of our andmates in Powerflo, who did ou meet first?
Do ou have a favorite song on our deut LP? oth ou and ill were part of the Judgment Night soundtrack, which was argual ahead of
its time. Your and had two songs on the soundtrack. Was that an enjoale part of our career?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Roadhouse rewing Co.’s Gavin Fine & Col Cox On eer, Woming, Pearl Jam, Phish & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The Roadhouse rewing Co. was orn in Jackson Hole, Woming in 2012 as a partnership etween
chef/restaurateur Gavin Fine and home-rewer/entrepreneur Col Cox. 2017 was a ig ear for Roadhouse as the rewer egan ottling four
of its specialt rews, while also expanding its distriution to out-of-state markets in the ear’s first quarter. Ultimatel, the goal for
Roadhouse’s state-of-the-art production facilit is for it to e producing up to 30,000 arrels annuall.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

NVY ON TH COAT Interview with Ran Hunter & rian rne on Their Reformation, Instagram, and WILL
NOON
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — To someone who hasn’t heard nv On The Coast efore, how do ou usuall descrie the and? Will Noon was our
and’s first manager. Were ou his first client? The and turned down some good major lael record deals within a few ears of forming. How
did ou know to go the indie route? nv On The Coast came ack last ear. What inspired this regrouping? Who else rounds out the and’s
lineup these das? What’s coming up for the and in the coming months? Lots of touring?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Legendar Jim Ross On Working With New Japan Pro Wrestling & igning WW Greats
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou were a fan of professional wrestling antime within the last 40+ ears, then ou undoutedl know who Jim
Ross is. Not onl was Ross on-camera on a weekl asis for the WW, WWF, WCW, NWA, UWF and Mid-outh wrestling companies — he
currentl can e seen on a weekl asis commentating for New Japan New Japan Pro-Wrestling on AX TV — ut he was also responsile for
signing some of the all-time top mone-earners within the usiness.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

UK Rapper Ramz On Wh Arsenal F.C. Is His Team Of Choice
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Less than a ear and a half since he released his first track, UK rapper Ramz now has over 80 million gloal streams of his
single "arking." The track also has over 35 million views of its video, as the song has reached #1 on Apple Music, #1 on potif, #2 on the UK
Official ingles Chart, and #5 on the German Official ingles Chart. The song notal made Ramz the first UK artist since Rag'n'one Man to
score a top 5 hit in German.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

James Williamson on The tooges, 'Raw Power' and His New Alum, 'ehind The hade'
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — Former tooges guitarist James Williamson dishes on gear, the legac of 'Raw Power,' and his eclectic new alum, 'ehind
the hade.' James Williamson has the distinction of having not onl plaed guitar in The tooges, ut serving as a co-writer on all of the songs
on their seminal 1973 alum, Raw Power.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ministr’s Al Jourgensen On The New “AmeriKKKant” Alum, teven pielerg, Zero Da & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Without Ministr ringleader Al Jourgensen, there would proal e no such thing as industrial music. Without that
industrial genre, Trent Reznor and Nine Inch Nails proal would not have existed, nor proal would have White Zomie or Rammstein.
eond Ministr, Jourgensen has also een prolific with other ands and studio projects, including the Revolting Cocks, Lard, and urgical
Meth Machine.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Might Might ossTone' Dick arrett On oston ports & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Formed over 30 ears ago in oston, few ska ands crossed over to the mainstream like The Might Might ossTone
did. With an arsenal of international hits -- including "The Impression That I Get," "omeda I uppose," "Where'd You Go?" and "The Rascal
King" -- the ossTone is an ideal and to catch at a festival.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

weet Defeat Co-Founder Arianne Perr on How to Fight ugar Cravings
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — ven if ou are not following a strict diet, odds are that someone close to ou is. Unfortunatel, most diets do not
welcome much indulgence, making it difficult to enjo something sweet. While a little indulgence is not a long-term prolem, everda
consumption of sweets can comat an progress one has made to get health and fit. Fortunatel, weet Defeat provides an interesting
alternative.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This ‘Wrestlemania’ Legend Is Also Known for His auces, Rus, and Jerk
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — As the onl WW Hall of Famer to have a New York Times est-selling cookook, Jim Ross is one of the more interesting
people in wrestling. The Oklahoma native not onl found success as a roadcaster, ut also a talent relations executive. Ross has signed
and/or developed for WW were The Rock, John Cena, rock Lesnar, “tone Cold” teve Austin, Mick Fole, atista, and Chris Jericho.
eond the wrestling usiness, the man known as “Good Ol’ J.R.” has also made an impact within the food world.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

JIMMY URIN Discusses His ‘ecret Cinematic’ Alum, Acting in “Guardians Of The Galax,” ushi &
Fuktronic
 Darren Paltrowitz
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puregrainaudio.com — Mindless elf Indulgence was DIY and using the Internet to promote itself efore that thought had occurred to most
ands in the 1990s. When did ou first get online? Your and has argual had a lot more success when not aligned with a major lael. ut
looking ack, was it enjoale to e signed to lektra? Is there anthing ou miss aout eing on a major lael?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Michael McCormack On His New Memoir “orn Fanatic: M Life In The Grip Of The NFL” & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The son of a world champion Cleveland rown and an NFL Hall Of Famer of the same name, Michael McCormack is
a lifetime footall fan. ut McCormack’s feelings aout the NFL are not entirel in line with his footall fandom. uch is detailed in
McCormack’s soon-to-e-released memoir titled orn Fanatic: M Life In The Grip Of The NFL, as availale through The eattle ook
Compan.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This Hard Rock Icon Is Also an Acclaimed Winemaker and Restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The legendar
vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High Voltage. ut
what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and Caduceus Cellars)
and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
chicagotriune.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
ctnow.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The legendar
vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High Voltage. ut
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what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and Caduceus Cellars)
and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
mcall.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The legendar
vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High Voltage. ut
what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and Caduceus Cellars)
and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer.
The legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This hard rock icon is also an acclaimed winemaker and restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
orlandosentinel.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This Hard Rock Icon Is Also an Acclaimed Winemaker and Restaurateur
 Darren Paltrowitz
politicopost.com — Manard James Keenan has sold man millions of alums as the frontman of Tool, A Perfect Circle, and Puscifer. The
legendar vocalist has also delighted audiences worldwide as an actor, appearing within Mr. how, Comed ang! ang! and Crank: High
Voltage. ut what man ma not know aout this metal rocker is that he is the owner of two Arizona wine laels (Merkin Vineards and
Caduceus Cellars) and ver involved with the Merkin Vineards Tasting Room and Osteria restaurant.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Adam Golderg On The New Golderg isters Alum, The Who & A “Herew Hammer” equel
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Adam Golderg is an artist in all was possile. Not onl does he alwas seem to e working on interesting projects,
ut Golderg has een successful as an actor, director, producer, photographer and musician. Whether ou first knew him from Dazed &
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Confused, aving Private Ran, The Jim Gaffigan how, or The Herew Hammer, Golderg’s career choices tend to e interesting and
passion-ased.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Cult’s ill Duff on Gretsch Guitars, Tour with tone Temple Pilots, ush
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — Although est known as the co-founder and lead guitarist of The Cult, ill Duff has een working virtuall nonstop since
the late eventies. eond The Cult—who are hitting the road with tone Temple Pilots and ush on the Revolution 3 tour this summer—Duff
has plaed in Kings Of Chaos (alongside memers of Guns 'N' Roses, tone Temple Pilots, Cheap Trick and ZZ Top), Coloursound (with The
Alarm's Mike Peters) and Circus Dialo.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mike Ness - “Cheating At olitaire” [Vinl Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There are few punk rock singers who ou can hear and identif within seconds. In m opinion,is one of those rare
performers. Whether it is asong or a solo cut, Ness stands out and has done so for decades. “ocial D” was literall formed 40 ears ago in
1978, and is argual overdue for a new studio alum.In the meantime, two new vinl reissues come courtes of, a genre-defing lael which
has rought ou recent reissues from, and the.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Fear Of The Walking Dead” tar Dana Garcia On Filming The Hit AMC eries & njoing Texas
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Currentl a series regular on the AMC hit Fear The Walking Dead, Dana Garcia portras the fearless character
Luciana. Prior to landing a role on Fear The Walking Dead, Garcia plaed ofia Lugo for two seasons of the popular Fox series Prison reak, in
addition to appearing on episodes of Hawaii Five-0, upernatural, and CI: Miami. While Garcia is a steadil-working actress, not everone
realizes that she is also a writer, producer and director.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

oul Aslum's Dave Pirner On Touring and The NHL's Minnesota Wild
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — While oul Aslum first made waves internationall with the multi-platinum 1992 alum Grave Dancers Union -- which
included the hits "Runawa Train," "lack Gold" and "omeod To hove" -- the roots of oul Aslum go ack to the earl 1980s. Frontman
Dave Pirner was initiall the drummer of oul Aslum, and the Minnesota-ased group was originall mentioned in the same sentence as its
Twin Cities peers The Replacements and Husker Du.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: Flo Rida On His Working Relationship With The WW
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Flo Rida first made it ig on an international level with his deut alum, Mail On unda, in 2008. Mail On unda
featured a few major singles, including "Low" (a collaoration with T-Pain), "levator" (as produced  Timaland) and "Roll (which was
recorded alongside ean Kingston). However, Flo Rida was active prior to "Low" taking off, as he had signed with Hot oz in 2000, worked
with Cash Mone in the ears after, and had a notale feature on a 2007 release  DJ Khaled.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

11 Top Mixologists On Working With Cocktail Artist, Great Concerts & Life As A Mixologist
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Cocktail Artist is a line of premium cocktail mixes and ar ingredients designed in collaoration with award-winning
mixologists from across the United tates and the ahamas. impl put, the rand has een reinvigorating the mix categor  using premium
ingredients and having eautifull-designed packaging.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Actor, Producer & Director ean tone On eing A Fan Of The Mets & 49ers
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — ean tone is a veteran of the film world, having worked as an actor, writer, producer and director on various projects. He
has appeared on-screen in several of his father, Oliver's, projects -- including The Doors, JFK and Natural orn Killers -- ut has plent of his
own credits to speak of. For starters, the Princeton Universit graduate co-hosted the third season of the television series Conspirac Theor
With Jesse Ventura.
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Flo Rida On Working With The “Race To rase M” & What lse He Has Coming Up In His Career
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Over the last decade and change, Flo Rida has had close to a dozen multi-platinum singles in the United tates.
ongs like “Low,” “Right Round,” “Wild Ones” and “M House” have not onl crossed over into pop radio, ut have also helped to make Flo
Rida one of the more commerciall-successful rappers of the past decade.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: Jim Ross on the Chris Jericho Cruise & other upcoming projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — There is no shortage of legends within the histor of professional wrestling, ut there is a ver limited numer of wrestling
legends who have transcended generations to spend decades at the top of the usiness. Jim Ross is in rare compan, having roadcasted
and/or handled executive matters within the WW, WCW, NWA, New Japan and Mid-outh wrestling promotions.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Anana irla On Her Music Career, Her uccessful usinesses & The Influence Of Kurt Coain
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An international pop star, Anana irla has nearl 15 million YouTue views of her “Livin’ The Life” video. Her latest
single, “Hold On,” received close to six million views on YouTue within two weeks of release. Yet music is not irla’s onl area of success, as
vatantra Microfinance — a start-up she created at the age of 17 — currentl has more than 600 emploees across 70 ranches in four Indian
states.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Highlights From the 2018 Pure Grenada Music Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Known as the “Isle of pices,” Grenada is undoutedl one of the Cariean’s hidden gems. The island has plent
more to offer than spices and eaches, of course, and I had the pleasure of attending this ear’s Pure Grenada Music Festival. Featuring a mix
of R&, reggae and oca artists — including Dale, Chrisette Michele, Alison Hinds, arina Francis, Jah9 and Morgan Heritage — the threeda, multi-stage event attracted oth performers and concert-goers from all over.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Will Thompson On What It’s Like To e A Full-Time rand Amassador For Grand Marnier
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A popular orange-flavored liqeur created in 1880  Alexandre Marnier-Lapostolle, Grand Marnier is made from a
lend of Cognac rand, distilled essence of itter orange, and sugar. Availale at a variet of price points and in a variet of flavors, Grand
Marnier can e found for under $50 in the form of Cordon Rouge and closer to $1,000 via Quintessence.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

An xclusive Chat with Clifford chwartz, Production upervisor of "Frozen"
 Darren Paltrowitz
onstagelog.com — When I was 15, m sister’s friend set me up with an interview for a summer “apprentice” position at Plahouse In The Park
in Philadelphia. The apprentice jo included uilding scener in the da time and eing on the running crew in the evening. The Plahouse In
The Park was a summer theater that did one week star-packed shows. ach week there was a new show with new actors and a new star
performing. We did aout 8 or 10 shows each summer. It was fast-paced and a fantastic learning ground.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Thanks rother’s Róisín O and John roe On Peter Dinklage, Glen Hansard & What’s Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Róisín O and John roe — etter known as the Irish duo Thanks rother — is a ver new and. Onl one song has
een released  Thanks rother, “We Are Different,” and that track alread has a lot of uzz a little over a month after its deut. “We Are
Different” was performed last month on Ireland’s major late night talk show, The Late, Late how, and is now availale via lix treet Records.
“We Are Different” is not the first mainstream exposure for Róisín or John.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

arina Francis On Performing At The Pure Grenada Music Festival, Upcoming vents & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thehpemagazine.com — Performing alongside Chrisette Michele, Morgan Heritage, Alison Hinds, Dale and Jah9, the Pure Grenada Music
Festival features a lot of great performers. When attending the festival, I was pleased to make a new discover, and that was Grenada’s own
arina Francis. Francis opened up the first night of the festival on the main stage, performing alongside keoardist Dieter urkhalter,
guitarist/vocalist Alesia Aird, and drummer/vocalist Keane Jules.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

6 Things Learned From Chris Jericho's Podcast With Nita trauss
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — est known these das as one of Alice Cooper's guitarists, Los Angeles native Nita trauss was ranked at numer one on
Guitar World's list of "10 Female Guitar Plaers You hould Know." Prior to landing the gig with Cooper -- in which she had replaced Orianthi -trauss had een a memer of Femme Fatale, Jermaine Jackson and the all-female triute to Iron Maiden known as Iron Maiden.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Fear The Walking Dead” tar Colman Domingo On Theater & His Other Upcoming Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Colman Domingo is a prolific actor, director, producer and writer. Current he portras the msterious Victor trand
on the AMC hit Fear The Walking Dead, which returns for its fourth season tonight. As if that were not enough to work on, Domingo recentl
wrapped on work on three different films, including First Match, as directed  Olivia Newman and now streaming on Netflix.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: A Chat With Dale At The Pure Grenada Music Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Gareth Dale — professionall known  the single moniker “Dale” — is a well-respected ritish recording artist
and songwriter hailing from Manchester, ngland. His first ig reak came after co-writing and eing featured on the Gorillaz single
“Doncamatic.” That feature led to touring with Gorillaz — alongside noop Dogg, De La oul and Lou Reed — then plent of C airpla.
Dale’s 2011 mixtape Those Who Wait took him to the next level and led to a record deal with Universal Music.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A PRFCT CIRCL Interview with MAYNARD JAM KNAN on Wine, Restaurants, a Pizza Truck and New
‘at The lephant’ Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Your fanase as a musician is as devoted as it comes, ut that does not necessaril translate to the food or wine
worlds. Do ou ever worr aout having to prove ourself in those different areas? In the io for the new A Perfect Circle alum, “Dair
Queen” is jokingl referenced as inspiring the and’s getting ack together. Who came up with that? ntirel intended as a compliment, I do
not know if there is a more interesting person in hard rock toda than.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

GODMACK’s ULLY RNA on ‘When Legends Rise’, Touring with HINDOWN, and His and’s Future
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When did ou start writing When Legends Rise? Did an of the songs on the alum come from writing for Hometown
Life? o, when ou are writing for Hometown Life, how do know ou that ou are writing solo material versus a Godsmack song? How do ou
compartmentalize etween the two? When in the process did the song “ulletproof” come together? Was it one of the first songs that ou
wrote? Around how man songs did ou write for the new alum? Do ou have a favorite of the unch that made the record?
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Fear The Walking Dead” tar Garret Dillahunt On Joining Hit AMC eries & Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Now in its fourth season, Fear The Walking Dead is oth a companion series and a prequel to the AMC hit The
Walking Dead. ased on the comic ook series of the same name  Roert Kirkman, Ton Moore, and Charlie Adlard, the first episode of
Fear The Walking Dead attracted 10.1 million total viewers in the United tates alone. Garret Dillahunt has joined the cast of the show,
following roles on plent of shows, including urn Notice, Raising Hope, R, and The Mind Project.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cane Hill On Working With WW, Performing at "NXT Takeover" And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A New Orleans-ased and formed in 2011, Cane Hill's most recent alum Too Far Gone recentl hit the #1 spot on the
illoard Heatseekers Chart. Fans are not the onl people taking notice of Cane Hill's success, as the WW recentl featured the songs "It
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Follows" and "Lord Of Flies" during NXT Takeover: New Orleans.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

LaMantia Galler Presents World-Renowned Artist Ferjo In An xclusive NY Presentation
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — A master of perspective, Fernando de Jesus Oliveira -- etter known as Ferjo -- is one of the most dnamic and
exciting artists on the international stage. Ferjo studied at the prestigious Pennslvania Academ of Fine Arts from in the 1970s, a period in
which he egan painting Cuist stle landscapes and eventuall moving to realist portraiture.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

KI Frontman Paul tanle On Painting & His April 28th Appearance At Wentworth Galler
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 75 million alums sold worldwide — including 21 million RIAA-certified releases — KI is one of the estselling ands of all time. Yet KI has onl een one facet of singer/guitarist Paul tanle’s professional life. eond his solo career and
writing for other artists, tanle did a long-term musical theater run — performing in a Toronto production of Phantom Of The Opera in 1999 —
and writing a est-selling memoir.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ons Of Apollo inger Jeff cott oto On The Mets, The Lakers And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com —  definition, ons Of Apollo is an all-star and. Drummer Mike Portno and Derek herinian were part of Dream Theater,
guitarist Ron "umlefoot" Thal" plaed for ears in Guns N' Roses, ill heehan is in oth Mr. ig and The Winer Dogs, and vocalist Jeff
cott oto has sung for Journe and Yngwie Malmsteen's Rising Force.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Claudettes' Johnn Iguana On Wh He Digs The Philadelphia Phillies & agles
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Chicago-ased and The Claudettes is known for comining Wind Cit-stle piano-ased lues with elements of
rockaill, punk, and jazz. On March 23rd, the group -- which includes pianist/songwriter Johnn Iguana, singer erit Ulseth, assist/vocalist
Zach Verdoorn and drummer Matt Torre -- recentl released Dance candal At The Gmnasium, its third full-length alum, via Yellow Dog
Records. The first single "Give It All Up For Good" was premiered via illoard.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

3 New kin and Hair Products for In-Flight Travel
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — As fun as it can e to travel, fling is known to dehdrate our od. It ma not onl cause indigestion, ut the reccled
air at a higher altitude can also e lamed for our dr skin. And no one likes to feel dr on their face or scalp. Three new products have come
to m attention, which ought to e considered to make our upcoming air-travel experience more comfortale:Priced at $86 for 1.7oz and
availale through Dermalogica.com, Dermalogica uper Rich Repair is a heav-dut moisturizer.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“lvis Presle: The earcher” Director Thom Zimn On lvis, ruce pringsteen & What’s Ahead
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Initiall a poor truck driver from Mississippi, few artists had as dramatic of an ascent as lvis Presle. While the man
who man referred to as “The King” left us over 40 ears ago, the demand for lvis-related content has never gone awa.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Woodford Reserve’s lizaeth McCall On The rand’s 2018 Kentuck Der ottle & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The Kentuck Der is widel-known as “the greatest two minutes in sports,” and Woodford Reserve has een a
long-term partner of the Kentuck Der. One of the components of this collaoration is the ouron-maker’s creation of a Kentuck Der
commemorative ottle. This ear’s limited-edition Woodford Reserve ottle includes the colorful artwork of Louisville artist Keith Anderson.
5 MONTH AGO
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Hardee’s Unveils The “Crop urger” in Nashville
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thehpemagazine.com — Known for its “comfort culture,” Hardee’s prides itself in “down home, done right” approach to food. Its menu
included from 100 percent lack Angus Thickurgers, Made from cratch iscuits, Hand-readed Chicken Tenders, and Hand-cooped
Milkshakes. In turn, it is not surprising that the new Hardee’s campaign features hick-hop music star ig Wet, whose voice is featured on oth
Hardee’s new television commercial and anthem song; it is all part of the “Tastes Like America” campaign.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Fresh Cravings’ Ja Whitne On How The Compan tarted Making The Top-elling Refrigerated alsa
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The numer-one-selling refrigerated salsa in the United tates, Fresh Cravings’ products are not onl made in the
U..A. ut are also produced using fresh ingredients. Part of Foodtor rands — which is known to search the world to ring thoughtfullcurated and affordal-priced food and everages to American tales — Fresh Cravings’ salsas are free of the nine major allergens, including
milk, eggs, peanuts and so.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Linus Of Hollwood On His Passion For The Green a Packers
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Los Angeles-ased singer, songwriter and producer Linus Of Hollwood got his first ig reak as the frontman of the
and ize 14, which had a rock radio hit with "Claire Danes Poster." After ize 14 disanded in the late 1990s, Linus egan pursuing a solo
career, while also launching a record lael and writing and producing for other artists.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

5 ML Plaers Who Are ig Fans Of The WW
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Athletes are themselves likel to e ig fans of sports, as an athlete would have een inspired  other athletes. In turn,
as professional wrestling itself requires athletic skills, it is not surprising that there are a lot of WW fans within the ranks of Major League
aseall. While not everone goes pulic aout watching WW programming, sometimes professional aseall plaers find was to work
their appreciation of WW into their work oth on and off of the field.
5 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Interview: How Kings Of The Ring ecame The World's Top Wrestling Cover and
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — As a character-driven form of entertainment, professional wrestling is aout a whole more than in-ring character. As the
majorit of wrestlers in WW and other televised promotions have their own theme songs, fans are conditioned to react when particular music
is heard. Not all wrestler themes are created under ideal circumstances, and oftentimes a talented in-ring technician can e saddled with intro
music that pigeonholes them in an unfortunate wa.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ddie Mone On His New AX TV how “Real Mone,” Famil Time & Touring With The Rolling tones
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over a dozen major radio to his credits, ddie Mone has reportedl sold over 40 million alums in his 40-plus
ears of mainstream success. Mone has never stopped recording new music or touring around the world, ut that doesn’t mean that the
masses alwas followed his ever move. In turn, Mone wound up filming for an Oprah Winfre-produced Where Are The Now? TV segment,
which aired in 2016.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Real Mone" tar Dez Mone On Wh He Follows The Los Angeles Lakers
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Known for his thick accent and all-usting attitude, legendar rock singer ddie Mone is the consummate New Yorker.
However, his famil -- which stars in the new AX TV series Real Mone -- onl knows life on the West Coast. o when speaking with Mone's
son Desmond "Dez" Mone, I picked up on the fact that the Los Angeles Lakers are not onl his NA team of choice, ut also who he views as
his local team.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

urail’s Clarissa Mattos on Traveling Around urope conomicall and With ase
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — There is no etter wa to travel around urope than via urail. With just one urail Pass — which ou can purchase up
to 11 months efore our trip — ou can access trains (and some ferries) in 28 uropean countries. The first edition of the pass made its deut
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in 1959 and, almost 70 ears later, urail remains as popular as ever. While in town for the New York Times Travel how, I had the pleasure of
speaking with urail’s North America Market Manager, Clarissa Mattos.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

PAUL TANLY Discusses the Future of KI, His Painting Career, “Phantom Of The Opera” & More!
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — arlier in our chat ou had mentioned oul tation within the context of our practice space. Is there an upcoming
oul tation activit planned for? eond the soul genre, ou showed prowess with countr on the song “Hard Luck Woman”. Did ou ever
think of getting into the Nashville scene as a co-writer? Another end of that spectrum. I rememer 12 ears or so ago, I rememer ou had a
co-written a song for the pop-rock and The Click Five.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

JFF RONTOCK on His Musical volution, Learning from His Heroes & New Alum ‘POT-’
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Over the ears, ou’ve evolved stlisticall, ut I would sa our lrics are not far off from where the originall were.
The are satirical, the are thoughtful, and the are current. When is it that ou realized kind of that ou were on the right path and ou didn’t
have to e chasing singles or hits or anthing like that? New York native Jeff Rosenstock first started plaing shows and recording demos as a
teenager, notal fronting the ska-punk and.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Young Dirt On The Legac Of OD, Crptocurrenc & The Launch Of “The Dirt Coin”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Few artists have left a long-standing impression on hip-hop like the Wu-Tang Clan’s Ol’ Dirt astard. While it has
een almost 15 ears since OD passed awa, his legac remains full preserved. Not onl is his son Young Dirt touring and recording on a
grand scale, ut last month to the jo of people all over the world, the state of Ol’ Dirt astard announced the creation of “The Dirt
Coin.”Dirt Coin, ou ask?
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Lees Of Memor's, John Davis On Wh He Is A an Francisco Giants Fan
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — Nashville-ased musician John Davis first achieved success on an international asis as the frontman of the Tennessee
and uperdrag in the mid-1990s. The hit single "ucked Out" led uperdrag to massive MTV airpla and touring alongside Green Da,
Weezer, Nada urf, and the en Folds Five. uperdrag ma not e active at the moment, ut its influence can e traced to the Foo Fighters,
utch Walker, The Get Up Kids and plent of other artists.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Hpe Magazine’s Q&A With Cast & Crew From The Acclaimed New Movie “Dead On Arrival”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Hitting select theaters on March 23rd, Dead On Arrival is a 1950s-inspired noir thrilled  tephen C. epher.
epher, who previousl wrote Heist starring Roert De Niro, directed Dead On Arrival eond writing and producing the film. tarring ill
Flnn (Das Of Our Lives), Christa . Allen (Youth In Revolt), D..
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

pscape Find Your Inner p
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — New York’s first museum dedicated to sping and related tactics, PYCAP is on West 55th treet—just
two locks from MoMA. As few professions are more universall-intriguing than that of a sp, PYCAP ought to appeal to all sorts of New
Yorkers, from histor uffs and fans of espionage-related movies to curious children and tpical museum-goers.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

tirring Up The World Of pirits
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — Alegendar actor, screenwriter, producer, director and musician, Dan Akrod has een at the forefront for
over 40 ears. eond eing snonmous with New York through his work on aturda Night Live and Ghostusters, Akrod also holds his
own as a co-founder of oth The lues rothers and the House Of lues chain of music venues. eond entertainment, Akrod has also
succeeded as a philanthropist—he helped start the lue Line Foundation—within the wine and spirits world.
6 MONTH AGO
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“The One-ottle Cocktail” Author Maggie Hoffman On Tastefull Preparing & Writing Aout ooze
 Darren Paltrowitz, Maggie Hoffman
thehpemagazine.com — While most drinkers love the idea of tring a new cocktail, the do not necessaril have all of the items on-hand in
their ar to make said cocktail. In turn, there lies a challenge of how to keep things fresh while also keeping our udget in-check. Fortunatel,
author Maggie Hoffman has come up with an interesting solution with her newl-released The One-ottle Cocktail.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Vivino Founder Heini Zachariassen On Developing The #1 Wine App & The NA’s “ecret Wine ociet”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Launched in 2011  an Francisco-via-Denmark resident Heini Zachariassen, man people have referred to the
Vivino app as “hazam for wine.” Aiming to help non-wine experts understand wine, Vivino scans wine menus and laels and immediatel
gives tasting notes, food pairings, and average retail prices. The world’s largest wine communit, Vivino also allows users to purchase wine.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At Geraldo Rivera’s Celerit-Filled ook Launch Part At Del Frisco’s In New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Iconic roadcaster Geraldo Rivera — winner of a Peaod Award in 1972 — is not just an accomplished journalist,
talk show host and television personalit. He has written eight ooks, and the latest one is The Geraldo how: A Memoir, which was released
toda. Pulished  enella ooks, Rivera celerated The Geraldo how with a ook launch part hosted  fellow roadcast journalist
ean Hannit at the popular New York Cit steakhouse Del Frisco’s Restaurant on Monda, April 2nd.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How the Prudential Center Feeds 16,000 Hungr New Jerse Devils Fans
 Darren Paltrowitz, Giant Paella
thedailmeal.com — The Prudential Center, in Newark, New Jerse, is the home of the NHL’s New Jerse Devils. Opened in 2007, the indoor
arena also hosts around more than 120 non-Devils-related events each ear, including concerts, comat sports, and eton Hall Pirates college
asketall games. The state-of-the-art facilit is one of onl four NHL arenas with a practice rink and is home to the 8,200-square-foot
Gramm Museum xperience.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How the Prudential Center feeds 16,000 hungr New Jerse Devils fans
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — The Prudential Center , in Newark, New Jerse, is the home of the NHL 's New Jerse Devils . Opened in 2007, the indoor
arena also hosts around more than 120 non-Devils-related events each ear, including concerts, comat sports, and eton Hall Pirates college
asketall games. The state-of-the-art facilit is one of onl four NHL arenas with a practice rink and is home to the 8,200-square-foot
Gramm Museum xperience.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How the Prudential Center feeds 16,000 hungr New Jerse Devils fans
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — The Prudential Center , in Newark, New Jerse, is the home of the NHL 's New Jerse Devils . Opened in 2007,
the indoor arena also hosts around more than 120 non-Devils-related events each ear, including concerts, comat sports, and eton Hall
Pirates college asketall games. The state-of-the-art facilit is one of onl four NHL arenas with a practice rink and is home to the 8,200square-foot Gramm Museum xperience.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How the Prudential Center feeds 16,000 hungr New Jerse Devils fans
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — The Prudential Center , in Newark, New Jerse, is the home of the NHL 's New Jerse Devils . Opened in 2007, the
indoor arena also hosts around more than 120 non-Devils-related events each ear, including concerts, comat sports, and eton Hall Pirates
college asketall games. The state-of-the-art facilit is one of onl four NHL arenas with a practice rink and is home to the 8,200-square-foot
Gramm Museum xperience.
6 MONTH AGO
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How the Prudential Center Feeds 16,000 Hungr New Jerse Devils Fans
 Darren Paltrowitz
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politicopost.com — The Prudential Center, in Newark, New Jerse, is the home of the NHL’s New Jerse Devils. Opened in 2007, the indoor
arena also hosts around more than 120 non-Devils-related events each ear, including concerts, comat sports, and eton Hall Pirates college
asketall games. The state-of-the-art facilit is one of onl four NHL arenas with a practice rink and is home to the 8,200-square-foot
Gramm Museum xperience.
6 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Nigel tanford On “Automatica,” Making mart Viral Videos & Appreciating All orts Of Music
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A New Zealand-ased techie and musician, Nigel tanford made a major impact with the music video for his song
“Cmatics.” tanford quickl gained over 60 million views for “Cmatics,” 45 million of those streams via Faceook. Long efore his success
with “Cmatics,” NAA and the uropean pace Agenc oth used music from tanford’s first alum, 1999’s Deep pace.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

4 pringtime Gift Ideas For You or a Loved One
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — With spring in the air, ou ma decide that our kitchen could use some upgrades. And then some of us will e tring to
get in shape for the upcoming each season, which ma egin with cooking more at home. till others among us ma e scoping out gifts for
Mother’s Da or Father’s Da. Whichever of these categories ou fall into, we at A Gloal Lifestle have some new product recommendations
for our consideration.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Legendar Musician George Thorogood On eing A New York Mets Fan
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — With over 15 million alums sold worldwide, George Thorogood has een a successful musician for over 40 ears. As the
leader of George Thorogood & The Destroers, Thorogood has een the singer and songwriter ehind man lues-rock classics, including
"ad To The one," "I Drink Alone" and "If You Don't tart Drinkin' (I'm Gonna Leave)"; he has also recorded definitive versions of "Move It On
Over," "One ouron, One cotch, One eer" and "Who Do You Love?".
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Real Mone" tar ddie Mone On His Relationship With Long Island & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — ddie Mone: You gotta love Long Island, a. That's where I am from, 516, a. The est Italian food in the
world, it is not in rookln, it's not in Manhattan, it's in Long Island. Are ou originall from Hicksville? ddie Mone: I'm actuall from
Plainedge, which is next door to Hicksville. What ear did ou leave Long Island for good? ddie Mone: I left Long Island in 1968.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared
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Los Angeles Chargers OL Joe arksdale On His New Alum "utterflies, Rainows & Mooneams"
 Darren Paltrowitz
sportskeeda.com — A third-round draft pick  Oakland Raiders in the 2011 NFL College Draft, Joe arksdale plaed college footall at
Louisana tate Universit. After leaving the Raiders in 2012, arksdale plaed a few seasons with the t. Louis Rams efore joining the an
Diego Chargers in 2015. till, a part of the Chargers -- now ased in Los Angeles -- organization, arksdale started 11 games last season at the
right tackle position. The NFL is not arksdale's onl outlet for his creativit, however.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ritchie lackmore’s Rainow - “Memories In Rock II” [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou think aout legendar rock guitarists of the late 1960s, ou proal think of, and; coincidentall, all three of
those ritish guitars had cut their teeth plaing in. Whileformed in the 1960s, their widespread international success came in the earl 1970s,
which led to the rise ofas a true guitar hero. “moke On The Water,” “urn,” “Highwa tar” and “Woman From Toko” are all examples of the
timeless riffs created  lackmore.
6 MONTH AGO
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RANDY & JAON KLAR Discuss Their ‘Poop Talk’ Documentar & How Music Plas into Their tand-Up
Comed
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — The first time I saw ou gus live was the Toota Comed Festival in New York aout 20 ears ago, with And Dick.
When ou gus were on-stage, the kind of stand-up that ou were doing then is ver similar to what ou’re doing now in that ou’re oth on
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stage, finishing each other’s sentences, etc. ut when ou two first started doing stand-up, were ou doing it the exact same wa ack then?
When ou started our podcast, ou were thought of as stand-up comics.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Pale Houses’ Aaron Roinson On The New “ongs Of The Isolation” P, Vinl & Life As A Parent
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Formed out of the ashes of the Murfeesoro-ased and Imaginar aseall League, the Nashville quartet known
as Pale Houses deuted in 2013 with its self-titled P. Things went quiet for singer/guitarist Aaron Roinson and crew shortl after as five
children were soon orn etween he and his andmates. In earl 2017, Pale Houses went ack into the studio with producer J. randon
Owens to make a followup effort, and ongs Of The Isolation is the product of those sessions.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

MICK LANKNHIP Discusses His Work with DITURD’s John Moer and New Alum ‘Crown On
Apath’
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — MXC references aside, ou are a multi-instrumentalist and pla all of the instruments on Crown of Apath. Where did
the idea come from to do everthing ourself? Which instrument did ou learn to pla first? Do ou consider an of the instruments our
primar one? Do ou have a favorite song on Crown of Apath? After man ears of hustling, 2018 is shaping up to e a anner ear for Ohioased rock artist.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rand & Jason klar On Producing “Poop Talk” & Their Innovative Upcoming Project For Audile
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As actors, stand-up comedians, television hosts, podcasts and film producers, it is hard to define Rand and Jason
klar. The duo often referred to as “The klar rothers” first made people take notice when starring in the MTV show Apt 2F in the late 1990s.
In the ears since, the klars have een seen in all sorts of movies and shows, including It’s Alwas unn In Philadelphia, etter Call aul,
ntourage, Cur Your nthusiasm, and Cheap eats.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xclusive: Dez Mone Premieres “Real Mone” Theme Via The Hpe
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Dez Mone — son of rock & roll legend ddie Mone — is the frontman of the Los Angeles-ased and Dez Mone
& The Faze. He also happens to e one of the stars of the new AX realit show Real Mone, which also features his music-oriented parents
and silings. Originall a drummer efore evolving into a songwriter and frontman, Mone’s deut full-length alum was produced  T
tevens (Hilar Duff, Jennette McCurd) and mixed  multi Gramm Award-winning engineer Chris Lord-Alge.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

5 New Products to Tr in pring 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — pring is an interesting time of ear for a variet of reasons. While the weather is warmer in man parts of the United
tates, ou still ma need a jacket when going outside. You are likel to e more active outdoors than ou were in the winter, et it’s not so
warm that it quells our appetite. Furthermore, with summer around the corner, ou are likel to e reminding ourself that it is time to get
ack into shape after falling off-course from our New Year’s resolutions. Or mae that’s just me.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Official “Run For The Roses” Menu Has een Announced For The 144th Kentuck Der
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Widel known as “the two most exciting minutes in sports,” the Kentuck Der returns for its 144th annual race on
Ma 5, 2018. Inaugurated in 1875, the legendar 1 ¼-mile race is the oldest continuousl held major sporting event in North America, while
serving as the first leg of horse racing’s Triple Crown series. Also known as the “The Run for the Roses” and “America’s Race,” the Kentuck
Der is the most attended U.. horserace, with more than 158,000 attendees in 2017.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

March 28th Is “Music Unites Da”; Hpe Talks With Tim tore & Music Unites’ Michelle dgar
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As part of Music In Our chools Month, Music Unites Da will e taking place on Wednesda, March 28th. Full
supporting  H&M, Guitar Center and iHeartRadio station RAL 92.3, Music Unites Da was started up  Music Unites founder and executive
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director Michelle dgar. On March 28th, the Compton Unified chool District will e hosting a series of 90-minute educational workshops, as
including Rand Jackson, Tim tore, Demetrius hipp Jr., John Lindhal, Tone tith, and JD McCrar.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Case+Drift Founder Case ag On Creating tlish, Functional & Well-Made Travel Accessories
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Founded  Case ag, Case+Drift is responsile for a line of accessories that will enefit all kinds of travels.
eond looking great, the ags, towels, and pouches of Case+Drift are made to last and keep functionalit in made. As noted  ag
herself within our Q&A for The Hpe Magazine, the Case+Drift concept itself came from the need to create products that aided her
international travels.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Diana delman On Las Vegas Living, eing An ntrepreneur & Running The “Vegans, a” log
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A prolific writer, award-winning logger and a noted pulic relations professional, Diana delman is working on a lot
of different projects at an given time. Now ased in Las Vegas, delman is the founder of the popular log Vegans, a, which provides
vegan-friendl content aout Vegas. In turn, as delman has a lot of knowledge aout local culinar offerings, she is the author of the
recentl-released Las Vegas Vegan Food Guide 2018.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rapper Nas xpands His Fried Chicken mpire to Citi Field
 Darren Paltrowitz
magicalcomics.ax1.eu — Home to the New York Mets, Citi Field opened to the pulic in 2009, replacing the eloved hea tadium. A worldclass allpark known for getting fans to close to the on-field action, Citi Field is perhaps as well known for its diverse food offerings as it is for
the plaers on the team. At the “New for 2018 At Citi Field” event – held on-site one week efore the Mets pla their season opener against
the t. Louis Cardinals – media and industr professionals were introduced to the latest and greatest developments of Citi Field.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Washington Nationals' Tanner Roark hit hard in final inning of work in 12-5 loss to New York Mets...
 Darren Paltrowitz
sports.ahoo.com — Tanner Roark threw 38 pitches in three scoreless, then threw 43 in a nine-run fourth efore he was lifted from what
ended up a 12-5 Nationals' loss to the Mets in Port t. Lucie, FL's First Data Field. Roark vs New York: Tanner Roark walked three straight, threw
a wild pitch, and gave up three runs total in the second inning of his last start, which was against the same New York Mets he was facing
tonight.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

and/life’s Andrea Marcellus On Her Innovative New Fitness App & How To Remain In Great hape
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A new health and fitness app, and/life aims to make it easier for the everda person to e health. With an AI
component that helps customize eating and fitness strategies, and/life aims to onl ask for a few minutes each da from its users. On the diet
end, there are no “good foods” or “ad foods” with and/life, instead helping its suscriers make recipes from preferred foods and what is
alread in the kitchen.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rapper Nas xpands His Fried Chicken mpire to Citi Field
 Darren Paltrowitz, Giant Paella
thedailmeal.com — Home to the New York Mets, Citi Field opened to the pulic in 2009, replacing the eloved hea tadium. A world-class
allpark known for getting fans to close to the on-field action, Citi Field is perhaps as well known for its diverse food offerings as it is for the
plaers on the team.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rapper Nas expands his fried chicken empire to Citi Field and other great things to eat this season
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Home to the New York Mets , Citi Field opened to the pulic in 2009, replacing the eloved hea tadium. A world-class
allpark known for getting fans to close to the on-field action, Citi Field is perhaps as well known for its diverse food offerings as it is for the
plaers on the team.
6 MONTH AGO
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A Gloal Lifestle’s Look at the 2018 Dodge Durango
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — A sport utilit vehicle produced  Dodge, the Durango is one of the most popular mid-sized UVs on the market. The
four-door vehicle has changed sustantiall over the ears, and 2011 egan what Durango insiders consider its “third generation.” While
nothing sustantial changed from the 2015 Durango to the 2016 Durango aside from its availale trims, the 2017 model saw the removal of
the third-row seat from standard models.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

7 Things I Learned From pending 46 Hours In Oklahoma Cit, OK
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As a New Yorker, when ou hear the name “Oklahoma,” ou are proal thinking of one of a few things. It could e
the famous Rodgers & Hammerstein musical named after the state. It could e the NA team, the Oklahoma Cit Thunder. It could e old
Western movies with cowos. It could e its reputation for tornados and heav winds. Yet all of those things are onl a tin fraction of the
was in which Oklahoma is oth interesting and influential on a national asis.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The hadowoxers On Touring With Justin Timerlake, Working With Villa 40 & Face Tattoos
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The hadowoxers — which consists of the trio of Adam Hoffman, cott Tler and Matt Lipkins — ma seem like an
overnight sensation, thanks to the hit song “Hot Damn!” taking off in late 2017. However, the roots of The hadowoxers go ack aout a
decade to when its memers met as students at Atlanta’s mor Universit.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Interview with PIDR ROCKT’ Helena Cos on New Alum ‘Along Came A pider’, Guinea Pigs, Cooking &
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — For someone who hasn’t heard our and efore, how would ou descrie pider Rockets? Was pider Rockets the
original name of the and? Was there almost another name used? How long did ou spend recording Along Came A pider? Formed and,
the core of the pider Rockets has een in tact for 20 ears. The New Jerse group’s first three recordings were done with), while 2009’s selftitled effort was helmed ).
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

XCLUIV HYP PRMIR: MC YOGI & Matisahu On Their New Collaoration “Heaven Is Here”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — MC YOGI is argual the #1 Yoga instructor in the world, and is proal the onl person to have performed and
taught oga at The White House, The mithsonian and The Foridden Cit. His latest release, Ritual Mstical, was #1 on the lectronic charts
and in 2015, his LP, Onl Love Is Real, deuted at #12 on the illoard Heatseekers chart; it also peaked at #24 on the iTunes Hip-Hop chart.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Austin Aries On His ook “Food Fight,” His Wrestling Career & Where To at In Minnesota
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As a professional wrestler since late 2000, Austin Aries has alread accomplished more than most wrestlers can
dream of. He is a multiple-time world champion with ears of weekl television appearances to his credit. Currentl, Aries is the World
Champion of Impact Wrestling, IPW’s Defiant Champion and also IPW:UK World Champion, helping Aries to earn the nickname “The elt
Collector.”eond his in-ring career, Aries is also acclaimed for his outspoken approach towards do-it-ourself ethic.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Norwegian Cruise Line Announces New hips and Itineraries for 2019-20
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — As “urope’s Leading Cruise Line” for the 10th consecutive ear, “World’s Leading Large hip Cruise Line” for the sixth
consecutive ear, “the Cariean’s Leading Cruise Line” for the fifth consecutive ear, as well as “World’s Leading Cruise Line” and “North
America’s Leading Cruise Line” for the second straight ear  the World Travel Awards, Norwegian Cruise Line is known as an innovator in
cruise travel.
6 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

6 Must-Tr everages for Cinco De Mao
 Darren Paltrowitz
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agloallifestle.com — Taking place ever ear on Ma 5th, Cinco De Mao is an annual celeration that commemorates the Mexican Arm’s
unlikel victor over the French empire at the attle of Puela. Cinco De Mao ma e a national holida in Mexico, ut one need not have
Mexican heritage to celerate the spirit of the holida. In fact, there is no shortage of things to do, places to go, or new products to check out
when Ma 5th rolls around.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

RO peedwagon’s Kevin Cronin On Touring With Chicago, Hoies & ome ands He njos In 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 40 million alums sold, RO peedwagon has een steadil plaing arenas for over 35 ears. ummer
2018 finds RO peedwagon on et another major tour, co-headlining ig stages with Chicago, with whom peedwagon had toured in 2014.
With the same lineup in tact for nearl 30 ears, RO peedwagon — as comprised on frontman Kevin Cronin, guitarist Dave Amato,
keoardist Neal Dought, assist ruce Hall and drummer ran Hitt — shows no signs of slowing down.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

George Thorogood & The Destroers - “Greatest Hits: 30 Years Of Rock” [Vinl Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou think of riff-ased, lues-ased artists that have had mainstream success, few come close to. ongs like
“ad To The one,” “Move It On Over,” “One ouron, One cotch, One eer,” “Who Do You Love?” and “I Drink Alone” not onl remain radio
staples, ut multi-generational anthems.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

rad herwood On His “cared criptless” Tour & His Years On “Whose Line Is It Anwa?”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — rad herwood first made international audiences take notice when he was cast on Whose Line Is It Anwa? in the
earl 1990s. Like herwood, man of his castmates from oth of the ritish and American versions of Whose Line — including Wane rad,
Greg Proops, Ran tiles, and Colin Mochrie — continue to work steadil not onl on television and film projects, ut also as touring comics
within the improv world.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“ilicon Valle” tar Jimm O. Yang On His New ook “How To American” & Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou watch the HO show ilicon Valle, Jimm O. Yang — who plas the character “Jian-Yang” — has undoutedl
made ou laugh hard. ut something that man people ma not realize aout Yang is that he was active within the stand-up comed world
efore he landing a role on ilicon Valle. Furthermore, Yang was the last comic to perform on the recent reoot of The Arsenio Hall how.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

WW uperstar lias on Guitars, Influences, ndorsements and 'Wrestlemania 34'
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — If ou're a current viewer of WW (World Wrestling ntertainment) programming, ou ought to e familiar with lias, WW's
resident singer/songwriter. eond eing a top in-ring competitor, lias is known to perform a new original song each week on Monda Night
Raw, showcasing his acoustic guitar skills to a large audience.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ritish Airwas’ lsa Marsden on Life as a Flight Attendant
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Carring the largest fleet of an ritish airline, ritish Airwas is part of the Oneworld alliance. Recentl, the Londonased carrier revealed new direct flight service to Nashville, announcing it with a “ritish New Year’s” event in Nashville, a.k.a. Music Cit UA.
On-hand for the Decemer 31, 2017 celeration were plent of notales including Nashville maor Megan arr, rock legend Peter Frampton,
and countr music superstar Keith Uran.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Corin Nemec On His ook “Venice High,” His Years Of Making treet Art & His Upcoming Film Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Corin Nemec first ecame a working actor as a teenager, ooking several commercials efore landing his deut film
role alongside Jeff ridges in 1988’s Tucker: The Man & His Dream. Nemec’s appearance in 1989’s I Know M First Name Is teven earned
him an mm nomination, et it was his role as the titular character in the Fox hit comed Parker Lewis Can’t Lose that reall made people
take notice.
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

rand Director John Higgins On The New “Around The arrel” Podcast From Jack Daniel’s
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Officiall registered  the United tates government in 1866 and ased in Lnchurg, Tennessee, the Jack Daniel
Distiller is the oldest registered distiller in the tates. The Jack Daniel’s distiller — maker of the world-famous Jack Daniel’s Old No.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Carvel Ice Cream’s Nicolle Duose & cott Coldwell On Carvel’s Past, Present & Ver right Future
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — tarted up  Tom Carvel via a New York ice cream truck in 1929, Carvel Ice Cream is known to offer “America’s
Freshest Ice Cream.” Now ased in Atlanta with over 400 locations — eond its store-sold treats — Carvel still offers its famous Fudgie The
Whale and Cookie Puss ice cream cakes, while still keeping current with its Thick hakes, Carvelanches, and undae Dashers.
6 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Jeff Rosenstock On How He Turned Music Into A uccessful Full-Time Career
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — When did our career ecome a career and not just I’m making music for fun or working a minimum wage jo
just to e ale to go on the road? What was the transition? Jeff Rosenstock: I worked a jo where I was driving a truck for a prop compan and
I reall liked a lot of the people that I worked with, ut m oss was just like historicall unkind to everod. It was for a lot of fashion
magazines, which I just personall like take issue with.
6 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

David Cieri On Composing For Ken urns, Plaing At Carnegie Hall & Living In New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A musician and composer with over 40 ears of experience as a pianist, David Cieri has studied under renowned
pianist and harpsichordist Mar Jo Horton, Argentinean pianist Americo Caramuta, and CM recording artist Art Lande. While running the
music end of a major jazz clu in Denver, Cieri had encountered — and plaed with – the likes of Mike Clark of Herie Hancock’s Headhunters
and notale assists like assists Ro Wasserman, Les Clapool, George Porter, Ton Franklin and Alfonso Johnson.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

huka’s Chef Aesha Nurdjaja On The Limited-Time Halva Collaoration With eed + Mill
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Chef Aesha Nurdjaja of huka and eed + Mill co-founder Rachel immons have regularl worked together since
huka’s inception. With eed + Mill’s tahini and halva found in various items on the huka menu, it would e difficult to imagine huka without
eed + Mill’s offerings; huka opened in eptemer 2017. Interestingl, the two New Yorkers have collaorated on a limited-edition halva
known as The Mediterranean Delight, as sold at oth locations through unda, March 18th.
7 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Gang of Four's And Gill Talks Gear, New P, 'Complicit,' ongwriting
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — Formed in Leeds, ngland in 1977, Gang Of Four are generall considered to e one of the founders of the original postpunk movement. Their deut alum, 1979's ntertainment!, is still considered a landmark, having influenced memers of R..M., Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Nirvana, INX and Rage Against The Machine. The quartet's follow-up efforts—1981's olid Gold and 1982's ongs Of The Free—are
also held in high regard, standing with ntertainment! as pillars of the post-punk genre.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

AWOLNATION’s Aaron runo On “Here Come The Runts,” Nirvana & His Favorite Alum Of 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As formed and fronted  Aaron runo — a former memer of Home Town Hero, Insurgence, and Under The
Influence Of Giants — AWOLNATION is argual the most successful artist signed  Red ull Records. The first AWOLNATION alum,
Megalithic mphon from 2011, was certified platinum in the United tates and gold in Canada, and its single “ail” sold over five million
copies in the tates alone. even singles were released from 2015’s Run, which featured runo as its sole producer and songwriter.
7 MONTH AGO
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High Up’s Christine & Orenda Fink On “You Are Here,” Omaha Living & The est Night Of Their Lives
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thehpemagazine.com — High Up ma e a relativel new and, ut its lineup is full of experience. Orenda Fink is a singer/songwriter known
for her work with Azure Ra, O+ and Closeness. Todd Fink has plaed with The Faint. Matt Focht has contriuted to right es and Head Of
Femur. Josh oto has plaed with Knife Time. Frontwoman Christine Fink — the sister of the aforementioned Orenda and sister-in-law of Todd
— had moved from her native Alaama to Omaha to pla alongside her sister.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chris Kanik On mart Cups, The rilliant & Innovative Alternative To The ugar nerg Drink
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ven if ou are a “morning person,” odds are that ou will need a proper oost to reall get our da started. For
some people that push comes from coffee, and for others the source is a standard sugar energ drink. ut of course those two everda
options are likel to give them the jitters. I had the pleasure of discovering a new alternative to what has een on the market, the revolutionar
mart Cups.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

John Witherspoon On His Upcoming tand-Up hows In New York, “Frida” & “lack Jesus”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — John Witherspoon has made ou laugh in movies like Frida, House Part, Little Man, oomerang, and I’m Gonna
Get You ucka. You should also e well-aware of Witherspoon from his man ears of television appearances, including roles on The Waan
ros., The Trac Morgan how, The oondocks, and lack Jesus. ut man people do not realize that Witherspoon got his start as a stand-up
comic, getting his start at The Comed tore in Los Angeles alongside Roin Williams and David Letterman.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

2018 Travel Tips From xpedia Gloal Communications VP arah Gavin
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — In a recent Generational Travel tud released  xpedia on Januar 3rd, 74% of all U.. respondents said the would
prioritize spending their spare change on experiences rather than products. Nowhere is this shift in spending more evident than in travel.
event-one percent of Generation Z — ages 22 and ounger — said the would get a part-time jo, and 49% would sell some of their clothes
or furniture to save mone to go on a trip.
7 MONTH AGO
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“How To American” Author & “ilicon Valle” tar JIMMY O. YANG Talks Video Games, Wrestling and
Accouting
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — You mention Fred toller in the ook and also his memoir. You two have a lot of similarities in our stor and also our
paths as oth comedians and character actors who have written memoirs. How did ou two first meet? Was it through that group of actors that
hang out at The Grove? I’ve had the pleasure of interviewing Fred at The Grove. What are some of our hoies esides music and stand-up?
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Accidentals’ Katie Larson & avannah uist On Perseverance, Genre-ending & igning To on
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ased in Traverse Cit, Michigan in 2012, The Accidentals formed when multi-instrumentalists (and vocalists)
avannah uist and Katie Larson were in high school. That same ear, The Accidentals released its deut alum Tangled Red And lue. One
ear later, uist and Larson successfull funded the second Accidentals alum via Kickstarter.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

5 Great New York Wine pots for Wining & Dining
 Darren Paltrowitz
fwtmagazine.com — Among other things, New York Cit is known for its fine culinar fare. There is never a shortage of places to tr in New
York, no matter the cuisine ou are craving. In turn, with the fear of missing out strongl intact, it can sometimes e overwhelming to make a
choice aout where to go. As a lifelong New Yorker — and a somewhat-prolific food and travel writer — I have had the pleasure of
experiencing all classes of restaurants within the New York metro area.
7 MONTH AGO
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RO peedwagon's Kevin Cronin on Gear, His Piano kills and the ongs that hould Have een Hits
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — RO peedwagon's longtime frontman opens up to GW aout his eloved '52 Tele, and the RO songs that should have
een hits. RO peedwagon's longtime frontman opens up to GW aout his eloved '52 Tele, and the RO songs that should have een hits.
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Interview with Impact Wrestling Champion and “Food Fight” Author AUTIN ARI on Music, Veganism &
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Your ook has a ver conversational tone to it, sounding like ou're directl speaking its words. How long did ou
spend writing it? The first half of our ook mixes wrestling with food, and the second half is entirel aout food. Did ou cut a lot out with
regards to wrestling? Are there plans for a second ook? eing vegan is often associated with punk rock culture, and in our ook ou draw a
comparison etween liking the Misfits pre-Hot Topic and liking wrestling efore the Monda Night Wars.
7 MONTH AGO
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5 Great Irish Pus
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — Happ t. Patrick’s Da! ven if ou do not have Irish roots, the odds are that ou will find ourself reveling
on March 17th. While New York is not short on great spots to gra a pint of Guinness, it can e somewhat difficult to pick a pu that has not
onl fantastic offerings at the ar ut also delicious offerings from the kitchen. To help ou with our 2018 t. Patrick’s Da planning, I spoke
with representatives from five great Irish pus and restaurants in Manhattan.
7 MONTH AGO
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Loudness Guitarist Akira Takasaki On “Rise To Glor,” Touring The tates, & Killer Guitars’ Future
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When ou think of Japanese hard rock ands, odds are that Loudness is the first and that ou think of. The first
Japanese artist to pla Madison quare Garden, Loudness did some high-profile U.. touring in the 1980s alongside AC/DC, Motle Crue, TNT
and trper. While the classic Loudness lineup of vocalist Minoru Niihara, guitarist Akira Takasaki, assist Masaoshi Yamashita and drummer
Munetaka Higuchi remained in tact until 1988, Takasaki has never stopped recording or touring with Loudness.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Morning Recover’s isun Lee on His weet Hangover Cure
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — verone loves a celeration, ut most people struggle with how the feel the da after. Fortunatel, Morning Recover
is now on the market. Morning Recover CO and founder isun Lee was a project manager at Tesla when he came up with the everage’s
concept during a trip to Korea. Ultimatel, Morning Recover is intended to e a hangover remed of sorts. It’s a 3.4-ounce drink centered
around the Oriental raisin tree known as the Hovenia Dulcis.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Vanilla Fudge - "Live At weden Rock 2016 - The 50th Anniversar" [DVD Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — The quartet known asformed over 50 ears ago in New York and there are a numer of things notale aout the and.
First, the and tookon its first U.. tour, supposedl eing present during the infamous "mud shark" stor. econd, Vanilla Fudge was known to
have inspired a lot of prominent artists, including, and. Third, its founding drummer was, who has plaed alongside, andat different points.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Alexander eggins On The New Wild Child Alum “xpectations” & The Modern Touring Lifestle
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An indie-pop and hailing from Austin, Texas, Wild Child was formed in 2010  vocalist/violinist Kelse Wilson and
vocalist/ukuleleist Alexander eggins. Wilson and eggins met as acking musicians for the Danish and The Migrant, and egan to write
songs together while on tour. The first Wild Child alum, Pillow Talk, came out in 2011 and ielded a numer one single on the Hpe Machine.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rau Chocolate, the Health oft Drink
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Rau Chocolate is a dair-free soft drink that is simultaneousl sweet, vegan, dair-free, and non-GMO. Availale in six
chocolate-centric flavors — including alted Caramel, Mint, and Chocolate — Rau’s drinks are health ut the taste much etter than a person
might expect when hearing the term “health” used to descrie a functionall indulgent everage. On ehalf of A Gloal Lifestle, I had the
pleasure of speaking with Rau’s CO and co-founder Daren Mers.
7 MONTH AGO
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Legendar Artist Manager HP GORDON on His Client Alice Cooper, amuel Waxman Honor and
"upermensch"
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — You are eing honored at this ear's A Hamptons Happening  the amuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation.
How did ou first ecome aware of this organization? Managers are generall kept in the ackground, ut upermensch put ou into the
spotlight, as did our recent memoir. Had ou often een recognized pulicl efore the film? Is there anthing from upermensch that ou
wish were covered differentl? Or got more focus than it did?
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rick ell & Am Correa ell On Their New ingle “Gold,” Working With Direct Relief & Much More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As a founding memer of oth New dition and ell iv Devoe, Rick ell has een doing ig things in music for
well over three decade. Am Correa ell, the wife of Rick ell, is also a prolific artist in her own right. he egan acting as a teenager —
having een seen on R, That’s o Raven and Dexter — eond singing in ands and on soundtracks.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Keesha od & “lack Panther” Illustrator Phillip outte Jr. On Comcast’s lack Histor Month
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The largest roadcasting and cale television compan in the world, Comcast has well over 150,000 emploees.
While Comcast is generall thought of as a service provider to millions, the compan does often create its own content. One such example is
its digital short film titled Groundreakers: Heroes ehind The Mask, as created for its lack Histor Month campaign.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

TPC Las Vegas’ Frank groi on Life as a tarter, eing a Musician, and Great teak
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — At a golf clu, the “starter” is the individual who greets the guests and prepares them for their starting tee time,
possil offering some insider tips and tricks along the wa. Frank groi has een the starter at TPC Las Vegas–which has summer passes
going on sale Ma 15–for several ears. TPC Las Vegas also offers an annual memership. I spoke with Mr. groi for A Gloal Lifestle aout
life as a starter and his second career as a musician.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ja Mohr & Logan Lnn On “M Movie tar,” Portland & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — If ou are a fan of comedian Ja Mohr’s podcast Mohr tories, then ou ought to e ver aware of Portland, Oregonased musician Logan Lnn. If not a Mohrrior, then ou ma know know Logan Lnn from his prolific solo career — he had landed a record
deal via The Dand Warhols — or as the founder of the Keep Oregon Well campaign. Although Mohr is primaril known for eing funn, he has
an ear for music and decided to showcase that as a producer for Lnn on M Movie tar.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Neuro Protein Founder Diana Jenkins on Creating a Health everage
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Imagine there eing a low-calorie everage that gave ou 10 grams of collagen–which is aove the dail
recommended dosage–from a small ottle. On top of that, imagine if that drink came in an enjoale sweet flavor and also contained fier,
Vitamin C & D, aloe vera and amoo extract. Fortunatel, there are two everages on the market that meet that description, Watermelon Mint
and Cherr Vanilla from Neuro.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Great Indian Restaurant That Will Pa For Your Lft or Uer
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Restaurant owner onn olomon opened Kurr Qulture in Astoria, Queens, in 2015, comining fine dining and
progressive Indian cuisine. He egan his career as a server at Dawat restaurant, and later served at man renowned New York restaurants,
including One C.P..  David urke, Artisanal Fromagerie, Mercer Kitchen  Jean-Georges Vongerichten, and Town  Geoffre Zakarian.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Judah Friedlander On His Recent Netflix pecial & Working With Wrestling Legend Mick Fole
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thehpemagazine.com — Thanks to his unique look, Judah Friedlander is one of the most recognizale stand-up comedians out there. While
Friedlander is largel known for his work as Frank Rossitano on the sit-com 30 Rock, he seems to e alwas working on a project. eond
doing stand-up almost ever da, Friedlander filmed a stand-up special eond plaing a ig part in last ear’s Unreakale Kimm chmidt
season.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This Weekend Onl: A Look At The Olmpic-Themed nowdas Collaoration With Kellogg’s
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Manufactured in 18 countries and marketed in over 180 countries, Kellogg’s is argual “the” cereal compan.
Products like Froot Loops, Apple Jacks, Frosted Flakes and Rice Krispies were a major part of man childhoods, while non-cereal rands like
Cheez-It, Pop-Tarts, ggo and Nutri-Grain remain mainstas within the snack market.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Laurence Juer On The Re-Release Of “tandard Time” & Working With Paul McCartne In Wings
 lack aath, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — GRAMMY-winning acoustic guitarist Laurence Juer has een an in-demand session plaer since the 1970s. His
credits include projects as diverse as eal, the Good Will Hunting soundtrack, and the Ken urns documentar The Tenth Inning. Juer was
part of Paul McCartne’s post-eatles and Wings, plaing on the ack To The gg full-length. Juer’s LJ Plas The eatles alum was voted
one of the all-time Top 10 alums of Acoustic Guitar Magazine.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Richard Jankovich On ig Mother Gig’s Reunion & His Other Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Richard Jankovich is not onl talented and prolific as a musician, ut also as an entrepreneur within the music
industr. His 1990s Milwaukee-ased and ig Mother Gig released three titles efore disanding in 1996. urnside Project, which did the
theme for Queer As Folk and had a major fan in Cameron Crowe, released four alums. As the producer and remixer Pocket, Jankovich was
nominated for a Village Voice honor in 2007.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jekaln Carr On Her New ook, Her New Alum & Where Her Positivit Comes From
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Jekaln Carr is a GRAMMY-nominated singer — in addition to nominations for illoard, GMA Dove and tellar
Gospel awards — in addition to eing an actress and a pulished author. 2018 is shaping up to e a ig ear for Carr as Feruar 20th sees
the release of her first ook, You Will Win: Inspirational trategies to Help You Overcome, while Feruar 23rd rings the release of her fourth
alum, One Nation Under God.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Hamptons alt Compan Upgrades the Common Condiment
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — An upscale alternative to the chemical-laden salts often found at supermarkets, the Hamptons alt Compan creates
100%-natural salts that also keep taste in mind. Interesting flavors infused with the speciall sourced salts of the compan include lack
Truffle, Garlic, Ghost Pepper, moked Hickor, Rosemar, Garlic, moked Mesquite and spresso. Peter Pierce of the Hamptons alt Compan
spoke to A Gloal Lifestle aout his compan’s past, present and future.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Darren Paltrowitz - The Hpe Magazine
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Aout Darren PaltrowitzDarren Paltrowitz Darren Paltrowitz is a New York resident (and Long Island native) with over
15 ears of entertainment industr experience. He egan working around the music usiness as a teenager, interning for the manager of his
favorite and uperdrag.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Terror Universal’s Plague On “Make Them leed” & eing A upergroup
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An American horror metal and consisting of current and former memers of Machine Head, oulfl, Upon A
urning od and Ill Nino, Terror Universal came out of the gate with a lot of uzz. ince forming in 2014, touring has alread een done
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alongside Korn, Asking Alexandria, HLLYAH, Papa Roach, Fear Factor, and Incite. The latest studio effort from Terror Universal is Make
Them leed — which was self-produced — was released on Januar 19th  minusHAD Records.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A pringtime Discount on the New LG TwinWash stem-Just For AGL Readers
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — For those of us with the space for a washer and drer at home, efficienc is ke. Whether ou are dealing with postexercise clothing, an unexpected food stain, or wardroe needed for a last-minute invite, laundr issues of all sorts arise and need prompt
handling. Fortunatel, the new LG TwinWash sstem is on the market and there to solve all sorts of prolems.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

DAV KOZ on Working with DAV GROHL and the FOO FIGHTR, Upcoming Goals and Hoies
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — You are featured on the new Foo Fighters' alum. How did ou and Dave Grohl first meet? Did performing with Dave
Grohl and crew inspire ou to want to perform with more rock artists? Considered one of the world's leading saxophonists for the last two
decades,has sold millions of alums and een nominated for man awards.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

QUIT RIOT Interview; Frankie anali and James Durin on New 'Road Rage' Alum, Hear N' Aid, DDP
YOGA and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How did ou first encounter James? Did ou watch him on American Idol? James, efore joining the and, had ou
seen Quiet Riot in concert? Do ou have a favorite Quiet Riot song to perform live? Around how man songs were written for Road Rage? As
the first American heav metal and to have a illoard #1 alum,undoutedl lazed a trail foracts likeand.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The each os - "Pet ounds" (The ound of Vinl Limited dition) [Vinl Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — impl put, Pet ounds is often regarded as one of the est alums of all time. In 2003, Rolling tone ranked it in the
#2 spot on its the “500 Greatest Alums of All Time” list, while Pet ounds toppedspecial list of “The Greatest Alums of All Time” in 1995.
Furthermore, the alum is largel to credit for inspiringto make some of the Liverpool quartet's most highl-regarded work. ut it must e
rememered that Pet ounds was not a commercial success when originall released in 1966.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Phllis Fender & Dr. Randall ell On “Leo Fender: The Quiet Giant Heard Around The World”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The wa that we look at Thomas dison lighting up the world via creating the lightul or Alert instein changing
how we look at phsics with =MC2, Leo Fender can e credited for inventing the electric guitar. Plaed  the likes of Jimi Hendrix, ric
Clapton, John Maer, o Dlan, and The eatles’ George Harrison, the Fender tratocaster was designed in 1954  Leo Fender, ill Carson,
George Fullerton, and Freddie Tavares.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

PN Radio’s Ari Temkin On Where To Go In an Antonio
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Chicago native Ari Temkin is the co-host of The Hardline with Ari & Chance on PN an Antonio. He is also PN an
Antonio’s Program Director and the Head of Content for Fantom. The sports roadcaster and prolific writer answered some questions for A
Gloal Lifestle aout his adopted home cit of an Antonio, Texas. (Opening photo: an Antonio Riverwalk courtes of TripAdvisor.com)How
did ou wind up in an Antonio? Ari Temkin: I went to college in Kansas and started m radio career in Missouri.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os' Lead Vocalist Mike Love on Where to Dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times over,
so when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love –
famousl a vegetarian – opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO
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each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man
times over, so when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where
Love - famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times over, so
when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times
over, so when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times over, so
when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times over,
so when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

each os lead vocalist Mike Love on where to dine in Lake Tahoe
 Darren Paltrowitz
orlandosentinel.com — As the lead vocalist of The each os for more than 55 ears, Mike Love has een around the world man times
over, so when talking to Love  phone, I had to ask wh has owned propert in Lake Tahoe since 1981. This led to discussion of where Love famousl a vegetarian - opts to dine when not on the road.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ted Rall & Harmon Leon On Their New ook “Meet The Deplorales”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When it comes to politics, I do not identif as a memer of a specific political part. This is mainl ecause I elieve
that the truth is generall not to the extreme left or the extreme right, ut rather somewhere etween the two extremes. Ultimatel, how
someone elieves that one political part is entirel correct aout ever issue is eond me.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

XCLUIV: Keaton imons Premieres “123 Go” Via The Hpe
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Keaton imons first made people take notice with his 2004 P Currentl, as released  Maverick Records. A
decade and a half later, imons’ television credits include performances on The llen DeGeneres how and Last Call With Carson Dal and
prominent placements on ons Of Anarch, NCI and Private Practice. Also a prolific musician and sideman for other artists, Keaton’s credits
include Chris Cornell, noop Dogg, Gnarls arkle, Medusa, and Tre Hardson of The Pharcde.
7 MONTH AGO
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LIV’s Chad Talor On Think Loud tudios & Living In Pennslvania
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Formed in 1989 in York, Pennslvania, the quartet known as LIV has sold over 20 million alums worldwide. Hits
like “Lightning Crashes,” “I Alone,” “All Over You,” “elling The Drama” and “The Dolphin’s Cr” remain staples on rock radio over 20 ears
after their release, and LIV continues to pla ig venues around the world.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

HINDR Interview: Drummer CODY HANON on New Alum ‘The Reign’, Hard Parting, and Touring with
NICKLACK and PAPA ROACH
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — What led Hinder to self-produce The Reign? Did the and have a deal with The nd Records efore making the alum?
Around how man songs did ou write for The Reign? What is our favorite song on The Reign? Formed over 15 ears ago in Oklahoma,first hit
it ig with 2005’s triple-platinum xtreme ehavior, atitle.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Osric Chau On Upcoming Projects & His New App Via scapex
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A Canadian actor and martial artist who first ecame known for plaing Kevin Tran on the CW series upernatural,
Osric Chau is recognizale to millions of people around the world. Originall a stuntman efore landing his role on upernatural, Chau made
his feature film deut with 2012.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

5 enefits For New Memers Of Flaviar [Product Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Flaviar is a clu for fine spirits enthusiasts. Launched in 2012 in urope, the London-ased compan’s mission is to
help everda people uild their dream home ar. oth an online-ased and a real-world communit, here are 5 enefits that new memers
of Flaviar get to take advantage of:1) A Digital Home ar – New memers start with an empt digital home ar that the can fill with the ottles
the currentl own, add ratings, get recommendations, and keep a log of tasting activities.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

5 everages Worth Considering For Valentine’s Da 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — With Valentine’s Da 2018 right around the corner, man of us at A Gloal Lifestle are in need of a pick-me-up.
Whether ou need a gift for a loved one or an escape from the “jos” of Valentine’s Da, a distinguished spirit might e the gift that keeps on
giving. In the spirit of a holida ased on consumption, elow are five fine everages worth of our hard-earned dollars when shopping for
Valentine’s Da.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At “am ’76,” am Adams’ rand New Lager/Ale Hrid
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As the flagship rand of the oston eer Compan, amuel Adams — or am Adams, for short — was founded in
1984  James “Jim” Koch and Rhonda Kallman. One ear after that, amuel Adams oston Lager was named “est eer In America” at the
annual Great American eer Festival. Three decades later, the oston eer Compan is the second-largest craft rewer in the United tates.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At Alexander, The Trendmaking Watchmaker
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Dued “fine watches for extraordinar lives,” the watches of Alexander are oth elegant and artist-friendl.
ngineered in iel et designed in rookln, the rand is affiliated with a mix of top-notch influencers, including figures from Golden Age hiphop, fine contemporar art, auto racing, and Olmpic athletics. The watches themselves are known for impeccale timekeeping and elegant
details — like guilloche and calfskin — while also offering tricked-out watch features.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Longwave’s teve chiltz On The Future Of Longwave & What Its Memers Have een Up To
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With a few ears of forming in 1999, the quartet known as Longwave had a ig deal with RCA Records. Touring was
done alongside The trokes, The Vines, and OK Go, music videos were made for singles like “Wake Me When It’s Over,” “verwhere You
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Turn,” and “Tidal Wave.” The group went on hiatus shortl after 2008’s ecrets Are inister, et none of the memers of Longwave gave up
music.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

POP VIL Interview with Hale Cramer on Touring with Poison and Cheap Trick, Off-Road Living in ngland,
and Wh he Drums
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — You joined Pop vil in 2016. Had ou een to Michigan efore auditioning for the and? Was there a particular alum
or artist that inspired ou to start plaing drums? Do ou pla an instruments esides drums? Formed over 15 ears ago in Michigan,has close
to 500,000 followers on. 2009 was a ig ear for the quintet as it saw a major lael release via, charting radio singles with "reathe" and "100
In A 55," and touring alongsideandin arenas.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Of Mice & Men’s Tino Arteaga On “Def,” Limp izkit & Not eing Of Monsters & Men
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A metalcore and formed in Costa Mesa, California in 2009, Of Mice & Men has released five studio alums. Its
latest is Def, as released on Januar 19th via Rise Records.
7 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Raúl Midón On Hoies And His GRAMMY-Nominated Alum “ad Ass And lind”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Although he is widel known as a virtuoso guitarist, Raúl Midón got his start as a session singer for the likes of
hakira, Julio Iglesias, and Jose Feliciano. His deut alum, 2005’s tate Of Mind, notal featured cameos from tevie Wonder and Jason
Mraz. Midón’s latest full-length is last ear’s ad Ass And lind, which has received a GRAMMY nomination for Gramm est Vocal Jazz
Alum.
8 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Frank Hannon On His “From One Place To Another” Alums & The Future Of Tesla
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As one of the founding memers of Tesla, Frank Hannon first turned heads over 25 ears ago with hits like “igns,”
“Modern Da Cowo,” and “Love ong.” ut Tesla has onl een one facet of Hannon’s musical career as the guitarist has also consistentl
kept active with a solo career. Hannon has also recorded and/or plaed with a wide arra of artists including Def Leppard, kid Row, moe.,
Night Ranger, Jackl, Deep Purple’s teve Morse, Y&T, and Dicke etts.
8 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cariean Carnivals in Feruar 2018
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — While man American find themselves cold and indoors this time of ear, there are plent of warm climates — with
great last-minute deals — to escape to.  definition, Carnival is a “period of pulic revelr at a regular time each ear,” which often involves
“processions, music, dancing, and the use of masquerade.” There is plent of Carnival going around the Cariean in Feruar 2018, and we
at A Gloal Lifestle have prepared a mini-guide of upcoming Carnivals to attend.
8 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At 2018's Long each Polar ear uper owl plash With Make-A-Wish's Kathie Lomardi
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — The Long each Polar ears' annual plash event is known to ring out a ig crowd. What was the turn-out this
ear? Kathie Lomardi: We’re estimating around 10,000 people came down to the each for the plash. Was there a highlight of the event for
ou? Kathie Lomardi: I get a kick out of the funn costumes people wear, ut most of all, I love meeting our donors, volunteers, and wish
families.
8 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jonn Polonsk On “Fresh Flesh,” Rick Ruin, Mike Ness & White Castle
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Two decades ago, in his earl 20s, Jonn Polonsk was poised to e “the next ig thing.” Having fans in Jeff
uckle, John Zorn and Reeves Garels alike, Polonsk was mentored  The Pixies’ Frank lack and quickl signed to American Recordings
 its founder Rick Ruin. While Polonsk did wind up on MTV and touring as part of Lollapalooza, things did not turn out as planned. The
record deal went awa and the Chicago native would e temporaril out of the spotlight.
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Luther Russell On His “elective Memories” Compilation & Not Having Regrets
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In his three decades of making music, Luther Russell has een all sorts of places with all sorts of artists. As a
teenager, he was part of The ootheels alongside future Wallflowers frontman Jako Dlan, then a teenager. His 1990s and The
Freewheelers were signed to oth DGC Records and American Recordings. He has co-written songs for Weezer, toured in Ron Hitchcock’s
acking and, and een one-half of Those Prett Wrongs alongside ig tar drummer Jod tephens.
8 MONTH AGO
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CHAP TRICK Interview with RICK NILN on AC/DC, Christmas, Vacationing, and the 'We're All Alright!'
Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — I think We're All Alright is great. It's proal the most Cheap Trick-sounding alum in a while. Do ou have a favorite
song on there? I personall love “Long Time Coming,” which has a real AC/DC influence to it. Have ou heard that efore? Has anone told
ou it has an AC/DC influence to it? Rumor is that ou took on cott to the first Mexican restaurant he ever went to. One of the hardestworking American ands for decades,seems to e on the road more often than not.
8 MONTH AGO
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5 Fun & Romantic Restaurants
 Darren Paltrowitz
neworklifestlesmagazine.com — No matter our cuisine preferences or our relationship status, Valentine’s Da is a major da for New
Yorkers who enjo dining out. For those seeking a romantic place to eat, there are of course countless great options. Meanwhile, non-coupled
foodies know to expect restaurant menus full of specials and other fun items when Feruar 14th comes around. impl put, a great
Valentine’s Da gift in New York Cit is no longer limited to flowers and chocolate.
8 MONTH AGO
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Dog Haus’ André Vener On Working With No Kid Hungr, Top Chefs & Hot Dogs
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Known for its 100% lack Angus eef-ased hot dogs, Dog Haus is one of the fastest-growing restaurant chains in
the United tates. As founded  partners Hagop Giragossian, Quasim Riaz and André Vener in Pasadena, California in 2010, Dog Haus
alread has 28 stores open across seven states. Open for lunch and dinner dail, guests can choose from one-of-kind Haus creations or
customize their own from a wide arra of unique toppings, all served on grilled King’s Hawaiian rolls.
8 MONTH AGO
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Journe’s Neal chon On Reuniting With Gregg Rolie For “Neal chon’s Journe Through Time”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Neal chon is not onl the founding memer of the legendar rock and Journe — over 75 million alums sold and
counting — ut also a guitarist with a one-of-a-kind career path. chon kicked off his career as a teenager, joining antana while in high
school. eond his work with Journe and antana, chon has also sold millions of alums via his recordings with ad nglish, Hardline and
Jan Hammer. He has also recorded with the likes of The Allman rothers and, eth Hart, and amm Hagar.
8 MONTH AGO
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Oituar: In Honor of MR. IG Drummer PAT TORPY (1953 - 2018)
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — On Feruar 7, 2018, it was announced thatdrummerpassed awa due to complications of Parkinson's Disease at the
age of 64. Torpe and Mr. ig had een pulic aout its drummer's attle with the disease, as Torpe had taken a reduced role with the and
in recent ears.
8 MONTH AGO
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Journe’s Neal chon On Reuniting With Gregg Rolie For “Neal chon’s Journe Through Time”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Neal chon is not onl the founding memer of the legendar rock and Journe — over 100 million alums sold
and counting — ut also a guitarist with a one-of-a-kind career path. chon kicked off his career as a teenager, joining antana while in high
school. eond his work with Journe and antana, chon has also sold millions of alums via his recordings with ad nglish, Hardline and
Jan Hammer. He has also recorded with the likes of The Allman rothers and, eth Hart, and amm Hagar.
8 MONTH AGO
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ritish Airwas’ Ro McDonald On Peter Frampton & A’s New ervice To Nashville
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The largest airline in the United Kingdom ased on fleet size, ritish Airwas was founded in 1974. As a founding
memer of the Oneworld airline alliance, ritish Airwas is a long-standing partner of American Airlines, Catha Pacific, and Qantas. Its hus
are London’s Heathrow Airport and Gatwick Airport, and the airline currentl serves over 180 destinations around the world. On Decemer 31,
2017, ritish Airwas made a ig splash in Nashville, Tennessee.
8 MONTH AGO
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UFO eer’s Victoria Kidder Talks easonals, oston & The Harpoon rewer
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — An American rewer with plants in oth oston and Vermont, Harpoon rewer has come a long wa in its 32
ears. The first compan to otain a permit to manufacture and sell alcohol in the Massachusetts Commonwealth in 25 ears, it was the 19th
largest rewer in the United tates as of a few ears ack.
8 MONTH AGO
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A Look At The ManDoki oulmates’ Post-Gramm Concert At New York’s eacon Theatre
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The ManDoki oulmates — led  world-renowned musician, producer, songwriter and Hungarian refugee Leslie
Mandoki — plaed its first-ever concert in the United tates last night at New York Cit’s legendar eacon Theatre. An inspirational starstudded performance enefiting MusiCares, the highl-anticipated Wings Of Freedom post-Gramm concert was full of surprises.
8 MONTH AGO
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Journe’s Neal chon On His lues Roots, Plaing PR Guitars & Working With Yngwie Malmsteen
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — The Journe, antana and ad nglish veteran tells Guitar World how he got started in the usiness, what it was like to
pla the first PR doule-neck guitar and how he ended up jamming with .. King as a teenager. The Journe, antana and ad nglish
veteran tells Guitar World how he got started in the usiness, what it was like to pla the first PR doule-neck guitar and how he ended up
jamming with .. King as a teenager.
8 MONTH AGO
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AA - "AA - The Alum" (Remastered) [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Few musical artists have experienced -- or will ever experience -- success on the level of. AA was the first group
from a non-nglish-speaking countr to experience major success in nglish-speaking countries. The quartet's sales are estimated to e
somewhere etween 140 and 500 million alums; regardless of which of those numers are true, AA is still one of the est-selling artists of
all time.
8 MONTH AGO
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ill Grotto On Twisted Tea And fficient uperowl Tailgating
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — tarted in Cincinnati, Ohio in 2001, Twisted Tea Original is a hard iced tea. imultaneousl meant to quench our
thirst and give ou a uzz, Twisted Tea now comes in other flavors like Half and Half, Rasperr, Peach, and Tropical. As we are now in
uperowl season, while tailgating is still in full effect, Twisted Tea is a everage worth considering for our cooler. I did Q&A with ill Grotto,
pecial vents Manager for Twisted Tea, over e-mail.
8 MONTH AGO
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Actress & Director Kim Fields On Her Memoir “lessed Life” & Favorite New York ports
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Although she ooked her first acting role at the age of seven, the world first learned aout Kim Fields when she
plaed Doroth “Tootie” Ramse on The Facts Of Life for nine ears. Fields hit sit-com gold again with Living ingle, which lasted for five
seasons, and has also notal appeared on Real Housewives Of Atlanta and Dancing With The tars. Fields has also succeeded as a director,
overseeing episodes of Meet The rowns,House Of Pane, Kenan & Kel, and T’s Let’s ta Together.
8 MONTH AGO
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Highlights From illoard Power 100’s vent At Nou Fift even
 Darren Paltrowitz
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thehpemagazine.com — On Januar 25, 2018, illoard hosted its annual Power 100 event at Nou Fift even in New York, revealed its
ranking of music’s top power plaers. An official Gramm week event, the evening consisted of a red carpet, cocktail reception, and
presentations of the Power 100 xecutive of the Year and Lael of the Year Awards. Clive Davis presented the annual Clive Davis Visionar
Award.
8 MONTH AGO
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A Look At The 2018 New York Times Travel how
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 550 exhiitors representing more than 170 destinations, the New York Times Travel how is trul a gloal
destination. The Travel how returned to the Javits Center in Manhattan for its 15th ear with over 8,000 travel professional in attendance.
The three-da event — also known to e North America’s largest travel expo — kicked off on Frida, Januar 26th, and plaed host to all sorts
of notales, including Andrew Zimmern, Pauline Frommer and rapper Action ronson.
8 MONTH AGO
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llis Marsalis On His New Orleans Roots & His Januar 2017 hows In New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A legendar American jazz pianist, llis Marsalis Jr. switched from saxophone to piano while in high school. His
peers in his earl das as a New Orleans-ased musician included Cannonall Adderle, Nat Adderle, and Al Hirt. Among his major career
accomplishments are releasing nearl two dozen alums, receiving a NA Jazz Masters Award, and eing inducted into the Louisiana Music
Hall Of Fame.
8 MONTH AGO
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PN an Antonio’s Ari Temkin On an Antonio ports, Fatherhood, And The ports Fan Of The Future
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — As co-host of The Hardline with Ari & Chance, Ari Temkin is heard on PN an Antonio on weekdas from 11:00 AM
to 2:00 PM CT. Temkin not onl covers the latest in an Antonio sports — eond news related to local teams like the Cowos, Texans,
Longhorns, Aggies, Rangers and Astros — ut also weaves in commentar on music, film and literature. Temkin is also Head of Content at
Fantom, which aims to e the voice of the next generation of sports fans.
8 MONTH AGO
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7 Quivira Los Caos taff Memers Discuss Food & Fun Options In Cao an Lucas
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Last month I had the pleasure of visiting Quivira Los Caos in Cao an Lucas, Mexico. This was detailed for The
Hpe Magazine, as I interviewed four other travel journalists staing at Quivira Los Caos. Due to popular demand, I decided to also interview
some of the staff of the Quivira resorts and destinations — seven of the managers, to e exact.
8 MONTH AGO
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Rachael O’rien On Her “e Here For A While” Podcast, Wh he Moved To L.A., Don Rickles & eing On
“Vanderpump Rules”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A prolific stand-up comedian, actress and podcaster, Rachael O’rien seems to e working far more often than not.
As a comic, she has shared the stage with the likes of Jeff Ross, Heather McDonald, Ron White, Judd Apatow, and Nick Kroll. As a podcaster,
she has hosted ran Adams, Kevin Farle, and Jim Jeffries on the acclaimed e Here For A While. Aside from all of that, man people know
O’rien from appearing for several seasons on the ravo realit hit Vanderpump Rules.
8 MONTH AGO
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NFL Legend Jerr Rice till ats How He Did as a Plaer
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Widel considered to e the greatest wide receiver of all time – and often called the greatest NFL plaer of all time –
Jerr Rice holds over 100 NFL records. The three-time uper owl champion also knows plent aout food, recentl ecoming a spokesman
for Heluva Good, which recentl released the No Fumle Fann Pack. Released just in time for the uper owl. The fann pack holds our
chips, dip, everage, and phone all at once.
8 MONTH AGO
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NFL Legend Jerr Rice till ats How He Did as a Plaer
 Darren Paltrowitz
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sandiegouniontriune.com — Widel considered to e the greatest wide receiver of all time - and often called the greatest NFL plaer of all
time - Jerr Rice holds over 100 NFL records. The three-time uper owl champion also knows plent aout food, recentl ecoming a
spokesman for Heluva Good, which recentl released the No Fumle Fann Pack. Released just in time for the uper owl. The fann pack
holds our chips, dip, everage, and phone all at once.
8 MONTH AGO
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NFL Legend Jerr Rice till ats How He Did as a Plaer
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Is there something ou wish more people knew aout Jerr Rice? Do ou have an surprising hoies? The NFL just came out
with some show with gus showing off different talents. I can't sing. I can't pla an instruments. I love plaing golf. I like tennis, and those
might e m hoies, ut I love people in general. I'm a Mississippi o and I love when people come up to me and ask for a picture or an
autograph. I never thought I'd e in a position where I could e a role model.
8 MONTH AGO
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NFL Legend Jerr Rice till ats How He Did as a Plaer
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — Widel considered to e the greatest wide receiver of all time - and often called the greatest NFL plaer of all time Jerr Rice holds over 100 NFL records. The three-time uper owl champion also knows plent aout food, recentl ecoming a spokesman
for Heluva Good, which recentl released the No Fumle Fann Pack. Released just in time for the uper owl. The fann pack holds our
chips, dip, everage, and phone all at once.
8 MONTH AGO
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rownie rittle Founder heila G. Mains On Her Compan’s Health New Desserts And Overall Mission
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — heila G.’s rownie rittle — as founded  Palm each, Florida native heila G. Mains — is a popular line of cookies
and rownies. ut unlike man store-sold desserts, most of the rownie rittle products are UDA Organic, non-GMO and kosher; some of
them are also gluten-free. Further great aout rownie rittle is its long-time partnership with Cookies For Kids’ Cancer, which ensures that a
portion of the rand’s proceeds go towards solving childhood cancer.
8 MONTH AGO
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The each os’ Mike Love On New Alum “Unleash The Love,” Hanging With Richard Pror & The 2 NA
Legends In His Famil
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ven if ou do not regularl listen to a lot of rock radio, ou ought to know dozens of songs  The each os.
“California Girls,” “Fun Fun Fun,” “urfin’ U..A.,” “I Get Around,” “God Onl Knows,” “Help Me, Rhonda,” “loop John ,” “Kokomo” — those are
just the tip of the iceerg when it comes to hits  the surf-rock pioneers. More than 55 ears since forming The each os in Hawthorne,
California, lead vocalist Mike Love is still at it in a ig wa.
8 MONTH AGO
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This rookln ar Owner Developed a ‘Fifth lement’ Cocktail to Give a Regular ‘a Reason to Live’
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Featuring over 100 fun, movie-themed cocktail recipes, The Cocktail Guide to the Galax was concocted  And Heidel.
eond eing a pulished author, Heidel is the proprietor of rookln’s The Wa tation, a ar that considers itself a “mecca for nerd culture.”
ci-fi followers must visit – even for just for the TARDI-themed athroom (es, it’s igger on the inside). It even has a listing on World’s est
ars.
8 MONTH AGO
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Ringo tarr - "Ringo" (Remastered) [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — It has een almost 50 ears sinceroke up, et still we are talking aout the quartet from Liverpool. While the music of
The eatles is still something ou inevital hear whenever ou listen to rock radio or go to see live music, the solo discographies of the Fa
Four are not alwas given the widespread attention the deserve.
8 MONTH AGO
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5 Times When LGO Went Metal in Music Videos!
 Darren Paltrowitz
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puregrainaudio.com — Claudi Mogensen - "The east In Me"Few things are as universall-loved as therand and its to locks. While not
everone loves metal, the genre can onl e more endearing when comined with LGO locks.award-winning music video for "Fell In Love
With A Girl" -- as directed -- was instrumental in reminding people that lock-uilding goes well with a rock eat.
8 MONTH AGO
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This rookln ar owner developed a 'Fifth lement' cocktail to give a regular a reason to live
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Did an recipes crafted for this ook not make the cut? Do ou potentiall have enough ideas to write a second edition? Unlike
the TARDI, the ook contains finite space so man cocktails didn't make it into the ook and will show up in the sequel, The ar at the nd of
the Universe. While creating cocktails for CGG, I was fortunate enough to have regulars to experiment on.
8 MONTH AGO
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Veruca alt - "ight Arms To Hold You" (Remastered) [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Formed in the earl 1990s in Chicago,made a ig impact with its first single, 1994's "eether." American Thighs, which
featured "eether" and "All Hail Me," went gold in the United tates., andquickl went ack into the studio, releasing 1996's low It Out Your
Ass It's Veruca alt P and 1997's full-length ight Arms To You.As American Thighs was recorded for therecord lael, ight Arms To Hold You
was a ig step up for the quartet.
8 MONTH AGO
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Tler mith On His Professional asketall Career And Writing His Memoir “Called For Traveling”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When it comes to sports or entertainment, the average fan onl thinks aout the ig leagues. To them, if the person
isn’t on the cover of magazines, appearing on television or talked aout regularl, the proal aren’t a true professional. However, the truth
is that there are lots of people ehind the scenes making a living — often doing work for the top-tier talent — in addition to those people who
are successful through alternative or independent means.
8 MONTH AGO
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Assal Ravandi On This Year’s Vett Awards & Other Inspiring Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Regardless of how ou feel aout the wars currentl eing fought  the United tates militar, or the leadership
encouraging such, one cannot forget the rave men and women risking their lives on a dail asis. American veterans come from all sorts of
cultures and ackgrounds, of course, as do the people that who fight for veteran-related causes.
8 MONTH AGO
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Hard Rock Hotels Launches One-of-a-Kind “Rock Om” Program
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — With venues in 74 countries–including 179 cafes, 24 hotels and 11 casinos–Hard Rock International is one of the most
gloall recognized companies. Destinations include the compan’s two most successful hotel and casino properties in Tampa and
Hollwood, Florida, oth owned and operated  parent compan The eminole Trie of Florida. Other exciting locations operate in ali,
Cancun, Iiza, Las Vegas, and an Diego.
8 MONTH AGO
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An xclusive Look At The Louis Armstrong House Museum With Rick Riccardi
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A trumpeter, composer, singer and occasional actor from the 1920s to the 1960s, Louis Armstrong was one of the
most influential figures in jazz. Known for still-popular recordings like “What A Wonderful World,” “Hello Doll!” and “t. Louis lues,”
Armstrong is most likel the onl person to have een inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame, the ig and & Jazz Hall Of Fame, and the
Hollwood Walk Of Fame.
8 MONTH AGO
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"Unmasking What Matters" : An xclusive Chat with “The Phantom Of The Opera” tar andra Joseph
 Darren Paltrowitz
onstagelog.com — impl put, actress andra Joseph is the longest-running leading lad from the longest-running roadwa show of all
time. Returning to her signature role as Christine in The Phantom Of The Opera, 2018 marks the 30th anniversar of the musical’s deut on
roadwa; it won the 1988 Ton Award for est Musical. The show's worldwide gross receipts are estimated to e over $5.6 illion, and it had
een seen  over 130 million people as of just a few ears ago.
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rooke urke-Charvet Talks To Hpe Aout The New “rooke urke od” Fitness App & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — rooke urke-Charvet first ecame famous for her modeling in the earl 1990s. Her success as a model led her to
hosting the Wild On! series on the ! Network for a few ears, which led to plent of other opportunities within television. urke trul reached
a new level of fame in 2008 when she and Derek Hough won Dancing With The tars, which then led to co-hosting the show for a few
seasons. urke has also found success as an author, an entrepreneur, an actress, and a spokesperson.
8 MONTH AGO
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Ford Highlights From the 2018 Detroit Auto how
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The North American International Auto how — also known as the Detroit Auto how — commenced this ear on
Januar 14 at the iconic Coo Center. A two-week experience, the Detroit Auto how has a histor of unveiling the latest deuts  the world’s
leading automotive rands. In other words, attendees get up close and personal looks at the latest and greatest from the auto industr. The
Ford Motor Compan was particularl active at this ear’s event. Here are some of the highlights.
8 MONTH AGO
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5 Reasons to ta at Velas Vallarta
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — An all-inclusive famil resort in Puerto Vallarta, Velas Vallarta is spread out among 10 acres of oceanfront propert
overlooking the ierra Madre Mountains. Located within walking distance of the Marina Vallarta Golf Course and just minutes from downtown
Malecon, Velas Vallarta offers 345 suites among its three eight-stor uildings. elow are five reasons ou ought to sta at Velas Vallarta. (All
images courtes of VelasVallarta.com.) No. 1–Once ou’re on site, there’s little reason to leave.
8 MONTH AGO
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An xclusive Chat with “Jerse os” tars Nicolas Dromard & Mark dwards
 Darren Paltrowitz
onstagelog.com — Mark dwards: M first exposure to Frankie Valli and The Four easons was in elementar school. M mom would alwas
have the oldies station or the eas rock station on the radio, so I would hear their songs and sing along. The first time I heard “Decemer 1963
(Oh What A Night)” was actuall when m rother's high school marching and plaed it during their halftime show. o often, people will come
up to us after the show and tell us how much the loved it ecause the "grew up on this music."
8 MONTH AGO
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Author June ding On tiquette And Her New ook “Manners That Matter Most”
 Darren Paltrowitz, June ding
thehpemagazine.com — impl put, etiquette is one of the most valuale assets a person can process. It helps a person present themselves
in the est wa possile, and ensures that someone deals with others in a direct and effective manner. Manners That Matter Most is a newlreleased guide  June ding — featuring a foreword  The Lawlor Group’s Norah Lawlor — which helps update proper etiquette into the
21st centur. A popular title from Hatherleigh Press, the ook is alread into its third printing.
8 MONTH AGO
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Anthrax’s cott Ian On “Access All Areas” & And How To Approach Him In Pulic
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — It has een over 35 ears since cott Ian co-founded the and Anthrax, and the guitarist is as us as ever these
das. Not onl is Anthrax still plaing large venues around the world — its latest studio alum was 2016’s For All Knights — ut Ian has also
een part of other signed ands like the tormtroopers Of Death, The Damned Things, Pearl, and Motor ister. Ian has also performed soldout one-man shows, authored two memoirs, and hosted a variet of television and radio programs.
8 MONTH AGO
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John 5 On His New Live Alum, David Lee Roth, KI & Writing For Other Artists
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — John 5 first came into the ig time as one of Mariln Manson’s guitarists in 1998. ut prior to plaing with Mariln
Manson, the virtuoso had plaed alongside Van Halen’s David Lee Roth, Judas Priest’s Ro Halford, and Gramm-winning singer/songwriter
k.d. lang. After leaving the Manson and in 2004, John 5 moved on to plaing with Ro Zomie — who he still plas with — and properl
launched his solo career.
8 MONTH AGO
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“Crashing” Returns To HO On Januar 14; tar Pete Holmes Celerates In NYC
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In anticipation of the season 2 premiere of the hit HO series Crashing, New York Cit’s Gotham Comed Clu
hosted a ver special evening known as Crashing Live on Januar 9, 2018. Led  comedian Pete Holmes, star and creator of Crashing, the
intimate event featured stand-up from Holmes and four other comics.
8 MONTH AGO
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An all-star revisiting of the HAR 'N AID charit single "tars"
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How would ou descrie "tars" to someone who hasn't seen or heard it efore? What is our favorite part of the
"tars" song? What aout the video? Is there a highlight for ou? Having een involved with the recording, what was our favorite part of the
"tars" experience?
8 MONTH AGO
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"verod Is Awful (xcept You!)"  Jim Florentine [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — is one of those people who five people ma recognize from five different walks of life. Within the comed world,
Florentine is a stand-up comic who often appeared on The Howard tern how. Related to his tern-related appearances, he is well-known
for his prank phone calls, which led to his casting on Crank Yankers; that show then led toinviting him to Michigan. As an actor, Florentine was
seen in Louie and Trainwreck. Within the music world, he was one of the hosts of That Metal how alongsideand.
8 MONTH AGO
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Petula Clark On Her New Alum “Living For Toda” & Tring New Things
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A working entertainer even efore she was a teen, Petula Clark has een entertaining audiences for well over 70
ears. The nglish singer, actress and composer properl crossed over in the tates in the earl 1960s with “Downtown,” which Clark
recorded in four languages. “Downtown” was also the first of 15 consecutive top 40 hits for Clark in this countr, also leading Clark to host a
series of television specials for NC and AC.
8 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

10 Notale Artists With Incomplete Catalogs On potif
 Darren Paltrowitz
whatculture.com — weden-ased music streaming service potif is worth illions of dollars, and has well over 140 million users as of earl
2018 - 70 million eing paid contriutors.
8 MONTH AGO
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potluck CO Cherian Thomas on ringing his popular dining app to Long each
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Where did the idea for potluck come from? Cherian Thomas: It was a et on dnamic pricing and gamification.
This is the future! We saw companies like Uer, Priceline and Hoteltonight mastering dnamic pricing in their respective industries, and
realized the similar ield management solutions could appl to the restaurant space. We developed software that changes discounts for
restaurants ased on da, time, weather and other factors that impact occupanc.
9 MONTH AGO
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Dane rach On Vinl, Jetsam-Flotsam & The Future Of Tale-Turned
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A common narrative among media and casual music listeners is that “nood us alums anmore.” We music
loalists know this is not true, as recent alums  Adele, Drake and Talor wift have sold in the millions. Furthermore, due to streaming
services, overall music consumption is as heav as ever. Meanwhile, vinl sales seem to e the strongest the have een in ears. The
Chicago-ased vinl suscription service Tale-Turned is smartl catering to true music fans.
9 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

10 WW Wrestlers We Haven't een Much Of Latel
 Darren Paltrowitz
whatculture.com — etween Raw and mackDown Live, there are five hours of international television programming offered up  WW each
week. While five hours of weekl content would most likel fit in all of the characters from an animated show like The impsons, Famil Gu or
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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outh Park - and proal do the same for virtuall an series with an extended universe - Vince's compan often struggles to find sustantial
storlines for its main roster talent.
9 MONTH AGO
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The ManDoki oulmates’ Leslie Mandoki On His Januar 29, 2018 MusiCares enefit Concert, New York’s
Influence, And Working With Lots Of Rock & Jazz Greats - The Hpe Magazine
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The ManDoki oulmates is a star-studded and led  world-renowned German-Hungarian musician, producer and
songwriter Leslie Mandoki. While famous all over the world, The ManDoki oulmates have never plaed a concert in the United tates. That
changes on Januar 29, 2018 when Mandoki and group headline the eacon Theatre in New York Cit for a Wings Of Freedom post-Gramm
concert.
9 MONTH AGO
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Paul Reiser On His Work Within “tranger Things 2,” “There’s… Johnn!” And “Red Oaks,” New York Versus
Los Angeles, And Whether He Has Hoies
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — impl put, Paul Reiser has had a lot of success over the past 35 ears. On television, he was the star and co-creator
of Mad Aout You, one of the most successful sitcoms of all time. Within the film world, he had starring roles include Diner and Aliens. He has
written a few est-selling ooks, like Couplehood and Familhood.
9 MONTH AGO
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Come for Vacation and ta for the Cuisine in Cao an Lucas
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Cao an Lucas, Mexico, has long een the holida spot for pring reakers and snowird Northerners (as well as the
stra Californian). A luxur development situated along the Pacific Ocean, Quivira Los Caos rings together the Puelo onito Resorts, the
Quivira Golf Clu, The Market At Quivira, and a numer of residential communities.
9 MONTH AGO
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Come for vacation and sta for the cuisine in Cao an Lucas
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — Cao an Lucas, Mexico, has long een the holida spot for pring reakers and snowird Northerners (as well as the
stra Californian). A luxur development situated along the Pacific Ocean, Quivira Los Caos rings together the Puelo onito Resorts, the
Quivira Golf Clu, The Market At Quivira, and a numer of residential communities.
9 MONTH AGO
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Hanson famil and is naming their first eer 'Mmmhops'
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — When Hanson released its Middle of Nowhere alum in 1996, the famil and ecame virtuall inescapale. First
single "MMMop" was everwhere, while follow-up singles "Where's The Love," "Weird," "I Will Come to You," and "Thinking of You" also
helped led Nowhere to sell more than 10 million copies worldwide.
9 MONTH AGO
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Ross mith On His uccessful Viral Videos With His 90-Year Old Grann, Working With Musical.l, And What
lse Is Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In 2017, musical.l was oth one of the fastest-growing social media platforms and one of the iggest tech stories of
2017. As proof, the app was named the “2017 Tech Innovator” at the prestigious WJ Magazine Innovators Awards. It has ecome the “go-to”
destination for content creators of all ages who are sharing short comed, dance, fitness, singing, tutorial and lifestle videos.
9 MONTH AGO
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Hanson famil and is naming their first eer 'Mmmhops'
 Darren Paltrowitz
chicagotriune.com — When Hanson released its Middle of Nowhere alum in 1996, the famil and ecame virtuall inescapale. First single
"MMMop" was everwhere, while follow-up singles "Where's The Love," "Weird," "I Will Come to You," and "Thinking of You" also helped led
Nowhere to sell more than 10 million copies worldwide.
9 MONTH AGO
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Anthrax's cott Ian on eaford, Merrick, and what he misses aout living on Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — A ig part of our first ook with Long Island. You mentioned growing up in eaford for a couple ears, I heard a
rumor that ou also lived in Merrick. Is that true? cott Ian: M dad lived in Merrick for ears, ut we lived in eaford earlier. M parents were
still together when we lived in eaford, that was like ’73, ’74 into ’75, then m mom and rother and I moved ack to Queens. When m
parents split up, m dad moved to Merrick not long after that.
9 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

How Hanson nded Up Naming Their First eer ‘Mmmhops’
 Darren Paltrowitz, Peter arriga
thedailmeal.com — When Hanson released its Middle of Nowhere alum in 1996, the famil and ecame virtuall inescapale. First single
“MMMop” was everwhere, while follow-up singles “Where’s The Love,” “Weird,” “I Will Come to You,” and “Thinking of You” also helped led
Nowhere to sell more than 10 million copies worldwide.
9 MONTH AGO
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How Hanson naming their first eer 'Mmmhops'
 Darren Paltrowitz
pacificsandiego.com — When Hanson released its Middle of Nowhere alum in 1996, the famil and ecame virtuall inescapale. First
single "MMMop" was everwhere, while follow-up singles "Where's The Love," "Weird," "I Will Come to You," and "Thinking of You" also
helped led Nowhere to sell more than 10 million copies worldwide.
9 MONTH AGO
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How Hanson went from creating music to making eer
 Darren Paltrowitz
ndailnews.com — When Hanson released its Middle of Nowhere alum in 1996, the famil and ecame virtuall inescapale. First single
“MMMop” was everwhere, while follow-up singles “Where’s The Love,” “Weird,” “I Will Come to You,” and “Thinking of You” also helped led
Nowhere to sell more than 10 million copies worldwide.
9 MONTH AGO
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“What Lies Upstream” Director Cullen Hoack On His Upcoming Film, Our Nation’s Drinking Water, And
“lade Runner 2049”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With a new calendar ear upon us, a lot of people around ou are undoutedl following their New Year’s resolution
of “getting health.” To these folks, this likel means following a new restrictive diet and exercising more frequentl. However, that resolution
ma not give consideration to eing more mindful of what goes into one’s od.
9 MONTH AGO
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How to Go From eer Deliver Gu to Chief rewer Officer at Harpoon
 Darren Paltrowitz, Peter arriga, Tess Masters, Ashle Koff RD
thedailmeal.com — In 1986, Harpoon rewer ecame the first compan to otain a permit to manufacture and sell alcohol within the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in more than 25 ears.  2013, Harpoon was the twelfth largest craft rewer and the nineteenth largest
overall rewer in the United tates.
9 MONTH AGO
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Misfits (w/ Alkaline Trio, FAR) @ MGM Grand Arena (Las Vegas, NV) on Decemer 28, 2017 [how Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There have een few ands like the. For starters, almost all of the Misfits' success came during the decades in which
the "classic lineup" was inactive. In turn, the group holds the distinction of plaing small clus in its few ears together then reuniting decades
later to pla arenas without ever having a hit single.
9 MONTH AGO
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How to go from eer deliver gu to Chief rewer Officer at Harpoon
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — In 1986, Harpoon rewer ecame the first compan to otain a permit to manufacture and sell alcohol within the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in more than 25 ears.  2013, Harpoon was the twelfth largest craft rewer and the nineteenth largest
overall rewer in the United tates.
9 MONTH AGO
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Diamond Dallas Page Goes Viral With Christmas-Themed Animated Video ‘Twas the mackdown efore
Christmas’
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — For man professional wrestlers, eing a three-time world champion would e the pinnacle of their career. In the case of
Diamond Dallas Page, eing one of the top draws of the late 1990s is onl one of the WW Hall of Famer’s successes. As the founder of DDP
YOGA, Page is at the center of a positivit movement which has led countless people to change their lives for the etter.
9 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

AT&T tadium’s Culinar Team On Christmas 2017’s ‘Texas-tle Dressing Holida Meal’ And Where It Came
From
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Widel known as “America’s Team” when it comes to the National Footall League, the Dallas Cowos organization is known
to e the most valuale sports team in the world. In turn, it is fitting that the NFL team with a record 190 consecutive sold-out games and eight
uper owl appearances would also have a world-class stadium.
9 MONTH AGO
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A Look Into What Fans Of The Dallas Cowos njoed For The Holidas At AT&T tadium
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Located in Arlington, Texas, AT&T tadium is not onl home to the NFL’s Dallas Cowos, ut also man concerts
and other major sporting events each ear. uilt in 2009, the stadium seats 80,000, et can hold up to 105,000 people in its “standing room”
set-up. AT&T tadium is spread across over 70 acres of land and features the world’s 24th largest video screen. When ou are talking aout
that man people regularl coming to AT&T tadium, ou etter have some excellent culinar options.
9 MONTH AGO
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Praers Co-Founder Leafar eer On eing “Cholo Goth,” Working With Travis arker, And Wh The Filmed
A Video In Gar, Indiana
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In less than five ears as a and, Praers has released five studio efforts. Within a ear of forming, Ian Astur of
The Cult ecame a fan of Praers had the group open up some West Coast shows for him. The following ear, link-182’s Travis arker
produced an alum for Praers, and five nominations were received from the an Diego Music Awards. In 2016, Kat Von D appeared in a
music video for Praers, “lack Leather,” while the song itself charted high in several uropean territories.
9 MONTH AGO
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Jordan Feldstein, Jonah Hill’s rother And Maroon 5’s Manager, Dead At 40
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As founder of the Los Angeles-ased compan Career Artist Management, Jordan Feldstein was an important figure within the
music industr. After getting his start working with ICM and ill Leopold Management, Feldstein started up CAM. The mainsta client of Career
Artist Management — also known as “CAM” — was Maroon 5, whose memers Feldstein knew from childhood from when the were known
as the and Kara’s Flowers.
9 MONTH AGO
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Gerard Meer Makes Tast, Reimagined Cottage Cheese With Muuna
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Muuna is an innovative dair compan that has reimagined cottage cheese with new protein-packed, single-serve cups
and unique fruit-on-the-ottom flavors. Its products are free of artificial flavors, colors and sweeteners. Availale flavors include strawerr,
lueerr, pineapple, peach and mango. On ehalf of A Gloal Lifestle, I had the pleasure of sitting down with Muuna CO Gerard Meer.
Check out more aout Meer and Muuna on www.muuna.com.
9 MONTH AGO
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New York hotel The Chatwal partners with loomingdale’s for exclusive holida experiences
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The Chatwal — as located in Manhattan’s Theater District — is a luxur-oriented New York hotel, as uilt in 1905.
loomingdale’s is another iconic luxur destination in New York, known as one of the essential places to shop.
9 MONTH AGO
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Cod Johnson On Wh He Chose TuneCore Over A Traditional Record Deal And What His 2018 Is Looking
Like For The Texas tar
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A Texas-ased countr singer/songwriter, Cod Johnson has released six studio alums. His latest, 2016’s Gotta e
Me, reached #2 on the Countr alums chart of illoard. Johnson’s prior release, 2014’s Cowo Like Me, peaked at #7 on U.. Countr
alums chart. Notale aout this success is that all of Johnson’s recordings have een self-released with TuneCore overseeing the digital
distriution.
9 MONTH AGO
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The Roof’s Winter Room Is A Wonderful, Winter-Themed Pop-Up ar In New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Want to experience the eaut of a New York Cit winter with cocktails et without the freezing temperatures? You ma
want to check out the Winter Room at The Roof, as located within the Vicero Central Park. I had the chance to learn more aout this fine popup estalishment from Vinn Mauriello, Managing Partner and Director of Operations for Gerer Group. More info can e found online at
www.theroofn.com. How would ou descrie our ar to someone who hasn’t een there for?
9 MONTH AGO
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The Trailer For The Film “Ocean’s 8” Is Now Out
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Directed  Gar Ross, Ocean’s 8 is oth a sequel and a spin-off from the Ocean’s Trilog movies. andra ullock plas
Deie Ocean, the leader of the new heist group, plaing the sister of Dann Ocean. Dann Ocean, who was portraed  George Cloone in
all three Ocean’s movies, is on-oard as a producer of Ocean’s 8.
9 MONTH AGO
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Nate urleson Announces The Nate urleson King Leo Collection For anes + aker, A New Fashion Line
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Following award-winning high school and college footall careers, wide receiver Nate urleson made his National Footall
League deut in 2003, plaing for the Minnesota Vikings. urleson picked up the slack for the Vikings during the 2004 season when star
receiver Rand Moss was injured, logging his first season with over 1,000 receiving ards. urleson moved over to the eattle eahawks in
2006, scoring a seven-ear, $49 million offer.
9 MONTH AGO
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Fashion Designer Joseph Aoud On An merging Fashion Trend For Men
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Joseph Aoud has spent decades as a prominent figure within the fashion world, and his namesake Joseph Aoud rand
celerated its 30th anniversar this ear in 2017. In addition to the aforementioned Joseph Aoud line of menswear, Aoud has contriuted
to other prominent rands like Chanel, Lord & Talor, H&M, Men’s Wearhouse and Ralph Lauren in different creative capacities.
9 MONTH AGO
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Joseph Aoud On What Drove Him To ecome A Top Fashion Designer, His Love For The oston Celtics,
And Wh He Keeps Going
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Joseph Aoud is most famous for his namesake rand, which has dressed oth celerities and everda people
for exactl 30 ears. In addition to the Joseph Aoud line of menswear, Aoud has also worked in various capacities for Ralph Lauren,
Chanel, HMX, Lord & Talor and Men’s Warehouse over the ears. Notal, Aoud has won the Council Of Fashion Designers Of America’s
award for “est Menswear Designer” two ears in a row, the first designer to do so.
9 MONTH AGO
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4 Last-Minute Gift Ideas for Travelers
 Jacqui Gison, Darren Paltrowitz
fwtmagazine.com — Has the countdown to the sill season got ou in a flap? Need a it of gift inspiration for the traveler in our life? Look no
further. Here are four last-minute gift ideas from seasoned travelers who certainl know how to stuff a stocking. The’ve done the thinking,
the’ve done the testing. Here’s the verdict. est gift idea for travelers? That’s eas. I love ID-U travel ags with Radio Frequenc
Identification (RFID) locking. RFID locking protects our sensitive credit card information.
9 MONTH AGO
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12 WW uperstars We Haven’t een On-Air In A While
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — At an given time within the world of WW, there are dozens of performers wrestling as part of the compan’s main roster. Of
all that contracted talent, at least a handful of those performers are likel to e injured and/or on leave. While the WW has five hours of
weekl television programming etween Raw and mackdown — not counting NXT, specials like Triute to the Troops, pa-per-view events or
WW Network exclusive programming — not everone gets featured regularl.
9 MONTH AGO
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Jane’s Addiction Guitarist Dave Navarro ats Whatever He Wants
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Millions of people know Dave Navarro as the founding guitarist of the pioneering rock and Jane’s Addiction. Millions of
people more know Navarro for his five-ear tenure with the Red Hot Chili Peppers, which produced hits like “Warped,” “Aeroplane,” and “Love
Rollercoaster.” Millions more people are familiar with Navarro for the nine seasons he has hosted – a 10th season is currentl in production –
of the pike hit Ink Master.
9 MONTH AGO
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FattCakesNY Founder Jennifer Talor-Miller Talks Cakes and Cookies
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — orn in rookln and now ased in Fort Lauderdale, FL, FattCakesNY was founded  Jennifer Talor-Miller. Offering
fun and fresh cakes and cookies, FattCakesNY creations can e shipped nationwide or delivered locall in outh Florida. Cookie jars, cookie
mountains and cookie cakes? Check, check and check. Talor-Miller answered some questions for A Gloal Lifestle aout her wonderful
rand, which can e visited online at www.fattcakesn.com.
9 MONTH AGO
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2017 HOLIDAY LUXURY GIFT GUID FOR HOM. - Destination Luxur
 Chirag agar, Darren Paltrowitz
destinationluxur.com — We put together our annual 2017 gift guide for homes in partnership with A Gloal Lifestle. We curated this guide to
spice up our home.
9 MONTH AGO
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hmaltz rewing Compan Rolls Out 3 Hanukkah-Themed eer Offerings, Plans To xpand With Another
Tap Room
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — While the eer rand H’RW has surel made a lot of people with its pun-oriented name, the success of its parent entit the
hmaltz rewing Compan is nothing to laugh at. Now an emploer of 30 staff memers with over 40 awards to its credit, hmaltz has
accomplished a lot in its 21 ears.
9 MONTH AGO
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More Highlights From The 2017 Los Angeles Auto how
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — An annual auto show held at the Los Angeles Convention Center, the Los Angeles Auto how is known for ringing top
automotive industr professionals, rands and journalists together. With high-profile attendees coming from all around the world to attend the
10-da event, the L.A. Auto how is where man companies choose to unveil their latest and greatest.
9 MONTH AGO
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hmaltz rewing Compan’s Jerem Cowan On The Latest From He’rew And Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — This Hanukkah, the New York-ased hmaltz rewing Compan officiall turns 21. The smallest and still the onl
Jewish celeration eer compan in the countr, hmaltz admittedl egan as a novelt rewer. Now, hmaltz reportedl has close to three
dozen staff memers and over 40 awards for its signature specialt eers.
9 MONTH AGO
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Five For Fighting Interview; John Ondrasik on Working with Jim rickman, uccess as an ntrepreneur, and
Wh Gar inise is Awesome
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How did ou and Jim first meet? Christmas music aside, what is coming up for ou career-wise? What prompted ou to
get onto the pulic speaking circuit? You are also known to e ver active with non-profit causes. Who was the first person whose charit
work made ou realize that ou should also volunteer? When not us with music, how do ou like to spend our free time? What's the last
concert ou attended for fun? Do ou have a favorite alum of 2017? Finall, John, an last words for the kids?
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Five For Fighting Interview; John Ondrasik on Working with Jim rickman, ntrepreneurial uccess, and
Wh Gar inise is Awesome
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How did ou and Jim first meet? Christmas music aside, what is coming up for ou career-wise? What prompted ou to
get onto the pulic speaking circuit? You are also known to e ver active with non-profit causes. Who was the first person whose charit
work made ou realize that ou should also volunteer? When not us with music, how do ou like to spend our free time? What's the last
concert ou attended for fun? Do ou have a favorite alum of 2017? Finall, John, an last words for the kids?
9 MONTH AGO
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TuneCore’s cott Ackerman On Wh TuneCore Is The Top Internet Platform For Independent Artists Of All
Ages & Genres
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — efore the Internet ecame a part of everda life — in the das of records, cassette tapes and/or compact discs —
most artists needed a record compan to get their music out into the world. Without that professional assistance, that artist would not have
distriution, thus there would e no wa for the general pulic to find that music. Fast-forwarding to modern da, a service like TuneCore ma
make an artist wonder wh the would need a record compan.
9 MONTH AGO
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Q&A With Dann Glover, Peter Frampton & Alfre Woodard At The Roert F. Kenned Human Rights’ 2017
Ripple of Hope Awards
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Last night on Decemer 13, 2017, The Roert F. Kenned Human Rights hosted its annual Ripple Of Hope Awards
dinner at the New York Hilton, raising over $3 million. thel Kenned presented legendar singer/activist Harr elafonte, Alex Gorsk
(Chairman and CO of Johnson & Johnson), and Hamdi Ulukaa (Founder of Choani) with the organization’s Ripple of Hope Award.
9 MONTH AGO
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The Cheek Cheer Holida weater Collection Is Out In Time For Ugl Christmas weater Da
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In honor of Ugl Christmas weater Da — Decemer 15, 2017 — Liquid-Plumr introduced a limited-edition Cheek
Cheer Holida weater Collection. Inspired  the rand’s campaign, as availale in three unique designs, the LP Collection shows that
“there’s a Plumr in all of us.” Those three designs, ou ask? The are ack-helf lf, nowall oot, and a Got Ginger ack.
9 MONTH AGO
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Peter Frampton On A Favorite Career Moment That till Gives Him “Chills”
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Peter Frampton’s musical career egan as a teenager, plaing with The Trueats, who were managed  ill Wman of The
Rolling tones. His next and, The Herd, had several hits while Frampton was named “The Face on 1968”  U.K. teen magazine Rave. hortl
after that, Frampton joined the and Humle Pie alongside The mall Faces’ teve Marriott. Along the wa, Frampton ecame an in-demand
session musician, performing on recordings  Jerr Lee Lewis, Harr Nilsson, and The Who’s John ntwistle.
9 MONTH AGO
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Luc Woodward On Her Latest Alum “Til The ang On The Door,” Touring With Rod tewart & What’s
Coming Up For Her
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — First signed to a major lael as a teenager, Luc Woodward has een through a lot within the music usiness. he
experienced the “Jingle all” radio circuit, thanks to her hit song “Dum Girls.” he has written a Top 40 hit for another artist, as done with
tacie Orrico’s “(There’s Gotta e) More To Life.” he has sung alongside major artists like Rod tewart, Celine Dion, Chaka Khan, Carole King,
Pink Martini, Rand Jackson, Gavin DeGraw and Joe Cocker.
9 MONTH AGO
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FCA Gloal introduces the 2018 Jeep Wrangler at the Los Angeles Auto how
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The Los Angeles Auto how is known for ringing together the rightest and most interesting people within the
automotive industr — from carmakers and auto-journalists, to tech companies and trendsetters — to the Cit of Angels each ear. Fiat
Chrsler Automoiles — FCA Gloal, for short no dout made an impressive deut of the new 2018 Jeep Wrangler.
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D12’s izarre On Forming LAR With King Gord, Detroit, eing A Metalhead & Meeting Twiztid
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — LAR, short for “the Last American Rock tars,” is the new Detroit-ased group featuring D12’s izarre (a.k.a. Miles
High Davis) and horrorcore rapper King Gord (e.g. laxl Roze). Following the premiere of the song “LAR” on the XXL Magazine wesite,
LAR released its Foul World mixtape on Octoer 30th. Keeping things especiall local, LAR is the latest addition to the roster of Majik Ninja
ntertainment, the record lael of popular Detroit-ased hip-hop duo Twiztid.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The mithereens’ Pat DiNizio Has Passed Awa At 62
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Formed in 1980 in New Jerse, The mithereens first found success in the latter half of the 1980s. Considered a pioneering
and within the power-pop genre, The mithereens inspired a lot of notale rock artists of the 1980s and 1990s, including Nirvana’s Kurt
Coain, Fountains of Wane, The Gin lossoms, Fastall, Toad the Wet procket, and uperdrag.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Post tudios’ hannon Toume On The 2018 World Forum Disrupt New York, Page ix & The Post
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Known as a gathering of leading figures within a variet of industries, the trateg & Innovation World Forum — also
known as “the IWF” or the World Forum Disrupt — will e taking place in New York Cit on Feruar 21 and 22, 2018. Promising two das full
of kenotes, panels, workshops and even an open ar, the IWF will feature the contriutions of executives from trend-setting companies like
Uer, Viacom, Audile, Verizon, mirnoff, Post tudios, and Associated Press.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"etter Call aul" star Michael McKean on his Long Island roots and pinal Tap's future
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Is there anthing at all ou miss aout living on Long Island? Michael McKean: I love Long Island. I grew in a little
town called ea Cliff. I'm going there tomorrow ecause the're selling the house I grew up in and I need to get a couple of anker's oxes
and e ver selective. There's a ig pile of stuff, going ack to when I was seven, I've gotta weed through that. M nephew and I are going to
work on that tomorrow. You're not the first famous person to come from ea Cliff. Are ou aware of that?
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

TAP NYC’s Roerto imonsen On The Importance Of Tapioca, ating Gluten-Free, And The Popular ater’s
Plans For xpansion
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Created  two razilian entrepreneurs, Roerto imonsen and the single-named Luiza, TAP NYC is an amitious
dream come true. A “tapiocaria,” TAP NYC’s specialt is the tapioca crepe. While that concept ma e new and/or unfamiliar to New Yorkers,
tapioca crepes are popular in razil. Trul a multi-purpose food, tapioca can e added to ground meat products — like urger patties or
chicken nuggets — as a inder and ingredient stailizer.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Isaac Hanson On Hanson’s Collaorations With Other ongwriters, Favorite New Alums, And Upcoming
Touring
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With over 16 million records sold worldwide of their 8 Top 40-charting alums, the memers of Hanson have een a
ig deal for over 20 ears. In addition to a new alum ever few ears and at least one sold-out tour nearl ever ear, the Hanson rothers
have kept us with a variet of projects.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Art and Music at Art asel Miami 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Last week, the tle Artist Lounge immersed guests in an exclusive art and music experience as part of this ear’s Art
asel Miami. From da through night, attendees had the opportunit to view the works of man top-level artists, including Adam Thompson,
UncuttArt, Marln asson, Laurent Proneur, and tephen Gamson. The Vezt Music App hosted a private, star-studded evening dinner at the
tle Artist Lounge, celerating the irthda of Dre from Cool & Dre.
9 MONTH AGO
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Artie Lange Is ‘orr’ For His Octoer 8 Tweet, as He is ‘Ok’ After A Visit From The Hooken Police
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — For more than 20 ears, Artie Lange has een entertaining audiences as a comedian, radio host, writer, and actor. However,
for man of those ears, the former Mad TV and Howard tern how star has had fans concerned aout his well-eing. As detailed in Lange’s
two est-selling ooks, Too Fat to Fish and Crash and urn, Lange has attled health and addiction issues. Last month, Lange canceled a
comed show in Akron, Ohio, reportedl hospitalized due to high lood sugar issues.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Inside Metal: The Rise of L.A. Thrash Metal" [DVD Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When the term "thrash metal" comes up, ou are likel to think of "The ig Four" . ven thoughand-- the a Arearelated ands which make up the aforementioned ig Four -- were at top of the thrash genre in the commercial sense, Los Angeles was
where a lot of ke thrash groups originated.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

MIK LOV of TH ACH OY on His New olo Alum 'Unleash The Love' and each os Re-Issues
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Your latest alum Unleash The Love, the first disc is made up of originals and then the second disc re-records of
classics. Do ou have a favorite of the new songs that are on the alum? Formed over 55 ears ago in Hawthorne, California, the and known
asis in rare compan when it comes to not onl longevit, ut also commercial and critical success.
9 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At “The nd”  lack aath, Courtes Of agle Vision
 lack aath, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Although The eatles got heav with “Helter kelter,” The Who was loud on “I Can ee For Miles” and lue Cheer
turned it up on “ummertime lues,” heav metal undenial started with lack aath. The quartet of vocalist Ozz Osourne, guitarist Ton
Iommi, assist Geezer utler and drummer ill Ward not onl made music that was heav in terms of the volume, ut thematicall-heav with
dark imager and lrical themes.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Jesus Lizard’s David Yow & Duane Denison Talk Aout Their 2017 Reunion, Future Projects & Favorite
ongs To Pla Live
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Formed in Austin in 1987, The Jesus Lizard is an influential noise-centric rock and. tereogum has dued The
Jesus Lizard “one of the greatest live ands ever” while Rolling tone has written of its “shattering live performances.” The quartet worked
with producer teve Alini long efore it was one of the cool indie-rock things to do, and had the distinction of releasing a split single with
Nirvana in 1993 on an indie lael while Kurt Coain and crew were still signed to Geffen Records.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Flatush Misdemeanors” tars Dan Perlman & Kevin Iso On rookln, Kevin Hart, The LOL Network, “He
Arnold” & “Girls”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Creating  and starring New York comedians Dan Perlman and Kevin Iso, new we series Flatush Misdemeanors
released its first two episodes earlier this ear.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jim rickman On Christmas, The Militar, eing A Diversified Musician, And What’s Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A little more than a decade after founding a successful commercial jingle compan, Jim rickman signed a record
deal with Windham Hill Records in 1994. His first alum for Windham Hill, No Words, featured the song “Rocket To The Moon,” the first solo
instrumental to chart on illoard. More hits followed with 1995’s  Heart, including the Top 20 adult contemporar title track. Picture This,
released in 1997, had a crossover hit with “Valentine,: as featuring vocals from Martina Mcride.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

MAN WITH A MIION Interview with Jean-Ken Johnn on Plaing Arenas in Japan, Touring with Jimm at
World, and eattle's Music cene
 Darren Paltrowitz
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puregrainaudio.com — Don roco will e opening at upcoming arena shows. How did ou choose Don roco to e our support act? Did Man
With A Mission ever serve as an opening act in an arena? Do ou have a favorite song to perform live? Your and has toured the tates
alongside Cash Cash, Jimm at World, lipknot and teel Panther, four ands that could not e an different from each other. What has een
our favorite tour of the United tates? An plans for another U.. tour? You have a touring musician named .D.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Todd Rundgren On Comining “New And Old Material” For A Possile roadwa Musical
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — After leaving the Philadelphia and The Nazz, Todd Rundgren emarked on a solo career in the earl 1970s. This would lead
to a score of charting hits — including “Hello It’s Me,” “I aw The Light” and “ang On The Drum All Da” — in addition to a career as a leading
producer of pop and rock music. eond producing Meat Loaf’s deut full-length, at Out of Hell, Rundgren plaed a ig role in shaping
influential alums  XTC, The and, The New York Dolls, Cheap Trick, and Grand Funk Railroad.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Alert Cummings On His New Release “Live At The ’62 Center,” Wh He tarted Plaing Guitar, And Living
In Williamstown
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A lues musician who has plaed alongside .. King, Johnn Winter, and udd Gu, Alert Cummings did not
perform in pulic as a guitarist until he was well into his adulthood. Just a few ears later in his late 20s, Cummings formed a and called
wamp Yankee and released the independentl-produced alum The Long Wa in 1999.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

What happens when Long each goes to Quivira Los Caos? First-class everthing!
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — One of the amazing parts of The Towers at Pacifica is that ou reall did not have the leave the hotel for
anthing. A eachfront resort, Pacifica is also full of palm trees, pools and cactuses, giving ou a great view no matter where ou look. Its
dining options were diverse to the point that ou would e ale to tr new items ever meal.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Mr. Throwack" Michael pitz on vintage fashion, the NA and what he misses aout living on Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — The logo of Mr. Throwack appears to e inspired  NA Inside tuff. To ou, is that the golden age of
asketall? Or are ou still a huge fan? Mr. Throwack: I freaking loved NA Inside tuff as a kid. You oviousl realize NA in m jam. Ahmad
Rashaad and ummer anders hanging out with NA plaers. M dream. NA ack then was NA ack then, wa less distractions no
Internet, no Instagram. NA now is fun ut nothing will take awa watching it as a kidWhat's the future looking like for Mr. Throwack? Mr.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Hot Curl's Prescott Horn on wh he lives in Great Neck, when there will e a L.I. gig for Hot Curl, and his
favorite pizza spot
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — How would ou descrie Hot Curl to someone who's never heard the and efore? Prescott Horn: I would sa
that Hot Curl is a lend of pschedelic garage rock and surf dream pop, if that makes an sense. Has Hot Curl ever plaed live on Long
Island? Prescott Horn: Hot Curl has et to pla a show on Long Island. o far we have onl plaed in rookln, Manhattan, Camridge,
Providence, and Hamden, Connecticut. An idea when a Long Island gig ma happen?
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chris Jericho answers 3 questions aout his Long Island roots
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — You were orn on Long Island, correct? ut everone thinks of ou as eing from Canada. Did ou actuall
spend an of our life on Long Island? Chris Jericho: Well, m dad was plaing for the [New York] Rangers at the time when I was orn there,
in Novemer, so we alwas staed... When did he get traded to the Rangers? I think it is ’74 he got traded, ut alwas during the off-season
we would go ack to Winnipeg, which was where he was from.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Garage’s hirle Manson Responds To Morrisse’s Controversial Comments Aout Kevin pace And
Assault Victims
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — An outspoken cult hero known for songs like “Meat Is Murder,” “We Hate It When Our Friends ecome uccessful” and “The
More You Ignore Me, The Closer I Get,” Morrisse has een crafting controvers since The miths formed in 1982. The Manchester native has
recentl een in the news as he has een doing press in support of his latest alum Low in High chool.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

rnest K. On Nashville, Ja-Z, His Upcoming P, And The Influence Of The “pace Jam” oundtrack
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — rnest K. is a genre-defing artist now signed to a lael partnership etween ig Loud Records, music mogul J
rving, and rian Kell and Tler Huard of Florida Georgia Line. rnest has een releasing singles, in advance of his deut P, and “ad
o” is now over one million streams on potif. Announced upcoming collaorations for rnest include Jim Jonsin, DJ Mustard, Charlie
Handsome, The tereotpes and Yung erg.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

GODIVA’s weet Holida Celeration
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — For the past 90 ears, GODIVA has een a world-leader within the world of chocolate. Overseen  GODIVA’s five
elgian-trained chef chocolatiers, the rand’s chocolates are sold in over 600 compan-owned outiques and in more than 100 countries
around the world. Although qualit control is high within GODIVA, the award-winning rand is known to take chances when it comes to events
and new products.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Dave Navarro On Wh pike eries ‘Ink Master’ Has een uccessful And Whether There Will e A 10th
eason
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Dave Navarro has had at least three waves of success within his career as an entertainer. He started in the 1980s as the
hotshot guitarist of the Los Angeles quartet Jane’s Addiction. After the alternative-rock icons roke up in the earl 1990s, Navarro formed the
and Deconstruction in 1993 — leading to a Rick Ruin-produced alum for American Recordings — and next joined the Red Hot Chili
Peppers in 1994 for a five-ear tenure.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared
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Dave Navarro On Jane’s Addiction’s enefit Concert For Rhonda’s Kiss, Hosting “Ink Master” & ..
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — For nearl 30 ears, Dave Navarro has een one of rock’s most high-profile guitarists. eond co-founding Jane’s
Addiction, Navarro was a memer of the Red Hot Chili Peppers for five ears, contriuting to hits like “Aeroplane,” “Warped,” “M Friends” and
“Love Rollercoaster.” Navarro also plaed guitar on Alanis Morissette’s “You Oughta Know,” eond other collaorations with Janet Jackson,
Mariah Care, Nine Inch Nails, Guns N’ Roses, Mariln Manson, Christina Aguilera and Didd.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Hellraisers: A Complete Visual Histor of Heav Metal Mahem"  Axl Rosenerg & Christopher Krovatin
[ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — On Page 8 of Hellraisers, the ook's Introduction, the following rules are estalished with regards to heav metal:Metal is awesome.- Metal is not for everone.- Metal can e funn.- Just ecause something's awesome doesn't mean it's metal.- Listen to
metal aove all else.If all of those rules make sense to ou, then Hellraisers -- sutitled A Complete Visual Histor Of Heav Metal Mahem -scores a perfect 10 when it comes to ratings.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rita Hane On The Legac Of Pantera’s Dimeag Darrell Aott, The New “Dimevision” DVD/CD, David
Allen Coe, And KI
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — When Dimeag Darrell Aott was killed in 2004, this was viewed as a tremendous loss on man levels. For
starters, Aott was the founding guitarist of Pantera and Damageplan, known as one of rock’s greatest guitarists of all time, and largel
viewed one of the innovators of groove metal. From more of a personal perspective, Aott was generall viewed as one of the nicest gus in
rock, the sort of person that no one would have a ad word to sa aout.
10 MONTH AGO
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XCLUIV: top Light Oservations Premieres “How Did We Get Here” Via The Hpe Magazine + Q&A
With Guitarist John Keith Culreth
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In 2013, top Light Oservations was just a new and with Radiation, its deut alum, to promote. Within a ear,
top Light Oservations had plaed onnaroo and also sold out The Music Farm, the largest clu in Charleston, outh Carolina. Nowadas,
the group holds the record for the most consecutive sold-out shows at The Music Farm, and festival appearances are a regular occurrence,
including recent slots at Milwaukee’s ummerfest and Delaware’s Firefl Music Festival.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lisa Loe On Her New “Lulla Girl” Alum With Larr Goldings, Working With Amazon, And Recording An
Ozz Classic
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The first artist to have a numer one single without a record deal, Lisa Loe initiall ecame known when “ta (I
Missed You)” was placed on 1994’s Realit ites soundtrack. RIAA certifications, award nominations, and other major soundtrack placements
would follow in the coming ears. eond music, Loe has also done a lot of television work, starring in two different realit shows — Food
Network’s Dweezil & Lisa and !’s Numer One ingle — eond acting in a few movies.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dave Koz On His “20th Anniversar Christmas” Alum, His Latest pecial For C, And Appearing On
“Famil Matters”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — With nine Gramm nominations, nine #1 illoard alums and a Hollwood Walk of Fame tar to his credit, few jazz
artists have accomplished even a fraction of what Dave Koz has. Koz’s collaorators over the last quarter-centur have included U2, tevie
Wonder, Ra Charles, Celine Dion and urt acharach. More recentl, Koz appeared on the latest Foo Fighters alum, Concrete And Gold,
showing Koz’s ailit to persevere in an genre.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

4 New Titles Coming To Netflix In Decemer 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — 4 New Titles Coming To Netflix In Decemer 2017 VIDOAs the weather gets colder here in New York, odds are that
ou are spending more time indoors.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cur Your Holida Cravings With These xpert Tips
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — This time of ear, we are likel to e saddled with holida parties and other events that encourage overindulgence. After
a few too man das of cheating on their diets, even the most well-intentioned of people ma egin to feel discouraged. When the hit this
low, the New Year rolls around, and the’re likel to start making resolutions aout their health. We all know how long — or rather, short —
those “new ear, new ou” sorts of promises sta intact.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

oaflex's Mart McCo on plaing Amitville on Novemer 29th, his histor with Long Island, and choosing
great covers
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Have ou ever een to Long Island aside from touring? Mart McCo: Unfortunatel no. We are alwas in and
out. I long for the da I can take it all in. Where was the first gig ou ever plaed on Long Island? Mart McCo: I think it was at The Craz
Donke in 2008. M rain cells are working overtime tring to rememer that far in the past. I know we did a show with Life of Agon on Long
Island. I'm confused and scared now. It was long ago in a galax far, far awa.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lincoln Partners With CLAR, Introduces The New Lincoln Nautilus
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — The luxur automotive rand of the Ford Motor Compan, the Lincoln Motor Compan is known for eing an industr
leader that creating compelling vehicles. While man companies are winding around the holida season, Lincoln is going the opposite route
with a pair of interesting new announcements in time for the Los Angeles Auto how. First, Lincoln has announced a partnership with CLAR.
10 MONTH AGO
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R& Pioneer Llod Price On His 2017 Alum “This Is Rock And Roll,” Learning From Don King, And His
uccess eond Music
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — One of the pioneers of oth R& and rock music, Llod Price had one of 1953’s top songs with “Lawd Miss Clawd.”
More hits would follow for the New Orleans native like “tagger Lee,” “Personalit” and “I’m Gonna Get Married,” ultimatel leading to 15 Top
10 R& hits. Covered  hundreds of notale musicians, Llod Price is definitel the onl artist to have een covered  The eatles, lvis
Presle, Frank inatra, The Grateful Dead, James rown, Jimi Hendrix, Fleetwood Mac and U2’s ono.
10 MONTH AGO
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Cind Wilson Of The -52s On Her ‘Favorite Meeting’ With Doll Parton, As Told To One Of The Foo Fighters
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — It has een over 40 ears since the Athens, Georgia, group known as the -52s formed, leading to worldwide hits like “Love
hack,” “Roam,” “Private Idaho” and “Rock Loster.” The and has taken reaks over the ears, ut 2008 rought a new studio alum
Funplex, while founding memers Kate Pierson and Cind Wilson have also een active as solo artists.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Crave Alert! rownie rittle’s New Flavors
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — heila G.’s rownie rittle is a popular line of addictive cookie rownies. Most of the line’s products are UDA Organic,
Non-GMO and kosher. That means ou can indulge in these sweet treats with far less guilt! heila G. Mains, a Palm each, FL, native and the
founder of the delectale desserts, has een a commercial rownie aker since 1992, previousl owning the phone numer: 1-800-ROWNI.
10 MONTH AGO
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"Willie Nelson: American Icon"  Andrew Vaughan [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou sutitle a ook "American Icon," its suject etter have een a ig deal. At 84 ears of age, with an
estimated 40 million alums sold in the United tates alone, and well over 70 full-length studio alums released, it is safe to sa thatfits the
sutitle of this ook. Commercial success aside, Nelson founded, co-chaired the, and has appeared in dozens of movies.o, wh is a
comprehensive coffee tale ook like this not getting a perfect 10 out of 10 rating?
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

7 Great Travel Picks For Cer Monda
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — 7 Great Travel Picks For Cer Monda If Cer Monda 2017 is when ou plan on doing our holida shopping, there
are plent of options ou ought to e considering. Here are some highlights for ou, loal reader of A Gloal Lifestle.
10 MONTH AGO
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The each os - "1967 - unshine Tomorrow" [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There seem to e three schools of fans of. The first is people who simpl like the hits aout surfing, cars, the each
and perceived California living from the 1960s. The second would e comprised of deep-digging music listeners who are aware of the and's
complex histor, its familial issues, and the lesser-known et still-rewarding output of the late 1960s through the earl 1980s. The third kind
picked up on the each os as a result of its random pop culture appearances (e.g.
10 MONTH AGO
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"owie: The Illustrated tor"  Pat Gilert [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — On Januar 8, 2016 -- his 69th irthda --surprised just aout everone  releasing a studio alum that no one outside
his inner circle knew was in the works. adl, just two das following the release of lackstar, it was announced that owie had passed awa.
One ear later, on what would have een his 70th irthda, the posthumous No Plan P was released.The legac of David owie remains
strong as ever as of this article's writing.
10 MONTH AGO
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Dispatch’s rad Corrigan On Ziplining, Madison quare Garden, And The Latest Dispatch Alum “America,
Location 12”
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — The and known as Dispatch formed in 1996 as its memers — Chad Urmston, Pete Heimold and rad Corrigan —
attended Middleur College. Less than a decade later, Dispatch had plaed to 110,000 fans at a 2004 concert in oston. Just a few ears
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after that in 2007, Dispatch had sold out three shows at Madison quare Garden, all of which fundraisers for Zimawean humanitarian
efforts.
10 MONTH AGO
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According To amm Hagar, A Van Halen Reunion Has Gone From “Kind Of Inevitale” To “It’s Over, Man”
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — One of the est-selling American rock ands of all time, Van Halen first ecame a household name in the United tates with its
self-titled 1978 alum. The hits kept coming with multi-platinum efforts like Diver Down and 1984. Van Halen experienced even more
monumental commercial success after amm Hagar joined the and in 1985, replacing founding frontman David Lee Roth. ven 1998’s Van
Halen III, featuring vocalist Gar Cherone, earned RIAA gold certification.
10 MONTH AGO
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Giada De Laurentiis Got Her tart in the Kitchen Under Her Grandfather's Watch
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Giada De Laurentiis – who is on a first-name asis with millions – is a prominent chef, writer, television personalit, and
restauranteur. In addition to hosting the Food Network’s Giada at Home, she is founder of the catering usiness GFL Foods, the designer of a
line of products for Target, and the namesake of the Las Vegas restaurant, Giada. Unsurprisingl, De Laurentiis is the winner of a Datime
mm Award and a Gracie Award eond eing an inductee into the Culinar Hall of Fame.
10 MONTH AGO
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A look at HİÇ and its acclaimed Turkish olive oil
 Darren Paltrowitz
superfoodox.life — Founded in 2012, HİÇ – pronounced “hich” -- is the first compan to introduce Turkish olive oil to America. HİÇ Turkish
xtra Virgin Olive Oil is made from olive pressed at the Hiç Farmland state in Urla, Turke. These oils are 100% natural, free of additives and
preservatives, ringing qualit in terms of oth its preparation and its final product. I had the pleasure of doing Q&A with Nanc DePiano, one
of HİÇ’s founders, aout what separates the rand from other olive oils.
10 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Giada De Laurentiis got her start in the kitchen under her grandfather's watch
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — Giada De Laurentiis - who is on a first-name asis with millions - is a prominent chef, writer, television personalit, and
restauranteur. In addition to hosting the Food Network's Giada at Home, she is founder of the catering usiness GFL Foods, the designer of a
line of products for Target, and the namesake of the Las Vegas restaurant, Giada. Unsurprisingl, De Laurentiis is the winner of a Datime
mm Award and a Gracie Award eond eing an inductee into the Culinar Hall of Fame.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Giada De Laurentiis got her start in the kitchen under her grandfather's watch
 Darren Paltrowitz
article.wn.com — Giada De Laurentiis - who is on a first-name asis with millions - is a prominent chef, writer, television personalit, and
restauranteur. In addition to hosting the Food Network 's Giada at Home , she is founder of the catering usiness GFL Foods, the designer of a
line of products for Target , and the namesake of the Las VegasHell eah! Giada De Laurentiis will get ehind the grill for Prince Harr and
Meghan Markle's wedding ... all the gotta do is ask.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mox Times quare lends Luxe With Fun
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — One of Manhattan’s newest outique hotels, Mox Times quare, is located just locks from Madison quare Garden,
roadwa theaters and man of New York Cit’s top destinations. Featuring 612 Yau Pushelerg-designed rooms and five dining and
nightlife destinations helmed  the TAO Group, The Mox is simultaneousl fun, immersive, high-end and relateale. From Novemer 16-18,
2017, ar Mox — located on the hotel’s second floor — featured a pop-up shop for the rand Opening Ceremon.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

KI inger Paul tanle Criticizes oth Mariln Manson And Charles Manson With A ingle Tweet
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Following the death of convicted murderer Charles Manson on Novemer 19, a variet of celerities have weighed in on social
media. The majorit of celerities seemed to e critical of Manson, a former cult leader responsile for the death of nine people, not giving
the usual “R.I.P.” triute that a notale figure in histor ma have received.
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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Wrong line?

“Polaris Primetime” host Jimm Wong on working with Disne and success on the Internet
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — ince gaining national traction via a video that he uploaded to YouTue in 2011, Jimm Wong has ecome a popular
actor, musician, podcaster and television personalit. Wong’s success not onl shows through his strong numers on social media, ut also
through his winning of two tream Awards and an International Academ of We Television Award; these three honors came from Wong’s
work on the we series Video Game High chool.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

WhiskFest New York 2017 Takes Over the Marriott Marquis
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Now in its 20th ear, WhiskFest, an annual event presented  Whisk Advocate, rings together whiske experts and
master lenders from around the world. This ear’s event took up several floors of New York Cit’s Marriott Marquis hotel and delivered
everthing that was expected and more. Not onl were there over 350 different whiskes availale for tasting, ut other spirits (e.g., tequila,
mezcal) and wines were availale to taste as well.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rush - "A Farewell To Kings" (40th Anniversar dition) [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou think of the greatest ritish and of all-time -- in terms of commercial success and long-term influence -- ou
proal think ofor. When it comes to the same for American acts,andma come to mind. For Canada? It ought to e a no-rainer:. If the
power-trio were to announce another arena tour, ever show would e sold-out no matter which era of the Rush catalog was the
focus.Decemer 1, 2017 rings et another Rush re-issue from thewith an expanded version of A Farewell To Kings.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cooking hows Get the Mockumentar Movie The Deserve
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — A prolific multihphenate, Cathrn Michon is a filmmaker, actress, author, and comedian who is never short on projects.
For instance, the Los Angeles-ased entertainer also collaorated with husand W. ruce Cameron on the 2017 hit film A Dog’s Purpose. Her
latest film Cook Off! completed principal photograph in 2005 – es, 12 ears ago – ut is just now getting an official release on Novemer 17.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'Cook Off' movie takes on cooking competitions
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — A prolific multihphenate, Cathrn Michon is a filmmaker, actress, author, and comedian who is never short on projects. For
instance, the Los Angeles-ased entertainer also collaorated with husand W. ruce Cameron on the 2017 hit film A Dog's Purpose. Her
latest film Cook Off! completed principal photograph in 2005 - es, 12 ears ago - ut is just now getting an official release on Novemer 17.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Melissa McCarth
 Darren Paltrowitz
ctnow.com — A prolific multihphenate, Cathrn Michon is a filmmaker, actress, author, and comedian who is never short on projects. For
instance, the Los Angeles-ased entertainer also collaorated with husand W. ruce Cameron on the 2017 hit film A Dog's Purpose. Her
latest film Cook Off! completed principal photograph in 2005 - es, 12 ears ago - ut is just now getting an official release on Novemer 17.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

'Cook Off' movie takes on cooking competitions
 Darren Paltrowitz
mcall.com — A prolific multihphenate, Cathrn Michon is a filmmaker, actress, author, and comedian who is never short on projects. For
instance, the Los Angeles-ased entertainer also collaorated with husand W. ruce Cameron on the 2017 hit film A Dog's Purpose. Her
latest film Cook Off! completed principal photograph in 2005 - es, 12 ears ago - ut is just now getting an official release on Novemer 17.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mexican Institute Of ound’s Camilo Lara On His New “Disco Popular,” Mexrrisse’s Future, And New Movie
“Coco”
 Darren Paltrowitz
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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thehpemagazine.com — An electronic music project led  Mexico Cit-ased DJ and producer Camilo Lara, the Mexican Institute of ound
launched in 2006. Lara released his first alum under the Mexican Institute of ound moniker in 2006, Méjico Máxico, which earned rave
reviews from pin and the New York Times.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chris otti On Touring With Frank inatra, The Influence Of Miles Davis, And The Importance Of Practice
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A Gramm Award-winning trumpeter and composer, Chris otti started plaing professionall as a teenager in the
earl 1980s. While studing at Indiana Universit, he hit the road for some gigs alongside Frank inatra and udd Rich. A few ears later, after
moving to New York to further hone his craft, otti egan touring and recording with Paul imon.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Andrew W.K. On His Next Alum, Hoies, Politics, And Advice For The Kids
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — More than 15 ears since he first changed the musical landscape with classics like “Part Hard,” “Part Til You Puke”
and “It’s Time To Part,” Andrew W.K. remains one of the world’s top authorities on parting. While he has not et announced the title of his
next alum, due out on March 2, 2018 via on Music, Andrew W.K. is still in the midst of his The Part Never Dies tour.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Louisville's Churchill Downs Is Open for More Than Just the Kentuck Der
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Known as "the most exciting two minutes in sports," the Kentuck Der has een a major international event for almost
150 ears. While the media covering the Kentuck Der races ma e primaril focused on the track, there is actuall a lot going on within
the kitchens and ars of Churchill Downs racetrack.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Queen - "News of the World" (40th Anniversar dition) [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When ou think aout the most popular and of all time, I would assume that for man,is the first and that comes to
mind. It is deatale who that second most popular and is. Is it? I would argue that the second most popular rock and of all time is. Going
eond total records sold, and the fact that an incarnation of Queen is still plaing arenas and stadiums, the Queen catalog is inescapale.
Can ou go to a major sporting event without hearing "We Will Rock You?"
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Greta Van Fleet’s am Kiszka On Motown’s Influence, Wh He tarted Plaing ass, And Hoies
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In just five ears, Greta Van Fleet — which consists of vocalist Josh Kiszka, guitarist Jake Kiszka, assist am Kiszka
and drummer Dann Wagner — has gone from a local Michigan and to a rock phenomenon. igned to Universal Music’s Repulic Records,
the quartet’s lack moke Rising has ielded two ig radio singles over the last six months; “Highwa Tune” went to #1 at mainstream rock
radio. Last month, Greta Van Fleet won est New Artist at the Loudwire Music Awards.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ghost cream’s Matt isson on Making Health, Delicious Hot auce
 Darren Paltrowitz
agloallifestle.com — Looking for a hot sauce that is full of flavor et also gluten-free, low in sodium and sugar, and made with natural
ingredients? Then Ghost cream is a rand ou should e looking into. I had the pleasure of meeting and chatting with Matt isson, the chef
who co-founded Ghost cream with his wife Deandra. Find out more aout the an Clemente-ased compan at www.Ghostcream.com.
Where did the Ghost cream name come from? Matt isson: The name Ghost cream emerged from a comination of a few things.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Vince Guaraldi Trio - "A Charlie rown Christmas" [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When it comes to holida alums, few recordings are more universall-loved than theA Charlie rown Christmas. The
soundtrack to the 1965television special of the same name, A Charlie rown Christmas is full of piano-centric instrumental tracks, aside from a
cameo from a children's choir.
10 MONTH AGO
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Andrew W.K. doesn't want his love of tacos to e oscured  pizza
 Darren Paltrowitz
vtnews.com — Andrew W.K. first ecame a gloal icon with 2001's I Get Wet, which featured hit singles like "Part Hard" and "he Is
eautiful." Andrew's musical success led the Michigan native to cross over into television, hosting shows like MTV2's Your Friend, Andrew
W.K., Kerrang! TV's Andrew W.K. 's Part Hard 100, and the Cartoon Network's Destro uild Destro. The singer even wound up with a weekl
advice column in the Village Voice, plus other columns on Vice and Japan's Rockin' On magazine.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Andrew W.K. Doesn’t Want His Love of Tacos to e Oscured  Pizza
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Andrew W.K. first ecame a gloal icon with 2001’s I Get Wet, which featured hit singles like “Part Hard” and “he Is
eautiful.” Andrew’s musical success led the Michigan native to cross over into television, hosting shows like MTV2’s Your Friend, Andrew
W.K., Kerrang! TV’s Andrew W.K.’s Part Hard 100, and the Cartoon Network’s Destro uild Destro. The singer even wound up with a weekl
advice column in the Village Voice, plus other columns on Vice and Japan’s Rockin’ On magazine.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A Look At Cao an Lucas & Quivira Los Caos With 4 Visiting Travel Writers
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — efore Novemer 2017, m onl on-the-ground experience with the countr of Mexico was what I call “cruise ship
Mexico.” impl put, in “cruise ship Mexico,” ou get off of a ship and are led towards shops and tours that are largel associated with a cruise
line. Under those circumstances, there is minimal need to speak the local language, as ou are essentiall walking around a eautiful
extension of the United tates. It ma look nice, ut it proal isn’t the Mexico ou had envisioned.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Andrew W.K. doesn't want his love of tacos to e oscured  pizza – LA Times
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — When it comes to eating health on the road, ecause ou have alwas een known to e in great shape, do ou have pizza
and tacos on our rider? Or do ou have more health fare ackstage? We have had pizza, I think, ever single da except for one on this tour
so far, largel due to the fact that we have formal scheduled pizza parties with our fellow partiers.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Andrew W.K. doesn't want his love of tacos to e oscured  pizza
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — Andrew W.K. first ecame a gloal icon with 2001's I Get Wet, which featured hit singles like "Part Hard" and "he Is
eautiful." Andrew's musical success led the Michigan native to cross over into television, hosting shows like MTV2's Your Friend, Andrew
W.K., Kerrang! TV's Andrew W.K. 's Part Hard 100, and the Cartoon Network's Destro uild Destro. The singer even wound up with a weekl
advice column in the Village Voice, plus other columns on Vice and Japan's Rockin' On magazine.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Arch nem Interview; Alissa White-Gluz on the Latest 'Will To Power' Alum, Making "ALIA" olo
Recordings, and eing Canadian
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Will To Power is our latest alum. Do ou have a favorite song on there? Around how man songs from Will To Power
do ou usuall pla live? esides Will To Power, ou have een working on a solo alum. Can ou tell me more aout that? These das,
touring aside, how much of our time do ou spend in weden? Do ou still identif as eing Canadian? Originall a weden-ased metal
supergroup of sorts,formed in 1995 from prior memers of, and.
10 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ill entle Interview Discussing His New ook 'mithsonian Rock and Roll: Live and Unseen' and urviving
45 Years in Music iz
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How would ou descrie mithsonian Rock and Roll: Live and Unseen to someone who hasn't et read aout it? A lot
of the material for this ook was crowd-sourced. Where did that idea come from? How long did it take to put together the ook? Is there a
photograph or section of the ook that means the most to ou? In his 45 ears within the music industr,has een a drummer, a record
producer, an A&R man, a writer/editor, a concert promoter, and a record store clerk.
10 MONTH AGO
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Thelma Houston On Novemer 17th’s CARRY Foundation Gala At The everl Hilton Hotel & What lse he
Has Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Less than a decade after she released her deut alum via Motown Records, Thelma Houston had a #1 hit with
1977’s “Don’t Leave Me This Wa.” A Gramm Award-winning song written  Gamle & Huff with Car Gilert, “Don’t Leave Me This Wa” has
also een a hit for Harold Melvin & The lue Notes and the ritish artist The Communards, in addition to eing covered  Cher during her
Las Vegas residenc.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The and Chicago's Logo Is ased on Coca Cola's – LA Times
 Darren Paltrowitz
latimes.com — On his restaurant Ru's urf Cit Diner:Ru's Diners have een around for 25, 30 ears and the ecame experts on putting
restaurants on piers. The came to Huntington each aout 20 ears ago, and I was on the marketing oard [of Huntington each] at the time
and the wanted to use the urf Cit trademark and incorporate with Ru's. o the were going to call it Ru's urf Cit Diner instead of just
Ru's Diner. We incorporate some urf Cit stuff.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The and Chicago's Logo Is ased on Coca Cola's
 Darren Paltrowitz
sandiegouniontriune.com — If the term surf cit conjures up images of 1960s California each fun to ou, there's a reason wh: Jan & Dean.
As contemporaries of The each os, Jan & Dean were instrumental in the creation of the California pop sound. Hits like "Dead Man's
Curve," "The Little Old Lad From Pasadena," and the aforementioned "urf Cit" remain radio staples toda. These das, Dean Torrence
continues to sing with the urf Cit All-tars, ut he works on a variet of other projects.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The and Chicago’s Logo Is ased on Coca Cola’s
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — If the term surf cit conjures up images of 1960s California each fun to ou, there’s a reason wh: Jan & Dean. As
contemporaries of The each os, Jan & Dean were instrumental in the creation of the California pop sound. Hits like “Dead Man’s Curve,”
“The Little Old Lad From Pasadena,” and the aforementioned “urf Cit” remain radio staples toda. These das, Dean Torrence continues to
sing with the urf Cit All-tars, ut he works on a variet of other projects.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Veganmart Co-founder Claude Tellis on eing a emi-Vegan, Having Great Non-GMO shakes, and Making
mart Decisions
 Darren Paltrowitz
superfoodox.life —  Darren Paltrowitz, Founder, No Place Like Long Island - www.paltrowitz.comFounded after purchasing Naturade in
2012, Claude Tellis and Kareem Cook had more than usiness in mind when launching Veganmart. A line of all-in-one nutritional shakes,
Veganmart holds its own from the pack in not onl having delicious offerings, ut having them vegan, non-GMO, plant-ased and high in
oth fier and protein.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

The and Chicago's Logo Is ased on Coca Cola's
 Darren Paltrowitz
courant.com — If the term surf cit conjures up images of 1960s California each fun to ou, there's a reason wh: Jan & Dean. As
contemporaries of The each os, Jan & Dean were instrumental in the creation of the California pop sound. Hits like "Dead Man's Curve,"
"The Little Old Lad From Pasadena," and the aforementioned "urf Cit" remain radio staples toda. These das, Dean Torrence continues to
sing with the urf Cit All-tars, ut he works on a variet of other projects.
11 MONTH AGO
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ip on a ilver creen ouron Distilled in Partnership With the 'Kingsman' equel
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — There is onl one ouron that has een produced efore, during, and after Prohiition and is still in production toda:
Old Forester. It survived Prohiition  eing one of the few distilleries to have a federal license to e sold for "medicinal purposes." The
groundreaking ouron, the first liquor from the parent compan rown-Forman, also serves as a focal point of the new hit movie Kingsman:
The Golden Circle, which inspired the creation of the compan's new tatesman whiske.
11 MONTH AGO
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Greta Van Fleet Interview; am Kiszka on the and's arl Das, His First Concert, Michigan and the Return
of Rock
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — What was our first concert? The first concert that ou chose to go. Wh did it take so long to go to our first concert?
You were plaing gigs for ears and ears efore ou were going to concerts. I looked up our town, and it looks like there are 5,000 or so
people that live in the town. What is the closest rock venue to where ou gus are? Where was our first gig as a and? Were ou gus  an
chance like the cool high school and where ou plaed the talent show?
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Comedian Chris Roach on "Ronkokomo," working with Kevin James and his Long Island roots
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — o far, has there een a highlight for ou with working on Kevin Can Wait? Chris Roach: Yes! The first scene I
ever did. There were executives from C and on there. The were waiting to see not onl if the had a hit show ut if Kevin was right on
taking a chance on some unknown actor/comedian from Long Island. I rememer during the first take Kevin messed up his lines and the
audience loved it. I felt a tremendous weight removed from m shoulders immediatel. I knew then it was ok to mess up.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

What It Takes To Manage a NYC Celerit Hotspot
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Made up of three unique dining spaces over three floors, Philippe has een one of the most popular restaurants on
Manhattan’s Upper ast ide for more than a decade. While rooted in upscale famil-stle eijing cuisine – its honors include est Peking
Duck from the New York Oserver and Zagat’s est in Chinese -- the menu of Philippe also features some unique non-eijing offerings, like
lchee martinis, the Cotton Cand aked Alaska, and its gluten-free flourless chocolate cake.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Million Dollar Man” Ted Diiase On His New Documentar ‘The Price of Fame,’ Life After Wrestling, And
Finding Faith
 Just Ja, Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — Known to millions of fans as the “Million Dollar Man,” Ted Diiase is often regarded as one of the greatest villains in
the histor of professional wrestling. The off-screen life of Diiase, as it turns out, has little to do with the on-screen villain that he has
portraed for man ears. Instead, Diiase is a devoted Christian, a famil man, and an ordained minister at the helm of the Heart of David
Ministr.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"AC/DC: Alum  Alum"  Martin Popoff [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Last month when I reviewed Led Zeppelin: All The Alums, All The ongs for this wesite, I said the following:"Led
Zeppelin: All The Alums, All The ongs is et another fine literar work from Martin Popoff, and I look forward to seeing which artist he
profiles next in long-form. "Popoff's ook onhad a release date of Octoer 1, 2017.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This WW Legend and Rock tar Has a Whole Roast Chicken on His Tour Rider
 Darren Paltrowitz, ooz Cupcakes, ouron Caramel Apples, Vegan Taco
thedailmeal.com — Chris Jericho has toured the world man times over as a well-known professional wrestler, musician, podcaster, author
and actor. With that much time on the road, Jericho knows a lot of great places to eat. Or at least how to eat so that he can keep working at
such a mind-lowing pace. As of late, the multihphenate has een all over North America in support of his fourth memoir, No Is a Four-Letter
Word: How I Failed pelling ut ucceeded in Life.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

‘Love & Hip Hop’ tar Tamm Rivera On Her Upcoming P, Working With Waka Flocka Flame & wimsuit
Line T-Rivera
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Tamm Rivera first ecame known  millions of people when she joined the cast of the VH1 realit show Love & Hip Hop:
Atlanta in 2014. ince then, Rivera has expanded her career in multiple areas.
11 MONTH AGO
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Fragile Mortals Vocalist Darrl ‘DMC’ McDaniels On Comics, Charit, Collaorations, And ‘The Dark Project’
https://muckrack.com/paltrowitz/articles
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 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A supergroup of sorts, Fragile Mortals features memers of Run-DMC, xodus, Pro-Pain, and Generation Kill. Produced 
former Guns N’ Roses (and current ons of Apollo) guitarist Ron “umlefoot” Thal, The Dark Project is the long-awaited deut alum from
Fragile Mortals. A hrid of metal and hip-hop, The Dark Project is heav oth musicall and lricall, as the group confronts a variet of social
issues aove its heav riffs.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Josh Todd & The Conflict Interview; Josh Todd on Future of uckcherr, New Alum 'Year of the Tiger', GoKarting & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — First, I want to ask ou aout our new alum. Do ou call this a solo alum or do ou think of it as a and record?
ecause I rememer ou did a solo record aout 15 ears ago, now do ou consider that a solo alum? ure, do ou have a favorite song on
the new record? Now did the song’s name come first or did the and name came first? When ou pla live, eing that it is ou and tevie, do
ou think there will e pressure for ou to do an uckcherr material? That’s a great attitude.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Pat oone On Reissuing ‘In A Metal Mood’ And Working With Metallica, Alice Cooper, And Other Hard Rock
Roalt
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — With over 45 million records sold worldwide and 220 consecutive weeks on the charts to his credit, few singers have
accomplished even a small fraction of what Pat oone has. However, music has onl een one facet of oone’s career, as he is the holder of
three stars on the Hollwood Walk of Fame. In addition to starring in 15 feature movies, oone has also een a television star and host for
decades. The Columia Universit graduate has een famous on an international asis for almost 70 ears.
11 MONTH AGO
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Dhani Harrison On His New ‘IN/PARALLL’ Alum, The Traveling Wilurs, Formula 1, And coring Movies
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — IN/PARALLL is the deut solo effort from ritish-orn, Los Angeles-ased musician, composer, and singer/songwriter Dhani
Harrison. However, over a decade ago, Harrison egan to turn heads as the lead guitarist and singer of Thenewno2, who received rave
reviews from pin Magazine, NPR, and Rolling tone alike. Just as Thenewno2 started to take off among critics and industr followers,
Harrison also ecame an in-demand composer for film and television projects alongside andmate Paul Hicks.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Ton Clifton On His Octoer 31 And Novemer 1 hows At The Iridium, New Netflix Film ‘Jim & And,’ And
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A show usiness legend who has performed alongside Rodne Dangerfield, The Muppets and And Kaufman, Ton Clifton has
een making people scratch their heads for almost 40 ears. While Clifton has een immortalized through the hit io-pic Man On The Moon,
the gloe-trotting singer still feels that he has plent to prove, as stated during our phone conversation.
11 MONTH AGO
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"Frankenstein: The First Two Hundred Years"  Christopher Fraling [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Frankenstein, as written  author, was argual the first ever science-fiction stor. The character, as helmed in 1818, is
now almost 200 ears old. In turn,is one of the few characters or stories that everone ought to know, regardless of their age, ackground or
interest in literature.
11 MONTH AGO
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Mike Love - "Unleash The Love" [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — It has een more than 55 ears sincereleased "urfin'," the first of man hit singles for the California and in the earl
1960s. In 1966, The each os ecame one of the first ands to release a concept alum, reaking awa from the singles market with Pet
ounds.
11 MONTH AGO
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Actor, Comedian, And ‘Five Minutes To Kill’ Author Fred toller On Leaving New York And Dining In Los
Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Fred toller egan his career as a stand-up comic, notal appearing on the HO’s Young Comedians pecial in 1989
alongside David pade and Ro chneider. In the ears since then, he appeared on dozens of major television shows (e.g. Friends, verod
Loves Ramond, Anger Management, Wizards of Waverl Place) and worked as a television writer (e.g. einfeld). In Dum and Dumer, he
was listed as “anxious man at phone” in the film’s credits, appearing in a ver memorale scene.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How to tart a Food Compan and Train for an Ironman
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Meal-deliver kits are everwhere these das. And the countr’s second-largest grocer store chain, Alertsons,
purchased the premium service Plated for etween $175 and $200 million. Plated delivers distinctive recipes – as crafted  an expert
culinar team led  Le Cordon leu-trained chef lana Karp – which include fresh, pre-portioned ingredients. Coming next month,
suscriers will e among the first to taste the recipes from Gail immons’ new cookook, ringing It Home.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

lack+lum Founder Dan lack On The New Food Flask, Working With Kickstarter, And What’s Ahead For
The rand
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Imagine having a container to pack our lunch in that can not onl keep our meal hot for six hours ut also maintain our
food’s coldness for up to eight hours. On top of it, this flask would e PA-free, made of qualit stainless steel, and have a vegan leather strap.
Fortunatel, these are all traits of the recentl-released Food Flask from lack+aum and currentl priced under $30. Creator of the Food
Flask, lack+lum was estalished in 1998 and ased in London’s Oxo Tower.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

‘Patient eventeen’ Director Jerem Kenon Locker Corell On Dr. Roger Leir, Joe Rogan, UFOs, And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Imagine there was a film aout a surgeon who claims to remove highl-advanced implanted microchips from the odies of
everda people. Odds are that ou would assume this to e a fictional sci-fi movie, et Patient eventeen — as directed  Jerem Kenon
Locker Corell — is an investigative documentar. Following the now-deceased Dr. Roger Leir, Corell had a front-row seat to the final
surger performed  Leir and filmed the nanotechnolog-related world surrounding the doctor.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

XCO LVI Interview on His New Alum 'Narrative', Moving from Jamaica to Canada, Winning JUNOs, and
Touring Plans
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Narrative is our latest alum. How long did ou spend writing it? Do ou have a favorite song on Narrative? Which
song on Narrative was written first? You are said to have the est JUNO winning percentage of an Canadian artist who has won multiple
JUNOs. Did winning that first JUNO change our life? Or even change our approach to music? Which Canadian performer has the est
winning percentage in the histor of the? The answer is reggae artist.
11 MONTH AGO
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Fever High’s Reni Lane, Anna Nordeen & Adam chlesinger On New Alum ‘FHNY,’ Jeff Goldlum, And
Plaing Live
 Chris Pratt, Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — On the heels of last ear’s ire Records-released All Work P, Fever High will e putting out its long-awaited deut full-length
on Novemer 10. Titled FHNY, the 11-song collection is refreshingl popp et vintage. First single, “p,” premiered via All Things Go, while
recent rave reviews have come in from the Guardian, the Nerdist, NPR Music, and radio tastemaker KCRW alike.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

Veganmart Co-Founder Claude Tellis On eing A emi-Vegan, Great Non-GMO hakes, And Making mart
Decisions
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Founded after purchasing Naturade in 2012, Claude Tellis and Kareem Cook had more than usiness in mind when launching
Veganmart. A line of all-in-one nutritional shakes, Veganmart holds its own from the pack, not onl in having delicious offerings, ut having
shakes which are simultaneousl vegan, non-GMO, plant-ased, and high in oth fier and protein.
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Weezer’s rian ell Answers 6 Quick Questions For The ‘Inquisitr’; New Alum ‘Pacific Dadream’ Out
Octoer 27
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — When Weezer first got attention from MTV with 1994’s self-titled alum — also known as The lue Alum — the group was
viewed as a novelt act of sorts. Hit singles like “udd Holl,” “a It Ain’t o” and “Undone (The weater ong)” were mistakenl seen as
eing comedic  man critics, rather than as examples of smart, original, and memorale guitar-centric rock.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

o Long On His Forthcoming Alum, Living In New York, Writing Poetr, Nashville, And Favorite
Restaurants
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Initiall famous for having a song featured in the lockuster movie Twilight while still attending college, o Long recorded
his first alum — 2009’s Dirt Pond ongs — in his London edroom. That self-released, full-length deut alum charted high on iTunes and
led to a record deal with ATO Records. Long spent the next few ears touring the world, plaing top festivals, and appearing on almost ever
television show that features top-tier musicians.
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dhani Harrison on Hard Rock Influences, Keeping Up with Vintage Gear
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — While In///Parallel ma e the deut solo alum from Dhani Harrison, it's far from his first major recording. As part of
Thenewno2, Harrison has released three full-length studio efforts. In addition, as a memer of the supergroup Fistful Of Merc—alongside
en Harper, Joseph Arthur and legendar session drummer Jim Keltner—Harrison was part of 2010’s As I Call You Down.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

NMR On His New howtime pecial ‘No oming In eirut,’ Writing New Material, And Long-Term Career
Goals
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Argual the comedian who single-handedl created the comed movement in eirut, Leanese-American comic NMR, was
notal on the cover Rolling tone Middle ast in 2014. More recentl, NMR — who the Chicago Triune named as one of the Top 10
comedians to watch — deuted his new stand-up special, No oming in eirut, on howtime.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrong line?

GWAR Interview; Vocalist The eserker lóthar Discusses New Alum 'The lood Of Gods' and
Masturation
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — lothar, do ou prefer the name of our and to spelled as "Gwar," or with all uppercase letters so that it reads
"GWAR?" Is GWAR our first and? Or were ou part of a and during our formative ears? The lood Of Gods is the latest alum from
GWAR. Do ou have a favorite song on the alum? What was the first song written for The lood Of Gods? The song "War On GWAR" seems
to have some lack aath influence to it. Or am I completel wrong aout that?
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Author Kent Hartman On His New ‘Goodnight, L.A.’ ook, urviving The Music Industr, And Podcasts’
Greatness
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Winner of the 2013 Frances Fuller Victor Award for General Nonfiction, Kent Hartman is a est-selling author widel-known for
his ook The Wrecking Crew for t. Martin’s Press. Aside from his writing, Hartman is a veteran entrepreneur within the music industr and his
clients have included lvis Presle nterprises, Hall & Oates, Pat enatar, Three Dog Night, ddie Mone, and Kool & The Gang.
11 MONTH AGO
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The uicide Commandos’ teve Almaas, Dave Ahl, And Chris Osgood On New Alum ‘Time om’ And
What Lies Ahead
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A Minneapolis punk rock trio formed in 1975, the uicide Commandos was in rare compan in its earl das. The group —
comprised of assist teve Almaas, drummer Dave Ahl, and guitarist Chris Osgood — inked a deal with Mercur Records susidiar lank
Records in 1977, releasing Make a Record. Ultimatel, the uicide Commandos disanded within four ears of forming, efore the Minneapolis
music scene had noticeal produced acclaimed talents like the Replacements, oul Aslum, Husker Du, and Prince.
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Chunk O' Funk Interview; Lead inger MC Lasalot on the and's 2017 Halloween lowout, Jai Alai, Pong
and More!
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — As a 14-piece and, how hard is it to schedule things for the and? Is there a shared iCal or Google Calendar? Are ou
a fan of funk? Would ou enjo seeing a 14-piece and in concert? Is it a good thing for ou when humor is part of a live music experience?
11 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chunk O' Funk Interview; Lead inger MC Lasalot on the and's 2017 Halloween lowout, Jai Alai, Pong
and More!
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — As a 14-piece and, how hard is it to schedule things for the and? Is there a shared iCal or Google Calendar? Are ou
a fan of funk? Would ou enjo seeing a 14-piece and in concert? Is it a good thing for ou when humor is part of a live music experience?
11 MONTH AGO
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Rhonda hear On Her New ‘Up All Night’ Memoir, Working With Gilert Gottfried, And Rhonda hear
Intimates
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Rhonda hear first entered the national spotlight as Miss Louisiana in the mid-1970s, competing in the Miss UA campaign.
Just a few ears later, hear was a regular in television and film projects, ears efore she co-hosted UA Up All Night with Gilert Gottfried.
hear still acts, although that has een onl one facet of her career. In 2001, Rhonda hear started a compan with husand Van Fagan.
11 MONTH AGO
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Michael McKean, ernie Williams, Ke’ Mo’, Darlene Love & Founder David Wish On Little Kids Rock 2017
enefit
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Founded  David Wish, Little Kids Rock has presented more than 650,000 underserved schoolchildren with access to
instruments and music education. Working on this mission since 2002, Little Kids Rock founder David Wish has made an impact in over 200
school districts around the United tates. According to Wa, the goal is for it to have served over 1 million students  the ear 2020, which it
currentl seems on-track for.
11 MONTH AGO
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Annie Haslam On Renaissance’s Upcoming Orchestral Tour, Moving To The U.., And eing Original As An
Artist
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Initiall formed in the late 1960s  former two former memers of The Yardirds, the and now known as Renaissance was
originall named Together. Vocalist Annie Haslam joined up in earl 1971 and just a few ears later, Renaissance had its first charting alum in
the U.. with Ashes Are urning. In 1976, Renaissance had an even-higher charting alum with Live At Carnegie Hall, which documented three
consecutive sold-out nights at Carnegie Hall alongside the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.
11 MONTH AGO
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Tom Paxton On His 80th irthda Celeration At The chimmel Center, Working With Jon Vezner, And
Halloween
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — An influence on man of music’s influential musicians, the music of Tom Paxton has een performed  Harr elafonte, John
Mellencamp, Miranda Lamert, Neil Diamond, Ra Charles, Johnn Cash, Willie Nelson, Pete eeger, John Denver, and o Dlan, to name a
few ke artists. Paxton, a Gramm Lifetime Achievement Award winner and folk icon, was a ke figure in the earl 1960s Greenwich Village
scene.
11 MONTH AGO
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Weezer Guitarist rian ell Takes an spresso Machine on Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — When it comes to popular American rock ands of the last two decades, few ands have accomplished as much as
Weezer.
11 MONTH AGO
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Yankee tadium Chefs Have Their Own pring Training
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — No matter our favorite team, the New York Yankees are generall thought of as the “dnast” of the Major League
aseall. As such, it is fitting for the compan overseeing the food and everage options at Yankee tadium to e known as Legends
Hospitalit. Yankee tadium is known not onl for historic aseall games, concerts, and other major events, ut also for its world-class dining
fare.
11 MONTH AGO
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Yankee tadium Chefs Have Their Own pring Training
 Darren Paltrowitz
altimoresun.com — No matter our favorite team, the New York Yankees are generall thought of as the "dnast" of the Major League
aseall. As such, it is fitting for the compan overseeing the food and everage options at Yankee tadium to e known as Legends
Hospitalit. Yankee tadium is known not onl for historic aseall games, concerts, and other major events, ut also for its world-class dining
fare.
11 MONTH AGO
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Timo Weiland’s Tim Weiland, Donna Kang, And Alan ckstein On Working With Crowne Plaza And What’s
Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A New York-ased fashion line for oth men and women, Timo Weiland is designed  Tim Weiland, Donna Kang, and Alan
ckstein. Now a full-range designer clothing line, Timo Weiland had originall launched in 2009 as a neckwear collection. The rand has
grown quickl, first getting a ig reak as part of the 2012 Council of Fashion Designers of America’s Incuator Program.
11 MONTH AGO
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The Darkness’ Frankie Poullain On The New ‘Pinewood mile’ Alum And Which Questions He Likes To e
Asked
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Almost 15 ears ago in 2003, the Darkness made a gloal impact with its deut alum Permission to Land, which sold over 1.5
million alums in the U.K. alone. “I elieve in a Thing Called Love” was a phenomenon, alongside other hit singles like “Get Your Hands Off M
Woman” and “Growing on Me,” as the Darkness earned three RIT Awards, two Kerrang Awards, and an Ivor Novello honor.
11 MONTH AGO
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The rew Hop 5K + Craft eer Festival Returns To Randall’s Island On Octoer 21 - Q&A With 3 Top Craft
rewers
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — aturda, Octoer 21, 2017, rings the return of The rew Hop, an annual 5K mixed with a Craft eer Festival, to Randall’s
Island Park. Kicking off at noon with a race, the event runs through 4:00 p.m. local time. eond the rews, the post-race festival will include
music, lawn games, and local food vendors. This ear’s lineup of craft reweries — from whom attendees are entitled to unlimited tastings —
no longer just includes New York companies like the 2016 outing of The rew Hop did.
11 MONTH AGO
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Chris arron On His New ‘Angels & One-Armed Jugglers’ Alum, Plaing Rockwood Music Hall, And The
pin Doctors
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Chris arron first made music fans take notice in the earl 1990s as the lead singer of the pin Doctors. Pocket Full of
Krptonite, as released  pic Records, made The pin Doctors internationall-known as it sold over 10 million copies worldwide. Follow-up
alum Turn It Upside Down also went platinum in the United tates, ielding the and another three radio singles.
11 MONTH AGO
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Mark ego & upremes inger Mar Wilson On The New ook ‘at Like A Rock tar,’ Octoer 19 At The
Cutting Room
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Author Mark ego is regarded as one of the top celerit iographers of toda, having written close to 70 ooks. In addition to
his titles aout some of the top personalities in show usiness — including lton John, lvis Presle, Michael Jackson and Madonna — he has
co-written memoirs with The Monkees’ Mick Dolenz, Three Dog Night’s Jimm Greenspoon, and Deie Gison.
11 MONTH AGO
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Wrestler Gail Kim as he Can't Go Vegan ecause of Her Husand Roert Irvine
 Darren Paltrowitz, A Taste
thedailmeal.com — impl put, Gail Kim is one of the most popular female professional wrestlers of all time. he is a six-time Knockouts
Champion for Impact Wrestling as was Women’s Champion while working for WW. he was also the first female inductee into the Impact Hall
Of Fame and will e challenging for the Knockouts Championship once more on Novemer 5 as part of the ound For Glor live event.
11 MONTH AGO
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Weezer’s rian ell Talks Gisons, His Influences and the Guitars He Takes on the Road
 Darren Paltrowitz, Kevin Winter, Rivers Cuomo
guitarworld.com — As one-fourth of the and Weezer, guitarist rian ell has sold over 17 million alums worldwide. 23 ears after their deut
full-length—which featured timeless hits like “udd Holl,” “Undone (The weater ong)” and “a It Ain’t o”—Weezer are still going strong.
The and's newest offering—Pacific Dadream (slated for an Octoer 27 release)—is the and's third alum in four ears.
11 MONTH AGO
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eviche’s Head Chef Anthon Lamas And ar Manager Christopher deRome Talk Louisville, Movies, & Old
Forester
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As seen on Food Network’s xtreme Chef and the Cooking Channel’s America’s est ites, Chef Anthon Lamas is one of
Louisville, Kentuck’s most prominent chefs. Headed  Chef Lamas, eviche is a popular Latin-American restaurant in Louisville. eond its
adventurous fare — lack cherr ice cream made with charcoal and fresh cherries, avocado ice cream, and dr-ice loster ceviche eing three
of the interesting menu options — eviche is also popular for its monthl Dinner & Movie series.
11 MONTH AGO
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The 2017 Gloal Lme Alliance NYC Gala Honors Joseph Aoud And Marisol Thomas
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Here is the ad news first: As of Octoer 12, 2017, there is no cure for Lme’s Disease. According to the Gloal Lme Alliance,
200 children are diagnosed with Lme’s disease ever da. However, the Connecticut-ased Gloal Lme Alliance is working to make
statistics like that a thing of the past. At the Gloal Lme Alliance’s New York Cit Gala 2017, the focus of the evening was on the positive
developments meant in finding that needed cure.
11 MONTH AGO
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lettrodomestico’s Jane Wiedlin On Her New and With Pietro traccia, Collaorating With ekDek, And
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — After the Go-Go’s retired from touring 2016, founding memer Jane Wiedlin opted to start writing new music and get ack in
the studio. Wiedlin and Pietro traccia, who first met in 2014, wrote their first song for lettrodomestico following the death of David owie.
The rest of the songs that make up If You’re a o or a Girl — which is scheduled for release on Octoer 20 — were recorded in a variet of
locations, including traccia’s home studio, etween Feruar of 2016 and April of 2017.
11 MONTH AGO
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heppard’s Am heppard On ‘Geronimo,’ The and’s Novemer 2017 U.. Tour, heppard’s econd Alum,
And Hiking
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Multi-platinum Australian recording artist heppard first made American music listeners take notice with the 2014 alum
oms Awa, as released in the United tates in March of 2015. “Geronimo” was not onl a Top 10 single in the tates, ut it was also a topranking song in dozens of countries; it was the highest selling single in Australia  an Australian artist in 2014.
11 MONTH AGO
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Powerman 5000 - "New Wave" [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — ma have seemed like an overnight sensation when the had hits like "When Worlds Collide," "Nood's Real" and
"upernova Goes Pop" in 1999 and 2000, et the and had actuall started in 1991.
11 MONTH AGO
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Paul haffer On His Octoer 13 & 14 Concerts At The chimmel Center, The ottom Line, Artie Fufkin, And
Vegas
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — To millions of people for over 30 ears, Paul haffer was a fixture of television as the musical director for NC’s Late Night
With David Letterman and C’ Late how With David Letterman. ut haffer’s work as David Letterman’s andleader is onl one facet of his
career. For starters, he was on aturda Night Live for a few seasons, eventuall leaving the program to star in a network sitcom.
11 MONTH AGO
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Camrn Manheim, Mara Veronica, ruce uffer, Jamie Gold, & Adrian Paul On Octoer 14’s Peace Fund
Poker vent
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Working to protect, educate, and aid children living in extraordinaril difficult circumstances, the Peace Fund was founded 
actor Adrian Paul. ince starting in 1997, the Peace Fund has een instrumental in raising funds for a variet of causes, including creating
clean water in Niger, ringing ooks to children in Haiti, and raising funds for families affected  recent hurricanes in Texas and Florida.
11 MONTH AGO
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Dimeag Darrell - "Dimevision, Vol.2: Roll with It or Get Rolled Over" [DVD Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — The loss ofofand Damageplan in 2004 remains a traged on a few levels. Putting aside how he died, or the fact that he
was someone's son, rother and significant other, he was still at his prime musicall. It is unclear if a Pantera reunion would have ever
happened, as ased on the pulicl-exposed heat etween vocalistand the Aott rothers, ut undoutedl Darrell Aott had a lot ahead
of him as a musician and songwriter.
11 MONTH AGO
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"The Good Cop" star Ton Danza opens up aout his Long Island roots
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — I've read that ou are from Malverne. You moved there when ou were 14? Do ou still have famil on Long
Island? Ton Danza: Oh eah, in Lnrook, in uffolk Count I've got famil. All those people that fled rookln. (laughs)How often do ou get
ack here? I know ou often perform in Westur and were live in Patchogue a few months ack. Ton Danza: Yeah, I think I am performing in
Westur in Decemer. I get ack there a lot ecause I have famil there and I live in New York Cit.
12 MONTH AGO
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Giada De Laurentiis On Her patula To enefit No Kid Hungr, Working With Williams onoma, And
Upcoming Work
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A popular chef, author, and television personalit, Giada De Laurentiis is one of the most recognizale people associated with
the Food Network. The winner of oth a Datime mm and a Gracie Award, De Laurentiis is also an inductee into the Culinar Hall Of Fame.
As if those roles, honors, and accomplishments were not enough, the Le Cordon leu-schooled De Laurentiis is also the founder of the
catering usiness GDL Foods and the namesake of the Cromwell Hotel restaurant Giada in Las Vegas.
12 MONTH AGO
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Caroln Pomeranz & Husand Drew Pomeranz Of The oston Red ox Talk New York, Restaurants, Fashion,
And Travel
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — aseall season is still in full swing, and the oston Red ox were contenders in the plaoffs of Major League aseall. Red
ox pitcher Drew Pomeranz — who carries the nickname “ig mooth” — was called up to the majors in 2011. Pomeranz was an ML All-tar
in 2016, the ear he was traded from the Padres to oston. Also in 2016, Drew Pomeranz married his long-time girlfriend, Caroln sserman.
12 MONTH AGO
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ddie Palmieri On His Octoer Residenc At The lue Note In New York, Working With Carlos antana, And
Hoies
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A Gramm Award-winning pianist, andleader, musician, and composer, ddie Palmieri is the founder of the ands La Perfecta,
La Perfecta II, and Harlem River Drive. In 1975, Palmieri won his first Gramm Award for est Latin Recording. More Gramms would follow for
Palmieri — his total is currentl at 10 — as his Masterpiece recording with Tito Puente alone won two awards.
12 MONTH AGO
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And ummers On New Alum ‘Trioluminescence,’ The Police, ong Titles, Hoies, And Upcoming
Touring
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — “Message in a ottle,” “Roxanne,” “ver reath You Take,” “Can’t tand Losing You,” “ver Little Thing he Does Is Magic” —
those are just a few of the still-popular anthems featured iconic guitar riffs plaed  And ummers. While ummers is est known as the
guitarist of the Police, he had a musical career efore plaing with tewart Copeland and ting, and he has certainl maintained one in the
decades since then.
12 MONTH AGO
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Actress arah Lancaster And Director Mitch Davis On ‘The tra’ And What lse Is Coming Up For Them
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — ased on a events which happened to its director, The tra was part of the personal journe of Mitch Davis. tarring arah
Lancaster (verwood, The Judge, Chuck), Michael Cassid (Argo, atman v uperman: Dawn of Justice, Men at Work), and Connor Corum
(Heaven Is for Real), The tra is a famil-friendl feature involving a stra dog. The movie — which Davis collaorated on with son Parker —
opens nationwide in theaters on Frida, Octoer 6, 2017.
12 MONTH AGO
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Trac onham Premieres New Version Of ‘Mother Mother’ Via The ‘Inquisitr,’ Talks New Alum ‘Modern
urdens’
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Trac onham got a lot of attention with her deut alum, The urdens of eing Upright, as released  Island Records.
Featuring the hits “Mother Mother” and “The One,” urdens not onl sold over 500,000 copies in the United tates alone and landed onham
on MTV worldwide, ut it ielded her two Gramm nominations. onham stuck around Island for another alum, 2000’s Down Here, efore
going indie.
12 MONTH AGO
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Campell rown & Jackie Zkan On How Old Forester ouron Wound Up In Hit Film ‘Kingsman: The
Golden Circle’
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A rand of Kentuck straight ouron whiske produced  the Louisville-ased rown-Forman Corporation, Old Forester is
the longest running ouron rand on the market toda. Old Forester’s ouron was also the first ouron sold exclusivel in a sealed ottle.
In turn, as one of onl 10 rands of ouron authorized for lawful production during Prohiition — for medicinal purposes, of course — Old
Forester is the onl Kentuck ouron to have een produced efore, during, and after Prohiition.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

And ummers on Gear, eing a Well-Rounded Artist
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — As one-third of The Police, And ummers was a huge part of one of the iggest ands of all time. ummers’ success as a
guitarist though, preceded his time with The Police, as the virtuoso plaer had alread toured and/or recorded with the likes of The oft
Machine, Joan Armatrading, Neil edaka, David ssex, Kevin Aers, Deep Purple’s Jon Lord and ric urdon & The Animals. Nowadas,
ummers seems to record a new solo alum ever few ears.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Ultimate tar Guitars: The Guitars That Rocked the World, xpanded dition"  Dave Hunter [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Are ou a guitarist? If not a guitar plaer ourself, are ou a fan of the guitar craft? If not a follower of that craft, what
aout a fan of classic rock? If the answer to an of those questions is "es," this would e a worthwhile purchase.An expanded edition of
author's 2010 Ultimate tar Guitars, the 2017 release of Ultimate tar Guitars: xpanded dition is the "first-ever illustrated histor of the
specific guitars of the men and women who made the music."
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Fat Mike On NOFX’s New Hopp eer With tone rewing, ‘Punk In Drulic Craft eer & Music Festival,’
And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Fat Mike has proven to e one of the music usiness’ most successful entrepreneurs over the past few decades. eond his
success with the ands NOFX and Me First And The Gimme Gimmes, Mike is the founder of the punk-centric record lael Fat Wreck Chords.
He also founded Punkvoter.com, which tied in with the high-profile Rock Against ush campaign. Mike also co-wrote the rock musical Home
weet Home with Ton Award winner Jeff Marx (Avenue Q) and Goddess oma, as directed  Richard Israel.
12 MONTH AGO
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Ton Danza On His Upcoming Netflix eries ‘The Good Cop,’ Goals For The Future, And Advice For Aspiring
Actors
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — An in-demand actor for decades, Ton Danza has een a star of television (e.g. Taxi, Who’s The oss?, The Ton Danza how),
film (e.g. Angels in the Outfield, Don Jon) and theater (e.g. Honemoon in Vegas, The Producers). Danza has also done well a sndicated talk
show host, an author, a teacher — as documented in the A& realit show Teach: Ton Danza — and a musician. He has een nominated for
an mm and four Golden Gloe Awards, in addition to winning a People’s Choice Award in 1998.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Gene immons Has Never Taken a Vacation
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Gene immons has made headlines with the unveiling of his Gene immons Vault. Argual the largest ox set ever
released  a musician, the Vault weighs around 40 pounds and features 150 previousl unreleased recordings from the KI co-founder.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How to Organize New York’s 11-Da an Gennaro Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Originall a one-da religious commemoration, the Feast of an Gennaro started in New York Cit's Little Ital
neighorhood in eptemer 1926. Nowadas, the Feast of an Gennaro is an 11-da street fair centered on Mulerr treet and all are
welcome. John Fratta -- whose great-grandfather Luigi Vitale was one of the Feast's founders -- is a memer of Figli di an Gennaro, the
nonprofit that runs the festival.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Gail Kim To Wrestle At IMPACT’s ‘ound For Glor’ On Novemer 5, Talks Aout Her Goals And What’s
Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — In her 17 ears (and counting) as a professional wrestler, Gail Kim is a six-time Knockouts Champion, in addition to holding the
WW Women’s Championship. he was the first female inductee into the Hall Of Fame of TNA Wrestling — now known as IMPACT Wrestling
— and has held the No. 1 spot on the PWI Female 50. impl put, if Gail Kim is not the greatest female wrestler of all time, she is certainl one
of the top female wrestlers to ever step into either a four-sided or six-sided ring.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Priscilla Presle On Her Octoer 29 how In New York, New lvis Projects, And Working On ‘The Naked
Gun’
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As a result of eing married to one of music’s top performers of all time, Priscilla Presle was first thrust into the spotlight in the
earl 1960s. In the 50-plus ears since, Priscilla Presle has found success as a usinesswoman, an actress, an author, and a philanthropist.
Notal, it was Presle who, while heading up lvis Presle nterprises, uilt Graceland into one of America’s top tourist attractions. Priscilla
Presle has continued to work on lvis-related projects in recent ears.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Meadows Music & Arts Festival @ Citi Field (Queens, NY) on eptemer 15-17, 2017 [how Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There is no shortage of concert festivals, ut the New York Cit metro area rarel has more than a handful of
worthwhile outdoor festivals to check out each ear. eptemer 15 through 17, 2017 rought the third annual edition of. Taking place in the
parking lot of, the home of the, prior editions of The Meadows included, and. 2017's headliners were, and the, andwere among the other major
artists who performed.Also unique to The Meadows its inclusion of top-tier food vendors.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Gene immons On The New ‘Gene immons Vault,’ The eatles, Van Halen, His New Magazine, And Doing
Good Deeds
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — When an artist is inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, it is usuall one of the artist’s top accomplishments. In the case of
Gene immons — the assist and sometimes-vocalist ehind KI — his Rock & Roll Hall of Fame induction is merel a footnote. KI has sold
more than 75 million alums worldwide, earning more gold records than an other American and in the histor of the RIAA.
12 MONTH AGO
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Izz izu On Her ‘A Moment Of Madness’ Alum, Touring With Chris Martin And Coldpla, And What’s Ahead
For Her
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — The ear 2016 was ig for ritish recording artist Izz izu, who was chosen as the voice of the 2016 uros and named as C
Music’s Introducing Artist Of The Year. 2017 has also proven to e just as special for Izz izu, who recentl supported Coldpla on the
quartet’s summer stadium tour.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Cover Me: The tories ehind The Greatest Cover ongs Of All Time"  Ra Padgett [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — The term "cover song" thrown around, it can mean a variet of things depending on who has uttered the term. ome
people ma associate it with a "cover and" and think aout a group that is plaing songs the want to hear. Another person ma associate
that term with a "cover and" and picture of a collective of unoriginal musicians not ale to write great material of their own.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Pumping Metal: August urns Red Frontman Jake Luhrs on Taking Care of Himself, Hocke, Hoies, and
New Alum 'Phantom Anthem'
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Your new alum Phantom Anthem will e out in earl Octoer. Do ou have a favorite song on the new alum?
Phantom Anthem reall showcases our vocal power and diverse range, can ou talk aout the new tpes of vocal patterns ou introduced on
this alum, were ou influenced  an other genres? How did ou prepare? Having done this so long, how has our voice held up, have ou
ever taken voice lessons? On the road, do ou do vocal warm-ups efore hitting the stage? Do ou have an pre-show rituals?
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Led Zeppelin: All The Alums, All The ongs"  Martin Popoff [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — With almost 8,000 pulished alum reviews, on top of 57 pulished ooks, few people have written as much aout
hard rock, heav metal or classic rock as veteran music journalist. The former ditor-in-Chief ofhas also earned his stripes as a regular
contractor toand a freelancer to, and.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Flat Duo Jets - "Wild Wild Love" [Alum Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — There are proal four reasons wh ou would know who theare. The first would e that ou are a fan of the
pschoill genre. The second would e that ou are familiar with singer/guitaristfrom his post-Jets work withand the. The third would e that
ou watched a lot of 120 Minutes onand know our "college rock" from the 1980s and earl 1990s.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Hendrix: The Illustrated tor"  Gillian G. Gaar [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Are ou a ig fan of? If the answer is es, no need to read further than this paragraph -- just u this ook. Hendrix:
The Illustrated tor is an authoritative hardcover iograph, going into depth aout Hendrix's full life and career, and also including almost
200 images related to the legendar guitarist. Plent to read and also much to look at.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paul Johnson and The Aout Last Nights Interview on Their New P 'Give Up The Ghost', John Waite and
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How would ou descrie our music to someone who's not et familiar? Does the monster from the video have a
name? Hailing from Mississippi,is not our average and from the Hospitalit tate. Rather than lues or outhern-tinged rock, listeners ought
to expect power-pop hooks, arena rock guitar tones, and witt lrics. Fans ofwould "get it," as would long-time fans of.
12 MONTH AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Feeder’s Grant Nicholas On The New ‘est Of,’ Working With Gil Norton, Pushing Forward, And Touring The
U..
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — With 25 top 75 singles, seven top 10 alums, and over 5 million alums sold, Feeder has proven itself to e one of ngland’s
most successful ands of the past two decades. However, Feeder’s founding memers, Grant Nicholas and Taka Hirose, have not een
known to rest on those past successes, as Feeder has put out new music in oth 2016 and 2017; Nicholas also released a full-length solo
alum in 2014 and an P in 2015.
12 MONTH AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

hell . Johnson Premieres ‘O Hol Night’ And ‘White Christmas’ Via The ‘Inquisitr,’ Talks New Holida
Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — The worship leader of a 10,000-strong congregation in Woodstock, Georgia, hell . Johnson started her music career in
2007 after graduating college. Her song “Power of the Cross” was awarded ong of the Year  the Gospel Music Association. This ultimatel
led to Johnson signing her first pulishing and recording deal in 2011, as inked with the Nashville-ased LifeWa Worship.
12 MONTH AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

The Coronas Interview; Frontman Dann O'Reill on New Alum "Trust The Wire" and Upcoming North
American Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — The Coronas is headlining festivals in urope and releasing music that easil hits the top of the charts. When touring
North America, it's almost like starting over in a wa. Does that other ou? Or is that a fun challenge? Are there an specific restaurants or
spots ou're hoping to check out if ou have a free moment on tour while in Canada or the tates? Is plaing to a North American audience
an different for ou than it is elsewhere?
12 MONTH AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

NYC’s Jo of ake vent is ‘Fun That verone Can njo’
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — The world’s largest sake festival outside of Japan, the Jo of ake, offers sake aficionados the opportunit to tr premium
Daiginjo, Ginjo, and Junmai sakes. Featuring nearl 400 ottles for sampling -- including 217 not otherwise availale in the U.. -- plus dishes
from some of New York’s top Asian restaurants, The Jo of ake is a must for sake drinkers and foodies alike. This ear’s festival will take
place at the Metropolitan Pavilion on Wednesda, ept. 27.
12 MONTH AGO





 Open in Who hared



Wrong line?

Oa aatundé On Working With The ‘Get mpowered!’ Team, amm Davis Jr., Favorite Roles, And
What’s Ahead
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — An award-winning actor, dancer, director, producer and singer, Oa aatundé has een seen in dozens of major movies,
including Philadelphia, The Noteook, The Manchurian Candidate, and Miss vers’ os. aatundé has also appeared in episodes of plent
of ke television shows, including Madam ecretar, The old and the eautiful, Gre’s Anatom, and Friends.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

‘HOT’ tar Noah Wle And Director Jerem Kagan On Los Angeles, Filming In Real Time, And What Is
Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As Dr. John Carter on the NC hit R for 11 seasons, Noah Wle often tended to patients with gun-related injuries. As Mark
Newman in the new film HOT, the tales have een turned for Wle who –  simpl eing in the wrong place at the wrong time – portras a
person impacted  a stra ullet.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lou Reed & Kris Kristofferson - "The ottom Line Archive: In Their Own Words with Vin celsa" [Alum
Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Located in New York's Greenwich Village from 1974 through 2004, The ottom Line was one of Manhattan's most
popular intimate live music venues. Among the thousands of artists that performed on the ottom Line stage were, and. ven after artists like
those ecame superstars, it would not e out of the question for them to appear at The ottom Line.In recent ears, the archive of The
ottom Line has opened with some great live recordings coming out thanks to co-founder.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

8 New Products For a Heart and Health reakfast
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 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — It is often said that reakfast is the most important meal of the da, so those earl-morning choices can pla an important
role in whether ou will have a good da or a great da. reakfast in 2017 no longer just has to e “eggs and acon” or “cornflakes with milk.”
No matter our diet, allergies, or time constraints, there are plent of items to keep ou satisfied. Here are eight new reakfast offerings for
ou to look into for a great start to our da:
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Paris Hilton On Her DJ career, New York’s 2017 nerg Gloal Forum, randing, And Her Upcoming
Projects
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — One of the most recognizale celerities of the past decade and a half, Paris Hilton has experienced success in a variet of
fields. As an author, her Confessions of an Heiress hit the New York Times est-eller List in 2004. Her record deal with Warner rothers led
to selling over 600,000 copies of her Paris alum. Her work as a designer and product endorser has led to over $1 illion in fragrance sales
and dozens of Paris Hilton stores opening around the world.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Frank Iero Interview on New P 'Keep The Coffins Coming', Working with teve Alini, Fatherhood, and Fave
Alums of 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Keep The Coffins Coming is our new alum. Do ou have a favorite song on the alum? Around how man songs did
ou write for Keep The Coffins Coming? Were all of the songs written efore ou hit the studio? You have said that ou've wanted to work with
teve Alini since ou were 11. What was the alum that ou made ou such a ig fan of his? Was there anthing different aout working with
teve than ou had expected? first came into prominence as the guitarist of, which he joined in 2002.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Glen Campell - "Live Antholog 1972 - 2001" [Movie Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Last month the music world lost one of the true greats whenpassed on. Campell not onl held his own as a top-tier
talent, ut also in terms of accomplishments over the last 60-plus ears. He first found success as a session musician, having plaed on
recordings and, to name a few ke artists. This led to work within which he was initiall's touring fill-in efore plaing on Pet ounds.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Luke’s Loster Wants a Loster moji
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Although New York Cit is a food Mecca, it’s not where foodies gravitate for top-notch seafood. However, Luke’s Loster,
repeatedl honored for the “est loster roll”, has proven to e an uran exception for seafood-lovers. tarted  one-time losterman Luke
Holden and partner, en Conniff, Luke’s Loster deuted in the ast Village in 2009, eventuall offering soups (e.g. loster isque, clam
chowder), salads, and other rolls (e.g. cra, shrimp) eond its award-winning loster roll.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dan Wilson On His New ‘Re-Covered’ Alum, Working With Mike Viola, Plaing At Cit Winer, And
Upcoming Music
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Dan Wilson has had a unique career as a musician, to sa the least. After graduating from Harvard Universit, he was a
memer of Trip hakespeare, which released two major lael alums in the earl 1990s. With Trip hakespeare andmate John Munson and
drummer Jaco lichter, Wilson formed Pleasure, which morphed into emisonic.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chris Jericho On His New ook ‘No Is A Four Letter Word,’ randing, Going To Concerts, And Living In
Tampa
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Chris Jericho is a lot of things to a lot of different people. To millions, he is one of the all-time greats of the WW, a multi-time
world champion known as “Y2J,” and for “The List of Jericho.” To hard rock fans, he is the frontman of Fozz, which released its seventh
alum, Judas, earlier this ear. To podcast listeners, he is the host of PodcastOne favorite Talk Is Jericho and the leader of the Jericho
Network.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Actor Dann Trejo On Trejo’s Tacos, on Gilert’s Upcoming Movie, And Living A Health And Positive Life
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 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — impl put, Dann Trejo is one of the most recognizale actors of the past few decades. While generall cast as a villain or
antihero — Con Air, Desperado, Machete, and Heat eing prime examples — Trejo has appeared in hundreds of films and television shows in
all sorts of roles. Teens and tweens ma recognize him from his work in the p Kids series, while comed fans ought to know him from
Anchorman: The Legend Of Ron urgund, King of the Hill, and Tim and ric Awesome how.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"A Triute To Les Paul: Live From Universal tudios Hollwood" [DVD Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — If ou are a guitar plaer over a certain age, ou proal knowas a guitar innovator who invented multi-track
recording and performed into his '90s. If ou are a guitar plaer under that certain age -- let's sa 45 ears old -- ou most likel know Les Paul
as the namesake of some ver coolguitars, and ma not realize that he was a real person.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

lipknot - "Da of the Gusano: Live in Mexico" [lu-ra Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Let's get the rating out of the wa...If ou are a long-time fan of, this is a must-purchase item. Da of the Gusano
features lipknot performing live in Mexico in peak form. The crowd is ver into it and the and has rought full concert production with them
to thisgig;andwere also on the ill. Gusano features at least eight cameras shooting lipknot's performance, which ensures that ever angle of
the stage is shown.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This ‘Hired Gun’ Knows rookln’s est Pizza
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — If ou are a New Yorker, odds are good that ou have heard Liert Devitto pla the drums hundreds -- if not thousands -of times. As ill Joel's drummer for 30 ears, that is indeed Devitto plaing on classics like "New York tate Of Mind," "Just The Wa You Are,"
"cenes From An Italian Restaurant," "Movin' Out," "ig hot" and "It's till Rock And Roll To Me."
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This Whisk Flight at New York’s t. Regis Costs $700
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Currentl offered at the King Cole ar at the t. Regis in New York Cit, The Dalmore xperience is a flight of legendar
The Dalmore whiskies. Including the 18 Year, King Alexander III, 25 Year, and 35 Year varieties, the flight’s whiskies were nosed and assessed
 The Dalmore’s rand master distiller of 50 ears, Richard Paterson. Priced at $700, this flight is onl offered while supplies last.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Douglas Harr Interview on New ook 'Rockin' The Cit Of Angels,' '70s Concerts, and Coffee-Tale ooks in
2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How long did it take ou to put together this ook? What was the iggest challenge? Getting rights to the photos?
When writing it, did ou know it was going to e this man pages? Were there other artists ou had wanted to cover? Do ou have a favorite
photo in the ook? What was the most recent concert ou attended? Do ou have tickets to an upcoming shows? Are there an active artists
ou still haven't seen live ut hope to? Do ou have a favorite concert venue in L.A.?
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

XCLUIV: ilento on his new single “Wild,” his classic “Watch Me (Whip/Nae Nae)” and what’s coming up
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — In earl 2015, ilentó urst onto the scene with his deut single “Watch Me (Whip/Nae Nae).” Within a week of
posting on ilentó’s YouTue channel, “Watch Me” had over 2.5 million views, which was mind-lowing for an independent artist. All of the
major laels were then interested in ilentó, then still a high school student, and he quickl inked a deal with Capitol Records.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dean Torrence On The New Jan & Dean Release ‘Filet Of oul,’ Working With The each os, ‘urf Cit,’ &
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — An American rock duo comprised on Jan err and Dean Torrence, Jan & Dean were pioneers of the California sound of the
earl 1960s. With hits like “Dead Man’s Curve,” “urf Cit” — the first surf song to top the Hot 100 chart — and “The Little Old Lad From
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Pasadena,” the group was at the pop forefront alongside their friends in the each os. A tragic car accident involving Jan err derailed Jan
& Dean’s commercial peak, although the two were musicall active through err’s passing in 2004.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

How to Design Modern Kitchen Gadgets That People Want
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — No matter our age or location, cooking is an important life skill. Prepping and making a meal can seem intimidating,
especiall when it requires a kitchen, a ton of oddall gadgets, and the ailit to follow directions. Thankfull, there are companies like Uran
Trend to make cooking easier and more economical for the laman. Ro Kushner, a lawer, and Michael toll, a tech industr veteran, grew up
around the corner from each other in a Los Angeles suur.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Nerf Herder’s Parr Gripp & Linus Of Hollwood On Their Oct. 5 Gig In New York And The Future Of Nerf
Herder
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Formed in anta arara in 1994, the rock and known as Nerf Herder first went mainstream in 1996 with the topical radio hit
“Van Halen.” Around the same time as “Van Halen” had made an impact on alternative radio, Nerf Herder contriuted the theme song to the
television series uff the Vampire laer. Aside from a short hiatus from 2003 through 2005, Nerf Herder has never stopped making music,
and the group most recent studio alum was 2016’s Rockingham.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Diamond Dallas Page on the success and motivation ehind DDP YOGA
 Darren Paltrowitz
lifehack.org — WW Hall Of Famer Diamond Dallas Page is known to millions around the world as a legendar professional wrestler. ut
rather than spending the rest of his life coasting on his successful wrestling or acting careers, he decided to take a professional path that
practicall no one could have seen coming: oga. When it came to getting his od to heal so he could get ack into the ring in the late
1990s, Dallas turned to oga and defied all odds with a full-on comeack.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Power of Yoga: How Diamond Dallas Page Keeps Fighting - Kena Toda
 Darren Paltrowitz, Jo Vacancies
thekenatoda.com — WW Hall Of Famer Diamond Dallas Page is known to millions around the world as a legendar professional wrestler.
ut rather than spending the rest of his life coasting on his successful wrestling or acting careers, he decided to take a professional path that
practicall no one could have seen coming: oga. When it came to getting his od to heal so he could get ack into the ring in the late
1990s, Dallas turned to oga and defied all odds with a full-on comeack.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

This Pianist Is a ‘Fake Vegan’ Who Knows Where to Get a Good Roast Chicken
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Initiall a classical pianist, Phlissia Ross was more than a dozen ears into her musical craft efore studing iolog the
Universit of Miami. ut science hasn’t stuck et. Now a performer in a variet of genres, her collaorators in recent ears have included Jah
Cure, Ne-Yo, the Game, Young Jeez, and the musicians of Winston’s Crew Collective. Outside of the studio, she has ecome a regular at
festivals through the U.., Cariean and urope. All as an independent artist.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Fast-Casual Greek Chain That’s Coming to a Town Near You
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — A popular fast casual Mediterranean restaurant rand, Cava has grown sustantiall in 2017. This ear alone, Cava has
announced six new locations in the Greater New York Cit Area. Focused on fare that is oth fresh and etter-for-ou, Cava was launched in
2011  childhood friends Ted Xenohristos, Ike Grigoropoulos, and executive chef Dimitri Moshovitis.
AOUT A YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

iff Clro assist James Johnston On ‘llipsis,’ The and’s Upcoming U.. Tour, Mogwai, And Los Angeles
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Formed in 1995 in Kilmarnock, cotland, the memers of iff Clro have een plaing music together since the were
teenagers. ut unlike most ands from high school, iff Clro has sold over 1.2 million alums in the U.K. alone. iff Clro is the winner of
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multiple honors from Kerrang!, NM, and Q, the recipient of Mercur Music Prize recognition, and a onafide international festival headlining
act.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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This Pianist is a 'fake vegan' who knows where to get a good roast chicken
 Darren Paltrowitz
sun-sentinel.com — Initiall a classical pianist, Phlissia Ross was more than a dozen ears into her musical craft efore studing iolog the
Universit of Miami. ut science hasn't stuck et. Now a performer in a variet of genres, her collaorators in recent ears have included Jah
Cure, Ne-Yo, the Game, Young Jeez, and the musicians of Winston's Crew Collective. Outside of the studio, she has ecome a regular at
festivals through the U.., Cariean and urope. All as an independent artist.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Team ehind White Girl Rosé Introduces a parkling Wine
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — There has een no shortage of celerit-supported intoxicants in recent ears… ut how man of the products actuall do
well? Well, we ma have found one that we won’t e emarrassed to ring to a part. The people ehind the wish everages are
entertaining and the drinks are actuall great.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Umami urger’s Continued xpansion Includes reakfast
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — tarted in Los Angeles in 2009, Umami urger has een named urger of the Year  GQ, est urger in America 
Men’s Journal, and one of the 25 Most Innovative Consumer rands of 2016  Fores’ CircleUp25. With high praise like that, it is not
surprising that the chain grew outside of the Cit of Angels to 26 locations around the United tates and Japan.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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WIZZ ATZ to Accept Clio Music Honorar Award at the 2017 Clio Awards; MARIAN HILL and IRON &
WIN to Perform
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — arlier this week, The Clio Awards -- the esteemed international advertising, design and communications competition -announced its 2017 nominees. Winners of this ear's Clios will e announced at the 58th Annual Clio Awards, which will take place on
eptemer 27 atin New York Cit. Cecil trong of aturda Night Live will host the event.Also announced toda was Clio Music Honorar
award recipient, etter known worldwide as wizz eatz.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Trust a Japanese and for Ramen Recommendations
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Formed more than 35 ears ago in Osaka, honen Knife is likel one of the first Japanese ands that comes to mind for
American indie-rock fans. Fans of honen Knife include memers of Nirvana, onic Youth, Fugazi, The Goo Goo Dolls and legendar ritish
DJ John Peel. The group signed to Capitol Records in the earl 1990s and was seen on TV shows like Late Night With Conan O'rien, eavis
& utthead and MTV's 120 Minutes.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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NANCY WILON of HART and LIV WARFILD's New and ROADCA ROYAL Announces Alum and
Major Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — With over 35 million alums sold over the past 40-something ears,is in rare compan when it comes to successful
American rock ands. Not onl is Heart still touring the world, ut the group is still plaing amphitheaters, as it did last summer -alongsideand-- in support of last ear's eautiful roken.However, lead guitarist and sometimes-lead vocalisthas alwas kept us outside of
Heart.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘Powerpuff Girls’ Writers Hale Mancini And Jake Goldman On The Cartoon Network taple, L.A., And Plent
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A winner of mm Awards, Annie Awards and a Kids’ Choice Award, The Powerpuff Girls made its official deut within the
Cartoon Network’s Cartoon Cartoons lock in Novemer 1998. The last episode of Powerpuff Girls’ original run, six seasons worth of shows,
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aired in March 2005. Popular one-off television specials followed in the United tates in 2008 and 2014, with reruns on the Cartoon Network
coming ack in 2012.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Paul Kell On New Alum ‘Life Is Fine,’ His First U.. Tour In 13 Years With A Full and, New York, And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Known as Australia’s preeminent songwriter, Paul Kell is oth a memer of the Australian Recording Industr Association’s
Hall of Fame and an appointed Officer Of The Order Of Australia. Two of his songs — “To Her Door” and “Treat” — made the Australasian
Performing Rights Association’s 2001 list of the top 30 Australian songs of all time, while Kell also has won six Countr Music Awards from the
Countr Music Association Of Australia.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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tx Keoardist Lawrence Gowan On ‘The Mission,’ taing Health On The Road, Touring With Gowan,
And Walking
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As the first American rock and to have four consecutive multi-platinum selling alums, tx is in rare compan with its 40-plus
ear histor. While man of the Chicago group’s classic rock contemporaries have slowed down in recent ears, tx has een plaing an
average of 100 shows per ear for more than a decade. This ear also rought the release of tx’s 16th studio effort, The Mission, its highestcharting studio alum in the United tates since 1983’s platinum-selling Kilro Was Here.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Amazing Kreskin On His Upcoming ‘Achieve Your Peak Performance’ Workshops, Career Highlights,
And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As the star of the sndicated television series The Amazing World of Kreskin — which premiered in 1970 — the Amazing
Kreskin ecame the world’s most recognizale mentalist.  1980, Kreskin had made 61 appearances on The Tonight how, later ecoming a
staple on the talk shows of David Letterman, Jimm Fallon, and Howard tern; he was the first guest on Fallon’s show to make three in-studio
appearances.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Cheap Trick’s Rick Nielsen Is a Man of the People
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — It has een 40 ears since Cheap Trick released its first alum via pic Records, et the popularit of the Rockford,
Illinois, and remains as widespread as ever in 2017. Not onl are songs like “I Want You To Want Me,” “urrender,” and “The Flame” still radio
staples, ut the quartet is still plaing arenas and amphitheaters around the world.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Re-Animator [Limited dition] (Arrow Films) [Movie Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — ased on's classic episodic novella Herert West–Reanimator, Re-Animator is considered a classic film within oth the
horror and "so ad it's good" genres. Originall rated X, the-directed movie is aoutas Herert West, a scientist who invents a solution which
can "re-animate" deceased odies. Filmed for less than $1 million, Re-Animator grossed more than half of its udget on the first weekend of its
release in Octoer 1985.A re-issue title like this is interesting on its own.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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"No Is A Four Letter Word"  Chris Jericho [ook Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — "I reall don't like it when I ask someone to do something and the sa something like 'Ummm, I'd like to go ut I have
to work tomorrow' or 'I want to go ut I don't have a friend to go with. 'lah lah lah.If ou don't WANT to go that's fine, ut if it's something
ou reall want to do then don't give me an excuses. Have to work in the morning? Then drink an extra cup of coffee if ou're tired. Don't
have someod to go with? Go solo and make friends.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Meadows Festival’s Food Curator Dishes on Dining in Queens
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — The three-da Meadows Music & Arts Festival, produced  Founders ntertainment, rings together headlining
musicians with Queens-ased restaurants. The annual event is the sister festival to the Governors all Music Festival and takes place this ear
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at the home of the New York Mets, Citi Field. From eptemer 15 to 17, major artists like J. Cole, Kane West, Chance the Rapper, and The 1975
will pla its four stages.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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14 New Great (And Health) nacks
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — An exclusive first look at the newest and most innovative launches from some of the hottest rands in the food usiness,
the nack Attack ditor howcase was an opportunit for writers to learn more aout some great rands. This ear’s event took place at the
Marriott Marquis in Manhattan and offered up tastings from dozens of companies.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Jørn Lande And Riot Games’ Viranda Tantula On The New Pentakill Alum ‘Grasp Of The Unding,’ And
More
 Alleged Male Ghostwriter, Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — While Pentakill is a chart-topping virtual and, the metal act has ver little in common with Dethklok or Gorillaz. Initiall famous
within the League Of Legends international gaming communit — with over 100 million plaers and counting — Pentakill is a creation of
American video game developer Riot Games.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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New attles Without Honor & Humanit [Limited dition] (Arrow Video) [Movie Review]
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — et for an August 29, 2017 release via Arrow Films is a re-issue of New attles Without Honor & Humanit. A film series
from Japanese filmmaker, attles was a massive domestic hit in the earl 1970s. impl put, the series kicked off a oom in realistic, modern
akuza -- the Japanese mafia equivalent -- films within Japan.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘People Of arth’ tar Ken Hall On Improv, Food Preferences, Learning To Drive, And What’s Coming Up For
Him
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As one of the stars of the T hit comed People of arth, actor Ken Hall plas Jeff the Gre, captain and leader of a fling
saucer. For Hall, People of arth — now in its second season — is inargual his reak-out role for the United tates, although Hall has quite
the CV in his native Canada. With seven Canadian Comed Award nominations to his credit, Hall was the recipient of a CCA award for est
reakout Artist.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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How Ro Takac from the Goo Goo Dolls and Other Artists Deal with tress
 Darren Paltrowitz
lifehack.org — How do artists sta positive and creative while stress is kicking in? Advice from The Goo Goo Dolls' Ro Takac, Luc
Woodward and other artists.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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How Ro Takac from the Goo Goo Dolls and Other Artists Deal with tress
 Darren Paltrowitz
lifehack.org — How do artists sta positive and creative while stress is kicking in? Advice from The Goo Goo Dolls' Ro Takac, Luc
Woodward and other artists.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Q&A With PN ’30 For 30′ Podcast Producers Jod Avirgan, Rose veleth, & Julia Lowrie Henderson
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Originall launched in 2009 as a series of sports documentaries for PN, 30 For 30 premiered with “Kings Ransom,” a look at
Wane Gretzk’s trade from the dmonton Oilers to the Los Angeles Kings. Not specificall focused on a particular sport, the award-winning
series has since notal featured the XFL, Tona Harding, o Jackson, Henr Hill, and the Universit of Michigan’s Fa Five among its
episodes.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Cheap Trick’s Rick Nielsen on uing Guitars, Making Guitar Picks and Plaing Great olos
 Darren Paltrowitz
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guitarworld.com — When it comes to Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame inductees, few artists seem to e as eloved  fellow inductees as Cheap
Trick. A true rock and’s rock and, the music of Cheap Trick has een covered  dozens of notale artists, including Pearl Jam, Mariln
Manson, Kid Rock, Green Da and the Foo Fighters. Almost 45 ears since the group formed in Illinois, Cheap Trick remains one of rock’s
hardest working touring acts, having plaed over 5,000 gigs.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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A chat with Lidia zczepanowski, Ms. World lite 2017, of Dix Hills
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — You were recentl crowded Ms. World lite 2017. What inspired ou to compete for that? Lidia zczepanowski: I
elieve Ms. World lite is a smart, stlish, stiletto clad woman who recognizes and celerates her strengths and accomplishments. he never
stops learning and she exemplifies the words “success, independence and glamour."
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Legendar music manager hep Gordon on eing honored at 13th amuel Waxman Cancer Research
Foundation Hamptons Happening, living in Oceanside & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — One of the most successful managers within music for decades, hep Gordon remained ehind the scenes for
most of his career. However, when comedian Mike Mers pushed to a make a documentar aout Gordon -- 2013's upermensch: The Legend
of hep Gordon -- a lot of people egan to connect the dots.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Toad The Wet procket's Dean Dinning on Aug. 20 show at The Paramount, Deie Gison, and new music
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Formed in 1986 in anta arara, Toad The Wet procket would go on to sell millions of alums, starting with its
1991 alum fear. Featuring the hits “Walk On The Ocean” and “All I Want,” fear wasn't the and's onl platinum-seller, as 1994's Dulcinea sold
more than a million copies on the strength of hits “Fall Down” and “omething's Alwas Wrong.” The group went on hiatus in Jul 1998,
casuall regrouping for one-off recordings and rief runs of shows until full-reuniting in Decemer 2010.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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August Darnell talks life as Kid Creole, working with Prince, his new musical, teaching at Hofstra, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — How did ou wind up teaching at Hofstra Universit? AD: I attended Hofstra Universit, which is located in
Hempstead, Long Island. I majored in nglish with a minor in Drama. I lived on campus for the three ears that I attended Hofstra, so I got to
know Long Island ver well. I taught nglish and Drama at the Hempstead Middle chool for three ears. M rother was making a living
plaing music. I plaed with his and on the weekends. I lived in Manhattan after I graduated from Hofstra.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Face To Face Interview; Trever Keith on New Music, CG, KR-One, the conolive Tour, and MUCH More
mith Hart on The Hart Famil's ties to Long Island, the cit of Long each, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Your famil is generall associated with Calgar, ut ou were orn in Long each. Did our parents meet in
Long each? H: Yes, m parents met in Long each. After m dad got out of the service, he came to work for Toots Mondt -- Vince McMahon
r.'s oss -- in New York Cit. One weekend, he along with Lord James lears and Paul oesch came out to Long Island and there he met m
mother. Were an of our other silings orn in Long each?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Dream Theater's John Mung on Jul. 26 show at .. King's, new music with The Jell Jam, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — I read that ou moved to Long Island in our earl childhood. What was it that influenced our parents to move
to Kings Park of all places? JM: To e closer to famil, as well a transition from New York Cit life to a more suuran setting. These das, how
often do ou get ack to Long Island? JM: At least a couple of times a ear when visiting famil and friends. What was the first concert that
ou attended in Nassau or uffolk? JM: M first actual concert was seeing The Who at hea tadium.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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rendon mall On The Future Of Dethklok, His New ‘Galaktikon II’ Alum, The Might e Giants, And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
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inquisitr.com — The name rendon mall means a lot not onl in the world of comed ut also within the realm of rock music. As a producer,
writer, animator, stand-up comedian, voice actor, and musician, he is oth criticall-acclaimed and commerciall-successful. Although he is a
graduate of the erklee College of Music, mall first experienced notoriet as the co-creator of Home Movies, a series which started on the
UPN television network and later moved to Cartoon Network’s Adult wim.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘impsons’ tar Nanc Cartwright rings ‘In earch Of Fellini’ To 2017 Long each International Film Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As the voice of art impson for nearl 30 ears, few actresses have experienced success as Nanc Cartwright has. However,
her work with The impsons is onl one of Cartwright’s major accomplishments. A prolific voice actress, Cartwright has also done voiceovers
for Animaniacs, Rugrats, Kim Possile, Famil Gu, and The Critics. he has also done voice work related to major films like ixteen Candles,
ack To The Future Part II, The Color Purple and Who Framed Roger Rait.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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"Hired Gun" star and drumming legend Liert DeVitto talks to No Place Like Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — What inspired ou to move awa from Long Island? Liert DeVitto: I felt the grass is alwas greener on the
other side of the fence. I was wrong. Is there anthing ou miss aout living on Long Island? Liert DeVitto: The est times for me on Long
Island were when I was a kid. The 50's and 60's were great. I lived in eaford, south of Merrick Road. verone had oats. You could swim in
the canals in summer and ice skate in the winter.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Mart Friedman Discusses His Hatred of hredders, New olo Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz, Takaaki Henmi
guitarworld.com — In the est wa possile, Mart Friedman is an anomal within the musical world. He started off in the 1980s as a guitarcentric recording artist for hrapnel Records, which had also signed his metal and Cacophon. 1990 rought him into the Megadeth fold, in
which Friedman would go on to sell millions of alums. ut the success he experienced efore leaving Megadeth in 2000 would onl e a
fraction of what was to come.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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lood eetroots’ ir o Cornelius Rifo On Paul McCartne, Jet, And His Favorite Italian Restaurant In L.A.
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Few artists can stake claim to working with ir Paul McCartne, teve Aoki, Tomm Lee, Refused, and Theophilus London. In
turn, ir o Cornelius Rifo — the leader of the lood eetroots — is in rare compan as a musician, DJ, and producer. Rifo and the eetroots
have toured successfull in several incarnations, including the Death Crew 77 and with Dennis Lxzen, a DJ duo with Tomm Tea, a live crew
with drummer dward Crinch, and a solo setup.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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INVN Interview; Dennis Lxzén on New Music, Refused, (International) Noise Conspirac and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — I had the pleasure of interviewing ou around 15 ears ago for a New York punk rock magazine and othered ou 
asking wh ou don't write songs aout love or relationships. Is it still eas for ou to write aout politics and the state of the world? You've
een a part of man ands, ut I'm not aware of a full-length alum eing released under our name. Wh is that? Also impressive aout ou
is that ou are just the singer on some projects, then have plaed guitar, ass and drums in other ands.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Mr. ig Interview; ric Martin Talks "Defing Gravit," Upcoming Tour, and eing "ig in Japan"
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When I interviewed Paul in June 2016 and I asked aout Mr. ig's future, he said the and would e doing some shows
ut "We don’t have recording plans at the moment, ut that can alwas happen." How did the idea for a new alum come aout? Did someone
take initiative? Do ou have a favorite song on the new alum? When Mr. ig formed in 1988, the and was viewed as a supergroup.had
toured all over the tates and Canada withefore ecoming's assist. Guitaristhad een a part ofalongside futuredrummer.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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alt-J Interview; Gus Unger-Hamilton on New Alum 'Relaxer', Touring North America, and eing ill
 Darren Paltrowitz
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puregrainaudio.com — Where was our first gig in North America? What do ou rememer aout it? On our last tour, ou got to pla at
Madison quare Gardens . Was that as great as ou expected? Is there another venue that has meant as much to ou? Relaxer is the third
alum ou've made with Charlie. What do ou enjo most aout working with him? Do ou have a favorite song on Relaxer? What does the
rest of 2017 look like for ou? Lots of touring? When not us with our career, how do ou like to spend our free time?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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xclusive Interview with mo Nite Founder as zao, Morgan Freed, and T.J. Petracca
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — How would ou descrie mo Nite to someone who hasn't attended it? Has there een a highlight for ou so far?
When did ou first notice emo to e nostalgic? Do ou have a favorite of the earl 2000s emo ands? When not us with mo Nite, how do
ou like to spend our free time? Do ou have a favorite restaurant in New York? Finall, an last words for the kids? The Los Angeles-ased
mo Nite is a popular monthl event that rings together emo fans of all ackgrounds.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Dishwalla Interview: assist cot Alexander on New 'Juniper Road' Alum, anta arara ands, and Future
Plans
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — Juniper Road is the and's first new alum in a decade or so. What inspired regrouping to make an alum? How long
did the and spend writing the songs? How does the songwriting in Dishwalla nowadas compare to how it was with J.R. in the group? Is it
more collaorative now? Do ou have a favorite song on Juniper Road? Given how long it was etween Dishwalla alums, are there a lot of
leftovers? Is an P in the near future a possiilit?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Time to hine: A chat with riannagh D at the 2017 t. Kitts Music Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
thehpemagazine.com — A singer, songwriter, actress and dancer, riannagh Denneh — also known as riannagh D — has alread een
turning heads for a few ears. Within her acting career, she has appeared in episodes of izaardvark, The Middle, Gortimer Gion’s and
Nick, Rick, Dick, and Dawn. As a vocalist, she has performed as part of the t. Kitts Music Festival, Amateur Night at the Apollo Theater in
Harlem, the Nu kool ings Old chool Awards, and ngland’s the Haramee Pasadia Afro-Music Festival.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Joshua Radin, Rachael Yamagata, And randon Jenner On Their ‘Coffee House Live’ Tour With irius XM
 Darren Paltrowitz, Jerr Do
theuranlink.net — As presented  iriusXM’s Coffee House channel, “Coffee House Live” tour is one of this summer’s most refreshing
outings. Featuring Joshua Radin, Rachael Yamagata, and randon Jenner, the triple illing kicked off on Jul 7 at Nashville’s 3rd & Lindsle.
The tour is now in the middle of the United tates, plaing tonight at Minnesota’s Fine Line Music Café.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Collective oul Interview with assist Will Turpin on 10th tudio Alum, olo fforts, and WTFest
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When someod sees Collective oul live these das, what does the set look like these das? o ou're doing some
upcoming shows with amm Hagar, in that kind of situation I'd assume it's closer to the 60 minute set scenario. Is that when ou mostl pla
the hits? When it comes to rock radio in the 1990s, few ands were plaed as much as Atlanta-ased. First single "hine" led Hints Allegations
And Things Left Unsaid -- which was essentiall a demo -- to doule platinum status in the tates.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Joshua Radin, Rachael Yamagata, And randon Jenner On Their ‘Coffee House Live’ Tour With irius XM
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As presented  iriusXM’s Coffee House channel, “Coffee House Live” tour is one of this summer’s most refreshing outings.
Featuring Joshua Radin, Rachael Yamagata, and randon Jenner, the triple illing kicked off on Jul 7 at Nashville’s 3rd & Lindsle. The tour is
now in the middle of the United tates, plaing tonight at Minnesota’s Fine Line Music Café.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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A look at the 2017 Long each International Film Festival’s Taste on the each
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Launched in 2012, the Long each International Film Festival is set to return for its sixth annual edition, running from
August 1 through August 4. Over the course of four das, the 2017 edition of the Long Island festival will not onl feature 40-something films —
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a few of which are world premieres — ut also musical performances, a charit-oriented casino night, filmmaker panel discussions, and food
and drink tastings.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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All Ran Premieres ‘Who Is All Ran?’ Video Via ‘Inquisitr,’ Talks ‘Wasted’ And What he Has Coming Up
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Los Angeles-ased pop singer All Ran ma e a new artist, ut she is not new to the illoard charts. Released in 2016, Kat
Deluna’s hit “Waves” — Ran’s collaoration with DJ, writer, and producer Clinton parks — was a No. 1 hit single. hortl after, Ran’s deut
single, “Wasted,” came out and was dued as a perfect summer song  illoard Magazine. As of this article’s pulishing, “Wasted” sits at
the No.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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How DIAMOND DALLA PAG and 13 Other Artists & ntrepreneurs ta Positive and Productive
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — When it is our jo to create art and/or motivate others with our product, it can sometimes e challenging to sta ontask. After all, inspiration often comes within those moments when ou are acting naturall, as opposed to when ou are consciousl creating
or tring to come up with that great ideas.While some creative thinkers prefer a little darkness in their output, undenial it pas to e clearminded when productivit is one's ideal end-game.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Long each International Film Festival Returns August 1-4; Q&A With Founder Craig Weintrau
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Launched in 2012 with just 50 sumissions and 12 film screenings on the each, the Long each International
Film Festival is set to return for its sixth annual edition from August 1st through 4th. Within its four-da run, the 2017 edition of LIFF will not
onl feature more than 40 films -- some of which premieres -- ut also each concerts, culinar events, a charit-oriented casino night, and
filmmaker panel discussions.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Wire's Colin Newman on Upcoming Tour, Guitar Collecting
 Darren Paltrowitz, Mike Hipple, Colin Newman
guitarworld.com — Formed in London in 1976, Wire has not onl proven to e one of the most influential punk ands to come out of ngland
(e.g. R..M., lur, onic Youth, avages, lastica), ut also one of punk's longest running acts. eond the 16 studio alums helmed  Wire –
the newest of which is 2017's ilver/Lead – leader Colin Newman has recorded six solo efforts and over a half-dozen Ps - with Githead,
immersion, and his wife, Malka pigel.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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cott tapp And Adelita’s Wa, ick Puppies, & Drowning Pool Memers On 2017’s ‘Make America Rock
Again’ Tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — et for its second annual outing, the “Make America Rock Again” tour will kick off on August 4 in turgis, outh Dakota.
Featuring cott tapp, Drowning Pool, ick Puppies, Trapt, and Adelita’s Wa as its headliners, the tour’s participants have six Gramm
nominations, 25 Top 10-charting hit songs (including seven numer one hits), and over 30 million alums sold etween them.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Tres Agaves CO arr Augus Talks Tequila, Tennis, and Tacos
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — With 706 percent growth since 2002, the expansion of the high-end tequila market in the U.. in recent ears is prett
mind-lowing. One of the acclaimed tequila rands out there is Tres Agaves, produced  a fifth-generation tequila-making famil in Mexico’s
Valle of Tequila. eond its tequila, Tres Agaves produces mixers that are UDA-certified organic and sweetened exclusivel  agave. In
honor of National Tequila Da, on Jul 24, I spoke to Tres Agaves’ president and CO, arr Augus.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Mart Friedman On His New ‘Wall Of ound’ Alum, His Documentar, U.. Touring, The Ramones, And
Ran eacrest
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Mart Friedman is more than just a guitar hero. After leaving Megadeth in 2000, Friedman opted to resume the solo career he
egan in the late 1980s while a memer of Cacophon. He moved to Japan in 2003, where he still lives with his wife, Japanese cellist Hiori
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Okuda. While Megadeth sold millions of alums with Friedman in the and, he has experienced more commercial success since leaving the
metal quartet.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Anthrax Drummer Charlie enante Launches a New enante’s lend Coffee Line
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — With worldwide sales of more than 10 million alums, Anthrax is in rare compan within the heav metal world. As one of
the “ig Four” thrash ands — Metallica, Megadeth, and laer eing the other three — the innovative quintet has not onl managed to
survive over 35 ears in metal, ut also reinvent itself multiple times for its multi-generational fan ase.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘Wrestlenomics’ Chris Harrington On A Project That All Wrestling Fans hould Take An Interest In
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Rememer in late 2015 when Hulk Hogan’s late 1990s WCW contract leaked online? If so, Chris Harrington is to thank for that
one. Harrington has een the source of most of the wrestling-lawsuit-related documents ou have read online in recent times. How does he
get these sorts of documents, ou ask? It’s simpl a matter of Harrington requesting them online from pulic dataases, something that ou or
I also could have done.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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A Year-Round Destination For Fun, Famil and Food
 Darren Paltrowitz, Dan Maclreve
wesaidgotravel.com — impl put, there is no place like New Jerse. It has een the home to some of the world’s most famous entertainers,
including ruce pringsteen, on Jovi, Whitne Houston, Merl treep, Peter Dinklage and Jack Nicholson. Countless landmark television and
film projects have een filmed there, including The opranos, Garden tate, American Hustle and man Kevin mith movies. As one of
America’s 13 original colonies, Jerse has also een the site of hundreds of ears of American histor.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Core Feldman On ‘The Toda how,’ Core’s Angels, His Jul 16 irthda ash, And What’s Coming Up For
Him
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — hortl after eing cast in a McDonald’s commercial at the age of three, the acting career of Core Feldman took off. He would
not onl appear in over 100 television commercials and dozens of television shows as a child, ut also act in plent of classic films. According
to IMD, Frida The 13th: The Final Chapter was Feldman’s third film, predating appearances in favorites like Gremlins, The Goonies, tand 
Me, The Lost os, and The ‘urs.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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11 People In The ntertainment usiness Talk Aout Their Favorite TV hows In 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — These das, movie theaters are no longer where the most creative or groundreaking content goes automaticall. Thanks to
new content providers like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu and eeso, there is a seemingl-endless numer of shows to watch on our television,
eond all of the greatness availale from roadcast and cale networks. In turn, the prolem is not onl figuring out what to watch within
our limited free time ut keeping up with all the new series.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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XCLUIV: Porter lock on his new podcast, premieres 2 songs via No Place Like Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — No Place Like Long Island is proud to present two songs from the not-et-released Team Mensch title
Primer from the New York-ased Porter lock:"Alwas Right" and "o Mean" date ack to 2005. I was oviousl in the throws of conflict
ecause oth songs tr to take delight and humor in what is oviousl a conflict-ridden ack stor to each song. Neither made it to record
ecause the were oth a little out of our comfort zone.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Good Charamel Records’ honen Knife, Pink Doodle Poodle, And The Molice On Touring, Living In uffalo,
& More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — ased in uffalo, New York, Good Charamel Records is proal not where ou would think to look for emerging Japanese
musicians. Founded  Goo Goo Dolls assist Ro Takac with wife Mioko Haakawa, the independent record lael is currentl home to
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honen Knife, Pink Doodle Poodle, The Molice, and DJ ashimi.
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nv On The Coast's rian rne on Long Island favorites & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — A little over a ear after nv On The Coast plaed its first show in Jul 2005, the Long Island and was the first
artist to have music released  famed ooking agent Matt Galle's lael Photo Finish Records. hortl after this, nv On The Coast was on
the road with 30 econds To Mars, Angels And Airwaves, and aosin. The and's deut full-length, Luc Gra, came out in August 2017 and
led to touring alongside Underoath, Thursda, 30 econds To Mars and The Receiving nd Of irens.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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We aid Go Travel’s Lisa Niver On uilding A Top Travel Wesite, eeing The World, And Packing fficientl
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A communit of over 1,600 travel writers from 75 countries, We aid Go Travel was founded  Lisa Niver in 2010. A top 100
travel log that is read  more than 200,000 people ever ear, We aid Go Travel covers destinations from all over the gloe with oth log
posts and self-produced video content. We aid Go Travel is also known for its Travel Writing Competitions, having awarded writers on 12
occasions.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Creedence Clearwater Revisited Interview; tu Cook and Doug "Cosmo" Clifford Reflect on 50+ Years of
ssential Rock
 Darren Paltrowitz
puregrainaudio.com — For someone who hasn't seen ou live efore, what does our live show look like? Is it mostl hits? When ou sa that
ou've tried to put some things in there, do ou mean that ou've put some songs from Mardi Gras in there? Do ou have a favorite song to
perform live? Or a song in the setlist that ou see that makes ou perk up? The Foo Fighters have a great cover of "orn On The aou." Do
ou have a favorite cover version of a Creedence song that ou've heard?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Goo Goo Dolls’ Ro Takac On Running A Record Lael, tudio, And Non-Profit While A Father And
andmate
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Formed in uffalo, New York, in 1986, the Goo Goo Dolls have sold more than 12 million alums. The and — as led 
vocalist/guitarist Johnn Rzeznik and assist/sometimes-vocalist Ro Takac — has scored more than a dozen Top 10 hits, and the group’s
2016 release, oxes, was et another illoard-charting full-length. The group is currentl in the midst of et another summer headlining
amphitheater tour, this time gigging alongside American Idol winner Phillip Phillips.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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The Goo Goo Dolls’ Favorite Restaurants in uffalo, New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — uffalo, New York, has een the source of an incredil diverse roster of ke musical artists over the past few decades.
Artists who have entered the nation’s view have included Rick James, Ani DiFranco, rian McKnight, Cannial Corpse, and ver Time I Die.
ut the rock and the Goo Goo Dolls, which formed in 1986, is in a class of its own. The hits for the and started racking up with 1995's multiplatinum seller A o Named Goo.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Don Felder On The Legac Of The agles, Touring With tx & RO peedwagon, And His Hoies
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — In earl 1974, Don Felder was called in for a studio session to add slide guitar to a few songs  the agles. As legend would
have it, Felder was asked to join the agles the following da. Felder remained part of — and an equal partner in — the agles through the
and’s reakup in 1980, also part of its reunion tours from 1994 through 2001. That run included co-writing the and’s signature song, “Hotel
California,” and singing lead on the song “Visions” from the One of These Nights alum.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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NFL Legend Carl anks On G-III Apparel, tarter Jackets, ddie Murph, And The New York Giants
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — As an All-Pro NFL lineacker, a two-time uper owl Champion and a Michigan tate Hall Of Famer, Carl anks had a footall
career that most athletes could onl dream of. elected to the NFL’s 1980’s All-Decade Team and named the New York Giants’ Alumni Man Of
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The Year in 2010 — the latter honor earned as a result of volunteer work with the os And Girls Clus Of America and The Valerie Fund —
anks is rememered fondl oth on and off the field.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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G. Love to pla a unch of Long Island gigs, talks aout the Long each oardwalk, his first L.I. gig & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — The rare singer/songwriter that is influenced  lues, hip-hop and folk, G. Love first turned heads with the G.
Love and pecial auce alum. Released  pic Records in 1994, the trio's self-titled full-length sold over 500,000 copies on the strength of
the single "Cold everage," and was included in the ook 1001 Alums You Must Hear efore You Die.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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"Princesses Long Island" star Ashlee White on her hometurf and what's coming up for her
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — You are known for wearing stilettos. Is an of our shoe shopping done on the Island? Ashlee White: efore I get
into this question, I have to let ou know that I have the cutest, smallest feet. I’m size 4 small. Most stores start shoe sizes at a size 5. ut I
have a secret store, that’s actuall not that secretive and ou’ve all heard it efore, ut never realized it's heaven for small shoe sizes and/or
igger sizes: Nordstrom! The have it all. I might e their est size 4 customer!
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Ra Parker Jr. And Director Fran trine On The New Movie ‘Hired Gun,’ Alice Cooper, ‘Ghostusters’ And
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — In short, within the musical world, a “hired gun” is a musician that an A-list talent knows the can depend on. Oftentimes, these
musicians are in the ackground, which means that the casual music fan ma not think twice aout who is plaing with that major artist.
However, a lot of these top-tier musicians have also had success as a songwriter and/or producer, and in turn, the have a lot of interesting
stories to tell aout life in the shadows.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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How to have a great time in t. Kitts and its world-class t. Kitts Music Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
wesaidgotravel.com — When it comes time to planning a vacation, I want to have options. Generall I prefer to sta active and experience as
much as possile, ut I also would like to have the option of kicking ack at a comfortale hotel if that is what feels right. In turn, t. Kitts was
an ideal fit for me as a traveler, as m visit was timed towards this ear’s t. Kitts Music Festival. Launched in 1996, the t. Kitts Music Festival
kicked off its 21st edition on Thursda, June 22, 2017.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Professional Wrestler Turned Yogi hares His Athletic Tips
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — In the late 1990s, Diamond Dallas Page was one of the most popular professional wrestlers out there. A multi-time world
champion, Page feuded with the likes of Hulk Hogan, Ric Flair, Golderg, and ting. Which is especiall impressive for a gu that didn’t start
training to e a wrestler until he was 35 ears oung. Although he was inducted into WW’s Hall Of Fame earlier this ear, wrestling is onl
one facet of DDP’s career.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘Princesses Long Island’ tar Ashlee White On Paul Heman, Roman Reigns And Her WW Fandom
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Ashlee White first turned heads as one of the stars of the ravo series, Princesses Long Island. On-screen, she was especiall
known for stating “If I can’t wear stilettos, I can’t go.” ut life off-screen has not een so cush for White, who was diagnosed with lupus in
2012 and suffered three crptogenic strokes. Now volunteering with American Heart Association and the American troke Association,
White’s health is ack on track. he credits her recover to eing a fan of the WW.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Two NYC artending Veterans hare Their ecrets
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Created  the idne Frank Importing Compan, Gre Goose was named the world's est-tasting vodka within two ears
of its founding. In 2004, the French vodka not onl ecame the est-selling premium vodka in the United tates — selling more than 1.5
million cases that ear — it was also acquired  acardi.
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Kevin Max Premieres ‘erve omeod’ Via Inquisitr, Talks DC Talk’s Future, o Dlan’s Influence, And
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A renowned singer, songwriter, and poet, Kevin Max first came into prominence as a memer of the multi-platinum and DC
Talk. From the late 1980s through DC Talk’s hiatus in 2000, the group not onl sold millions of alums, ut also won four Gramms and 16
Dove Awards. Max wasted no time after DC Talk went on reak, releasing his first solo effort — titled tereotpe e — in 2001. Plent more
music followed in the 2000s and 2010s, including an alum as the frontman of Audio Adrenaline.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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‘Inconceivale’ tar Natalie va Marie Talks New York, Upcoming Projects & ranching Out
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Natalie va Marie first turned heads as a WW uperstar, also starring in six seasons of the hit ! series Total Divas. Known for
eing the master of “all things red,” Natalie launched her own fashion line, NM Fashion, in 2016. Natalie also made an appearance as a judge
for the Miss Teen UA 2016 Competition.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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DDP YOGA Founder Diamond Dallas Page On taing Motivated And Wh He Went Gluten-Free
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Over the past three decades, Diamond Dallas Page – or DDP, for short – has experienced success in multiple fields. In the
world of professional wrestling, he transitioned from a manager and on-air roadcaster into a multi-time world champion; he feuded with the
likes of Hulk Hogan, Ric Flair and The Undertaker over the course of his career. As an actor, he has appeared in a mix of dramas, comedies
and horror films on oth the ig screen and television.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Lose It! CO Charles Teague on Nutrition, the New ‘nap It’ feature and HO’s ‘ilicon Valle’
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Lose It! is argual the world’s most comprehensive, personal weight loss program. Thanks to its food logging, Lose It!
has helped more than 30 million memers shed more than 55 million pounds. The compan recentl launched its nap It feature to make
food tracking as eas as taking a picture. Users upload a photo to the app, and nap It will suggest foods it identifies in the photo, along with
the calorie count and nutritional information.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Lost Frequencies' Felix De Laet on restaurants, elgian food, and touring with The Chainsmokers
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Felix De Laet — etter known  the stage name Lost Frequencies — first turned heads in 2014 when his hit remix of
aston Corin's "Are You With Me" topped elgium's Ultratop chart. In 2015, the remix charted in the Top 10 in Australia and most of urope,
going on to win honors at the 2016 cho Awards.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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12 Father’s Da Gift Ideas For The Foodie In Your Life
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — ven though Father’s Da is just a few das awa, not everone has purchased their gift(s) et. For those folks, there is still
time to order something and have it in time for unda. Food seems to e the rare thing that one can gift et also share, and with that in mind,
I present 12 Father’s Da gift ideas for the foodie(s) most important to ou:1) Invivo WineA New Zealand-ased non-traditional winer, Invivo
Wines recentl announced a partnership with the U.. distriutor eaview Imports.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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xclusive: ric Carmen On John Lennon, The Rasperries Getting ack Together, Favorite Covers, And More
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — Having charted for the first time exactl 45 ears ago in 1972, few artists have experienced a length musical career like ric
Carmen. In the earl 1970s, Carmen was the lead singer and principal songwriter of The Rasperries, who first hit it ig with “Go All The Wa.”
More chart hits — including “Don’t Want To a Goode,” “I Wanna e With You,” “Let’s Pretend,” and “Overnight ensation (Hit Record)” —
would follow efore the Ohio-ased group disanded in 1975.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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8 Recent Podcasts That Are Worth Your Time
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A refined, 21st centur version of commercial radio, podcasts are like radio shows, onl without all of the rules or format
requirements. The host of a podcast can determine their show’s length, content and whether there are commercials, giving listeners the
chance to e uniquel entertained. According to the Pew Research Center, as of June 2016, onl 21 percent of Americans aged 12 or older
have listened to a podcast; this is growth from 12 percent in 2013.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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8 Recent Podcasts That Are Worth Your Time [Opinion]
 Darren Paltrowitz
inquisitr.com — A refined, 21st-centur version of commercial radio, podcasts are like radio shows, onl without all of the rules or format
requirements. The host of a podcast can determine their show’s length, content, and whether there are commercials, giving listeners the
chance to e uniquel entertained. According to the Pew Research Center, as of June 2016, onl 21 percent of Americans aged 12 or older
have listened to a podcast; this is growth from 12 percent in 2013.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Q&A With the am Adams rewer Manager
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — Founded in 1984  James “Jim” Koch and Rhonda Kallman, amuel Adams — or am Adams, for the familiar — is the
flagship rand of the oston eer Compan. Just one ear after its founding, amuel Adams oston Lager was named est eer in America
at the Great American eer Festival. Trul exemplifing the American dream, onl 30-something ears into its existence, the oston eer
Compan is the United tates’ second-largest craft rewer.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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How to Design Modern Kitchen Gadgets That People Want
 Darren Paltrowitz, Watermelon oret
thedailmeal.com — No matter our age or location, cooking is an important life skill. Prepping and making a meal can seem intimidating,
especiall when it requires a kitchen, a ton of oddall gadgets, and the ailit to follow directions. Thankfull, there are companies like Uran
Trend to make cooking easier and more economical for the laman. Ro Kushner, a lawer, and Michael toll, a tech industr veteran, grew up
around the corner from each other in a Los Angeles suur.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Which of These 4 NYC Outdoor ars hould You Visit?
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — After a cold winter in New York Cit, one is likel to want to e outdoors as much as possile in the spring and summer.
Fortunatel, Gotham has its fair share of outdoor ars offering seasonal specials and interesting fare eond as well as great atmosphere. ut
with nearl ever horizontal space in the cit turned into an eating or drinking estalishment, how is a person to choose?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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"13 Reasons Wh" star Am Hargreaves on Rockville Centre, Films On The Green & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Am Hargreaves has een acting professionall since the earl 1990s, and her first notale role was in 1994's
rainscan alongside dward Furlong and Frank Langella. However, Am reall egan to turn heads this decade after appearing in a dozen
episodes of Homeland. Prior to eing cast for the Mrs. Jensen role in the Netflix hit 13 Reasons Wh, Am was featured prominentl in
episodes of The lacklist, lementar, lue loods and Person Of Interest.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Mr. ig's ric Martin talks Long Island, new "Defing Gravit" alum & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — If ou listened to the radio a lot in 1992, Mr. ig was inescapale, thanks to hits like "To e With You" and "Just
Take M Heart." ut the success of the memers of Mr. ig goes ack to the 1980s and continues well into the 2010s. A supergroup of sorts,
all of the memers of Mr. ig had plent going on efore Atlantic Records signed them in 1989.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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ric Johnson on His Current Tour, Recent 'J' Alum and Roland, Martin and Fender Gear
 Darren Paltrowitz, Max Crace
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guitarworld.com — Undoutedl one of the most respected guitarists on the planet, ric Johnson kicked off his solo career as the leader of
the ric Johnson Group in the late 1970s. While still a working session musician—his earl credits include Carole King, Christopher Cross and
Cat tevens—the Austin native's first studio effort was 1978's even Worlds. Less than a decade later, Johnson received his first Gramm nod,
as "Zap" was nominated for est Rock Instrumental Performance in 1987.
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311’s Nick Hexum talks food, New York Cit, and the and’s new ’Mosaic’ alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — ince forming nearl 30 ears ago in 1988, 311 has sold more than nine million alums in the United tates alone.
cheduled for release on June 23 via MG, Mosaic is the and's 12th alum, produced  cotch Ralston and Goldfinger's John Feldmann.
Mosaic features the first single — and immediate radio hit — “Too Much to Think”; the LP is likel to ecome 311’s 10th consecutive Top 10
alum deut on the illoard Top 200.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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New Aida rand rings nacks From the ast Village ar Lois to Retail helves
 Darren Paltrowitz, eamus Mullen
thedailmeal.com — Consistentl ranked as one of the ast Village’s est ars, Lois is a popular wine-on-tap ar in New York Cit. However,
wine is not the onl thing that draws people into Lois, as its food offerings are also something to rag aout. This inspired Lois founders
Phoee Connell and Nora O’Malle to launch , turning some of culinar staples from Lois into packaged products that can e purchased
elsewhere for personal dining or entertaining.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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NYC's Downtown Alliance Draws Notale Chefs for Its Dine Around and Get Low vents
 Darren Paltrowitz, eamus Mullen
thedailmeal.com — The Alliance For Downtown New York — also known as the Downtown Alliance — was founded in 1995 to enhance the
qualit of life in Lower Manhattan. Among its popular communit offerings are the Downtown Connection us, the Canon of Heroes Markers,
free Wi-Fi and the upkeep of numerous parks and plazas. eond those local contriutions, the Downtown Alliance is also known to e ver
involved in the culinar world, orchestrating some ke happenings among prominent restaurants and chefs.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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oi Long each's Dann To & Laura Gorski on iccles, their expansion & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Are there an differences in the oi Long each program from last ear? Laura Gorski: This ear we're going to
have a monthl memership. We'll also have pa-as-ou-go, which is $8 an hour, which is pro-rated, aout 15 cents a minute. We'll also have
the season memership, which is $50, and that started on Monda and it's through Decemer 1st. It's a reall great value and it includes one
hour of riding time a da.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

6 Health Gifts for All These pring Holidas
 Darren Paltrowitz, Clinton Kell
thedailmeal.com — Mother’s Da comes annuall on the second unda in Ma, and the month also tpicall plas host to college graduation
ceremonies. Together, these factors make Ma a us time for all sorts of gift-giving. elow we offer six suggestions that could work for one or
oth of these special das and that can e delivered, so even if ou're not close ou can still show ou're thinking aout them.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

4 Fun, Flavorful & as-To-Make Cocktails For Kentuck Oaks 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
thedailmeal.com — This weekend rings us two worth causes for celeration: Cinco De Mao and the Kentuck Oaks. For those unale to
make it out to Churchill Downs or their favorite lounge, here are four speciall-crafted cocktail recipes. All can e prepared in the matter of
minutes, all of which onl requiring ingredients that ou can find at our local market with ease. For the traditionalist, mix up a Mint Julep. For
the on-trend artender, tr the official Gre Goose Lil Oaks.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Timoth . chmit Talks agles, Poco and Latest Alum, 'Leap of Faith'
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — Timoth . chmit first experienced commercial success as a teenager, when his and the New reed had a hit in 1965
with "Green ed Woman." A few ears later, he joined Poco, which led to his joining the agles in 1977. chmit co-wrote and sang lead on the
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agles hit "I Can't Tell You Wh" and remained with the agles through the group's hiatus in 1980. What man people might not realize aout
chmit is that he's had an amazing career eond his work with Poco and the agles.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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'Leap of Faith': Timoth . chmit Talks Past, Present, Future and New Alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
guitarworld.com — Timoth . chmit first experienced commercial success as a teenager, when his and the New reed had a hit in 1965
with "Green ed Woman." A few ears later, he joined Poco, which led to his joining the agles in 1977. chmit co-wrote and sang lead on the
agles hit "I Can't Tell You Wh" and remained with the agles through the group's hiatus in 1980. What man people might not realize aout
chmit is that he's had an amazing career eond his work with Poco and the agles.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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4 Mother’s Da Gift Ideas for the Foodie in Your Life
 Darren Paltrowitz, TGI Fridas, Queso Fundido
thedailmeal.com — With Mother’s Da just a few weekends awa, it’s time to get on our thinking cap for the deserving maternal figure(s) in
our life. Food seems to e the rare thing that one can gift et also share, and with that in mind, we present four Mother’s Da gift ideas for
the foodie(s) most important to ou:For man people, mustard is as essential a condiment as salt or pepper. Maille is argual the rand when
it comes to mustard, and its new Hone and Mustard Collection looks as eautiful as it tastes.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

3 Restaurants With Great Wine & ustainale Fare For arth Da
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — With arth Da coming up this unda, Apr. 22, man New Yorkers will e reminded of the need to incorporate
more sustainale concepts into their everda living. Fortunatel, New York has man options that are oth fun and environmentall-sound,
making it eas to go green. Downtown had the pleasure of speaking with four people who have great food and wine offerings for arth Da
and eond:How would ou descrie our restaurant to someone who hasn’t et experienced it?
AOUT A YAR AGO
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"Waitress" star Chris Diamantopoulos returns to roadwa
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Chris Diamantopoulos is the rare sort of actor who 10 people would proal recognize from 10 different roles.
On ilicon Valle, he has portraed the recurring ex-illionaire Russ Hanneman. On the U.. version of pisodes, he was the TV network oss
Castor otto. On the Amazon Original series Good Girls Revolt he plaed van Phinnaeus “Finn” Woodhouse. And that’s without discussing
turns on The Office, Up All Night, Arrested Development or 24.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Top pulicist Dick Guttman on Hollwood, New York Cit & PR
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — What do arra treisand, Audre Hepurn, Ja Leno, Clint astwood, Gene Hackman, lizaeth Talor,
Warren eatt, and Goldie Hawn have in common? uperstardom aside, all of these stars have chosen Dick Guttman to represent them as
their pulicist. Dick’s 60+ ears as an in-demand pulicist inspired him to write tarflacker: Inside The Golden Age Of Hollwood, a memoir full
of stories aout working with some of Hollwood’s iggest stories.
AOUT A YAR AGO
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Matt orum talks Guns N' Roses, Dec. 18 gig at The Paramount, The Hamptons & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Have ou een to Long Island esides touring? Have ou ever come here on vacation? M: Can’t sa I have, no,
I've never een there for vacation… I tend to go to Mexico, Hawaii, Palm prings…on the West Coast. I have een invited upstate New York 
John Varvatos, the clothing designer…He invited me like three times. I’d like to get to experience summer out there, upstate. I've never een
to the Hamptons.
2 YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

teve tevens to pla The Paramount on Dec. 18 with Kings Of Chaos, talks Long Island & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Well, speaking of gigs, ou have our upcoming Kings Of Chaos dates and that's not our first supergroup. How
did ou ecome this magnet for supergroups? : Fortunatel, one thing that's great aout eing a guitarist is that ou get to work with a lot of
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different people. I've done that since the eginning of m career in the 80's. I worked with a lot of people, Thompson Twins, Michael
Jackson…I alwas wanted to grow as a musician and it's great to e in a and.
2 YAR AGO
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eth tern talks 2016 ash For The ulldogs, Howard, Long Island & more
Foghat drummer Roger arl on Long Island living, new music & more
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — When did ou move to Long Island? What is it that rought ou here? R: I moved to Long Island in 1973 and
applied for m green card. I received that in 1976 whilst I was on tour with The Faces. It was actuall sent to me while I was in Vancouver. I
rememer the first time I visited Long Island, 1969. I was in avo rown touring with a couple of other nglish acts: Famil and The Nice.
2 YAR AGO
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Williston Park's Just eautiful outique to host  Jordana event on Nov. 11
 Darren Paltrowitz, Jordana event
noplacelikelongisland.com — What's to e expected from our event at Just eautiful outique? J: I will e customizing Timerlands and
neakers at Just eautiful in on Frida, Nov. 11. Come sa hi, ring our own oots and sneakers, and I can create a personalized design just
for ou! I will also e presenting m new mass-produced footwear and fashion line that launches in Decemer. Have ou een to Long Island
efore? J: Yes, I have een to man parts of Long Island. M parents grew up on the outh hore!
2 YAR AGO
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Geraldo Rivera talks all things L.I. to No Place Like Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Is there anthing ou miss aout living on Long Island? GR: If ou love the ocean like I do, there is no place like
Long Island. During the summer season it is asolutel stunning, and Long Island is also one of the greatest melting pots anwhere in the
world. How often do ou usuall get ack to the Island? Do ou still have famil there? GR: I visit Long Island regularl as m late rother
Willie’s famil is still in our hometown of West alon in uffolk Count. Our extended famil is ver close.
2 YAR AGO
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The Hamptons alt Compan's Peter Pierce talks to No Place Like Long Island
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — "Hamptons" is in the name of our compan. How did the Hamptons initiall inspire our products? PP: The
Hamptons eaches, ocean and villages are some of the most eautiful in the world. ince our products are all-natural and from the sea, I
thought it was the perfect name. Hamptons alt Compan reflects living a health lifestle in one of the most gorgeous places in the world. Is
there a specific spot in the Hamptons that ou call home? Or spend most of our time at?
2 YAR AGO
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ill Joel to help re-open the Nassau Coliseum on Apr. 5, 2017
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Tickets for the show will go on sale on Frida, Oct. 14 at 10:00 AM via Ticketmaster. American xpress Card
Memers can purchase tickets efore the general pulic on Thursda, Oct. 13 from 10:00 AM through 10:30 AM. Also on Oct.
2 YAR AGO
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Henr Rollins To Headline The pace At Westur On Oct. 26, Talks Long Island & More
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — When did ou first perform on Long Island? An recollection? HR: Ma 31, 1982 -- lack Flag did a show there
with the Angelic Upstarts. I rememer that the Upstarts were reall good and that I talked with the singer riefl. eond that, I have no
memor of the show. Have ou ever een to Long Island aside from touring? HR: I elieve I was there a couple of summers ago to do some
wreck diving. eond that, I don’t elieve so. Is there anthing that ou miss aout living on the ast Coast? HR: easons.
2 YAR AGO
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Gilert Gottfried To Return To Governor's Comed Clu on Oct. 15, Carolines On roadwa on Dec. 23 & 24
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — Whether ou know him as a stand-up comic, an actor, or as one of Howard tern's est guests of all time, Gilert
Gottfried has een making people laugh for decades. Recentl, Gilert has reinvented himself as an award-winning podcaster, co-hosting
Gilert Gottfried's Amazing Colossal Podcast with comed writer Frank antopadre.
2 YAR AGO
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KTFO Live MMA To Feature Undefeated Fighter Austin Wolfson At The pace At Westur On ept. 9
 Darren Paltrowitz
noplacelikelongisland.com — It takes a lot of time and effort to go from a practice facilit to actuall fighting at a live event. Do ou have a
team ehind ou? Or do ou ourself have to handle most of our logistics? AW: verthing is done through the team at ellmore. There are
tons of people in that gm that are great all-around fighters, as well as people who specialize in specific stles of fighting, which makes it
great going into fight camps. What is the hardest part of what ou do? Is it the training schedule?
2 YAR AGO
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Wh Hulk Hogan Would e An Asset To WW - tillRealToUs.com
 Darren Paltrowitz
stillrealtous.com — I have een a regular listener of podcasts for close to a decade, and within the past two ears, more than a dozen
worthwhile wrestling-related podcasts have popped up. If ou were an important figure in the Monda Night Wars, and ou aren't suject to a
gag order, odds are that ou have a podcast ...
2 YAR AGO
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Josh Ramsa on Marianas Trench's Jul. 26 gig at Plastation Theater, writing #1 hits, New York Cit and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — 15 ears after forming in Vancouver, rock quartet Marianas Trench has won just aout ever award that a and
could win in its native Canada. eond a Juno for Group Of The Year, there's een a OCAN No. 1 ong Award and honors from MuchMusic,
INDI.ca, and the Canadian Radio Music Awards.
2 YAR AGO
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Reall us People: Jamie Lincoln Kitman
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For three decades, Jamie Lincoln Kitman has een the President of The Hornlow Group UA, an artist
management compan currentl ased in Nack. He has guided the careers of multiple artists that have won Gramms and sold millions of
alums. Clients past and present include The Might e Giants, OK Go, Violent Femmes, Meat Puppets, ...
2 YAR AGO
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utch Trucks to headline .. Kings on Aug. 1, talks Allman rothers, New York Cit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In the 40-plus ears that The Allman rothers and was active, the group accomplished just aout anthing
that a rock and would hope to accomplish. Man millions of alums were sold. Hit singles (e.g. "Ramlin' Man," "Melissa," "Midnight Rider,"
"Whipping Post") charted, man of which remain staples of classic rock radio toda.
2 YAR AGO
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The French mass's énédicte de Montlaur on the Films On The Green 2016 series and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As a media-oriented cit, there is no shortage of film festivals in New York Cit. However, there are limited
opportunities to watch great movies in a relaxed outdoor setting. For nearl a decade, the Cultural ervices of the French mass, FAC
Foundation and the New York Cit Department Of Parks & Recreation have een collaorating ...
2 YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

"Power" star Joseph ikora on eason 3 and what else is coming up for him
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — These das, it seems that all of the essential TV series to watch are on cale networks. Power, as seen on
tarz, is of no exception. Its season two premiere rought in 1.43 million viewers, which was a record for the channel. Meanwhile, the season
two finale of Power generated 2.39 million viewers.
2 YAR AGO
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2016 New York uper Craft eer Festival's Araham Merchant on the Jul. 30 event and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — impl put, Araham Merchant is a usiness magnate, real estate developer and a restaurant owner. He is the
President and Chief xecutive Officer of Merchants Hospitalit Inc., a New York Cit-ased compan founded in 1986. Merchants Hospitalit
properties include hotels (e.g. Hatt Andaz, Westin Arua), office and retail uildings (e.g.
2 YAR AGO
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Drummer imon Wright on the new Dio ox set, New York Cit, rexit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Over the past 30-plus ears, imon Wright has plaed with a good numer of hard rock's essential artists.
After plaing in some ands in his native Manchester, imon wound up joining AC/DC in 1983 - he had responded to a simple local newspaper
ad that sought a drummer for a rock and - at the ...
2 YAR AGO
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Reserve Cut owner Alert Allaham on running Downtown Manhattan's onl kosher steakhouse
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — New York Cit has its fair share of world-renowned steakhouses, ut onl a few notale kosher steakhouses.
Reserve Cut is oth Downtown Manhattan's onl kosher steakhouse and Manhattan's largest kosher steakhouse overall. Located in The etai
at 40 road treet, the restaurant seats well over 200 people in dining rooms filled with lack leather chairs ...
2 YAR AGO
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Jimm Carone on Craft eer Jam 2016, running Jul. 13, 20 & 27 at The Greene pace at WNYC
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Jimm Carone is one of those people that makes ou question what ou are doing with our life. The numer
of projects and usinesses he has going at an given time is astounding, and most of them revolve around things that the majorit of people
look to for fun.
2 YAR AGO
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Avenida Cantina owner Josh Gent on National Tequila Da, Mexican food in New York Cit, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Are ou a fan of tequila? What aout authentic Texas-stle Mexican food? And are ou free and local on Jul.
24? If the answers to those questions are es, es and es, then ou will proal want to e spending our unda at Avenida Cantina on
Avenue .
2 YAR AGO
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Ra Wlie Huard to headline Hill Countr on Jul. 13, talks ook, songwriting and new music
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Ra Wlie Huard first ecame a prominent artist when Jerr Jeff Walker recorded his song "Up Against The
Wall, Redneck Mother" in 1973. This cover led to a record deal with Warner ros. Records and a series of criticall-acclaimed alums. Ra took
a reak from music in the 1980s, ut returned to form in the ...
2 YAR AGO
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Author tephanie nclair on her new ook "hut Up And Do The Work," productivit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ometimes the most challenging part of a project isn't the work itself, ut rather getting read to do the work.
Mae ou have douts aout our ailities. Mae ou feel overwhelmed  what ma happen when ou finish the work. Mae the ideas
and rainstorming come easier to ou than the execution itself.
2 YAR AGO
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Gilert Gottfried on his Jul. 16, Oct. 15, Dec. 23 & 24 live shows, his award-winning podcast, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As one of the most recognizale comics out there, Gilert Gottfried has reinvented himself plent of times.
After ears of doing stand-up, he first went national as a cast memer of aturda Night Live in the earl 1980s. That decade also found him
appearing on Alan Thicke talk show Thicke Of The Night, co-hosting the ...
2 YAR AGO
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Adam Duritz talks Counting Crows tour with Ro Thomas, Jul. 31 show in New York, Alex Chilton and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In the group's 25-ear histor, Counting Crows has sold over 20 millions of alums, with more than a dozen
ig hit singles to its credit. ongs like "Round Here," "Mr. Jones," "A Long Decemer," "Hanginaround" and "Accidentall In love" are still plaing
on the radio, and Counting Crows is still plaing arena and festival stages ...
2 YAR AGO
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Disaronno's Paul evign talks upcoming event at ixt L' Tiki Tau, New York Cit, the other Paul
evign, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Paul evign is currentl the astern United tates rand Amassador for Disaronno and Tia Maria, two
premium liquor rands with rich legacies. Prior to that, Paul worked ehind the ar at the Florida Room in the iconic Delano Hotel in Miami
each. uilding up a name for himself, he has consulted on everage programs for ...
2 YAR AGO
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outh treet eaport GM Phillip t. Pierre on Jul. 3 & 4's Festival Of Independence, 4Knots on Jul. 9, VIC,
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — till looking for something to do for Monda, Jul. 4? One of our options to consider ought to e what's eing
offered at outh treet eaport. As organized  the Howard Hughes Corporation, the eaport District will e presenting its Festival Of
Independence. The two-da celeration - which launches one da earlier on Jul.
2 YAR AGO
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Downtown Highlights From The ummer Fanc Food how
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — If ou're the kind of person that likes to learn aout new foods and products, and/or someone that wants to tr
new foods, then the Fanc Food how series is a must-attend event. This season's event, the ummer Fanc Food how took place at the
Jaco Javits Center etween Jun.
2 YAR AGO
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Melanie Moss on Mini Melanie's 4th Of Jul truffles, making sweets, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — While Downtown missed the oat on covering National Fudge Da, which happened on Jun. 16, there are
fortunatel plent of fudge-related companies making great things happen all ear long. One of them is the lower Manhattan-ased Mini
Melanie, as operating out of 115 Allen treet.
2 YAR AGO
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Gilt Cit & The Macallan partner to offer a “Rare New York Weekend For 2”; Q&A with teven chneider &
Craig ridger
 Darren Paltrowitz, teven chneider
downtownmagazinenc.com — There is never a shortage of things to do in our wonderful cit, ut even the most active New Yorker doesn't
get to experience everthing that's worthwhile. In turn, opportunities like "The Macallan's Rare New York Weekend For 2" -- as produced in
collaoration etween The Macallan and Gilt Cit -- provide a ...
2 YAR AGO
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Chef Günter eeger on the new Günter eeger, wh the restaurant looks like a home, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Chef Günter eeger has seemingl received ever accolade that a chef would strive for. To name a few of his
awards, he has een recognized with a Michelin tar, Moil Five tars, AAA's Five Diamond List, Tradition et Qualité, a "est New Restaurant"
title from squire, and a James eard Award.
2 YAR AGO
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Michelin-starred MAMO chef Massimo ola on New York Cit, inspired Italian cooking, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Known for providing Italian hospitalit and Provençal charm, MAMO opened last ear to immediate acclaim.
The oHo outpost of a French Riviera favorite, MAMO has attracted a lot of A-Listers, including Ja-Z, eoncé, Rihanna, amuel L. Jackson,
Nina Dorev, and Mets pitcher Matt Harve. Not surprisingl, MAMO has een covered  Page ix, People, Architectural ...
2 YAR AGO
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Fran Heal on new Travis alum “verthing At Once,” New York Cit, and what's ahead
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — even ears after forming in Glasgow in 1990, the quartet known as Travis got a lot of attention with 1997's
Good Feeling. However, the group's second major lael release, 1999's The Man Who, was the rare critical and commercial success that most
ands would strive for.
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Chef Greg Ruin of American Cut Trieca on fine steaks, Father's Da, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Considered  man to e one of the top steakhouses in New York Cit - if not the top steakhouse - American
Cut was founded  LDV Hospitalit in 2008. Its chef/owner Marc Forgione, also known for his work with Khe-Yo, was the oungest winner of
Food Network's The Next Iron Chef.
2 YAR AGO
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Paul Gilert on his new alum "I Can Destro," his Great Guitar scape 3.0, New York Cit, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — There are man notale guitar heroes in the world, ut asolutel none like Paul Gilert. Paul first achieved
critical acclaim as the guitarist of neoclassicall-influenced metal and Racer X, then commercial success as the axeman of Mr. ig. While Mr.
ig is primaril known in the tates for the international #1 hit "To e With ...
2 YAR AGO
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en Watt to pla The Mercur Lounge on Jun. 17, talks new alum "Fever Dream," eing an author and DJ,
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When en Watt first hit it ig in the tates as one-half of verthing ut The Girl - whose hit "Missing" was
inescapale in 1995 - the majorit of music listeners thought of en as eing new on the scene. Quite the opposite was truth as verthing
ut The Girl had released its first alum ...
2 YAR AGO
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ean Yseult on new White Zomie ox set "It Came From N.Y.C.," her next NYC exhiition, studing at The
New chool, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — With mega-hits like "More Human Than Human" and "Thunderkiss '65," White Zomie was one of the definitive
hard rock ands of the 1990s. ut one thing that man fans of White Zomie do not realize is that the and had formed in 1985, and had
released some alums independentl efore signing with Geffen Records.
2 YAR AGO
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UHIAMA's Koji Kagawa & Richard Woods on International ushi Da, ideal cocktails, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A unique lend on Japanese, razilian and Peruvian cuisine and culture, UHIAMA egan in New York in
1999. Nearl two decades later, UHIAMA has opened up additional locations in Florida, Las Vegas, and London. In honor of the first half
of the restaurant's namesake, UHIAMA's West Village location will e participating in International ushi Da ...
2 YAR AGO
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arenaked Ladies to pla Central Park ummerstage on Jun. 13; frontman d Roertson on New York Cit,
“ig ang Theor” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — It's een 24 ears since arenaked Ladies first made waves with the alum Gordon, ringing hit singles like
"rian Wilson" and "If I Had $1000000." Or fast-forwarding a it, it's een 18 ears since the and commonl-known as "NL" achieved
international stardom with the mega-hits "One Week" and "It's All een Done."
2 YAR AGO
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Cmande to pla Central Park on Jun. 11 and rookln on Jun. 14 as part of its first U.. tour in 40+ ears;
Q&A with Patrick Patterson & teve cipio - Downtown Magazine NYC
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — On the strength of its first single "The Message," Cmande first toured the United tates in the earl 1970s
alongside Al Green. That tour took the and through a show at Harlem's Apollo Theater and an appearance on "oul Train." While Cmande
recorded four alums - the last of which eing 1981's Arrival - that ...
2 YAR AGO
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Gin Mare launches in the U.. with Jun. 9 event; CO Alfonso Morodo talks to Downtown
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Craft cocktails are as popular as ever these das, and Gin Mare is the latest uropean spirit to launch in the
United tates. A super-premium handcrafted Mediterranean gin distilled in arcelona, pain, Gin Mare is made in small atches in a copper
pot still. Gin Mare officiall launched in the U..
2 YAR AGO
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XCLUIV: Charlie Fae & The Faettes premiere new single "Green Light" via Downtown
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In advance of the group's Jun. 28 show at Rockwood Music Hall tage 2, Charlie Fae & The Faettes are
premiering "Green Light" via Downtown. From Charlie herself: "This song melds a '60s sound with 2016 attitude, as the Faettes eckon to a
hesitant gu to 'make our move.'" To put it politel, one can ...
2 YAR AGO
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Hard Rock Hotel New York coming to NYC in pring 2019
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As unveiled at a press conference on Monda, Jun. 6, Hard Rock International announced the opening of the
Hard Rock Hotel New York, slated to open late pring 2019. The 445-room hotel will e opening on West 48th treet etween 7th Avenue and
Avenue Of The Americas.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lower ast ide Film Festival launches Jun. 9, Q&A with Andrea Marini and Jud Drosd of "Art Of The Prank"
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — New York Cit has no shortage of film festivals, ut the Lower ast ide Film Festival is argual its fastestgrowing. This ear's event runs from Jun. 9 to 16 and its venues include unshine Cinema, Hotel Indigo, and the ast Village location of The
tandard Hotel.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

"Troule os" author o Mehr to appear at The trand ookstore on Jun. 8, talks Replacements and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The Replacements was a rock and that roke almost ever rule, refusing to conform to the majorit of
industr norms or do most of the things that a and is "supposed" to do. In spite of those questionale decisions, The Replacements remains
one of the most popular groups among musicians and music critics.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Northside Festival's Dana Keith on this ear's lineup, rookln restaurants, rian Wilson, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When Lollapalooza was introduced in the earl 1990s, it was reportedl Perr Farrell's attempt at ringing the
eclectic nature of a uropean music festival to the tates. Two and a half decades later, music-ased festivals have ecome a norm of sorts in
this region, man of such also including food, tech and film tie-ins.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ig Apple Circus Needs Your Help; Announces mergenc Fundraising Drive
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ig Apple Circus - formed  Paul inder and Michael Christensen 38 ears ago - announced last week that
the compan is in critical financial condition. The compan will e forced to close unless it raises $2 million over the next two months. Per ig
Apple Circus' xecutive Director Will Maitland Weiss, the organization has ...
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“UnRAL” star Josh Kell on his hit Lifetime series, New York living, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As one of the stars of Lifetime hit UnRAL, actor Josh Kell plas against tpe as Jerem Caner. Josh's
character is the ex-ofriend of the show's main character Rachel Golderg -- as plaed  hiri Apple -- and cameraman of the fictitious
realit show, verlasting.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dad's Da Out: A NYC Option For Father's Da On Jun. 18
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — till looking for a Father's Da gift? Presented  FiDi Families, Dad's Da Out offers the following and more: eer tasting - Whiske tasting - Activities for the kids in the kids zone with Project Pladate - cience experiments with the from Makers-tate
All attendees will e entered in the Dad's Da Out raffle ...
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

VIDO PRMIR: Willie Nile premieres new music video "Hell Yeah" via Downtown, to pla rookln owl
on Jul. 14
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Willie Nile, a multi-generational New York rocker often called the "Maor of MacDougal treet," is a true
songwriter's songwriter. As some recent examples of Willie's long-standing place in the rock world: - ruce pringsteen joined Willie and and
to perform Willie's anthem "One Guitar" during a Light Of Da enefit show in Asur Park, N.J.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Danica McKellar talks P NOVA's “ecret Lives of cientists and ngineers” and her next ook, to appear
in the Hallmark Channel's “Wedding ells”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Danica McKellar first ecame a household name in 1988, starring as Winnie Cooper on the iconic TV series,
The Wonder Years. Her turn as Winnie wasn't her first acting gig -- she had previousl appeared on episodes of The Twilight Zone -- nor would
it e her last; eond voiceover work, Danica has een seen ...
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

8 Reasons To ee "American Pscho" efore It Closes On roadwa
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Last week I read the unfortunate news that the roadwa production of American Pscho was closing on
aturda, June 5. I had the pleasure of interviewing cast memer Heléne Yorke prior to the show's premiere, and the earl reviews were
excellent. I finall had the opportunit to see American Pscho live last night, Ma 30, ...
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

A tech21 product that can make our work das (and vacation das) easier
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As emarrassing as it can e to admit, I rarel turn m phone off. I need it for work, I rel on it for m social life,
I use it to document events, and even have it connected to m other entertainment devices. o when ou use a smartphone THAT much,
ou're likel draining the ...
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Artist David Feland To e Featured At The George illis Galler Through Jun. 25
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — On Ma 26, Acclaimed artist David Feland launched a new exhiit at The George illis Galler. Located at
525 W 26th treet, the exhiit - titled New York Values - will e open through Jun. 25. David provided some exclusive commentar to
Downtown aout New York Values and more.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Casket Girls to headline The Mercur Lounge on Jun. 12 in support of new alum “The Night Machines”;
lsa Greene talks NYC and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — June 2016 is set to e a packed month for the avannah-ased trio The Casket Girls. eond releasing its
third full-length alum The Night Machines on Jun. 3, the group will e on-tour, coming to our area on Jun. 12 for headlining gig at The
Mercur Lounge.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Great News From Foursquare, Uer, Amazon, and Twitter
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — This morning, a wonderful "Week In Review" e-mail came in from Patrick Lupinski at eiden & Friends featuring
some helpful tech-related tidits that can help us as New Yorkers. Among the highlights linked  Patrick and team: - Twitter users will now e
ale to tweet out more than 140 characters.
2 YAR AGO
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Four Pillars Gin invites ou to an Australian Happ Hour at Dante on 5/29, co-founder tuart Gregor talks
more aout the rand and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Finall catching up to craft eer in terms of popularit and distriution, qualit-oriented craft liquors have een
emerging from some interesting places as of late. One such example is Four Pillars Gin, which was rainstormed  tuart Gregor and
Cameron Mackenzie in 2012 and officiall launched in Decemer 2013.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The angles' Vicki Peterson gears up for Aug. 19th & 27th shows in New York, talks new-old angles
release, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — "Manic Monda," "Walk Like An gptian," "Haz hade Of Winter," "ternal Flame," "In Your Room"...The hits of
The angles not onl live on, ut still sound great all these ears later. ince regrouping in 1998 for the first Austin Powers soundtrack, The
angles - which includes vocalist/guitarist usanna Hoffs, drummer Dei Peterson, guitarist Dei Peterson, and assist Lisa Williams - has
een active with touring ever few ears.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Talet Hotels’ Laurent Vernhes peaks Aout Makes a Great Hotel, Wh He Works In Lower Manhattan, And
What’s Coming up
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — This photo is from a recent champagne tasting of Laurent's personal rand, Maison Vernhes. Partnering with
aveur, Talet Hotels hosted 7 of the est hotel sommeliers to lind taste 14 ottles of champagne, including his own (which ranked #3 out of
14) A New York-ased ooking service for people seeking high-end and/or unique travel experiences, Talet Hotels initiall roke all of the
rules for a successful wesite.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ower lectric's Diane Gentile to Pla erlin on Ma 18 and June 23, Chats Aout Her New Music and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As the owner of ower lectric, Diane Gentile has een helping to fill the live music void that the
disappearance of CG rought unto the ower. While ower lectric is known for eing an intimate rock clu, it is also a ke spot for huge
artists to do unannounced performances at.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ravene's Oli rown is Read For a Ma 2 how at Irving Plaza With The Darkness, Talks New Music and
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In less than two ears as a and, U.K. trio Ravene has made waves all around the world. 2014 saw the and
supporting Joe atriani for a two month tour efore landing ke uropean festival slots. In 2015, Classic Rock, Metal Hammer, and Kerrang! all
prominentl featured the and and its single "reaking Out."
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lawrence Founders Clde and Gracie Lawrence to Headline Rockwood Music Hall on Ma 6
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — While a New York-ased soul-pop and known to craft catch songs, the music is onl one of the things that
makes Lawrence such an interesting and. For those in favor of "famil ands," the leaders of Lawrence are silings Clde and Gracie
Lawrence.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Famed Photographer andro Miller Talks Ma 12 xhiit, John Malkovich, elfies and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For decades, Chicago-ased andro Miller has een one of the go-to photographers when expressive images
are sought. As one example of such, the Cuan government invited andro to photograph Cua's Olmpic athletes, which was the first
authorized collaoration etween the U.. and Cua since 1960's trade emargo.
2 YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

Reall us People: Dave Heilman
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — ack in m das of going to 50+ concerts a ear, I had the pleasure of discovering a local rock and called
Jupiter One. igned to Cordless Recordings within the Warner Music Group, Jupiter One had a lot of its music placed within commercials,
video games, and network television.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Justin L. Raisen
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In m earl 20s, I knew Justin L. Raisen as a prolific and driven musician from Long Island. His ands often
opened for notale artists and had interest from record laels. Five ears or so ago, I randoml ran into him at Amoea Records in Los
Angeles as he rowsed for music.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ruce Dern Talks New York Cit, Working with Quentin Tarantino and Much More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ruce Dern hates when modern celerities are called "legends." He said this during our phone chat, ut let's
face it, ruce Dern is a legend. He's worked with the greats of television and film for well over 50 ears. And he earned Academ Award
nominations for his acting in oth 1978 and 2013, showing his long-term dedication to his craft.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

evendust’s John Connoll is Read for Ma 3 Gig at the Plastation Theater, Talks New Jerse and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Almost two decades since the release of its self-titled alum on TVT Records, evendust has een one of the
top American metal ands for well over a decade. eond placing over two dozen singles on the rock radio charts, the Atlanta-rooted quintet
has three RIAA-certified gold titles to its credit.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

John Waite is et for Apr. 7 on Long Island, Apr. 8 & 9 at The Iridium, Talks New York, His Legac and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In his 40-plus ears in rock, John Waite has seemingl een everwhere. He started off in The as, who had
hits in the late 1970s with "Isn't It Time" and "vertime I Think Of You." His first solo hit was 1982's "Change," as followed up with more
charting singles like "Missing You," "Tears," and "Restless Heart."
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Disaster!” star Roger art Talks roadwa, New York and What’s Ahead for Him
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A recipient of Ton, Drama Desk and creen Actors Guild Awards, Roger art is the rare roadwa lead that
also works a lot in film and television. Active on roadwa since the mid-1980s, Roger's first notale role was in plaing the title role of Tom
awer in 1987.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Matt FX of “road Cit” Talks Music upervising, New York Cit, DJ’ing and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When I was 16 ears old -- which was efore the release of the movie Almost Famous -- I was writing for some
pulications on Long Island. That all seemed special, ut it would e a few ears efore I was eing paid to write articles.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

urt Renolds Talks New Movie “low Grease,” the arasota Film Festival and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When ou think of the quintessential leading men of film and television, urt Renolds is one of the actors that
ought to come to mind. Not onl has he worked steadil within seven different decades - his earliest roles included turns on Gunsmoke , The
Twilight Zone, and Riveroat - ut he has een the recipient of major nominations (e.g.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Dave from the “I’d Hit That” Podcast
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — These das, there seem to e a handful of podcast formats out there. There's the celerit-driven podcast in
which celerities come on to promote new projects and/or expel wisdom. There's the recap-ased podcast in which a topic or eat is
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discussed, often in a small group setting.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“American Pscho” tar Heléne Yorke Talks Apr. 21 Opening Night, roadwa, New York and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Plent of movies have een adapted into roadwa plas, ut few of them were novels efore getting the
Hollwood treatment. - which had its world premiere at London's Almeida Theatre in Decemer 2013 - is finall roadwa-ound, having
started previews on Mar. 24. After previews have wrapped on Apr.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Used’s Jeph Howard Talks Apr. 26 & 27 hows at the Plastation Theater, 15 ears as a and, New York,
and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Almost 15 ears since the quartet urst onto the scene with its gold-selling deut alum, The Used has scored
nearl a dozen chart singles in the United tates. In celeration of the Utah and's eginnings, it will e undertaking a unique tour in which
The Used headlines two nights in each cit.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The uwas' Charlotte Cooper Talks Apr. 16 how at Wester Hall, Working with PledgeMusic on Latest
Alum and Much More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Five ears after the ritish rock trio The uwas formed in 2000, the group crossed over into the mainstream
with 2005's Young For ternit. Certified gold in the U.K., the success of Young For ternit led to television appearances - including a
memorale appearance on The O.C.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

oul Aslum's Michael land Talks New Alum “Change Of Fortune,” Working with Prince and Nick Jonas
and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — 11 alums into its career, oul Aslum has sold millions of alums in its 30-plus ears as a and. Its latest studio
effort, Change Of Fortune - as produced  the and with long-time oul Aslum collaorator John Fields - was released on Mar. 18 through
eOne Music.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Tedd Thompson & Kell Jones to Pla Cit Winer on Apr. 5, Talk Aout Their New Alum and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — From Ton ennett and Lad Gaga, to Marvin Gae and Tammi Terrell, there is no shortage of classic duet
alums. However, in recent ears, there has een a shortage of great duet alums featuring original songs. Coming to the rescue of that
situation are Tedd Thompson and Kell Jones, two Los Angeles-ased, harmon-oriented singer-songwriters.
2 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mark Hudson to Pla The Iridium on Mar. 21, Talks Aerosmith, eatles, his TV career and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — More than an award-winning songwriter and producer, Mark Hudson has een successful within the music
usiness for over 40 ears. Mark first achieved prominence as one-third of The Hudson rothers, alongside his rothers ill and rett.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Delta Deep's Phil Collen Gears Up for Apr. 3 and Apr. 8 hows in New York, talks Def Leppard, Fitness and
More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Over 30 ears since he joined Def Leppard in 1982, Phil Collen has led one of the more interesting careers for
a rock guitarist. eond his work with Def Leppard - one of the est-selling ands of all time - Phil has regularl een a part of tasteful side
projects, in addition to producing and writing for other artists.
3 YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

Liam Willford of Popular U.K. and Coasts is Read for Apr. 21 at Irving Plaza, Talks New York and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — ristol, ngland quintet Coasts has accomplished more in its first five ears as a and than most groups do
within 15 ears. 2014 was the ear of Coasts signing major record deals, Warner Music for the U.K. and Capitol Records for the tates.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“oom ust oom” Filmmakers en Timlett and ill Jones Talk Mar. 11 Release Date and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As one of the pillars of the financial sector, New York Cit has seen plent of economic lows over the past 100
ears. Unfortunatel, corporations plaed a ig role in those crashes, just as the did in those supposed ooms. conomics can e a trick
thing for the average person to understand - no matter how educated - and the new film oom ust oom hopes to change that.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reservoir Media Management's Golnar Khosrowshahi Talks Music Pulishing and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A outique music pulishing compan formed in 2007, Reservoir Media Management is responsile for the
coprights ehind songs recorded  ritne pears, eoncé, Justin Timerlake, Madonna, Pitull and John Legend, to name a few artists.
The compan has administered over 100 #1 releases worldwide and has offices in New York, Toronto and London.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Classic Alum undas’ Ron Like Hell Chats Aout Good Room and Future of the Award-Winning eries
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — "When is the last time ou listened to an alum from eginning to end?" That question is asked on the official
wesite of Classic Alum undas. For me, personall, the last time I sat down and gave an alum m full attention was not within the last six
months.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Thursda oot Compan’s Connor Wilson Talks Running a New York usiness and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When ou're dealing with a tough New York winter, a great pair of oots is essential. tlin' and profilin' - as
the legendar Ric Flair would sa - aside, that great pair of oots increases od warmth and reduces the chance of slipping on an ic
sidewalk.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Craz x-Girlfriend” tar Vincent Rodriguez III Talks Aout the CW Hit, New York Cit, and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Vincent Rodriguez III, who portras Josh Chan on the CW hit Craz x-Girlfriend, has surprised man viewers
with his ailities as a singer and a dancer. ut what man viewers don't realize is that prior to his success with Craz x-Girlfriend, Vincent was
cast in productions of 42nd treet, Anthing Goes, and Irving erlin's White Christmas.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

tx's Lawrence Gowan Talks Touring With Def Leppard and Tesla, New York Cit, his olo Career and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Wildl-popular for decades, tx is in rare compan as one of the world's top rock ands. In addition to their 16
U.. Top 40 hit singles, the Illinois and released five consecutive multi-platinum alums etween 1977 and 1981.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

I the Might’s rent Walsh Gears Up for Mar. 4 show at the Theater at Madison quare Garden, Talks New
York, “Connector” Alum, and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — U2, Clutch and the Red Hot Chili Peppers are all examples of rock ands whose founding memers egan
plaing together efore adulthood. In the case of I the Might, vocalist/guitarist rent Walsh and guitarist Ian Pedigo were initiall an acoustic
duo, assist Chris Hinkle expanded them into an acoustic trio, and drummer lake Dahlinger asked to join the trio after seeing them pla live.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ra Ra Riot’s Wes Miles is read to pla Wester Hall on Mar. 4, Talks New “Need Your Light” Alum and
Plent More
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Ra Ra Riot formed in racuse in 2006, drawing attention just months later with its appearance at New York
Cit's annual CMJ conference. Fast-forwarding a decade, Ra Ra Riot has released four-length alums through arsuk Records, a lael that has
put out titles  Death Ca For Cutie, Rilo Kile, and Nada urf.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Liv Warfield Talks Fe. 19 & 20 hows at The Iridium, Working with Prince, New York, and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Dued the "new face of R&"  NPR, Liv Warfield turned a lot of heads with the release of 2014's The
Unexpected. Produced  Prince - with whom Liv has performed on man stages - The Unexpected was featured as a You Oughta Know title
 VH1 oul efore earning Liv a est New Artist nod from the oul Train Awards.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Australian Chamer Orchestra’s Richard Tognetti talks “The Reef” coming to 92Y’s Kaufmann Concert
Hall on Fe. 18, surfing, Alice In Chains, and more - Downtown Magazine NYC
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ver now and then, ou encounter an ensemle that changes how ou think aout classical music. In the
case of the Australian Chamer Orchestra and its Artistic Director, Richard Tognetti, there's their upcoming event called , which comes to the
92Y's Kauffman Concert Hall on Fe. 18.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

P.J. rne talks new HO hit series “Vinl,” appearing in “The Wolf Of Wall treet,” New York and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — P.J. rne turned a lot of heads as Nick "Rugrat" Koskoff in The Wolf Of Wall treet, et that role followed
more than a decade of appearances in ig movies and television shows. With previous credits including Horrile osses, Final Destination 5,
The Legend Of Korra and It's Alwas unn In Phildelphia, P.J.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

hemane Nugent talks new “4 Minutes A Da” ook, New York Cit, husand Ted and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — M first exposure to hemane Nugent was her appearance on her husand Ted's episode of VH1's ehind The
Music. ut as it turns out, when that program had first aired, hemane had alread een an estalished media personalit.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Kle Cease talks aout his “volving Out Loud” shows at New World tages on Fe. 14, 15 and 17, life as a
motivational comic, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Although Kle Cease is onl in his late 30s, he has een a headlining comic for over two decades. Having
started in comed at 12 ears of age, Kle has had two highl-rated Comed Central specials - oth of which released as alums through
Comed Central Records - eond appearances in a variet of film and TV outlets including 10 Things I Hate Aout You, Not Another Teen
Movie, Jimm Kimmel Live, Chelsea Latel, and Comics Unleashed.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The legendar ran Adams talks latest “Get Up” alum, Fe. 11 show at The eacon Theatre, New York,
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When it comes to hit songs and alums sold, ran Adams is in rare compan. ongs like "ummer Of '69,"
"Heaven," "Have You ver Reall Loved A Woman?" and "(verthing I Do) I Do It For You" remain as popular as ever, helping ran to sell over
65 million alums worldwide.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Adam Ferrara is read for Fe. 19 & 20 shows at Gotham Comed Clu, talks “Top Gear,” Richard Pror and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For stand-up fans, Adam Ferrara has een an important headliner for over two decades. He has appeared
multiple times on all of the late night staples (e.g. The Tonight how, The Late how), had highl-rated comed specials, and has ecome a
regular on a lot of radio shows.
3 YAR AGO
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Lee DeWze talks Fe. 12 gig at The Cutting Room, crowdfunding with Pledge Music, “American Idol” and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Lee DeWze ecame a household name in 2010 as the winner of the ninth season of American Idol. After
releasing music via 19 ntertainment's major lael imprint - as all Idol winners were expected to do - Lee moved over to Vanguard Records for
2013's Frames.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Diamond Dallas Page talks DDP Yoga's long-term success, Ton Roins, affirmations, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Throughout the 1990s and earl 2000s, Diamond Dallas Page was regularl watched  millions of people as
one of the world's top professional wrestlers. While a major wrestling legac and the occasional acting role ma e enough for man retired
wrestlers, DDP reinvented himself a little over a decade ago.
3 YAR AGO
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Wrong line?

Rick erle talks upcoming Iridesense shows on Jan. 22 and 23, life as a pulicist, turning 40 and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Rick erle has led an interesting dual life over the past two decades. Originall from Merrick, Long Island, he
formed Iridesense with sister/assist Tara, guitarist Ro Viccari and drummer Rich Drouin in 1993.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Trews’ John-Angus MacDonald chats aout plaing Mercur Lounge on Jan. 20, his native Canada, the
next Trews alum, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Formed 20 ears ago in 1996, rock quartet The Trews has een steadil successful in their native Canada.
eond having multiple gold alums and more than a dozen charting singles, The Trews has een nominated five Juno awards - think
Canadian Gramms - eond some U..-friendl wins at the Independent Music Awards and the ast Coast Music Awards.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Hillenders’ Nolan Lawrence chats aout Jan. 17 show at Hill Countr, The Who, “America’s Got Talent”
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Having een a conceptual rock alum, a roadwa show, and a touring production in multiple incarnations,
man people would assume that The Who's Tomm has een done to death. After all, in selling over 20 million copies, it's questionale as to
how fresh air can e reathed into a 46-ear old alum.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

tewart Copeland to ring “The Cask Of Amontillado” to Dixon Place on Jan. 18, talks The Police, acred
Grove, “Gamelan D’Drum” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For well over 30 ears, tewart Copeland has een known all around the world as one-third of The Police, a
and with six Gramms, two rit Awards, one VMA and sales of over 75 million records to its credit.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Adam Carolla is set for New York on Jan. 15, talks “The Adam Carolla how,” productivit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — To millions of people, Adam Carolla is simpl "that gu from The Man how." To millions of other people, Adam
Carolla is not onl one of the world's most popular podcasters, ut a est-selling author, filmmaker, and entrepreneur.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Jeff Jarrett
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Within the wrestling world, Jeff Jarrett needs no introduction. He had championship runs with most of the
major North American wrestling promotions of the past three decades. As a third-generation promoter, he co-founded Total Nonstop Action
Wrestling in 2002, where he remained regular on-screen talent through 2014.
3 YAR AGO
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Full House! The Musical! star eth lum and director/writer o Mcmith talk aout their show at Theatre
80, “aside The Musical” and plent more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — It has een over 20 ears since Full House aired its last episode in Ma 1995, et the legac of the AC famil
sit-com is still as strong as ever. Case in point: The upcoming premiere of Fuller House, a Netflix series, with John tamos as an xecutive
Producer.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

oaflex’s Mart McCo talks Jan. 7 show at Gramerc Theater, long-term careers in music, New York Cit
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In their 18 ears as a and, oaflex founders haun and Mart McCo have een through plent of things
that would reak up a weaker and. The've experienced record lael ankruptcies. The've dealt with lineup changes. The've also watched
rock eing declared "dead" a few times; worse has een said aout the metal scene, of course.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mick Dolenz talks upcoming New York area appearances with Peter Noone, the legac of The Monkees
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For the majorit of entertainment fans, the first learned aout Mick Dolenz as the drummer (and sometimes
lead vocalist) of The Monkees. ut almost 10 ears prior to that, Mick was working actor - as Micke raddock - starring in the children's TV
show Circus o.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

William hatner Talks to Downtown, to ring “hatner’s World” to the Area on Jan. 21 & 22
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — It has een almost 50 ears since William hatner first appeared as Captain James T. Kirk on tar Trek, et
William hatner remains one of the most recognizale entertainers all these decades later. eond starring in hit shows like oston Legal,
Weird Or What? and T.J.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Gar Douglas and is set for gigs at The Cutting Room and ower lectric, Gar talks countr, New
York and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — On the strength of first single "To e With You," tracks from the New York Cit-ased Gar Douglas and's
2015 alum Keepin' Faith have een added to dozens of radio stations around the countr.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

AC’s “Galavant” tar Karen David Talks New York Cit, New ingle “Dadreamer,” Next Movie “The Tiger
Hunter” and More
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A Canadian-ritish actress, singer and songwriter, Karen David has een working all over the world on various
projects for the past decade and a half. he has done theater work within London's West nd, had a major lael record deal with MG generating a Top 10 hit in urope, "It's Me (You're Talking To)" - and appeared in plent of TV and movie roles (e.g.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Matchaar's Graham and Max Fortgang talk new Chelsea location, the new Matchaar ottled line and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The starting point of the da for millions of people around the world, matcha is a health source of caffeine
that originated in China over 1,000 ears ago. The first specialt matcha cafe in New York Cit, Matchaar opened in Williamsurg in the Fall
of 2014.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jud Gold to ring a “A Jewd Gold Christmas” to Carolines on Dec. 23, 24 and 25, talks New York Cit and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — As a writer, comedian and actress, Jud Gold has een honored with more awards and nominations than our
average stand-up headliner. While a producer with The Rosie O'Donnell how, she won two mms.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xecutive Hotel le oleil New York’s Lowell eee-Center talks aout a great new Manhattan hotel, life as a
hotel GM
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Opened earlier this ear at 38 West 36 th t., the xecutive Hotel le oleil New York is a 162-room luxur
outique hotel. Located near Herald quare and rant Park, the xecutive Hotel le oleil is a rare pet-friendl estalishment in Manhattan.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Joe DeRosa is set for Gotham Comed Clu on Dec. 18 & 19, talks “etter Call aul,” stand-up, podcasts and
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Although he primaril identifies as a stand-up comic, Joe DeRosa has a multi-faceted career that goes well
eond performing live. As an actor, he's een seen on etter Call aul, Inside Am chumer and Louie. As a writer, his work was featured
within The Pete Holmes how and Wet Hot American ummer: First Da Of Camp.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Gilert Gottfried is coming to Carolines on Dec. 17, talks aout his award-winning "Amazing Colossal"
podcast and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Over the past 35 ears, Gilert Gottfried has een recognizale to people of all ages. For children, he
provided voices in Aladdin, Ren & timp and The Fairl OddParents. For adult comed fans, he was a cast memer on aturda Night Live,
did stand-up specials for HO and howtime, and has een a regular on the Comed Central roasts.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Clutch’s Dan Maines is read for Terminal 5, talks “Pschic Warfare” and nearl 25 ears of rock
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Formed nearl 25 ears ago in 1991, the memers of Clutch have known one another since childhood. The
entered the major lael world with 1993's Transnational peedwa League and staed around there for nearl a decade.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cords For Music’s Nicholas Colence discusses his arts-friendl product line, New York Cit pop-up stores,
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As a life-long New Yorker, Nicholas Colence is a rand strategist  trade and an arts administrator 
training. Cords For Music, as founded  Nicholas in 2013, smartl comines his two passions as a sociall-motivated fashion rand that
enefits the arts.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Fred Lelanc is read for Hill Countr Live, talks Cowo Mouth, New Orleans and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — One of the most recognizale figures in contemporar Louisiana music, Fred Lelanc has een earning a
living as a musician for three decades. While Fred is most famous for eing the drummer and lead singer of Cowo Mouth, his time with the
New Orleans group was preceded  work with The ackeats and Dash Rip Rock, then a rief solo career.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ja Mohr talks new stand-up alum "Happ. And A Lot," writing with wife Nikki Cox, "Last Comic tanding,"
podcasting and plent more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The rare sort of entertainer that can succeed as an actor, stand-up comic, TV producer, author and radio host,
Ja Mohr has een working steadil for well over 20 ears. Although he was cast on aturda Night Live in his earl 20s, Ja is further a rarit
in having experienced plent more success since leaving NL.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Martin exton talks 35th Annual John Lennon triute event, new alum, New York Cit and more
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 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Originall from racuse, Martin exton initiall found success as a usker in Harvard quare. elling tens of
thousands of alums independentl in the earl 1990s, he found his wa into the major lael world with an Atlantic Records deal in the late
1990s.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

John Waters is read for Cit Winer, talks aout his next two ooks, Fred Armisen and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A director, screenwriter, author, actor, stand-up comedian, visual artist and journalist, John Waters is prolific in
ever sense of the word. In his 50+ ear career, he has managed to appeal to oth the underground and the mainstream with films like Pink
Flamingos, erial Mom and Cecil . Demented.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Pearl & The eard talk Nov. 19th farewell show at ower allroom, what's ahead for the trio
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first discovered Pearl & The eard while working at ngine Room Recordings, which shared office space with
the group's original management and lael, Famil Records. I was amazed how such a areones, folk-inspired trio - usuall performing in the
form of an acoustic guitarist, cellist and percussionist that all sang - could make such interesting and spirited music.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Jim Ross
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Jim Ross - "Good Ol' J.R.," to man millions of WW and WCW fans - is generall thought of as the greatest
wrestling roadcaster of all-time. ut there's plent more that he ought to e lauded for oth on and off-screen. As the xecutive Vice
President of Talent Relations for WW, J.R.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Colin Ha is read for his Town Hall gig, talks New York, “crus” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Colin Ha first ecame a household name in the earl 1980s as the frontman and songwriter of Men At Work.
With hits like "Down Under," "Who Can It e Now?" and "Overkill" to their credit, Men At Work was internationall-known, ut once the and
roke up in 1985, ver little of their fanase kept up with Colin's solo career.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

George Wallace talks 39 ears in comed, Jerr einfeld, eing The New Mr. Vegas and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — "Let's just sa that if I lived m life  the rules ever time I wouldn't e anwhere near where I am toda" George Wallace (page 11 of Laff It Off) A steadil-working comic for the past four decades, George Wallace is oth one of the most successful
stand-ups of all-time and one of the most respected.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Miranda Lee Richards talks aout her Nov. 16 show at Rockwood Music Hall, her new alum and plent more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Miranda Lee Richards first urst onto the scene in the late 1990s as a memer of The rian Jonestown
Massacre. Her tenure with the Massacre was shown in the award-winning documentar DIG! and lasted three alums through 1999's ringing
It All ack Home.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

xodus singer teve “Zetro” ouza talks Plastation Theater shows with King Diamond, next alum, Disne
and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Pioneers of thrash metal, xodus formed in 1979 with future Metallica guitarist Kirk Hammett in tow. A
revolving door of sorts over the ears, xodus vocalist teve "Zetro" ouza joined the and in 1986 for his first of three tenures with the and.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: terling Fox
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Have ou heard the song "tereo Hearts"  the Gm Class Heroes and Maroon 5's Adam Levine? Or "Video
Games"  Lana Del Re? Or "hame On Me"  Avicii? Or "Take Me Home"  Cash Cash? Or "Wasted Love"  Matt McAndrew? Well, then
ou're familiar with the work of terling Fox.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Nada urf’s Matthew Caws talks New York, upcoming Wester Hall show, new music
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Like millions of other people, m first exposure to Nada urf was through their 1996 hit "Popular." The song
dominated MTV and K-Rock and ecame one of the most memorale rock songs of the late 1990s.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Lone ellow’s Zach Williams talks Wester Hall concert, Virginia Madsen and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The Lone ellow 's deut alum - as recorded at the Lower ast ide's Rockwood Music Hall - ma have taken
off shortl after its Januar 2013 release, ut the and is hardl an overnight success.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

LOLO talks new “ongird” musical, upcoming Terminal 5 show, and missing New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — LOLO - orn Lauren Pritchard - has alread lived her a few lives in the music usiness. As a teenager, she
moved to Los Angeles and lived with Lisa Marie Presle while singing in a reggae and. After this experience, she originated the role of Ilse in
the hit roadwa show pring Awakening, which she held onto for two ears.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Vonda hepard gears up for Le Poisson Rouge performance, talks Kickstarter, NA, New York and plent
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As the singer and songwriter ehind the theme song of All Mceal, Vonda hepard was heard  millions of
people weekl for five seasons starting in 1997. he also appeared in dozens of All episodes otherwise - plaing herself in the final piano ar
scene - and scored original music for plent of episodes.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Gold Coast International Film Festival's Caroline orokoff talks Novemer 2015 events and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When the weather's cold, few things are more enjoale than a da inside at the movies. In the case of the
Gold Coast International Film Festival - which has a series of events running from Nov. 9th through 15th - there are plent of opportunities to
sta indoors and catch exclusive entertainment not availale anwhere else.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Carnie Wilson is read for Wilson Phillips' first-ever New York Cit concert, talks “ridesmaids” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When our deut alum sells over 10 million copies, features three #1 singles and quickl earns four Gramm
nominations, the ar has een set prett high. The second alum  Wilson Phillips, 1992's hadows And Light, ma have een a
disappointment when compared to the success of their self-titled release, ut it did go platinum in the U..
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Deie Gison is read for the Theater at Madison quare Garden, will receive a Lifetime Achievement
Award, talks New York Cit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The oungest person to ever write, produce and perform a numer one single, Deie Gison first rose to
international stardom in 1987. Her deut alum, Out Of The lue, ielded five Top 40 singles - all of which entirel written  Deie - while
her follow-up alum, lectric Youth, held the numer one spot on the illoard chart for five weeks.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Richard Wouters of outh Africa’s Civil Twilight is read for The Cutting Room, talks New York Cit and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Originall hailing from Cape Town, outh Africa, the trio of vocalist/assist teven McKellar, guitarist Andrew
McKellar and drummer Richard Wouters formed in the late 1990s as students. After experiencing some success and local acclaim, the group
known as Civil Twilight relocated to Los Angeles in 2005 and put out their first proper alum in 2007.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Davina and The Vagaonds gear up for Nov. 5 at Lucille's
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In this da and age where most people overshare their thoughts without actuall saing much at all, there is
an asolute shortage of interesting personalities in music. Don't get me wrong, there have een plent of great alums released in 2015, ut
how man of them came from performers that are intriguing oth on and off the stage?
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jenn & Tler talk life as a husand & wife duo, upcoming Rockwood Music Hall show, new alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Descried as having a "similar vocal chemistr to Glen Hansard and Markéta Irglová ut also a real knack for
the dnamic omast of Coldpla"  Popmatters, Jenn & Tler are not the acoustic duo that their name would suggest.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

cott Weiland talks upcoming New York Cit shows, Leonard Cohen, Notre Dame and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As the frontman and lricist for tone Temple Pilots, cott Weiland was part of more than a dozen major hit
singles, as spread out among six est-selling alums. etween the fifth and sixth alums of TP, cott was the voice of Velvet Revolver, whose
2004 release Contraand sold millions of copies in spite of the modern cliché that "people don't u alums anmore."
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ian Anderson talks upcoming rookln concert, "The Walking Dead," Jethro Tull, technolog and plent
more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — While I was familiar with Ian Anderson's music prior to interviewing him - Jethro Tull songs like "Aqualung,"
"Thick As A rick" and "ungle In The Jungle" remain classic rock radio staples 40-plus ears later - I must admit that I never heard him speak
prior to our phone call.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Neil Hamurger is set for The ell House and his feature film “ntertainment!” starring Gregg Turkington
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Neil Hamurger is the rare sort of comedian that ou either "get" or "don't get." While some people use the tag
"anti-comed" to descrie what he does, I personall find his jokes to e hilarious and spot-on. The cult following of Neil Hamurger includes
a lot of high-profile performers like Tom Green, John C.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

NL writer Mike O'rien has a new comed alum “Tast Radio” featuring carlett Johansson, eth Meers,
ill Hader and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — 40 ears after its premiere, aturda Night Live is still one of the primar sources of interesting voices in
comed. Mike O'rien, who joined the NL writing staff in 2009 and was an on-air featured plaer during the show's 2014-15 season, is et
another example of that.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Film composer dwin Wendler talks new Halloween-themed movies: “Tales Of Halloween” and “I pit On
Your Grave 3” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When it comes to the qualit of a movie, most viewers tend to praise (or lame) the people involved with the
writing, director, acting and/or editing. In turn, the unsung hero (or villain) of man films is the composer of its score.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Darkness’ Frankie Poullain is read for Irving Plaza, talks “Last Of Our Kind” alum and plent more
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — When The Darkness first hit the United tates in 2003, rock radio fans were excited. Here was an nglish
and with guitar solos, sing-along choruses, falsetto vocals, and es, catsuits. The were sonicall somewhere etween Queen, AC/DC and
The trokes.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ruce Horns talks Christian Mcride, Tupac and the TD James Mood Jazz Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Over the past three decades, ruce Horns has done a lot of amazing things with a lot of amazing artists.
With The Range, he had a Gramm-winning, multi-platinum alum called The Wa It Is. As a keoardist, he's done multiple tours with The
Grateful Dead.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The tring Cheese Incident’s Keith Mosele on MG Theater shows, new live alum, CI’s other usinesses
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — To most people, a and is a and. The tour, do interviews and make music, leaving the usiness to the
usinesspeople. However, there are plent of notale exceptions to this thinking, and The tring Cheese Incident is one of them.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Jen Lon
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — One of the iggest compliments for me as a writer is when someone reads one of m "Reall us People"
columns and offers a suggestion of a great interview suject. This is how I found out aout Jen Lon, and after hearing aout her career, I was
disappointed in mself for not alread eing familiar.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Idlewild’s Rodd Woomle talks new alum, is read for The Gramerc Theatre & Knitting Factor shows
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Formed in dinurgh in 1995, 2015 marks the 20th anniversar of influential cottish rock and Idlewild. With
a string of gold alums in the U.K., the and finds themselves in a unique position of plaing major festivals and theaters in most of the world,
et plaing clus in the United tates.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Dear Hunter’s Case Crescenzo talks aout Irving Plaza show, new alum, more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Hailing from Providence, Rhode Island, The Dear Hunter egan as a side project for Case Crescenzo in 2004
while there was downtime from his and The Receiving nd Of irens. A few ears later, after parting was with TRO, The Dear Hunter
ecame his primar musical focus.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Hi-Lite of The Harlem Gloetrotters chats aout upcoming Madison quare appearances
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — 89 ears after their 1926 founding, The Harlem Gloetrotters are still touring the world as much as ever. With
over 20,000 exhiition games plaed in well over 100 countries, the Gloetrotters predate the NA  over two decades.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Cœur de pirate (a.k.a éatrice Martin) gears up for her rookln deut, talks singing in French and nglish
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Much like Dashoard Confessional is the project of Chris Carraa or Alison udol is A Fine Frenz, Cœur de
pirate is the nom de plume of éatrice Martin. Cœur de pirate - which is French for "pirate's heart" - has een widel successful throughout
urope and her native Canada since the release of her self-titled alum in 2008.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

New Found Glor’s Crus olooki is read for The est u Theater, reflects on NFG legac
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — New Found Glor formed in 1997 and had a record deal within three ears. While the almight record deal is
often painted to e the end of the rainow for a rock and, it is actuall the eginning of the hard work ahead for a musician.
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dennis Dunawa chats aout his new ook, Alice Cooper, the Chiller Theatre xpo and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As the assist of Alice Cooper from the and's founding through 1974, Dennis Dunawa was around for a lot of
amazing times. A co-writer of Alice Cooper classics like "I'm ighteen," "chool's Out," "lected" and "Under M Wheels," Dennis is argual
one of the onl musicians to have songs covered  Alvin & The Chipmunks, the cast of Glee, and Gwar.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Talor Locke
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first met Talor Locke five or six ears ago through our mutual friend Mike Viola. At the time, Talor was the
guitarist in the and Roone, who had een famous for hit singles like "I'm hakin'" and "When Did Your Heart Go Missing."
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

KINGWOOD’s Alex Laska talk New York living, CMJ and Australian Top 10 success
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first learned aout KINGWOOD when I saw their name listed on some upcoming CMJ events. The
Melourne-ased quartet is plaing intimate shows at Fat a (Octoer 16th) and The Delance (Octoer 17th), et in their native Australia,
the're a major, award-winning, industr-recognized group.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The ONiC Festival's Derek ermel descries his New York Cit festival of 21st Centur music
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — illed as a festival of 21st centur music  composers age 40 and under, ONiC launched in 2011, as curated
 American Composers Orchestra director Derek ermel. Taking place over the course of nine das this ear - Octoer 15th through 23rd ONiC events will e staged at nearl a dozen venues throughout Manhattan and rookln.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

London quartet Landshapes to pla 5 NYC shows during CMJ 2015
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Originall called Lulu and the Lampshades, Landshapes morphed into the U.K.-ased quartet it is toda in
2013.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Legendar composer David Newman rings “ack To The Future” live to Radio Cit Music Hall
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — What do Heathers, ill & Ted's xcellent Adventure, Tomm o, Ice Age and The andlot all have in common?
esides eing hit movies, the all feature the music of composer David Newman. With scoring credits for over 100 films, David is one of the
top composers in the film world more than 30 ears after he scored the Frankenweenie short.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Odd rodsk” director and co-writer Cind aer talks NYC Independent Film Festival 2015 and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The NYC Independent Film Festival is known for ringing great indie cinema, no matter the genre or format, to
New York Cit for a week-long celeration of the medium. Now in its sixth ear - 2015's festival runs from Octoer 12th and 18th - not onl are
more than 100 screened works eing presented  the NYCIFF this ear, ut there will also e panels and parties.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Next To None's Max Portno handles Q&A aout his Octoer 13th show, prog-metal, growing up Portno
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When I was 16 ears old, I interned in the music usiness and wrote for some small-time pulications on Long
Island when I wasn't at school, and people thought I was overachiever. In the case of drummer Max Portno - the son of founding Dream
Theater drummer Mike Portno - he is one-fourth of Next To None, alongside guitarist Rland Holland, assist Kris Rank and
vocalist/keoardist Thomas Cucé.
3 YAR AGO
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HONK NYC! steward ara Valentine tells aout the 2015 festival and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A gloal street music festival ased in New York Cit, HONK NYC! rings together rass ands, sama ands,
marching ands and drumlines from all over the world. Its events take place over the course of a week throughout Manhattan and rookln,
including happenings this ear at One Penn Plaza, The High Line, the DUMO Archwa, and NYU's Jerr H.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Mister aint Laurent
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Mister aint Laurent is ver different from anone I have interviewed for a "Reall us People" column. While
other interview sujects have had jos that are not related to one another, none of them have een as shrouded in mster as the one that
man call "ML."
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Fa Faux's Jimm Vivino talks Conan, Octoer 24th show at The eacon Theater
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For nearl ever weeknight over the past two decades, Jimm Vivino has een on network television as
Conan O'rien 's guitarist. For much of those 20-plus ears, Jimm has also een Conan's andleader and chief arranger.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mal lum has a new alum plus gigs at The Mercur Lounge and Knitting Factor
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As noted within one of the questions posed to her, I found encountered Mal lum a few ears ago when she
opened for Mike Dought at Cit Winer. Mal won over an audience that primaril seemed to e there to hear oul Coughing songs, which
Mike hadn't plaed live to a New York audience in ears.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Kansas guitarist Richard Williams gears up for New York gig, talks 43 ears in Kansas
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As I write this article, I am almost certain that "Carr On M Waward on" is plaing on the radio somewhere
in the world. imultaneousl, "Dust In The Wind" must also e plaing somewhere in the world.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

MAKUTA talks upcoming New York Cit show, eing a famil and, working with Aaron Carter and
Timaland
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As I mentioned within m recent Ian rennan article, one of m favorite things aout writing features on ands
and entertainers is the feedack that comes from readers. When I recentl heard kind words via e-mail from Doug Makuta, I did some
research and learned that Doug was not onl one-fourth of the and MAKUTA, ut also a songwriter for other artists.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ta Class New York’s Zach Neil talks aout their new Will Ferrell-themed ar
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Calling itself "a Will Ferrell character-themed ar in NYC," ta Class New York has ecome an online
sensation without actuall eing open to the pulic. Having its grand opening toda, Octoer 1st, ta Class promises plent more than Will
Ferrell references, as 1950s-stle pin-up girls, an art galler, trivia, karaoke, food and special events are also on the agenda.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Tosh Murase
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first met Tosh Murase while working for Freefall Presentations - an artist management compan then ased
on Long Island - in 2005. Tosh had een previousl affiliated with Freefall and its sister compan, Mahem Records, and had come ack into
the Freefall fold for some temporar projects.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The New Regime's Ilan Ruin gears up for a gig at Pianos, talks Nine Inch Nails and more
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 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Ilan Ruin has a résumé that almost an drummer would e envious of. He's sat ehind the kit for Nine Inch
Nails and Angels & Airwaves over the past ears. eond that, he plaed drums on Paramore's fourth alum, spent a few ears with
Lostprophets, and also toured internationall with Denver Haror.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Polphonic pree's Tim DeLaughter is happ to return to The Highline allroom
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — One of the est concerts I have seen was The Polphonic pree at The ower allroom in Jul 2013. If I
recall correctl, there were 18 people on the stage in roes for the entire performance. The Dallas-ased and plaed a set that was heav on
their long-standing favorites (e.g.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mercur Rev’s Grasshopper talks new alum, Le Poisson Rouge show, Dave Fridmann, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — With eight criticall-acclaimed studio alums to their credit, Mercur Rev formed in uffalo in the late 1980s.
Two of Mercur Rev's original memers - three, if ou count founding assist Dave Fridmann, who still acts as the and's producer - are still in
the fold all these ears later, Jonathan Donahue and ean "Grasshopper" Mackowiak.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Fever High announces deut P, gig at The Living Room
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — There are certain artists that I know I can depend upon for qualit-oriented songwriting and production, and
Adam chlesinger is one of those artists. eond co-founding oth Iv and Fountains Of Wane - and eing one-fourth of the short-lived
supergroup Tinted Windows - Adam has co-written for a lot of notale TV, film and theatrical projects, including That Thing You Do!, A Colert
Christmas, esame treet and the roadwa adaption of Cr-a.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

est of France's Paul ensaat talks aout the major event coming to Times quare this weekend
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Considered the world's largest event dedicated to France, est of France is expected to ring a half- million
people to Times quare this weekend. Running on eptemer 26th and 27th, the third edition of the festival - previousl known as Taste of
France - is trul intended for everone, not just Francophiles.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: ean aker
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first met ean aker at a friend's irthda part aout a decade ago, and was amazed that I was talking to a
co-creator of the Fox series Greg The unn. In getting to know ean a little it over the next few ears, I got to learn more aout Greg getting
a new life as a series for IFC.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Word’s Roert Randolph talks Wester Hall show, new “oul Food” alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Argual the modern king of the pedal steel guitar, Roert Randolph has een a ig deal and a ig draw for
almost 15 ears. Not onl renowned for his high-energ festival performances with his Famil and, Roert has een featured on recordings
from a wide variet of artists including Ro Thomas, lton John, Ringo tarr, udd Gu, antana and the Dave Matthews and.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The New York Coffee Festival's Jeffre Young talks coffee, London, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For man New Yorkers, coffee is more than a everage. It ma e part of their preparation efore getting to
work. It could e an energ-enhancing treat at the office. It might accompan dessert. However, coffee falls into one's dail existence, there
are alwas new varieties of it to tr.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Farao speaks aout Williamsurg show, deut alum for Arts & Crafts, leaving Norwa
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 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Originall hailing from a small town in Norwa, Farao - whose government name is Kari Jahnsen - released her
deut alum Till It's All Forgotten last week through Arts & Crafts. However, this isn't Kari's first project, and significant uzz preceded the
release of the first Farao release.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Charlie Mars chats aout Cit Winer, next alum, life after V2 Records
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first found out aout Charlie Mars through an old friend at MI Music Pulishing who was thinking of signing
him to a pulishing deal. Around that same time, Charlie had signed to V2 Records, the lael that had helped launch The White tripes.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Magellan's Trent Gardner talks new alum, prog-rock, U.. politics, and Chicago the and
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — 30 ears since their formation - es, 1985 was 30 ears ago - Magellan is still making music. Although the
could originall e pigeonholed as a "prog rock and," Magellan has evolved in recent ears. Magellan leader Trent Gardner, who Downtown
owner and pulisher Grace Capoianco introduced me to, shared with me the group's powerful and controversial new music video, "War
Drum (This Ain't America)."
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jesse Malin talks up his Irving Plaza show, two new alums, his Downtown Manhattan clus
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Jesse Malin constantl amazes me ecause of how prolific he has een in two unrelated fields. He is a wellknown respected solo artist with two alums released in 2015 alone, New York efore The War and Outsiders. He is also a ar-owner with
multiple estalishments to speak of, including the ower lectric, Niagara, Cain Down elow and the recentl-opened Avenue A.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Artie Lange talks aout the Hooken Comed Festival, Artie Quitter podcast, Norm Macdonald and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Having worked steadil in TV, film and radio for the past 20 ears, Artie Lange is one of toda's most
recognizale comics. You ma have first discovered him as a cast memer on MADtv, as Norm Macdonald's sidekick in Dirt Work or as Jackie
Martling's replacement on The Howard tern how.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chicago’s Lee Loughnane talks aout the future of Chicago
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When Downtown Magazine pulisher and owner Grace A. Capoianco found herself with some ackstage
passes to Chicago 's recent Atlantic Cit performance, she also landed the opportunit to ask some questions to Lee Loughnane, founding
trumpeter. A memer of Chicago for nearl 50 ears, Lee has seen the world dozens of times over.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

o Forrest talks Joe’s Pu gig, VH1’s “Celerit Reha,” relationships, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first learned aout o Forrest when I received a press kit for The iccle Thief's You Come And Go Like A
Pop ong in 1999. The io largel talked aout how iccle Thief leader o Forrest was an influential musician and integral to the Red Hot
Chili Peppers in their earl das.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Austin caggs talks Neil Fest at The ower allroom, Norah Jones and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — There are a few things that ou proal know Austin caggs from. First, he's an important journalist who's
een with Rolling tone for over 15 ears, much of which as a Contriuting ditor. econd, he's an accomplished assist and producer, and
has een putting together est Fest events with Alex Lev and Matt Romano for ears.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Migguel Anggelo talks Joe’s Pu show with The Immigrants, Donald Trump, “Another on Of Venezuela”
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Although now a long-time resident of New York, Migguel Anggelo doesn't stra far from his Venezuelan roots.
His latest theatrical piece, Another on Of Venezuela, is the seventh show he will e presenting at Joe's Pu; the first six were performed in
front of sold-out crowds, of course.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: teve chiltz
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first met teve chiltz in the earl 2000s when I was selling t-shirts for Nada urf at The Middle ast in
Camridge. I pestered him with questions aout his and, Longwave, having recentl signed to RCA Records alongside their friends, The
trokes.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Hooken Comed Festival's Dan Frigolette talks stand-up comed, Hooken and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A lot of Manhattan residents are predisposed to thinking of New Jerse as eing ver far awa from them. The
truth is that a lot of parts of Jerse are quicker to get to from Midtown Manhattan than the Upper ast ide, Chinatown or Financial District.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Paul Talor: Creative Domain” director Kate Geis talks film, dance and New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Putting m ignorance out there in the forefront: I never dance  choice and have onl seen allet live once.
ut there are few things that I love more than a documentar aout a true master of a craft. In turn, Paul Talor: Creative Domain captured m
attention as the legendar choreographer gave unprecedented access to filmmaker Kate Geis.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Louie And Chan owner David Wiesner talks Grotto, Lower ast ide dining, and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Known as the sister restaurant of acclaimed downtown spot Grotto, Louie and Chan (located at 303 roome
treet) opened to immediate acclaim in late 2013. An Italian restaurant with Asian-themed cocktails with chef Kevin Chun - formerl an
xecutive Chef at Yunnan Kitchen and Nino's 46 - at the helm, Louie And Chan is a distinct estalishment in terms of oth its concept and its
neighorhood.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

scort’s Adeline Michèle talks Plaza 33 concert, next alum, New York Cit living
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — rookln's own scort egan in the earl 2000s as the studio-ased duo of Dan alis and ugene Cho. It
wasn't long efore the duo expanded into a proper group with a reputale live show as Time Out New York called scort one of the est live
acts of 2007.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Glorious ons’ rett mmons talks antos Part House show, first U.. headlining tour, Canada
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The quintet known as The Glorious ons is in a unique spot of having uilt up a health career in their native
Canada, ut not et having done a headlining tour in the United tates. Winners of 2013's HTZ-FM Rocksearch, three of the four singles from
their latest alum The Union hit the #2 spot on the Canadian Rock Charts.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Klesa talks new alum, is set for The Gramerc Theater
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Klesa, a metal and with elements of punk and pschedelic-rock in their sound, started in their native
Georgia in 2001. However, Klesa co-lead vocalist Phillip Cope has a long-standing pre-Klesa histor, plaing in hardcore-punk ands in the
late 1980,s and then Damad for most of the 1990s.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jonathan dwards talks Cit Winer show, “Tomorrow's Child” alum, legac of “unshine”
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Jonathan dwards first experienced success with the single "unshine," which was RIAA Gold-certified 
earl 1972. Nearl 45 ears later, not onl is "unshine" still eing heard all over the place (e.g. a recent Jeep commercial, HO's The
Newsroom, Anchorman: The Legend Of Ron urgund), ut "hant" remains a Frida mainsta on classic rock radio.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

kid Row's Ton Harnell talks Rock Carnival 2015, TNT, tarreaker
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Over the past three decades, Ton Harnell has experienced a musical existence like no other. He first joined
TNT in his earl 20s, his first of three tenures with the and, which led to massive tours of Norwa and Japan eond charting singles
everwhere else.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“aturda Night Live” star asheer Zamata talks rookln Comed Festival, New York living
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As with much of the current aturda Night Live cast, asheer Zamata has roots in the sketch comed world.
he not onl performed with the Upright Citizens rigade prior to joining NL, ut was also part of sketches on FX's Totall iased With W.
Kamau ell, The Cooking Channel's Fodder, MTV's He Girl and College Humor.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Holl Miranda is set for two gigs at The Mercur Lounge
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Holl Miranda ma have earned her first record deal at the age of 17, ut she's uilt a great career slowl and
steadil. After her ill-fated major lael spell as a teenager, she formed The Jealous Girlfriends, who had songs featured on Gre's Anatom and
The L Word and toured eside Delta pirit and Nada urf.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Marc Lawrence
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ometimes the most interesting people are onl a few cuicles awa. In the case of Marc Lawrence, who I
worked with on and off for two ears at Viacom, he alwas seemed to have something going on eond his workload at the office.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The corpions' Klaus Meine talks rookln concert, New York and histor, new alum "Return To Forever"
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — With over 75 million alums sold worldwide, it would e difficult to name a German and more influential or
popular than The corpions. Hits like "Rock You Like A Hurricane," "Wind Of Change," and "No One Like You" are still eing heard in arenas
and stadiums around the world all these ears later, whether it's The corpions plaing them or sporting events using those tracks to get
people excited.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dave Hill is read for the rookln Comed Festival
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Dave Hill is one of those performers who five people ma recognize from five different projects. A lot of
people know him as a stand-up comic, for which Variet called him one of their "10 Comics To Watch" a few ears ack.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Marshall Crenshaw to pla Cit Winer in support of his “P Collection”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — If ou like jangl, guitar-ased pop songs with heart, then one of our favorite singer/songwriters ought to e
Marshall Crenshaw. Hit songs of his from the 1980s like "omeda, omewa," "Whenever You're On M Mind" and "You're M Favorite Waste
Of Time" are up there with the finest work of queeze and Crowded House.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

oilwork's jörn trid talks Gramerc Theatre show, weden, melodic death metal
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As a melod-oriented music fan, I didn't grow up on death metal. ut when I hear aout a and with a 20-ear
international legac, m ears tend to perk up. I also pa attention when I find out aout ands from weden - argual the world's est music
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exporter - touring the tates.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Legendar guitarist Mart Friedman returns to the U.. for a headlining tour
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The name " Mart Friedman" ought to ring a ell to American metal fans - he was the lead guitarist in
Megadeth for 10 ears following two alums with Cacophon and one solo record for shred-mecca hrapnel Records. 6,000 miles awa from
New York, the name "Mart Friedman" means something ver different in his adopted home of Toko, Japan.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

CHICAGO AND ARTH, WIND & FIR DOMINAT JON ACH
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — verone has their own definition of what a "great concert" is, ut presumal a few things are universall
desired: - At least some of the material performed is familiar. - The artist seems genuinel excited to e there. - There is spontaneit in the
performance.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Holl Golightl talks duets, upcoming Mercur Lounge show, two new alums
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Holl Golightl - es, her legal first and middle name, ased on the character from reakfast At Tiffan's - has
released more than two dozen alums and Ps since coming onto the scene in the mid-1990s. ut plent of fans know the London native
from a host of other projects.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Atomic itchwax’s Chris Kosnik is read for The ower lectric
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first learned aout The Atomic itchwax when interviewing Michael Wildwood from Chrome Locust, former
Tee/Pee Records laelmates of The Atomic itchwax aout 15 ears ack. Tee/Pee had a reputation for eing a "stoner rock" record lael
ack then, although it went on to release alums  Maplewood (featuring memers of Champale and Nada urf), former Yeah Yeah Yeahs
sideman Imaad Wasif, and Hopewell.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Alex Holdridge
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — hot in five countries over the course of three and a half ears, Meet Me In Montenegro was a ver amitious
undertaking  directors Alex Holdridge and Linnea aasen. Geograph and timeline aside, Alex and Linnea had their hands full otherwise as
the two also co-wrote, produced and starred in the film.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

George enson talks upcoming New York gigs, acht rock, and how a music critic changed his life
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Performing alongside a who's who of musicians from the past six decades - Miles Davis, Frank inatra, Ton
ennett, tevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, .. King, Quinc Jones and enn Goodman included - George enson is the rare artist that is oth
criticall-acclaimed and commerciall-successfull.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Fillmore Room’s Liran Mezan talks specials, culinar inspiration, upcoming events
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The Fillmore Room (146 10th Ave.) ma have opened a few months ago, ut this isn't the first go-around for
chef and owner Liran Mezan. Prior to this venture, Liran was a chef within the ranks of The ON Group and LT Restaurants, to name a few
hospitalit groups; with the former, he served as corporate executive chef for TK's Meatpacking location.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jack + liza Alum Release vent TODAY
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — In support of their deut full-length alum, Gentle Warnings, Jack + liza will e going on a tour...of Manhattan,
toda, August 7th. The duo will e working their wa uptown throughout the da, starting at Gansevoort and Washington treet at 12 p.m.,
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plaing at 12th and 7th at 2 p.m., then Canal & ower at 4 p.m., and followed  Cooper quare at 6 p.m.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Jan Rason
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I'm almost certain that ever reader of Downtown Magazine could name at least one movie that Tom Cruise
appeared in. The same goes for Arnold chwarzenegger, Julia Roerts, ddie Murph and other stars with three decades of leading roles.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

witchfoot’s Jon Foreman talks Terminal 5 gig, ro-Am Foundation’s mission, future of witchfoot
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — witchfoot ma have first made waves on rock radio with "Meant To Live," et 2003's The eautiful Letdown
was actuall the and's fourth alum. witchfoot formed in 1996 - meaning that its 20th anniversar is just around the corner - and its three
alums prior to Letdown had rought upon plent of radio airpla, in addition to soundtrack ...
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Director David T. Friendl talks new neakerheadz film, Imagine ntertainment, upcoming work
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The credits of David T. Friendl, a writer, director and producer, are shockingl varied. Little Miss unshine,
which he produced, was a groundreaking and award-winning indie film that went on to gross over $100 million internationall at the ox
office. unshine has little in common with 1991's M Girl, which he executive produced; he also worked on its 1994 sequel.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Long each International Film Festival co-founder Ingrid Dodd talks aout this ear’s events
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Returning for its fourth ear, the Long each International Film Festival offers plent more than its name
implies. While true that the LIFF is ased in the eloved Long Island waterfront town of Long each and features film screenings, it is also
tied in with a variet of non-profit organizations and offers a lot of special food and drink options.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Amer enson
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Amer enson first came into prominence as an actress on the uff The Vampire laer TV series in the late
1990s. That wasn't her first role, however, having egun acting in her teens. While she has continued acting post- uff (e.g.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

leni Mandell is read for her August 2nd Mercur Lounge gig in support of “Dark Lights Up”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Los Angeles-ased leni Mandell came onto the singer/songwriter scene in the late 1990s with a splash,
working on her deut alum with the legendar Jon rion. everal ears later in 2001, on the opposite coast, The New Yorker called leni "the
est unsigned artist in the usiness."
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Analog park’s Mark Piro talks vinl, audio fidelit, upcoming en Folds and Kate ush re-issues
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Mark Piro has een a fixture in the downtown music scene for over 10 ears as a record lael emploee (
Razor & Tie ntertainment, Good Morning Monke Records), and musician (The haker Pegs, Nigel Rawls).
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Mediocre Golf Association's Jon Morle talks MGA culture, helps make golf fun and interesting for all
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Golf is a sport that millions of Americans of all ages pla regularl. The activit itself is of a competitive nature,
while also providing a relaxing, introspective and onding experience. It is proal one of the few things that Alice Cooper, Celine Dion,
noop Dogg and Charles arkle all enjo and have in common.
3 YAR AGO
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John McCaule of Deer Tick talks Cit Winer show, Diamond Rugs, Deervana, California Raisins
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — The career of John McCaule is oth complex and interesting. He is the singer and primar songwriter ehind
Deer Tick, who has released five criticall-acclaimed alums and a handful of Ps over the past eight ears.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Mavericks set for Jul 29th show at Lincoln Center’s Damrosch Park, continue to redefine countr music
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ven though The Mavericks are winners of three Academ of Countr Music Awards and two Countr Music
Association Awards - in addition to one Gramm for "est Countr Performance" - the have never een a "countr and"  traditional
standards.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Luc Woodward
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Luc Woodward is one of those artists that five people ma recognize from five different projects. A lot of
people would know her for her major lael career, having released alums on Atlantic and Verve, which led to appearances on TV shows and
concerts stages around the world; one of her singles on Atlantic ecame a major gloal hit for tacie Orrico.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Chicago’s Roert Lamm gears up for NY & NJ shows with arth, Wind & Fire, reflects on almost 50 ears of
rock
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Within the few past ears, a numer of ands have hit the road for 50th anniversar tours including The each
os, The Who and The Rolling tones. ut of those aforementioned ands, did an of them put out meaningful new material in the 1980s or
1990s?
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Rachel rown Talks August 11th Joe’s Pu how, Wclef Involvement, New P
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When Wclef Jean refers to ou as "the future" even efore our deut full-length alum has een recorded,
people ought to start paing attention. In Rachel rown's case, not onl has Wclef een singing her praises, ut rave reviews have come
from Okaplaer, The New Yorker, Glamour and Vanit Fair.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

heppard has over 140 million potif streams, is read for Wester Hall
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — heppard has the sort of accolades as a and that are amazing, et are onl possile in this da and age. The
and's reakthrough single "Geronimo" is RIAA-certified at the Platinum level (over one million units sold), et it has over 140 million streams
on potif.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Devil Wears Prada comes to town for ig gigs on Jul 21st & 26th
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A lot of ands have named themselves after a ook or a movie, ut few ands have found their name coopted  a top-grossing movie. Although The Devil Wears Prada named themselves after a 2003 ook, technicall the did form prior to the
release of the Oscar-winning, Downtown Manhattan-featuring film starring Merl treep.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Anton Fig talks up new alum, 29 ears with David Letterman, working with KI
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — If ou were featured on network television for over 40 weeks a ear for nearl three decades, that alone
would make ou a legend. If ou plaed with the likes of Madonna, Mick Jagger and o Dlan - to name a few - in our downtime from our
Late how With David Letterman television gig, then ou would e something more than a legend.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Aaron Comess talks Rockwood gig, pin Doctors, Air Conditioned Gpsies
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 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Imagine eing the drummer in one of the most successful ands of the 1990s. Your hits not onl still pla
around the world 20-plus ears later, et the are snonmous with a particular era. Rather than sitting ack and reling on these prior
accomplishments, pin Doctors drummer Aaron Comess continues to push forward with a numer of projects.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

mil King is read for The ower allroom, talks Lower ast ide upringing
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Manhattan native mil King isn't et 30 ears of age, ut she is a certified music usiness veteran. he got
her first record deal (with J Records) in 2004, a few ears after dropping out of high school to pursue her music career, although her deut
alum ast ide tor was not released until 2007.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Joe McGint
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first learned aout Joe McGint as the leader of Loser's Lounge, which has een going for more than 20
ears. From there, I learned of his work with the likes of The Ramones, Nada urf, pacehog, Ran Adams and The Pschedelic Furs. Then I
learned aout his production work and that he owns a recording studio.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Lees Of Memor releases a new single, John Davis talks New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — John Davis first came into prominence as the voice and songwriter ehind the Knoxville, Tennessee-ased
and uperdrag. uperdrag had one of the most memorale rock hits of 1996, "ucked Out," which put them on the expected circuit of MTV
and radio festivals.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Writer/Director Ami Canaan Mann’s speaks aout “Jackie & Ran” and more
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Filmed in Utah over a 20-da period, Ami Canaan Mann had a lot of work cut out for her as writer and director
of Jackie & Ran . However, in eing an experienced creative mind within oth TV and film (e.g.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Lonel Wild is read for their Jul 14th gig at The Mercur Lounge
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Usuall ands hit the road when the have a new release to promote, ut in The Lonel Wild's case, the just
felt like hitting the road for a cross-countr tour. Their newl-finished alum, Chasing White Light, was recorded with singer/songwriter (and
producer) John Vanderslice at the helm in an Francisco, although it will not e released for a few more months.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Toto's teve Lukather talks New York area shows, Ringo tarr, Miles Davis, guitar heroism
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — teve Lukather - known to fans and friends as "Luke" - is as unique as the come in the music usiness. He
has plaed guitar on thousands of commerciall-released alums while spending nearl 40 ears in Toto. No matter the trends of the Top 40,
he has een working steadil.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Darin Ruell talks Films In Tompkins summer offerings, oulton & Watt and other ars
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Darin Ruell is known to some as proprietor of oulton & Watt, Forrest Point and lla: high-end, et attainale
places to relax at. However, few people have connected the dots to also realize that Darin is also ehind the Films In Tompkins series, which
is currentl on its seventh summer.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Patrick ieen to moonlight at the arclas Center etween headlining Vegas gigs
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Patrick ieen is in an incredil unique position as a musician. He is a successful, award-winning, steadilworking singer/songwriter who's plaed on ig stages around the world, et he is not a household name. mphasizing the past, he is an
mm winner, opened for on Jovi on "The Circle" tour (as part of elect Three), and has een a part of plent of national TV commercials.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Jim Florentine
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first learned aout Jim Florentine from his work on Comed Central's Crank Yankers; his "pecial d"
character went further mainstream eond the series through collaorations with minem. Around the same time, I started noticing Jim on
television more, making appearances on The Howard tern how, the criminall-underrated Tough Crowd With Colin Quinn, and various HO
shows.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lam Of God’s Rand lthe talks new ook “Dark Das,” prison survival, and running for U.. President
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Imagine eing in one of the world's most popular metal ands, plaing the sort of loud and intense set that
ou are accustomed to plaing. ut venue securit in Prague isn't quite up to snuff and one of the fans taking in our gig gets a little unrul.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Frank antopadre
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — For nearl a decade, I have een listening to podcasts, and as of this moment, none of them give me more jo
than Gilert Gottfried's Amazing Colossal Podcast. Gilert Gottfried ma e known  most for his shrill voice, et eneath the neish facade
is not onl a prolific comedian with countless spot-on impressions, ut an encclopedic knowledge of film and television.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

“Am,” Asif Kapadia’s documentar aout Am Winehouse, intrigues and surprises
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Fans of rock and roll folklore have long discussed "The 27 Clu," and with this ear's Montage Of Heck (aout
Kurt Coain) and Am (aout Am Winehouse), such speculation will likel continue. When I first heard of an in-depth Am Winehouse
documentar, I was a skeptic.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Melissa oloña talks “IN TRO,” modeling, philanthrop and New York
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I had the opportunit to do some Q&A with Melissa oloña when she was promoting "IN TRO" (showing at
New York's Cinema Village starting on Jul 3rd), as written and directed  Mel Rodriguez III. "IN TRO" calls itself an "unromantic comed"
and also includes eau Garrett, Micah Hauptman, Aimee Mullins and Mario Cantone in its cast.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Neon Trees to return to Irving Plaza for a more intimate performance
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Oftentimes critics sa that "rock is dead," ut when the sa that, the aren't taking into account that there are
still ands writing hits and maintaining health alum sales. Neon Trees - who formed in Provo, Utah aout ten ears ago - has released three
alums with internationall-charting singles since 2010.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

U.K. quartet PIN set for The Mercur Lounge
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first found out aout the all-female quartet from Manchester known as PIN when their cover of The Misfits'
"Hrid Moments" hit potif. PIN took "Hrid Moments" - argual the most popp song ever written aout easts, scars and cring - and
made it sound upeat and adorale without losing an of its original rock flare.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Danish rock sensations Mew read for first U.. tour in six ears
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — As with man seminal rock ands - U2, Incuus and the Red Hot Chili Peppers eing three famous examples the memers of Mew are world-famous even though the started plaing together as teenagers.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Hue Mack set to headline The tudio At Wester Hall, release “Things Change”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — First appearing on the illoard charts in 2013 with his independentl-released "Pretending Perfection," Hue
Mack is a proper example of a DIY-stle hip-hop artist. While his native West Virginia has ielded its fair share of successful entertainers filmmaker Morgan purlock, drummer rian Wolfe, and indie-pop duo TeamMate as some examples - it took getting out of town for Hue
Mack to start uilding a name.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

The Hunts set for Joe’s Pu in support of “Those Younger Das”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When hearing aout a "famil and," someone over the age of 40 is likel to think aout The Partridge Famil,
The Jackson Five or The Osmonds. For someone ounger, the ma have a different concept of what a famil and is, given the success of
chosmith, Haim or isle in the recent past.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Jeff Rosenstock to pla Wester Hall in support of “We Cool?”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Now in his mid-30s, Jeff Rosenstock has een releasing music and touring for more of his life than not. Having
come a long wa from The Arrogant ons Of itches - a Long Island-ased ska/punk and he co-founded as a teenager - Jeff alwas has a
variet of projects going on.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: arah Lewitinn
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first encountered arah Lewitinn in the ear 2000 when she wrote for PIN.com. I was a fan of her
contriutions to the wesite's "Kool Thing" column and reached out one da to give kudos. Unexpectedl, she e-mailed me ack, we staed in
touch, and we wound up seeing Primal cream live at The Hammerstein allroom a few months later.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Catfish and the ottlemen to headline Wester Hall in support of “The alcon”
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Hardl an overnight success, Catfish and the ottlemen formed in North Wales almost 10 ears ago. After
ears of struggle - and plaing covers - a record deal with Communion Records followed in 2013, followed  a larger deal with Island Records
last ear.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

KulturfestNYC, the ver-inclusive first-ever international Jewish performing arts festival, egins June 11th
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — KulturfestNYC ma e in its augural ear, et with Maor Delasio appearing at its June 11th announcement,
the festival is clearl a ig deal. Although it is eing illed as the "the first-ever international Jewish performing arts festival," KulturefestNYC
intends to e inclusive and celerator for all.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Toko Police Clu’s Dave Monks schedules Mercur Lounge gig in support of new solo alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When the Ontario-ased quartet Toko Police Clu exploded onto the U.. scene in 2007, a lot of people were
skeptical. A smart, fashionale rock and with pop hooks that was plaing major festivals and appearing on television well efore their deut
full-length was released? C'mon, there had to e a catch.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Colin tetson & arah Neufeld are ound for The ower allroom
 Darren Paltrowitz
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downtownmagazinenc.com — Whether ou know saxophonist Colin tetson and violinist arah Neufeld primaril for their work with The
Arcade Fire, or as masterful musicians leading their own projects, the ke is that oth of them are lazing a unique trail.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Cassandra eidenfeld
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ince launching the "Reall us People" column, I have had the pleasure of talking to a heav metal singer,
an art galler owner, an angel investor, a music producer, a professional wrestler, and a singer/songwriter. Yet all of these interview sujects
made it clear that the do a lot more than their aforementioned occupation.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ro Ackrod of Florence + The Machine and The Late Late has a us Governors all weekend ahead
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — As the saing goes, if ou want to get something done, give it to a us person. Ro Ackrod, lead guitarist for
Florence & The Machine and partner in The Late Late, clearl aides  that ideolog as he'll e all around the New York Cit area this
weekend.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

ang On A Can’s Julia Wolfe wins a Pulitzer Prize, gears up for more New York events
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Like Loser's Lounge or THL, ang On A Can is a great New York Cit collective that ou can alwas depend
on for a qualit-oriented musical event. Comprised of Julia Wolfe, David Lang and Michael Gordon, ang On A Can was founded in 1987.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Ash's Rick McMurra discusses the new alum and the and's New York ties
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — There seem to e two levels of Ash awareness among music listeners in the United tates: 1) Those aware of
the and's 20+ ear legac (even though all three memers are under 40 ears old) and their on-going run of gloal hits, 2) People who
simpl haven't heard of the and.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Della Mae set for a pair of New York gigs on June 8th & 9th
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Recentl named a "New Artist You Need To Know" and one of the "50 est Things We aw At XW" 
Rolling tone, Della Mae has earned a lot of acclaim over the past few ears. 2013 rought them their first Gramm nomination, while 2014
saw them pla in 15 countries as part of the U..
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Nate Mendel talks Lieutenant, Foo Fighters, the Mercur Lounge, and plaing at Citi Field
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — M favorite memer of Foo Fighters, ou ask? It has alwas een Nate Mendel. esides eing a memer of
the group for over 20 ears - he joined in 1994 and is the onl other constant memer esides Dave Grohl - Nate was a founding memer of
the ver influential unn Da Real state.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

teven Kristel talks o’s and its Ilegal Mezcal Music eries
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — A 2014 OpenTale's Diners' Choice winner, o's (6 West 24th treet) came onto the scene strong in 2013.
Named after Andrew "o" Young III, the son of Civil Rights Movement icon Andrew Young II, o's aims to ring "the est of Montauk, New York
and New Orleans" together.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Mike Viola
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I first found out aout Mike Viola in 1997 when his old and, Cand utchers, opened for The Might e Giants
at Irving Plaza. I was lown awa not just  the songs, ut the familiarit of his voice.
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 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Lil Dick coming to Irving Plaza on June 2nd, in advance of his deut LP on Jul 31st
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — I didn't learn aout Lil Dick through "Yo! MTV Raps," Hot 97, Power 105 or an of the traditional outlets for
emerging hip-hop artists. Instead, I first heard aout Lil Dick on Jensen Karp and Matthew Roinson's "Get Up On This Podcast," when Karp
mentioned Dick as one of the few funn rappers that he enjoed.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Dear Rouge set for ower lectric and Pianos gigs in support of highl-anticipated deut alum
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — There are a lot of interesting things aout the group known as Dear Rouge. Most interesting to some ma e
that the (Drew and Danielle McTaggart) are a husand and wife duo. To others, it ma e that the first three singles off of their deut alum
"lack To Gold" have hit the Top 3 at Alternative and Modern Rock radio in Canada.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Mark Guiliana Jazz Quartet to stage a “takeover” at Rockwood Music Hall on June 4th
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Disclaimer: I'm not a jazz gu. ut some jazz artists are so interesting and unique that the capture m
attention - and Mark Guiliana, who has done plent outside the jazz genre - is one of them. As a drummer, producer and composer, his work
often adds in electronics and avant-garde facets that few jazz musicians would dare to.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Reall us People: Galler 1988's Jensen Karp
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Whether or not the know it, millions upon millions of people have experienced the work of Jensen Karp. The
epitome of this column's namesake, Jensen Karp is a true renaissance man within the creative field. Jensen has written for television (e.g.
VH1's "Candidl Nicole," PN's "The PY's, WW's "Monda Night Raw").
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

JiHA is coming to the Highline allroom on Ma 27 in advance of her new alum "Illusion of You"
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — When I first learned aout JiHA, I was shocked, to sa the least. Here was an artist with A-List collaorators,
who had turned down major lael deals, and who had an acclaimed ack catalog of releases...and I had no idea who she was.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Honduras set for a sold-out ower allroom gig on Ma 26th
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — ver now and then, a and comes along with such a quick ascent that ou have to take notice. In the case of
Honduras, the quartet hasn't et put out a full-length alum -"Ritualized" will e released in eptemer on lack ell Records, a lael owned
 Passion Pit's Aad Al Adham - et the acclaim has come from oth critics and musicians like.
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?

Les ig rd Makes New York Deut
 Darren Paltrowitz
downtownmagazinenc.com — Les ig rd ma e a new and, and their Ma 2015 run ma e their first trip to North America, ut its
memers are hardl new to the music usiness. Founding memers Joakim Åhlund and Frans Johannson oth have experienced
international success, with Ahland eing part of Caesars and also Teddears, and Johannson eing a memer of ...
3 YAR AGO







 Open in Who hared

Wrong line?
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